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ANote on the Term "Photomontage"
Throughoutthis book, we use the term photomontageratherthan collageor photocollage.The term was associatedwith
the Germanword montleren(to assemble,or fit), which the BerlinDadaistsusedto describetheir piecingtogetherof photo
graphic and typographic sources, usuallycut from the printed mass media. They enjoyedthe mechanical—and prole
tarian—connotationsassociatedwith the term and used it to distinguishtheir work from Cubistcollages,or papierscolles,
whose formalist abstraction they considered a dead end. For most of her life, HannahHoch consistently used the term
photomontageto describeher work, althoughearlyon she also used Klebebild(gluedpicture) or Klebezeichnung(glued
drawing).Subsequentto the Dadaperiod, the term photomontage has often come to havea more restricted meaning:a
seamless,composite imageachievedeither by manipulatingnegativesin the darkroom or rephotographinga collage of
photographs,techniquesfavoredby such disparateartists as John Heartfieldand the RussianConstructivists,on the one
hand, and the Surrealists,on the other. Hoch neverengaged in such photographic artifice (other than in an occasional
double-exposureself-portrait),preferringto accept the evidenceof hand cutting over the creation of seamlessillusionor
the mass-production of images. In employingthe term photomontage, we are, therefore, seekingto restore its original
usageand to remainconsistentwith HannahHoch's own language.

A Note on the Dating of Hoch's Photomontages
Untilthe 1950s,Hoch frequentlydid not date her photomontagesat all, or did so only yearsafter she madethem, at times
using ball-pointpen (a post-World War II invention)to annotatepieces in the tremuloushand of her old age. Thesedates
are thereforehighlyunreliable.In manycases,the works on which they are inscribedare composedof photographicrepro
ductions that first appearedin the mass media only years later. Indeed, Hoch was so uncertainof the dating of her work
that she often crossed out or eraseda date she had previouslywritten on a photomontageand replaced it with another.
In other instances, dates have been ascribed to works by owners or dealers based on the year in which they were first
exhibited.Althoughwe havebeen unableto resolvesuch issuesentirely,we haveneverthelesscalledattentionhereto the
most glaringof thesediscrepancies.Whilethe captionsto the platesin this cataloguegivethe datesassignedto the works
by Hoch or their current owners, the essay texts and annotationsfrequently suggest alternativedates based on media
sources,existingdocumentation,and stylistic and technicalanalysis.We hope that these notes will contribute to a more
accurate dating of Hoch's works in the future.
Copyrightand Libraryof CongressCataloging-in-PublicationData appearon the last printed page of this book.
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WHILEHANNAH
HOCH'Simportance as a member of the
Berlin chapter of the international Dada movement has
been acknowledgedwidely,within the last fifteenyears or
so a new generation of critics and historians, primarily
feminist in orientation, has begun to underscore her indi
vidual achievements. Ofparticular importance in this re
gard have been the writings of lula Dech, Hanne Bergius,
and Ellen Maurer in Germany and Maud Lavin in the
UnitedStates. Theirworkhas laid the foundationfor ours.
This exhibition is the first comprehensive survey in the
United States of Hannah Hoch's most influential body of
work,the photomontages.Hoch,whose life spanned from
1889 to 1978, is an historical figure with a particularly
contemporary voice. Her photomontages—composed of
images lifted from the mass media and incisive in their
detailing of the social construction of gender roles—
speak directlyto the concerns of many artists and scholars
workingtoday.
Professor Maria Makela, who approached us initially with the
concept for this exhibition, was joined in her efforts by Peter
Boswell, who, until his recent appointment as Andrew Heiskell
Arts Director at the American Academy in Rome, was the Walker's
associate curator for the visual arts. Their collective research has
resulted in an exhibition and publication of unusual lucidity, elegance, and penetrating intelligence. The curators were propelled
by two intertwining challenges: to trace the artist's incorporation
of images from popular periodicals and to map the impact on her
career of the cataclysmic political events that shaped Germany
during the period 1918 to 1972. Marked by crushing defeats in two
world wars, Germany was compelled to seek a moral as well as eco
nomic center after the Nazi period and the subsequent partition
ing of the country during the cold-war era. Hoch's career, unlike
that of many of her artistic contemporaries who fled their home
land in the 1930s, was shaped by her decision to remain in Germany; her emotional and intellectual odyssey can be traced in the
shifting images in, sources for, and methods of her photomontages.

In focusing on Hoch's use of images appropriated from the mass
media, the curators have been extremely diligent in documenting,
often for the first time, the individual magazines, newspapers, and
patternbooks for handicraft designs from which these images were
taken. This approach yields new insights into Hoch's own theoretical
and stylistic evolution. One sees graphically how she moved from a
specific political critique —in which the identity of individuals
depicted in the photomontages is critical to their interpretation —
to a more generalized sociological exploration, to an increasingly
formalized and fantasy-driven approach beginning in the mid1980s, when the transformation and, ultimately, obliteration of the
images all but denied the significance of the original sources. The
wealth of documentary materials preserved in the Hannah Hoch
Archive at the Berlinische Galerie —from daybooks and letters to
ticket stubs —allowed the curators to connect the public and pri
vate events that shaped Hoch's life and career.
In any such exhaustive enterprise, the product of several years'
work on the part of the curators, the contributions of many collabo
j rators must be acknowledged. First among these are the members
of the Hoch family, whose support and generosity have been of
paramount importance: Hannah's sisters, Grete Konig and Marianne
Carlberg, both of whom passed away during the organization of
j this exhibition; her nephew Peter Carlberg, niece Karin Konig,
! and niece Eva-Maria Rossner and husband, Heinrich —all of whom
have been exceptionally generous in their hospitality and in per
mitting access to their artworks and related materials.
The exhibition would not have been possible without the par
ticipation of a host of private and institutional lenders of Hoch's
work. Special thanks must be extended to the Berlinische Galerie
and its director, Jorn Merkert, whose enthusiastic support for
this exhibition was critical. His colleagues Freya Miilhaupt and
Katherina Hoffmann of the Graphische Sammlung generously
shared both their time and their knowledge of Hoch's work, while
j Maiken Schmidt expedited photography and helped with questions
regarding the artist's designs for domestic handiwork. The staff of
the Kiinstlerarchiv der Berlinischen Galerie could not have been
more accommodating, and we are deeply grateful to Wolfgang
Erler and Eva Ziichner for their help. Despite deadlines that
loomed as volume two of the invaluable documentation
of the
artist's life, Hannah Hoch: Eine Lebenscollage, went to press, Ralf
Burmeister and Eckhard Fiirlus, archivists of the Hannah Hoch
Archive, patiently answered all questions regarding the Hoch
materials at the Berlinische Galerie. Without their assistance, this
catalogue would have been greatly diminished.
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Erna Haist of the Institut fur Auslandsbeziehungen
graciously
adjusted the travel schedule of the museum's outstanding collec
tion of Hoch works to allow them to be included in the exhibition's
full tour. Alexander Diickers, director of the Kupferstichkabinett,
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin-PreuBicher Kulturbesitz, made avail
able his museum's full holdings of Hoch photomontages;
and
Rainer Schoch of the Graphische Sammlung, Germanisches
Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, was kind enough to make available
works on loan to his museum. Claudia Marquart and Katja Holzer
at the Bankgesellschaft
Berlin also have also been enormously
helpful. Liselotte and Armin Orgel-Kohne have been extremely
generous with materials generated through their close friendship
with Hannah Hoch. The early support of Louise Noun and of
Gesche Poppe and her late husband, Siegfried, was as essential to
ensuring the viability of the exhibition as their enthusiasm, hospi
tality, and intellectual curiosity were stimulating.
We are extremely delighted that our colleagues Glenn Lowry,
director of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and Graham
Beal, director of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, have
made it possible for this exhibition to be seen at their museums.
Carolyn Lanchner, curator of painting and sculpture at the
Museum of Modern Art, New York, has written eloquently on Hoch
for this catalogue. Her advice, along with that, at the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, of Stephanie Barron, curator of twentiethcentury art, and Timothy O. Benson, associate curator of the
Rifkind Center for German Expressionist Studies, was instrumen
tal in helping us bring form to this exhibition and catalogue.
An exhibition and publication of this ambition requires the faith
of many funders. An early grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts permitted essential research at the conceptual stages of
this ambitious project. A keen commitment to scholarly pursuits,
coupled with an abiding interest in Hoch's art, led Lucia Woods
Lindley to support this exhibition. Jo Carole and Ronald Lauder,
devoted patrons of many art forms and institutions, were charac
teristically generous in helping us realize the catalogue in a man
ner that matches Hoch's achievements. The efforts on our behalf
of Nadine and Bill McGuire have been extraordinarily
helpful;
Nadine's tenure as a trustee of the Walker Art Center has been
marked by an unusual intellectual and financial commitment.
Goldman, Sachs and Company, Dayton's Frango® Fund, Voyageur
Companies, and the American Express Minnesota Philanthropic
Program have all contributed
essential financial support, for
which I am particularly appreciative. We also are extremely grate
ful for the contributions made by Robert and Carrie Lehrman, and
by the law offices of Aaron M. Levine, Washington, D.C.; Sybil
Shainwald, New York; and Zimmerman and Reed, Minneapolis.
Oskar Friedl and Angela Greiner were helpful in securing support
from the German American Arts Foundation and the Goethe-Institut
Chicago, respectively. Dietrich PapenfuB and the Alexander von
Humboldt-Stiftung
have helped defray the cost of photographic
materials from German museums, libraries, and archives. Apple
Computer, Inc., and the Agfa Division of Bayer Corporation have
provided financial and in-kind support. The Maryland Institute,
College of Art, also provided support through its faculty enrich
ment program for Professor Makela's research.
Peter Fritzsche, Atina Grossmann, Charles Haxthausen, Anton
Kaes, Frank Trommler, and Joan Weinstein, participants in an
advisory panel for the exhibition, provided incisive commentary
which was of invaluable help to the curators; Griselda Pollock also
was kind enough to contribute her insights. Jula Dech has offered
her considerable expertise and resources in creating didactic
materials relating to Hoch's opus, Cut with the Kitchen Knife.

j Valentine Plisnier has been generous in sharing her research on
Hoch's sources for the Ethnographic Museum series. Portions of
the catalogue have benefited from the insights of Ralf Burmeister,
Lou Cabeen, and Nancy Owen. Maud Lavin also has been helpful in
providing advice regarding the exhibition and its related programs.
We have benefited as well from the assistance of the many
commercial galleries that have aided us in locating works and
resources. We would like to thank especially Inge and Florian
Karsch of the Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin; Peter Barth and Herbert
Remmert of Galerie Remmert und Barth, Diisseldorf; Viola Roehrvon Alvensleben of Galerie Alvensleben, Munich; Hendrik Berinson
of Galerie Berinson, Berlin; Marcel Fleiss of Galerie 1900-2000,
Paris; and Annely Juda of Annely Juda Fine Arts, London. Assis
tance in locating and supplying photographic sources for Hoch's
photomontages has been provided by Gabriele Toepser-Ziegert at
the Institut fur Zeitungsforschung,
Bibliotheken der Stadt Dort
mund; and William Hooper, archivist, Time, Inc., New York.
Rochelle Steiner, NEA curatorial/education
intern for two
years, has juggled the organizational demands of this project with
grace, intelligence, and curiosity; her commitment to this often
daunting project was unflagging, and optimism in the face of thou
sands of details, inspiring. We know she will be held in equally
high esteem by her colleagues at the Saint Louis Art Museum as
she assumes her new role as assistant curator of contemporary art
there. Kristin Makholm, in the final stages, and Toby Kamps early
on, have been instrumental in providing research support. Janet
Jenkins has done her usual superb job of editing the catalogue
with superhuman attention to both detail and style. Michelle
Piranio ably coordinated the publication of the catalogue, and
Laurie Haycock Makela and Santiago Piedrafita put in untold
hours honing the design to perfection. Matthew Siegal has handled
the complex task of coordinating loans and shipment of the art
work. Rhonda Loverude and Henrietta Dwyer have supplied
essential secretarial assistance. The fundraising skills of Aaron
Mack and Kathie DeShaw have been vital to securing the support
necessary for the exhibition and catalogue to achieve their final
forms. David Galligan, Mary Polta, and Howard Oransky have pro
vided administrative guidance and support. Bruce Jenkins, John
Killacky, and Karen Moss have contributed their efforts to related
programming for the exhibition.
Last but not least, the unstinting support of Neal Benezra and
Julie Yanson have allowed Maria Makela and Peter Boswell the
time and emotional resources necessary to see such a project to its
conclusion. In ways too countless to enumerate, they have been
essential to the making of this exhibition, and I am as grateful to
them as I am to their extraordinary spouses.

KATHY HALBREICH
DIRECTOR
WALKER

ART CENTER
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History, for the most part, has followed the lead of Hoch's Dada

HANNAH HOCH's lifelong obsession with photomontage
has made her one of the most resilient

4

contemporaries in minimizing her role within the movement and, until

and adventure-

some media artists of our time. She worked in the medium

recently, has given scant attention to her subsequentcareer. After years

for better than half a century — all the while using pho-

of virtual anonymity beyond the confines of Berlin, she did attain some

tographs cut from mass-media periodicals as the sources

commercial success in the 1960s; but it was only after a 1976 retro-

for her constructed images. Over the course of this career

spective exhibition of her work in Parisand Berlin and her death in 1978

the work changed considerably,

evolving from mordant

that she began to be accorded serious critical attention. Since that

social commentary

fantasy to outright ab-

time, a new generationof feminist critics and historians,first in Germany

to surrealist

she dis-

and then elsewhere, has focused its attentions on her elegant dissec-

played across a sustained practice in the medium, Hoch

tion of the representation of women in the mass media during the

remains known primarily

Weimar era. But even today, Hoch's post-Weimar work has received

Straction. Yet despite the range and innovation

for the work she produced dur-

ing a short span of time at the beginning

only limited exposure and almost no critical scrutiny,

of her artistic

life, when she was the only woman among that group of
1

artists who made up the legendary Dada circle in Berlin.
As a result of her association

with such incendiary

tal

ents of the movement as Johannes Baader, George Grosz,
Raoul Hausmann, John Heartfield,
beck, Hoch furthermore

HOCH

AND

BERLIN

D4D4

(1918-1922)

and Richard Huelsen-

has been miscast as something

of a Dada manque — "a quiet girl from the little town of
Gotha" whose "tiny voice would only have been drowned
2

by the roars of her masculine

The near-exclusive association of Hoch with Berlin Dada is rooted in

colleagues."

While the Dada period was clearly a formative moment in her career, two related causes: her early involvement with the development of
Hoch went on to chart a decidedly independent course in her work—

photomontage (a medium that for many is synonymous with the move-

one that eschewed the revolutionary bombast of her early contempo-

ment) and her creation of a single, tour-de-force work— Schnitt mit dem

raries in favor of a more intimate exploration of the intersection between

KuchenmesserDada durch die letzte weimarer Bierbauchkulturepoche

social force and private persona. From the first, Hoch had been more

Deutschlands (Cut with the Kitchen Knife Dada through the Last

attuned to the inner voice than to public proclamation. Her works, even Weimar Beer-Belly Cultural Epoch of Germany, 1919-1920) (pi. 1)—

3

when they deal with social issues, are endowed with an open-ended

which stands as a visual summa of Berlin Dada's exuberant condem-

ambiguity that hardly could be more at odds with the exhortatory

nation of contemporaneous German society and its wholehearted

outrage of her fellow Dadaists in Berlin. In light of her subjectivity, her

immersion in the revolutionarychaos of post-WilhelmineGermany,

whimsy, her opennessto fantasy, and her dedication to issuesof artistic

Despite these notable contributions, it is clear that Hoch's "mascu-

form, it is perhaps more appropriate, in the end, to link her with those

line colleagues" of the Berlin Dada movement were little inclined to

colleagueswith whom she herself expressedthe greatest affinity—Kurt

include her in their midst. Heartfield and Grosz are said to have vehe-

Schwitters, Hans Arp, Max Ernst—than with the Berlin Dadaists who

mently opposed her inclusion in the celebrated First International Dada

actively marginalizedher.

Fair of 1920 and yielded only when Hausmann, the indispensable
"broadsword of Dada," threatened to boycott the event. Later, in their
memoirs, Huelsenbeck, Grosz, and Hausmann mentioned her only in
passing or omitted reference altogether— a neglect that is particularly
onerous in Hausmann's case, given that he and Hoch were lovers for
7
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8

more than seven years and exerted a mutual influence on each other's
work that is readilyapparent. Walter Mehring, in his Berlin Dada (1959),
had the courtesy to includea passageby Hoch that recalledher involve
ment with the movement, but he had little to say about her himself.
Hans Richter, in his 1964 Dada: Art and Anti-Art, was more considerate
(he was the only one to note that Hoch continued to work beyond the
Dada period) but still patronizing,characterizingher as "a good girl" with
5

"a slightly nun-like grace" and a "small, precise voice." Although in a
later account he praised Hoch for her "conviction, talent, and courage,"
he hailed her above all for preserving the work of her Dada colleagues,

6

7

which he then chided her for hoarding.
Perhaps Hoch's greatest sin in the eyes of her fellow Dadaists (and,
at least until recently,of history)was her continued respect for the notion
of "Art" and her persistencein looking at the world from a woman's per
spective. In contrast to the anti-fine art pretensions of her colleagues,
Hoch continued to attend the School of the State Museum of Applied
Arts throughout the critical Dada years (1918-1920) and to value tradi
tion even as she participated in radicalinnovation—painting still lifesand
landscapes as well as nonobjective abstractions, all of which were
anathema to her revolutionary compatriots. Even her photomontages
and collages consistently reveal her respect for purely formal concerns
such as composition, color, and craft. Devoted to the visual, she
showed little interest in proclaiming her revolutionary aspirations via
written manifestos, the Dadaists' preferred form of self-expression;
nor did she participate as more than an occasional supporting player in
their readings or performances. In short, she was not "one of the boys"
and on occasion didn't mind making that distinction clear. She lightly
mocked her fellow Dadaists' flamboyant bravura in Cut with the Kitchen
Knife by placing their heads on women's bodies and parodied their self-

Photomontage
and"High"M:
The
Struggle
Between
Public
andPrivate
(1922-1929)

satisfied narcissism in Da Dandy (1919) (pi. 6).
Hoch was also devoted to such unrevolutionarypursuits as domes
tic handicraft and fabric and fashion design. From 1916 to 1926 she

Sexualbias and the internaljealousiesof the Dada movement, however,

worked three days a week for Ullstein Verlag, the largest publishing

are not the only circumstances that have kept Hoch's work from the

house in Berlin, producing handiwork patterns and writing articles on

art-historical limelight. Severalother factors, intrinsic to her production,

crafts for domestically oriented publications. Even before her breakup

also have contributed significantly: her prodigious, variegated, and

with Hausmann in 1922—by which time the fragile Berlin Dada move

sometimes disconcertingly uneven output in a variety of media, which

ment had fallen victim to the vituperative bickering of its constituents—

makes it difficult to present a concise view of her artistic personality;and

Hoch had begun to meld the twin worlds of Dada and domesticity in

the complex interplay between public and private that permeates her

photomontages that examined the equivocal status of women in

photomontages, which confounds our historical expectations of the

post-World War I Germany. Her ambivalent response to the illustrated

medium, shaped as they have been by the publicizing and proselytizing

print-media's representation of Germany's widely publicized New

approaches of Berlin Dada, Russian Constructivism, and commercial
advertising of the interwar period.

Woman can be seen in such early photomontages as Das schdne Madchen (The Beautiful Girl, 1919-1920) (pi. 9) and an untitled work from

Although now best known for her photomontages, Hoch also worked

1921 (pi. 11), and it even forms an important subtext to Cut with the

extensivelyin oil painting, watercolor, and gouache for the full length of

Kitchen Knife. Once liberatedfrom the daily presenceof the redoubtable her career. In all these media her boundless curiosity, enthusiasm, and
Hausmann, her photomontages from the 1920s focused almost exclu willingness to experiment led her to work in an astonishing diversity of
sively on issues relating to the construction of women's identity and

styles, often at the same time. During the years 1918-1922, for exam

gender relationships, and did so with a detached irony that contrasts

ple, precisely at the time of her initial involvement with photomontage

sharply with Berlin Dada's exuberant egotism.

and Dada, Hoch produced works that bear the imprint of a variety of

These lines of inquiry had little resonance among the male Dadaists.

influences: Orphism, Constructivism, Futurism, Pittura Metafisica,

After the dissolution of the movement, Hoch had only intermittent con

Expressionism,and Cubist papiers colles, as well as other branches of

tact with many of her erstwhile confreres, and years later she testified

Dada, such as Ernst's and Picabia's merging of man, machine, and

to their grudging demurral: "Thirty years ago, it was not very easy for a

nature (see, for example, figs. 1-3 and pis. 12-1 5). This heterogeneity

woman to impose herselfas a modern artist in Germany

Most of our

male colleagues continued for a long time to look upon us as charming
and gifted amateurs, denying us implicitlyany real professionalstatus."

9
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1. (opposite) Mechanischer Garten (Mechanical Garden), 1920, wotercolor. Collection H. Marc Moyens, Alexandria, Virginia.
2. Raoul Hausmann, 1922, watercolor. Privatecollection. 3. Konstruktionmit Blau (Constructionwith Blue), 1919, watercolor.
GermanischesNationalmuseum, Nuremberg (on loan from private collection).
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4. Imaginare Brucke(Imaginary Bridge), also known as Zwei Kopfe (Two Heads), 1926, oil on canvas. Collection National Gallery of Australia, Canberra.

of style and medium, which persisted throughout her career, can make becomes evident that it is rather the product of her obsession with the
it tempting to dismiss Hoch as a talented dilettante: an artistic butterfly

medium and its manifold possibilities. For Hoch, as we shall see, the

who flitted from style to style, seeminglywithout discipline or intent."

practice of photomontage was a voyage of exploration, a continuing

Even in the field of photomontage, where Hoch's reputation princi- j journey into the new, the possible, the fantastic: a journey through the
pally and properly rests, the works are strikingly varied. During her fifty looking glass.
years of production she engaged a bewildering array of styles and

Despite the persistence and intensity of her engagementwith photo-

subjects, ranging from her anarchically composed Dada creations of

montage, however, it is apparent that Hoch initially was ambivalent

1919-1922 to her intimate psychological portraits and gender exami-

about the medium's place within her creative output. After displaying

nations of the 1920s, the dark epic of her EthnographicMuseum series, Cut with the Kitchen Knife and several other photomontages at the
her anti-Nazi parodies of the early 1930s, her full-blown adoption of

anarchic First InternationalDada Fair in Berlin in 1920, she did not pub-

Surrealismduring the years of the Third Reich (which she maintained in

licly exhibit her photomontages again until almost a decade later when,

various forms throughout the rest of her career), her espousal of non-

presumablyat the bidding of her friend Laszlo Moholy-Nagy,seventeen

objective abstraction in the 1940s and 1950s, and— ultimately— her

were shown in the landmark Film und Foto exhibition in Stuttgart in

reengagementof the female image and the symbolic portrait-form in the

1929. Throughout the 1920s, Hoch exhibited extensively in group

1960s. The protean character of Hoch's achievement makes her work

exhibitions throughout Germany, but she consistently represented

resistant to categorization. But this versatility should not be read as

herself through paintings, whether oils, watercolors, or gouaches. It

inconstancy. With respect to her work in photomontage, in particular, it

appears, therefore, that much of the work for which she is now best
known was created without the overt intention—or at least without the
immediate intention—of being viewed publicly.

11

(Imaginary Bridge , 1926) (fig. 4), for example, stem directly from her
relationship with Hausmann and their disagreements over having chil

11

dren together. At the opposite end of the spectrum are such symbolic
paintingsas Vita Immortalis(ImmortalLife, 1924),Die Treppe(The Stair
case, 1926),Kubus (Cube, 1926),Der Weg (ThePath, 1927) (fig.5), and
Der Zaun (The Fence, 1927-1928), which, while they may display auto
biographical references, aspire to more universal concerns as they
engage such themes as the course of life, the interaction of male and
female, and the communion of humanity and nature. With their meta
physicalyearnings,these works fall fully within the German romantic tra
dition, an inheritance that the critic Hans Hildebrandt, a close friend of
Hoch's, acknowledged in his 1928 book Die Frau als Kunstlerin (The
Woman as Artist)-."The urge toward the mysterious, the dreamlike, the
magical, the ancient legacy of Germanic spirituality, is also found in the
strange, striking creations of Hannah Hoch, whose forms continually

12

metamorphose before our very eyes."
Photomontage, of course, had no such accepted tradition to rely
on for legitimization. Hoch consequently seems to have engaged in it
primarily as a private passion after the dissolution of Dada. The sharp
formal distinctions between her photomontages of the Dada period and
those that followed—as well as distinctions in their subject matter—
make it clear that the earlier pieces had been made for a particular
audience, the Dada circle. She showed them publicly only in the First
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International Dada Fair;

and—for the only time in her career as a

photomonteur—she supplementedmany of the images, in proper Dada
fashion, with text. Such works as Cut with the Kitchen Knife, DadaRundschau (Dada Panorama, 1919) (pi. 2), and Dada-Tanz (Dada Ball,
1922) (pi. 8) contain repeated references to the movement, not only in
their titles but within the compositions themselves, which include such
favored slogans as Dada Siegt! (Dada rules!) and Liegen Sie Ihr Geld in
dada an! (Invest your money in Dada!). Hoch's montaged works from
this period typically feature centrifugal compositions and maintain the
distinctive Dada emphasis on fracture and disjunction. Machine parts,
particularly circular motifs such as gauges, gears, or automobile tires,
5. Der Weg (ThePath), 1927, oil on canvas.

which were common symbols of progress and modernity in Dada mon

Collection LouiseRosenfieldNoun, DesMoines, Iowa.

tages by Grosz, Hausmann,and Heartfield(figs.6, 7), are also common
to Hoch's works of this period.

Hoch's hesitance to exhibit her photomontages may have stemmed

Hoch's photomontages from after 1922 differ significantly in charac

from her strong desire for public acceptance as an artist. Although she

ter from their Dada predecessors. They are smaller in size and simpler

had painted watercolors since her youth, when she was finally permit

in composition, abandoning the centrifugal composition bleeding out to

ted to leave her native Gotha to study art in Berlin, after years of tend

a blank ground that had typified such works as The Beautiful Girl and

ing to her younger siblings, she studied the applied rather than the fine

Hochfinanz (High Finance,1923) (pi. 10). The compositions now have a

arts. Her early work consisted primarily of drawings, watercolors, and

strong rectilinear quality, reflecting Constructivist influence, and often

linoleum prints; she did not produce her first oil painting until 1916, only feature either single images centered on a ground—particularly in por
traits such as Kinder (Children)(pi.32) or Der Melancholiker(TheMelan
two years before her discovery of photomontage.
Painting had a legitimacy and an established iconography that the

cholic) (pi. 33), both from 1925—or semi-narrative vignettes anchored

new medium of photomontage lacked. Indeed, the mass-media peri

by strips of colored papers that parallelthe edges of the frame, as in Die

odicals that Hoch used as sources for her photomontages were

Kokette I (The Coquette 1,1923-1925) (pi. 26) or Liebe (Love, c. 1926)

considered vulgar and superficial by many, particularlyamong the intel

(pi. 55). Hoch used both colored paper and watercolor to enliventhese

lectual and cultural elite. Accordingly, once Dada—with its clannish,

works visually, creating either minimal settings for her figures, as in

self-curated exhibitions—vaporized as a movement, painting became
her form of public expression. In keeping with its traditions, it became
the vehicle for her most intimate autobiographical concerns as well as
her most universalaspirations. Such paintings as Das Paar (Selbst mit
Raoul Hausmann) (The Couple [Self with Raoul Hausmann], c. 1920),
Frau und Saturn (Woman and Saturn, 1922), and Imaginare Brucke
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psychic unease. A series of "portraits" features images of what may
be called psychological types—"the Melancholic," "the Victor" (pi. 41)
"the Half-Caste" (pi. 29), "Children." Together, they take on a sort of
taxonomic quality that is reminiscent of August Sander's contempo
raneous photographic compilation, The Face of Our Time, and recall
other scientific or pseudo-scientific type-catalogues so popular during
the period (and which the Nazis would take to extremes with their
grotesque manipulations of genetic anthropology).
In contrast to her paintings from this period, Hoch's photomontages
eschew the universal and the timeless in favor of the immediate. Filled
with wit, irony, and critical awareness,they are certainly reflectiveof the
artist's personal concerns; but it is difficult to read them as overtly auto
biographical, not in the least because of the public nature of their

15

sources.

In these works, Hoch composed personalities by piecing

together bits of publicly shared material, mimicking the manner in which
private identity is composed from a variety of socializingforces. Making
exclusiveuse of imagesfrom popular periodicals, she took the (printed)
stuff of everydaylife as her source of inspiration in order to create highly
personal— or private—images,ones that speak more of inner being than
of public persona.
Predominantly psychological rather than narrative, these works are
highly subjective and are receptive, therefore, to the viewer's own read
ing. To establish such an intimate rapport between the viewer and the
artwork, Hoch repeatedly utilized a few basic strategies (which she
would continue to use throughout her career in photomontage). Invar
iably they feature one or two (or, very rarely, three) figures, usually
female or androgynous, with an emphasis placed on the head. Female
eyes and lips—the windows of the soul and the most sexual facial attri
butes—are highlighted. The characters almost invariablygaze straight
out of the image, fixing the viewer with their unblinking regards, which
Hoch further accentuates by either enlarging the eye out of proportion
to the rest of the face (as in The Melancholic or The Sweet One); by
endowing them with mismatched eyes (as in Balance or Deutsches
6. John Heartfield, Lebenund Treiben in Universal-City, 12 Uhr 5 mittags
(Life and Timesin Universal City at 12:05 Noon), 1919, photomontage.
Collection Akademie der Kunste,Berlin. 7. Raoul Hausmann, Elasticum, 1920,
photomontage with gouache. Courtesy Galerie Berinson, Berlin.

Madchen [German Girl, 1930] [pi. 64]) or two identical ones (Children)-,
or by combining two faces that gaze out at the viewer together (as in
Flight or Die starken Manner [The Strong Men, 1931] [pi. 62]).
During the mid -1920s, Hoch briefly attempted to bridge the gap
between the allegoric impulse of her canvases and the psychological

thrust of her photomontages in several paintings—Journalisten (Jour
Flucht (Flight,1931) (pi. 63), or striking chromatic effects, as in Equilibre nalists, 1925) (fig. 8), Roma (Rome, 1925) (fig. 9), and Die Braut (The
(Balance, 1925) (pi.34) or Die Su3e (The Sweet One, 1926) (pi. 50). She Bride, 1927)(fig. 10)—all of which evoke the technique of photomontage
also was adept at exploiting the varied ink tones of different periodi

through their mismatching of body parts, distortions of scale, and use

cals—sepia, blue, green, gray—for coloristic effect.

of positive and negativeform. Journalists,for example, revealsthe same

The most important change in these works of the 1920s, however,

kinds of facial distortions, particularly the mismatched eyes, that typify

occurred in their subject matter, which became more focused as

her photomontaged portraits from the period. The gender blending we

Hoch's meditations on gender roles and the relationship between the

have seen in the photomontages is recreated in the painting's right-

sexes came to dominate the compositions. The Liebe (Love) series,

hand figure, which features a mustachioed head atop a female body.

which features such works as The Coquette I and Die Kokette II (The
Coquette II, c. 1925) (pi. 27), cunningly mocks the mating rituals of
modern life. Other works, mostly from after 1926, when Hoch began a
nine-year lesbian relationship with the Dutch poet Til Brugman, depict
same-sex or androgynous couples. The monumental Ethnographic
Museum series, made between 1924 and 1930, provides a profound
meditation on the alienation of the female, who is placed on a pedestal
and isolated from social intercourse, and whose demeanor is obscured
by a mask that both conceals her individual identity and reveals her

8.Journalisten (Journalists), 1925, oil on canvas.
Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,
Photographie und Architektur, Berlin. 9. Roma(Rome), 1925, oil on canvas.
Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,
Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.
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This body, as well as that of the left-hand figure—rendered in "cutout"
silhouette— reappear in Roma, which features a particularly dynamic
interplay of positive and negative form. Here, the crouching bather and
pointing figure appear cut out and separated from their surroundings,
as do the Roman monuments at the right of the painting. The pointing
figure, in fact, was copied directly from a photograph of the actress Asta
Nielsenin the role of Hamlet (more gender blending), while the bowlertopped man's head derives from an image of Mussolini that Hoch had

16
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used in her photomontage Pax (Peace, 1923). The Bride features the
white-clad figure of a bride surmounted by the incongruouslylarge head
of a frightened girl, who looks in horror at emblems of marital life that
swirl menacinglyaround her.
These paintings probably reflect Hoch's awareness of Max Ernst's

Upon her return to Germany in late 1929, Hoch created a number of
photomontages that revived, albeit obliquely, the social activism of her

collage-influencedcanvases, such as Oedipus Rex (1922) and La Belle earlier Dada works. This change may have been in part a response to
growing public acknowledgment (made manifest in exhibitions such as

Jardiniere (1923), which he began to make as early as 1921. Whether

Hoch ever met Ernst is uncertain, although certainly she knew his Film und Foto and Fotomontage)of the seminal role Dada had played in
work at an early date and, at least late in her career, openly expressed the development of photomontage, which had become increasingly
her admiration for it. Hoch's 1920 watercolor Mechanischer Garten influentialas a technique in avant-garde and commercial art throughout
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(Mechanical Garden) (fig. 1) shows a marked affinity with Ernst's im

the decade of the 1920s. But it was also, in part, Hoch's response to

printed drawings of 1919-1920, several of which were included in the

the political changes that had occurred in Germanyduring and after her

1920 Dada Fair. Two early photomontages may also make reference Dutch sojourn. Later in life, Hoch recalled that upon her return to Berlin
to him: Dada-Ernst (1920-1921) (pi. 7), whose title may play on the she had felt alienated in her own country: "From 1930 on I lived in grow
artist's "Dada-Max" moniker, and Da Dandy, which features a male sil

ing isolation. During my stay in Holland I had lost contact with the art

houette whose aquiline profile strongly resembles that of Ernst.

world in Berlin. When I came back to Germanythe atmosphere was not

Although Hoch's collage-basedpaintingsnow seem to be among her very favorableto artistic work." Thanks in part to the internationaleco
most innovative, she abandoned the approach after completing The nomic crisis that followed the stock market crash in the United States,
Bride. One can only speculatethat the attempt to replicatethe effects of 1929 marked the year that Hitler's National Socialist party began
one medium in another may have felt excessivelymanneredto her, dis

expanding its power base beyond Bavaria and rapidly emerged as the

tancing the finished works from the source of their inspirationand drain

most powerful political party in Germany.

ing them of the intimacy and immediacy she found in photomontage.
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Some of the earliest evidence of this growth of Nazi influence

In 1929, a few months after the Film und Foto exhibition opened in

occurred in Hoch's native state of Thuringia. In the 1929 elections,

Stuttgart, Hoch, who for the previous three years had been living with

Thuringia elected Wilhelm Frick to the National Assembly, and he was

Brugman in The Hague, returned to Berlin.The success of the Film und

subsequently named the state's Minister of Education. The first Nazi to

Foto show (which identified Hoch as a German painter in its checklist)

hold such a ministerial position, Frick, among other things, issued an

appears to have persuaded her of the public validity of her work in

"Ordinance Against Negro Culture" and appointed the architect Paul

photomontage, for her reticence about exhibiting works in this medium

Schultze-Naumburg—author of the anti-modernist Kunst und Rasse

soon disappeared.She showed a group of photomontagesat the Kunst-

(Art and Race, 1928), which compared modernist artworks to images of

zaal d'Audretsch in The Haguein 1929 and includedfifteen more in the

deformed and diseased people in medical texts—to head the School of

1930 GroBeBerliner Kunstausstellung. During the early 1930s Hoch's

Applied Arts in the former Bauhaus buildings in Weimar. Among Frick's

work was included in a number of important international exhibitions,

and Schultze-Naumburg's reforms were the removal of works by Paul

including the 1931 Fotomontage show in Berlin (organized by Cesar

Klee, Otto Dix, Ernst Barlach,WassilyKandinsky,Emil Nolde, and Franz

Domela, whom Hoch had befriended while in Holland) and the 1932

Marc from the SchloB Museum in Weimar and the painting-over of

Exposition internationale de la photographie at the Palais des Beaux-

Oskar Schlemmer's celebrated Bauhaus murals. In 1930, the Reich

Arts in Brussels (whereshe showed again in 1933). In 1934, the largest

stag was dissolved, and in the subsequent round of elections the Nazi

exhibition of her photomontages to date was held in Brno, Czecho

party increased its representation ninefold, becoming second only to

slovakia,where forty-two works were shown.

the centrist Social Democratic Party (SPD)in the number of seats held.
Hoch parodied the Nazis in such works as Derkleine P (The Small P,

10. Die Braut[The Bride), 1927, oil on canvas.
Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,
Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.

1931) (pi. 65), Bauerliches Brautpaar (Peasant Wedding Couple, 1931)
(pi. 66), and Die ewigen Schuhplattler (The Eternal Folk Dancers, 1933)
(pi. 68), depicting them as infantile whiners and bumpkins. Nazi racial
theories are mocked in German Girl, where the Aryan ideal is pre
sented in deformed caricature, and in Peasant Wedding Couple and
Die Braut (The Bride, c. 1933) (pi. 67), whose rural couple (the man in
storm-trooper boots) and swan-necked beauty (from a type of German
Renaissance portrait favored by Hitler) are endowed with apelike and
Negroid features, which the Nazis vilified as signs of genetic inferiority.

PETER BOSWELL
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Mixed in with such caricatures are darker, more brooding images
indicative of Hoch's unease. The doll-like figure of Flight, half chim
panzee and half woman, is pursued by a man-faced bird whose wing
seems to rise in a Nazi salute. The looming silhouette of boxer Max
Schmeling, who had become a German idol by winning the world
21

heavyweightchampionship in 1930, presides over The Strong Men,
During the early 1930s, then, as Hoch's photomontages drew
increasing public exposure, they also took on a political tone that had

11. Ewiger Kampf I (EternalStruggle I), 1924, watercolor.

been missing since 1922. (This, of course, is not to say that her work

GermanischesNationalmuseum,Nuremberg (on loan from private collection).

from 1922 to 1930 had not been socially engaged; rather its social

12. Sturm(Storm), 1935, watercolor. GermanischesNationalmuseum,

dimension had been confined exclusivelyto the realm of gender issues.)

Nuremberg (on loan from private collection).

But this brief period of renewed political engagementcame to an abrupt
halt in 1932-1933. A planned exhibition of her work in 1932 at the

The mid-1930s were dark years for Hoch for other reasons as well.

Dessau Bauhaus, which was to have included fifteen photomontages

Her dear friend Theo van Doesburg died in 1931. In 1934 a hyperactive

and thirty-one watercolors, was canceled days before its scheduled

thyroid brought her to the brink of death; even after a successful oper

opening when the Nazi majority in the newly elected local government ation, she claimed for a year to be "nothing but a creature struggling for
23
22

closed the Bauhaus down. From then until the fall of the Nazi regime in

life." The following year, Hoch and Brugman parted ways. And with

1945, Hoch was unable to show her work in Germany altogether.

the departure from Germanyof Arp, Schwitters, Hausmann(with whom

Shortlyafter Hitler's ascensionto the chancellorshipin 1933, the Nazis she had resumed contact in 1931), and other friends from the avantestablished a Reichskulturkammer (State Culture Board) to which all

garde, she lived in complete artistic isolation. Just before the outbreak

artists had to belong in order to sell, exhibit, or even produce their work.

of the war in 1939, she retreated from Berlin to the rural suburb of

Jews, Communists, and artists with unacceptable styles were excluded

Heiligensee, a move precipitated by her growing sense of danger:
from membershipand, as a result, most avant-gardeartists left Germany "Those of us who were still remembered as 'Cultural Bolshevists' were
during the years 1933-1937. The few who stayed, Hoch among them, all blacklisted and watched by the Gestapo. Each of us avoided asso
24

lived in isolation and in constant fear of visits from the Gestapo. The ciating even with his dearest and oldest friends and colleagues for fear
situation grew worse after 1937, when Nazi cultural policy crystallized. of involvingthem in further trouble."
Hoch was among the group of artists vilified as "cultural Bolshevists" in
In reaction to the personal and social crises of the times, Hoch's
Wolfgang Willrich's Sauberungdes Kunsttempels (The Cleansingof the

photomontage work took a marked turn after 1933. Like many con
Templeof Art), which providedthe frameworkfor the notoriousEntartete temporaneous artists and intellectualswho endured in private isolation
Kunst (Degenerate Art) exhibition of that year. Although her painting during the Nazi period, she seems to have engaged in what has
25

Journalists had been illustrated in Willrich's book, she was not included

become known as the innere Immigrationas a means of coping with the

in the exhibition for the simple reasonthat it was limited to artists repre

oppressive facts of everyday life. For Hoch this meant a retreat into a

sented in public collections.(Therewere, in fact, only four women among private realm of fantasy and imagination in which she used her scissors
the more than one hundred artists held up for public ridicule, a telling
indication of the status of women artists at the time.)

to transform her photographic source material from fact into fiction.
There is little in Hoch's photomontage work from this period that
directly chronicles the convulsiveevents taking place in Germanyat the
time. To be sure, works such as Siebenmeilenstiefel (Seven-League

26
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Boots, 1934) (pi. 71), Der Unfall (The Accident, 1936) (pi. 72), and
Ungarische Rhapsodie (Hungarian Rhapsody, 1940) (pi. 78), which
exhibit a sense of almost giddy weightlessness and instability, can
be seen as suggesting the turmoil and insecurity she felt as a result of
the cataclysmic changes in German society. The mood of her work
also darkened perceptibly during the war years of 1939 to 1945, par
ticularly in the series of Surrealist-inspired nocturnal dreamscapes that
includes Am Nil II (On the Nile II, c. 1940) (pi. 76) and Lichtsegel (Light
Sails)(pi. 81) and Traumnacht (DreamNight) (pi. 82), both 1943-1946.
Even a work such as Resignation (pi. 69), made during the earlier part
of the decade, may be interpreted as a fairly overt reflection of Hoch's
despondency over the course events. But for the most part, Hoch's
imaginative photomontages from this period seem to reflect the
escapist attitude expressed in the title of a work from 1940: Nur nicht
mit beiden Beinen aufder Erde stehen (Never Keep Both Feet on the
Ground) (pi. 75).
Hoch's inward turn was almost surely also a reaction to the increas
ing use of photomontage to propagandistic ends in the mass media.
In a 1931 article occasioned by the Fotomontage exhibition, Hoch's
former collaborator Raoul Hausmanndeclared that "over time the tech
nique of photomontage has undergone considerable simplification,
forced upon it by the opportunities for application that spontaneously
presented themselves . . . primarily those of political or commercial
propaganda. The necessity for clarity in political and commercial slo
gans will influence photomontage to abandon more and more its initial
individualisticplayfulness." A 1934 statement by Hoch, written in con
junction with the exhibition of her photomontages in Brno, reads like
a rebuttal to Hausmann's prediction. Contrasting the "applied" pho
tomontage techniques of advertising with "free-form photomontage"
"an art form that has grown out of the soil of photography"— she wrote:

13. Wilder Aufbruch (Savage Outbreak), 1933,
oil on canvas. Collection LandesbankBerlin.

The peculiar
proaches

characteristics

of photography

and its ap

have opened up a new and immensely

field for a creative

fantastic

human being: a new magical territory,

for the discovery of which freedom is the first prerequisite.
. . . Whenever

14. 1945, 1945, oil on canvas. Collection LandesbankBerlin.

we want to force this "Photomatter"

new forms, we must be prepared

to yield

for a journey of discovery,

we must start without any preconceptions;

most of all, we

Although certainly stimulated by the oppressive political climate,
it should be noted that Hoch's turn to the freedom of fantasy in her
photomontages during the Nazi period had its roots in her earlier paint
ings, gouaches, and watercolors. That strong current of "the myster

must be open to the beauties

of fortuity.

Here more than

ious, the dreamlike,the magical"that Hans Hildebrandthad noted in her

anywhere else, these beauties,

wandering

and extravagant,

painted work of the 1920s is particularly evident in watercolors featur

obligingly enrich our fantasies.

ing whimsical, imaginative creatures, such as Drei Lindenkafer (Three
Linden Beetles, 1924) or the more ominous Ewiger Kampf I (Eternal

Certainly Hoch's written tribute to the pleasures of the imagination

Struggle 1,1924) (fig. 11). While Hoch's photomontages from the 1930s

calls forth a vocation that is far from the practices of Berlin Dada,

and 1940s show the mark of Surrealism,with its emphasison the meta-

with its revolutionary criticism of bourgeois society and the German

morphic powers of the subconscious,these earlierpainted works reveal

political and military hierarchy. It seems evident that Hoch had found in that her own brand of Surrealism—a movement that never took a
photomontage a means to discover the unknown in the familiar. From strong hold in Germany during the interwar years— was ultimately
the first, the impulse to make photomontage had been to subvert the

rooted in the fevered visions of Northern Renaissance artists such as

apparent "reality" of the photograph and to create a new means of
expression in keeping with the times. Now, like Max Ernst, Hoch was

Grunewald, Bosch, and Brueghel.
In an ironic reversal of the previous direction of her work, while

putting Dadaist means to Surrealistends and, in so doing, found a path

Hoch's photomontages from the Nazi period took on an increasingly

to freedom amid the "nightmarish" pressure of "the illusionaryworld of

escapist tone, a number of her paintings and watercolors reflected

National Socialism."

more directly the turmoil she felt as a result of social conditions. Some
of these—such as the watercolor Sturm (Storm, 1935) (fig. 12), which
shows figures being violently buffeted by a gale amid overscaled vege
tation, and Angst (page 132), a 1936 oil painting that depicts a figure
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15. Die Spotter [TheMockers), 1935, oil on canvas. Collection LandesbankBerlin.

cowering in fright in a tree-lined lane—may be read as images of gen

Several watercolors are even more explicit. One from 1938 (now in

eral psychic turmoil, conceivably as much personal as social. But other

the collection of the Staatsgalerie Stuttgart) displays, amid a barren

works are more explicitly reactions to the political and social realities

landscape, a placard that bears a Hitler-like caricature and the legend

of the time. WilderAufbruch (SavageOutbreak, 1933) (fig. 13), painted

"Halt" (Stop), perhaps in anticipation of the war that would erupt the

in the year of the Nazi takeover, shows a small, aggressive creature

following year. Duringthe war, Hoch also produced two series of water-

springing from the head of another figure. According to her biographer, colors, Totentanz (Dance of Death) and Notzeit (Time of Suffering),
Heinz Ohff, Hoch described this image as that of "a brutal male [who] which depict, respectively, embattled figures and derelict women and
31

32

rips himself away from a maternal being."

Hoch later wrote of this

children amid war-torn landscapes. An oil painting, Trauernde Frauen

work to the critic Will Grohmann, claiming that "it originated in 1933,

(Grieving Women, c. 1945), which presents a row of darkly clad women

when it was unmistakablyrevealedthat the German 'World of Men' had

with downcast eyes against a muted ground, is clearly related to, and

begun this savage outbreak into national arrogance, injustice, and a

perhaps culminates, the Notzeit series.

madness for world domination. The women, especially the mothers,

The contrast betweenthe bleak forthrightnessof these painted works

accepted this downfall with great anxiety, with mistrust, but resigned

and the fanciful evasion of Hoch's photomontages from the period

themselvesto it." The year the war ended, Hoch painted a pendant to

indicates that the latter played a specific role within her oeuvre. No

this work, 1945 (fig. 14), which shows the creature submissivelyreturn

longer was photomontage a vehicle for social criticism or examination,

ing to its "mother." Another oil painting, Die Spotter (The Mockers,

as it had been for her until 1933. It now offered a meansfor achievingan

1935) (fig. 15), which depicts a man being jeered by a malicious crowd,

unimpeded freedom of the imagination,the public origin of its materials

reads as a bitter denunciation of the scapegoating mob mentality so

servingas a link between the artist's creativeenterpriseand the viewer's

expertly manipulated by the Nazis.

experience.
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There can be little doubt as to which side Hoch took in the debate.
Her postwar production in both painting and photomontage was
consistently abstract, and frequently completely nonrepresentational.
Even though she joined several left-wing organizations set up during
the Soviet occupation of Berlin (some of which were disbanded after
the subsequent division of Berlin into zones of Allied influence), she
also was active in a number of different organizations that pointedly
abstained from imposing ideological leanings on their memberships.
Her stance here seems in keeping with the one she had taken during the
Dada years, when she avoided the ideological wing of Berlin Dada—as
represented by the Grosz-Heartfield-Herzfeldetriumvirate—and allied
herselffirst with the more anarchic Hausmann-Baaderfaction and, ulti
mately, with such apolitical artists as Schwitters and Arp.
Hoch's painted oeuvrefrom the postwar period is relatively tame.
Many of the canvases rework such conventional themes as the har
mony of nature, the integration of man and nature, and family unity.
Executed in soft planes of color knitted together by sinuous line, these
works are permeated by a sentimentalizedspirituality. Quietly reassur
ing but still appearing "advanced" due to their abstraction, they are
typical fare for the period. Many in the German art world, shaken and
demoralizedby the Naziera, preferredto deal with their society's turmoil
34
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and anxiety by presenting reassuring images of peace and tranquility.

THE POLITICS AND
PLEASURES OF ABSTRACTION
(1946-1963)

While there always had been a sentimentalizing streak in Hoch's
painted oeuvre,in considering her works from this period we must keep
in mind the degree to which they may also have been commercially
driven. In the immediate postwar years, Hoch was in particularlydifficult
economic straits. Although she received a comparatively generous
ration card in 1947, she still relied heavily on her own garden for food.
She showed her work frequently in small exhibitions in her home district

Given the fanciful bent of her Nazi-era photomontages, Hoch's even

of Reinickendorf and delivered lectures to local inhabitants on how

tual move to a purely nonobjective abstraction in her postwar collages to look at modern art. Naturally, the type of work she produced for
becomes comprehensible, though it remains a stunning turn. The these organizations was geared to their audiences. The Freunde der
defeat of Nazism brought about dramatic changes for Hoch and other

bildenden Kunst (Friendsof FineArt) in Berlin,for example,to which she

artists who had endured twelve years of tyranny and isolation.The Ger

consigned her works, specifically requested pieces with flower themes.

man art world as a whole had to rebuild and redirect itself after the long-

Hoch may well have made a distinction between this work intended for

term domination of Nazi ideology, the flight of many of its most talented

the marketplace and her more serious art, such as her nonobjective

figures (most of whom never returned to Germany to live), and, after

paintings (fig. 16). Composed of radiating biomorphic forms and fea
turing a darker, contrasted palette, these paintings are both more

1948, the physical division of Germany into East and West. For the first
time since 1933, Hoch was free to exhibit her work publicly in Germany adventurous and successful, combining a Surrealist biomorphism with
and to pursue her art without fear of reprisal. In accordance with this the synesthesiaof the early modernist works of Robert Delaunay,Arthur
intensedeprivation— Hoch took on a role more public than any she had

Dove, or Kandinsky.
Hoch's photomontages of the period —which, by contrast, she

assumed before, joining numerous arts organizations that sprang up

exhibited only in downtown galleriesdevoted to avant-garde art (princi

(often with Allied support) to assist artists in exhibiting their work and

pally,the GalerieGerd Rosen,which was the first private galleryto open

newfound freedom—and in order to make a living during a period of

earning an income.
Dominated by the twin specters of its Nazi past and divided present,

in Berlin after the war)—also eschew representation or, in other cases,
feature extensive use of botanical imagery. Yet here the difference in

the postwar German art world became polarized by an ideological bat

medium yields astonishinglydifferent results. Making use of the increas

tle between those who advocated representation in art and those who

ing number of color reproductions available in magazines during the

favored abstraction. Advocates of representational art argued in favor
of its democratic accessibility.But for its detractors, representationalart

16. Kadenz {Cadence), 1958, oil on canvas.

was too vulnerable to co-optation by the state for propagandistic pur

Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
furModerne Kunst,

poses, as exemplified by the Nazi art of the all-too-recent past and the

Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.

current, officially sanctioned Socialist Realismof the Soviet bloc, which
included, of course, East Germany. In opposition, they argued that
modern art, and specificallyabstraction, representedthe freedom of the
individual,a freedom supposedlyimmuneto manipulationby the state.
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1950s and early 1960s, they are dense with lush, high-contrast color.
The nonobjectiveworks are virtuoso performancesof artmaking. Work
ing in direct opposition to the very raison d'etre of photomontage—to
exploit the recognizability of a preexisting image— Hoch sliced and
shredded her source material to a degree that all but obliterates the
original images. Here, photographs are exploited for their formal rather
than representational properties— line, color, and texture.
Given the violence inherent to such acts of mutilation, in which the
integrity of the source imagery is completely annihilated, it is impossible
not to consider these works within the context of Abstract Expression
ism and the more gestural manifestations of Art Informel. But at the
same time, it is worthwhile to compare them compositionally to some
of Hoch's earliest abstract watercolors, from the 1910s. Gesprengte
Einheit (Burst Unity, 1955) (pi. 89), whose background image is a time

"Certain
Hwurring
Obsessions":
TheReturn
totheFemale
Image
(1963-1973)

exposure of multiple points of light careeningchaoticallythrough space,
seems linked particularly closely to the gesturalism of Jackson Pollock,
Willem de Kooning, Hans Hartung, or Georges Mathieu.Yet with its collaged parts seeming to explode outward from a centralized point, the

In the early 1960s, Hoch abruptly reintroduced the figure—specifically

work is also closely related to Hoch's early Futurist-inspiredwatercolor,

the female figure—to her work after an absence of roughly twenty-five

Konstruktion mit Blau (Construction with Blue) (fig. 3), from 1919.35 years. A number of factors may have contributed to this move. Most
Unlike the Abstract Expressionist-inspired collagists of the 1950s— important among these perhaps was the revivalof interest in Dada, both
Raymond Hains, Jacques de la Villegle, Mimmo Rotella, Wolf Vostell,

in Europe and the United States, which had been gaining momentum

Robert Rauschenberg, and others— Hoch maintained an intimacy of

throughout the 1950s. Signal events included the publication in 1951 of

scale and achieved a sense of energy in her works through meticulous

Robert Motherwell's anthology The Dada Painters and Poets; the 1956

composition rather than from the appearance of spontaneity.

Schwitters retrospective at the Kestner-Gesellschaftin Hanover (which

At the heart of the magic of these ingenious abstractions is the ten

Hoch traveled to see); the 1957 exhibition Dada: Dokumente einer

sion created by the transformation of image to abstraction, a transfor

Bewegung (Dada: Documents of a Movement) in Dusseldorf; and the

mation that occurs to varying degrees of completeness in different

appearance of autobiographical memoirs by aging Dadaists: Huelsen-

works or even within the same work. Because photographic images

beck's Mit Witz, Licht und Grutz (With Wit, Light, and Nerve, 1957),

are the materials from which these pieces are constructed, the viewer

Hausmann's Courrier Dada (Dada Mail) (1958), Mehring's Berlin Dada

can become enmeshed in an elaborate game of guessing what each

(1959), and Richter's Dada: Kunst und Antikunst (Dada: Art and Anti-

part had been before the artist turned it into something new. In this

Art, 1964).The pervasivenessof an international"neo-Dada" revivalwas

sense, the transformational magic of Surrealism is still at work. Yet at

documented in the Museum of Modern Art's landmark 1961 exhibition,

the same time, Hoch seems to be anticipatingthose artists of the 1980s

TheArt of Assemblage, which included Hoch's untitled photomontage

who used the mass media as fodder for their deconstructivist tactics of
negation.

from 1921 (pi. 11) and to which she lent Hausmann's celebrated

When Hoch does allow the representational viability of her source

Spirit of our Time],1919). As a result of the interest generated by such

Mechanischer Kopf (Der Geist unserer Zeit) (Mechanical Head [The

photographs to remain intact in her collages of this period, they are ripe

publications and exhibitions, Hoch was increasinglypursued by artists,

with allusions to the natural world. Works from the mid-1950s some

curators, and scholars eager to meet her and see her trove of Dada-

times combine images of natural and man-made objects (pis. 85, 87)

related materials. 1963—the year in which she produced Hommage a

in somewhat ominous compositions that echo with the Dadaist com

Riza Abasi (Homage to Riza Abasi) (pi. 96) and Grotesk (Grotesque)

mingling of man, machine, and nature. But more often Hoch permits

(pi.98)—was also the year that Pop Art, with its celebration of the mass

herself to become unashamedly, exuberantly sensual. Works such as

media, became an international phenomenon.

Fata Morgana (1957) (pi. 92) and Wenn die Dufte bluhen (When the

Events in Germany may also have contributed to Hoch's decision to

Fragrances Bloom, 1962) (pi. 95) are permeated with a sense of lush-

reengagethe female figure. Duringthe immediate postwar years, fallout

ness and luxuriance that stems both from the imagery and from their

from the collapse of the Third Reich had led German society to look to

textural and coloristic richness.

the private sphere rather than the public for a source of social stability,
and the family unit was identified as the bedrock upon which a new
society could be built. The role of wife and mother was thrust on women
with as much vigor as it had been during the Nazi era. But by the early
1960s the West German "Economic Miracle" was in full flower. The
depredations of the war had finally been overcome, and West Berlin, in
particular, had been rebuilt and transformed, its physical past having
been all but obliterated. With the new prosperity came a new freedom
for women. Although the market becameflooded with consumer goods,
incomes were still low, and women began to go to work to supplement
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their spouses' wages. In addition, the advent of the birth-control pill
increasedwomen's ability to determine whether and when to become
37

mothers. Magazinesbecame filled with color images of stylish women
in advertisements for fashion, beauty products, cars, cigarettes, and
liquor, and these no doubt inspired Hoch to return once more to the
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hauntsof her youth. "Everyartist tends to revert, every once in a while,
to an earlier style which has meanwhile been modified to some extent
by later experiments and achievements," she had presciently recalled
to an interviewerin 1959. "I suppose that every artist has certain recur
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ring obsessions."
The titles of Hoch's photomontages from the 1960s intentionally
recall her earlier work: Fremde Schonheit II (Strange Beauty II, 1966)
(pi. 101) directly references her Fremde Schonheit from 1929 (pi. 47);
Das Fest kann beginnen {On with the Party, 1965) (pi. 97) summons up

individual's response to the influenceof society, Hoch's work tells us—

the 1936 Fur ein Fest gemacht (Made for a Party) (pi. 74); and Entartet

by omission as much as inclusion—what it was like to be a woman and

(Degenerate, 1969) (pi. 105) recalls the epithet that had been used to

an artist during the times in which she lived.

characterize Hoch and her colleagues of the Weimar era. But the new

Hoch's career coincided with the fitful emergence of women into the

works betray none of the anxious melancholyso typical of the psycho

public sphere. It is tempting, then, to consider the back-and-forth

logical portraits or the Ethnographic Museum series of the 1920s.

between public and private in her work as the reflection of an evolving

Instead,they are brash, gaudy, and filled with a deliciously cunning wit.

dialectic between socially determined masculine("public") and feminine

As before, Hoch highlights the erogenous zones of the face—the eyes ("private") impulsesthat held sway over the course of the century. Such
and lips— but she also parodies the era's obsessions with girdled a scenario is, of course, too simplistic. But it is surely no accident that
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waists and accentuated busts, the missilelike aggressiveness of the

the status of women was the focus of her work both in the 1920s—

latter caricatured in Degenerate. So blatant is the sexuality of works

when women had just gained the right to vote and sent their first repre

like Um einen roten Mund (About a Red Mouth, c. 1967) (pi. 104),

sentatives to the Reichstag, and when the New Woman emerged to

Degenerate,and On with the Party, that it is a shock to remember that

challenge conventional thinking about gender roles—and again in the

by this time Hoch was well over seventy years old. Brimming with self-

1960s, when Hoch's wedding of the private world of women to the pub

confidence, these works are "public" both in their inspiration and their

lic world of cultural critique anticipated the emergence of the modern

no-holds-barred assertiveness.

women's movement. Nor can it be only coincidental that Hoch's most
"private" work was done during the period marked by the "savage out
break" of "the German 'World of Men"' and the subsequent emphasis
on women as pillars of the home. One of the abiding contributions of

CONCLUSION

Hoch's work and career must certainly be her bridging of the gap
between the early promise of the Weimar years and the reemergenceof
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the women's movement in the 1970s.
HannahHoch's genius lies in the sensitivitywith which she took in the
The complex interplay between public and private that typifies Hoch's

world around her. The image of Hoch in her old age, peering owl-like

work in photomontage stands in utter defiance of our historically con

through her magnifying glass, is indelible. Her gaze is implacable. Win

ditioned expectations. Given her roots in the most socially active wing

dows to the soul though they may be, her eyes revealonly that they see,

of the international Dada movement and her near-exclusiveuse of illus

very acutely. Hunched over her worktable, looking through her glass at

trated periodicals for the source imagery of her pieces, there is an

the printed ephemera of her world, she slices it delicately apart and

expectation that Hoch's photomontages be "public"—that is, deal with

pieces it carefully back together so that we may see it more clearly.

public issues and public perceptions. But her work in photomontage

It is to her work in the medium of photomontage that Hoch's signifi

only partially fulfills these expectations, giving us instead a highly per

cance as an artist is due. By contrast, her painted output, though cer

sonal, subjective reaction to issues and events that shaped Germany tainly not without interest, is of secondary importance. When there was
and, by extension, Western history in the middle of this century. As an an established tradition to respond to, her tendency was to accept
conventions of subject and style set by others, whether these were the
centuries-old traditions of Northern romantic painting or the modern
stylistic innovations of her contemporaries, and to adapt them to her
own personality. As a critical figure in the "invention" and development
of photomontage, Hoch had no such guideposts to direct her on her
journey through this medium; she was thus free to establish her own
benchmarks. Paramount among these was her resolution to allow her
materials to propel her forward. But if the mass media provided the
vehicle for her art, there can be no doubt that Hoch charted her own
42

course on her voyage—through the looking glass—of discovery.

PETER BOSWELL

I would like to thank Maria Makela and Kristin
Makholm.without whose research and insights this
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1 It is not unusual,of course,for historyto overlook
the full accomplishmentsof an artist in favor of his or
her contributionto a noteworthymomentin time. But
Hoch, as the only womanto participateactivelyin the
BerlinDadamovement,has furthermoresufferedthe
fate of manywomenartists:to be acknowledgedonly
insofar as their achievementscoincide with the acti
vitiesof their malecounterparts.
2 HansRichter,Dada:Art andAnti-Art, trans. David
Britt (London: Thames and Hudson, 1966; reprint,
New York and Toronto: Oxford University Press,
1978), p. 132. Originally published as Dada: Kunst
undAntikunst(Cologne:DuMontSchauberg,1964).
3 Hochmet Schwittersin 1918 and becamecloseto
Arp in the early 1920s; she remainedfast friendswith
both artistsfor the restof their lives.In a 1959 interview
with EdouardRoditi(Arts 34, no. 3 [December1959],
p. 29) Hoch praised them both as "rare examplesof
the kindof artistwho can reallytreat a womanas a col
league," and there is evidence in her work of her
respectfor each. In 1922-1923, as Hoch recallsin the
same interview(p. 27), she began "to try my hand at
'Merzbilder'... I meanat the samekind of collagesas
thoseof myfriendSchwitters."Collage(Dada)(c.1922)
(pi. 22) andDasSternfilet(TheLaceStar, 1924)(pi. 23)
are particularlysalient examplesof these. Hoch also
contributedtwo "grottoes"to Schwitters'senvironmen
tal Merzbausculpturein his Hanoverhome.Two works
in the collection of the FondazioneMargueriteArp in
Locarno, Switzerland—Huldigung an Arp (Homage
to Arp, 1923) and Schnurenbild(StringPicture,19231924)—are examplesof her work in the style of Arp.
For Hoch's relationto Ernst,see p. 15 and note 17.
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4 Seethe exhibitioncatalogueHannahHoch: Col
lages, Peintures, Aquarelles, Gouaches, Desslns/
Collagen,Gemalde,Aquarelle,Gouachen,Zeichnungen (Parisand Berlin:Museed'Art Modernede la Ville
de Parisand NationalgalerieBerlinStaatlicheMuseen
PreuGicher Kulturbesitz, 1976). For posthumous
criticalrecognitionsee,for example,GotzAdriani,ed.,
Hannah Hoch: Fotomontagen, Gemalde,Aquarelle
(Cologne:DuMontBuchverlag,1980)andGertrudJula
Dechand EllenMaurer,eds., Da-dazwischenReden
zu HannahHoch (Berlin:OrlandaFrauenverlag,1991).
5 Richter,supra,note 2, p. 132.
6 HansRichter,Begegnungenvon Dadabis heute:
Briefe, Dokumente,Erinnerungen(Cologne:DuMont
Schauberg,1973),pp. 28-30.
7 Hoch quoted in Roditi,supra,note 3, p. 29.
8 On the issue of Hoch's stylistic pluralismand its
piece from 1930, now in the Museumfur Kunst und
reception, see EllenMaurer,HannahHoch: Jenseits
Gewerbe,Hamburg(page137),with its muscularmale
festerGrenzen:DasmalerischeWerkbis 1945(Berlin:
legs; and Der heiligeBerg (Aus einemethnographis
Gebr.MannVerlag,1995).
chenMuseumXII)(TheHolyMountain[Froman Ethno
9 In this she may not havedifferedfrom manyof her
graphic MuseumXII], 1927) (pi. 52), which features
Dadacolleagues.For all their devotion to the written
carved Buddhist sculptures from India representing
word, the BerlinDadaistswrote littleaboutthe medium
male Buddha or bodhisattvatypes that are nonethe
theyclaimedto have"invented"untilthe 1930s.Hoch's
lessdistinctlyandrogynousin appearance.
earlieststatementon the mediumdid not appearuntil
15 Protracted, in-depth analysis of Hoch's photo
1934, and it makesclearthat it was the proliferationof
montagesmay well revealthem to be more autobiophotomontagein the fields of photojournalismand, in | graphicalthan I am characterizingthem here, but the
particular,the graphicarts of postermakingandadver
fact remainsthat at a surface reading, it is the public
tising that convincedher of the medium's legitimacy.
rather than autobiographicalaspect of the work that
SeeHannahHoch, "Nekolikpoznameko fotomontazi"
predominates. Unlike her paintings, which make us
(A FewWords on Photomontage),Stredisko 4, no. 1
acutelyawarethat the sourceof the imageryliesin the
(April 1934),unpaginated;Englishtranslationby Jitka
artist'simagination,the photomontagesalwaysremind
Salaguardain Cut with the KitchenKnife: TheWeimar
us that the sourceof the imageryderives,quiteliterally,
Photomontagesof HannahHoch, by MaudLavin(New
from the public realm:the massmedia.
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1993),
16 The image of Mussolini is from a photograph
pp. 219-220.
of the Italian leader and the Futurist poet Gabriele
10 An inscriptionin Hoch's handon the back of an oil | D'Annunziothat is reproduced (reversed)in a recent
painting entitled DerAnfang (The Beginning, 1916)
translationof RichardHuelsenbeck'sDadaAlmanach
identifiesthe work as herfirst oil painting.
(London:Atlas Press,1993), p. 113. We do not know
11 On this subject, see Maria Makela'sessay in this
the originalprintedsourcefor Hoch's photomontage.
volume,p. 64.
Thecurrentwhereaboutsof Peaceare unknown,and it
12 Hans Hildebrandt,Die Frauals Kunstlerin(Berlin:
is believedlost.
RudolfMosseBuchverlag,1928),p. 128.
17 A postcard from George Grosz to Raoul Haus13 Evenduring the period 1919-1922, when Hoch
mann,5 June 1920, bids Hausmannto come to Otto
exhibited outside of the Dada context, as in the an
Burchard'shomethe nextday: "Allthe Dadasarethere
nual GroBeBerliner Kunstausstellung, she showed
(Dada Max [Ernst] from Cologne is also there).
watercolorsand oils.
. . . DadaMax has broughtmanythingswith him."See
14 Thefiguresin the EthnographicMuseumseriesare
Hannah Hoch: Eine Lebenscollage, vol. 1 (1889identifiableas femaleon the basis of the humanbody
1920),ed. CorneliaThater-Schulz(Berlin:Berlinische
partsthey contain,as distinctfrom the sculpturalfrag
Galerieand Argon, 1989),p. 663 (13.22).I havebeen
mentsthat are incorporatedinto them. Still, not all the
unable to determine whether Hoch accompanied
figuresin the EthnographicMuseumseriesarefemale.
Hausmannto this meetingand know of no other refer
I suspectthat the seriesgrew out of the "psychological
encethat suggeststhey may havemet. In 1951, how
portrait" type discussed below, and that Hoch only
ever, Hoch testified to the kinship she felt with Ernst:
graduallybeganto think of it as a separateseries.Mit
"Through all phases of development, he [Ernst] has
Mutze(Auseinemethnographischen
MuseumIX) (With
beenmy closestrelative.It beganwith Dada"(undated
Cap [From an EthnographicMuseumIX]) (pi. 42) and
journal entry of December1951 in the HannahHoch
Horner (Aus einem ethnographischen Museum X)
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin).
(Horns [From an EthnographicMuseumX[) (pi. 43),
18 Althoughthereis no knownchecklistfor this exhibi
both from 1924 and generallyconsideredamongthe
tion, it mayhaveincludedworksfrom the StuttgartFilm
earliestworks in the series, present identifiablymale
und Foto exhibitionthat did not travel with the show.
subjects,and both focus exclusivelyon the heads,as
do the psychologicalportraits. The only other works
in the EthnographicMuseumseriesthat do not feature
explicitly female characteristics are Aus einem
ethnographischenMuseumIX (Froman Ethnographic
Museum IX, c. 1926), which features one figure with
both male and female parts and another that seems
more malethan female(but, perhapssignificantly,has
no photographs of human body parts); an untitled
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26 Raoul Hausmann, "Fotomontage," originally pub
lished in a bisz (May 1931), pp. 61-62; English trans
lation in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Anton
Kaes, Martin Jay, and Edward Dimendberg (Berkeley,
Los Angeles, and London: University of California Press,
1994), pp. 651-652.
27 Hoch, "A Few Words on Photomontage,"

supra,

I

note 9.
28 Hoch, supra, note 23, pp. 214, 215.
29 A 1940 painting by Hoch, Die Versuchung (The
Temptation),

takes up the theme of the temptation

of Saint Anthony, a favorite subject of the northern fan
tastic tradition, although Hoch substitutes an androgy
nous figure of indeterminate

age (who may well

represent the artist) for the Christian saint, traditionally
represented as an old, bearded man. In the isolation
imposed on her by the war, Hoch may well have identi

included in the exhibition. See William Seitz, The Art of

fied with the hermit saint.

Assemblage, exh. cat. (New York: Museum of Modern

30 Hoch's

Art, 1961).

official status as an artist during this

period is still unclear. We do know that she did not

37 This synopsis of the status of German women in

show in Germany during the entire Nazi period and in

the postwar era is based largely on Ute Frevert, Women

19 Uncited quotation in Gotz Adriani, "Biography —

1933 withdrew from the Kunstler-Laden (the Artists'

in German History: From Bourgeois Emancipation to

Documentation,"

Co-op, which took artworks on consignment) when

Sexual Liberation (Oxford and Providence: Berg Pub

Hannah Hoch, 1889-1978 , exh. cat. (Stuttgart: Institut

asked to sign a letter affirming her support of National

lishers, 1988), pp. 255-288.

fur Auslandsbeziehungen, 1985), p. 51 .

Socialism and confirming that she was not of Jewish

38 As yet, the only sources we have been able to

trans. Eileen Martin, in Collages:

20 On Frick and Schultze-Naumburg,
Nicholas, The Rape ofEuropa:

see Lynn H.

The Fate of Europe's

descent. This suggests that she probably was not reg

identify for Hoch's photomontages from the 1960s are

istered with the Reichskulturkammer,

Life International

although many

and Hor zu, a German television

Treasures in the Third Reich and the Second World

"modern" or "degenerate" artists who were not allowed

guide. In her figurative works, these often provided

War (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1994), pp. 8-9, 10,

to pursue their craft often did so in secret. Nonetheless,

source material for background

1 1; and John Willett, Art and Politics in the Weimar

the number of Hoch's paintings from this period indi

research is needed to identify specific sources for her

Period: The New Sobriety,

imagery; further

cates that she had access to art materials, and she

female imagery. It is interesting to note that both the

Pantheon Books, 1978), p. 187. Hoch's fondness for

designed book jackets for the Antony Bakels publish

identified sources and the clothing styles in the works

the Thuringia-based

ing house throughout the era. A rather mysterious entry

suggest that Hoch repeatedly used images published

in her journal, dated 14 December 1937, says that she

several years before the dates of the photomontages.

watercolor

1917-1933

(New York:

Bauhaus is evidenced

Den Leuten vom Bauhaus

in her

gewidmet

does not seem to

finished eleven works and delivered

21 It is perhaps significant to note that Schmeling was

"Luftschiffahrtsministerium"

a hero to many German men, regardless of their politi

ministerium, the ministry of civil aviation in Berlin). See

cal views. The Dadaists had openly celebrated the mas

a letter from the Kunstler-Laden

culine art of boxing. In The Strong Men, Hoch may be

1933, Hannah Hoch: Eine Lebenscollage,

tracing a thread of male agression that binds together

(1921-1945)

such mortal enemies as the Dadaists and the Nazis.

1995), p. 500 (33.25); and Hoch's Tagebuch from

1971 , the signal event of that year being an open letter

1937, in ibid., p. 592 (37.14).

published

3 1 Heinz Ohff, Hannah Hoch (Berlin: Gebr. Mann and

women, many of them well-known

although she did not see the show herself. This would

Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Bildende Kunst e. V., 1968),

announced that they had had abortions, even though

be the largest exhibition of her photomontages until the

p. 35.

abortion was still illegal. See Frevert, supra, note 37;

1960s.

32 Letter from Hoch to Will Grohmann, 19 September

and Gisela Kaplan, Contemporary Western European

1964, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische

Galerie,

Feminism (New York: New York University Press,

viewpoint is eloquently sum

4 1 Frevert, supra, note 37, in particular, makes the

22 She did show more than forty photomontages
in her 1934 exhibition

|

in Brno, Czechoslovakia,

23 Hannah Hoch, "Lebensuberblick"

(1958), trans.

|

them to the

Being fashionable and up-to-date

(Dedicated to the People of the Bauhaus, 1921).

(probably the Luftfahrtto Hoch, 28 April
vol. 2

(Berlin: Berlinische Galerie and Hatje,
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39 Roditi, supra, note 3, p. 27.
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movement

is that the modern

in Germany, born amidst the

turmoil of 1968, emerged into the public sphere in
in the magazine Der Stern in which 374
public figures,

1992), p. 114 ff.

Peter Chametzky, in Lavin, supra, note 9, p. 214.

Berlin.

24 Quoted in Roditi, supra, note 3, pp. 24-29.

33 The pro-modernist

25 The term "innere Immigration," coined during the

marized

postwar era, has subsequently come under scrutiny.

Lehmann-Haupt's Art Under a Dictatorship (New York:

the private world of the family during the Nazi and post

Conceived as a description of a private, sub rosa effort

Oxford, 1954). Lehmann-Haupt served as an art liaison

war reconstruction periods, by the 1960s any sense of

on the part of individuals to carry on an intellectual and

officer to Germany for the United States in 1946. For a

continuity with the women's movement of the Weimar

cultural life that had been banned from the public

view of the political implications of the individualism

era had been all but obliterated.

sphere, it is now viewed by some as a rationalization for

championed by postwar advocates of modernism, see

42 This essay is dedicated

a lack of active resistance to the Nazis among the intel

Serge Guilbaut, How New York Stole the Idea of Mod

Suzanne Bredaz Werner(1890-1979).

ligentsia. Given the harshness of the Nazi's domestic

ern Art: Abstract Expressionism,

reign of terror and the fact that many intellectuals fled

Cold War (Chicago and London: University of Chicago

Germany during the period 1933-1937, leaving those

Press, 1983).

who remained in a weakened political position, such

34 On German art of the immediate postwar period,

condemnation by hindsight seems unrealistically severe.

in the concluding

chapter

of Hellmut

Freedom, and the

see Yule F. Heibel, Reconstructing

the Subject:

Modernist Painting in Western Germany, 1945-1950
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1995).
35 I am grateful to Carolyn Lanchner for pointing
out the compositional

links between Hoch's photo

montages from this period and her early watercolors.
36 The catalogue for the exhibition also illustrates
Baader's

Gutenberggenkblatt

Leaf for Gutenberg,

(Commemorative

1919), from Hoch's collection,

although the work itself does not appear to have been

point that, due to the emphasis on the role of women in

to my grandmother,
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THE DADAYEARS

I

SCHNITT MIT DEM KUCHENMESSER DADA DURCH DIE LETZTE WEIMARER BIERBAUCHKULTUREPOCHE
DEUTSCHLANDS
(Cut with the Kitchen Knife Dada through the Last Weimar Beer-Belly Cultural Epoch of Germany)
i 9 1 9-1920
PHOTOMONTAGE

/i6

44 Vs X 35 7 IN. (114 X 90 CM)
COLLECTION

STAATLICHE

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN— PREU6ISCHER

KULTURBESITZ,

NATION ALGALERIE

This large and complex photomontageunites representativesof the former Empire,the military,and the new, moderate
governmentof the Republicin the "anti-Dada" corner at the upper right, while grouping Communistsand other radicals
together with the Dadaistsat the lower right. Thesemostly malefiguresare pairedwith photographicfragmentsof active,
energeticwomen—dancers,athletes,actresses,and artists—who animatethe work both formallyand conceptually.The
newspaperfragment at the lower right identifiesthe Europeancountries in which women could or would soon be able to
vote, includingGermany,which grantedwomen suffragein its 1919 constitution.By placingthe clipping in the corner she
normallyreservedfor her signatureand includinga small self-portraithead at the upper-left edge of the map, Hoch iden
tified herselfwith the political empowermentof women, who, she envisioned,would soon "cut" through the male "beerbelly" culture of earlyWeimarGermany.A full treatmentof this work, includingextensivedocumentationof Hoch's source
images (most of which came from issues of BIZ), can be found in Gertrud Jula Dech's Schnitt mit dem Kuchenmesser
Dada durch die letzte weimarerBierbauchkulturepocheDeutschlands: Untersuchungenzur Fotomontagebei Hannah
Hoch (Munster: LitVerlag, 1981).— MM
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DADA-RUNDSCHAU
PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

WITH GOUACHE
17 Vu X 13 9

( OLLEC I ION BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

(Dada Panorama)

1919

AND WATERCOLOR

ON CARDBOARD

IN. (43.7 X 34.5 CM)

FUR MOD ERNE KUNST, PHOTOGRAPH

IE UND ARCHITEKTUR.

BERLIN
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Berliner
Jllu|lrfrt»
3rllung.

Hoch glued the photographic reproductions in this montage onto the verso of a photoengraved portrait of Emperor
WilhelmII, who had abdicated his imperialthrone in November1918 and fled to the Netherlands.By grotesquelydisfig
uring his features with watercolor and irreverentlyscrawlingthe word Fridensfurst(a misspelling,perhaps deliberate,of
the term for "Princeof Peace")above and across his chest, Hoch unambiguouslyconveyedher disdainfor this erstwhile
Germanruler. Most of the imagesin the photomontagereferenceGermany'spolitics in the aftermath of the abdication.
The head of AmericanpresidentWoodrow Wilson,author of the famous FourteenPoints upon which Germanybased its
appeal for an armistice, is collaged atop the body of a female gymnast beside the word Deutsche (German)at the top
edge, while his eyes and pince-nezglassesappearjust below Rundschau(panorama)at the upper-right corner. Photo
graphicfragmentsof massdemonstrationsat the left, bottom, and right edgesreferencethe widespreadnationalistoppo
sition to the terms of the peace, while the newly emerging political order is parodied with ludicrous images of Reich
President Friedrich Ebert and Defense Minister Gustav Noske in bathing suits, also used in Heads of State (pi. 3). By
appending military boots to Ebert's figure and including, in the lower-right corner, a well-known imageof a soldier atop
the BrandenburgGate during the brutal governmentsuppressionof the Spartacist revolt, Hoch connects the represen
tatives of the new, supposedlydemocratic Republicto the old militaristicorder of the Empire,referencedat the lower left
by a row of uniformedofficers standing stiffly at attention. Notableamong the few women pictured is Anna von Giercke,
one of thirty-six femalerepresentativeselectedto the NationalAssemblyin 1919, when Germanwomen voted for the first
time. She appearsat the upper left with Gertrud Baumerand Agnesvon Harnack,two other femalepoliticians.The phrase
at the lower right, "schrankenlosefreiheitfur H.H." (unlimitedfreedomfor Hjannah]Hjoch]), may referto the impact Hoch
hoped these women would have in restructuringGermany'ssocio-politicalorder. — MM
BIZ 24, no.8 (21 February1915), p. 100/ BIZ25, no.3 (16 January1916),cover / BIZ28, no.3 (19 January1919), p. 19 /
BIZ 28, no.4 (26 January 1919), p. 26 / BIZ 28, no.4 (26 January 1919), p. 29
BIZ 28, no. 6 (9 February1919), p. 48 / BIZ 28, no.8 (23 February1919), p. 58 / BIZ 28, no.13 (30 March 1919), p. 101 /
BIZ 28, no. 17 (27 April 1919), p. 136 / BIZ 28, no. 34 (24 August 1919), cover / BIZ 28, no. 34 (24 August 1919), p. 328
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3
ST A A TSHAUPTER

( Heads

of State)

1918-1920

PHOTOMONTAGE
6 Vs X 9 Vi6 IN. (16.2 X 23.3 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

For this work, Floch used a well-known photograph of German Reich President Friedrich Ebert and DefenseMinister

GustavNoske,taken at a BalticSearesortjust two weeksafter the Weimarconstitutionhad beensignedinto law. Floch—
Jlluftrirte3eitung
at the time a Communistsympathizer—parodiedthese SocialDemocratic"headsof state" by collagingtheir paunchyfig

ures atop an iron-on embroiderypattern, associatingthem not with the traditionallymalerealmof state formationbut with
the female domain of leisured relaxation. Floch used the same source image of Ebert and Noske in the related Dada
Panorama(pi.2). — MM
BIZ 28, no.34 (24 August 1919), cover

l
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BURGERLICHES

BRAUTPAAR

(STREIT)

(Bourgeois Wedding Couple [Quarrel])

PHOTOMONTAGE
15 X 12 1/16 IN. (38 X 30.6 CM)
PRIVATE

COLLECTION

i9
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5
DADA CORDIAL

c. i9'9

PHOTOMONTAGE

(with Raoul Hausmann)
WITH COLLAGE

17 Va X 22 'Vie IN. (45 X 58 CM)
C OLLEC 1 ION BERI.INISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

RaoulHausmannmadethe left side and Hoch the right side of this collaborativecollage,the variouselementsof which are
glued to a double-pagespreadfrom a proof of the first issueof Der Dada (15 July 1919).Althoughusuallydated on these
grounds to c. 1919, one of its mediasourcescomes from a January1920 issueof BIZ, which featured a photographof a
Masaiwarriortravelingby train in EastAfricaamonga group of mostlyEuropeanpassengers.Hausmannexcisedthe image
of the naked black man and superimposedit atop a fragmentof an astrologychart. The chart, together with the scrap of
paperon Hoch's side that illustratesvarioustypes of beetles,allythis work with Proverbsto LiveBy (pi.19), which features
similarphotographic reproductions.The piston rod that links the two halvesis also used in High Finance(pi. 10). — MM
BIZ 29, no.3 (18 January 1920), p. 31

THE DADA YEARS

6

DA DANDY

1919

PHOTOMONTAGE
11 ' Vi6 X 9 '/is IN. (30 X 23 CM)
PRIVATE COLLECTION

Duringthe earlyWeimarera Hoch often made silhouetteportraits, cut from black or white paper, of friends such as Nelly
van Doesburg, Hans Arp, Salomo Friedlaender,and others. Here, the silhouette of a man, accentuated by a bit of red
backing paper Hoch left exposedaroundthe outline of his head, subsumesfragmentedimagesof fashionable,seductive
"New Women." By titling the work Da Dandy, Hoch identifiedthis malefigure as both a Dadaistand a dandy, thus refer
encing the fascinationof the Dadaists(in particular,GeorgeGrosz and RaoulHausmann)with fashion. MM

/i6
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7
DADA-ERNST

1920-1921

PHOTOMONTAGE
75

X 6 9/16IN. (18.6 X 16.6 CM)

COLLECTION

ARTURO

SCHWARZ,

MILAN

This title can be read literally, as "Dada-Serious,"or as a possible punning referenceto Max Ernst, the Cologne-based
Dadaistwho, like Hoch, also worked extensivelyin collage and photomontage.— MM
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8
DAD A-TANZ (Dada Ball)
PHOTOMONTAGE
/s

1922

WITH COLLAGE

12 5 X 9 '/ 16 IN. (32 X 23 CM)
COLLECTION

ARTURO

SCHWARZ,

MILAN

MADCHfi-N

DAS SCHONE

HANNAet-

MADCHEN

(The Beautiful

Girl )

f-tocn

9n

1 9 1 9- 1 920

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

13 3/4X11 7 IN. (35 X 29 CM)
PRIVATE

COLLECTION

Hoch not only removedor obliteratedthe faces of the women in this photomontagebut surroundedthem with such signs
of mechanizationas a crank shaft, an I-beam,and an automobiletire. The colorful BMWinsigniamay havebeen provided
by Hoch's brother-in-law,an engineerat Knorr-Bremse,whose chief stockholderhad purchasedBMWafter World War I.
The only mediasource discoveredto date for this work is a reproductionof the black Americanboxer Jack Johnson in a
fight with Jim Jeffries, illustrated in one of the many articles on boxing that appeared in the popular press of the early
Weimarera. So similar are the size, composition, and theme of this photomontageto High Finance (pi.10) that the two
works may havebeen conceivedas counterparts.— MM
BIZ 29, no.35 (29 August 1920), p. 399
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HOCHFINANZ

(High Finance)

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

14 3
COURTESY

1923

WITH COLLAGE

X 12 Vi6 (36 X 31 CM)

GALER1E

BERINSON,

BERLIN

Although this work is signed and dated 1923, it is possiblethat Hoch made it earlier:the piston rod held by the bearded
male figure is a duplicate of that which links the two halvesof Dada cordial (pi. 5), made by Hoch and Raoul Hausmann
around 1919; and the imageryand compositionalformat of the work relate more to the photomontagesHoch produced
in the years she was tangentiallyaffiliated with Berlin Dadathan to her work after 1922, when she was associatedwith
internationalConstructivism.The piece, in fact, is very similarto TheBeautifulGirl (pi.9), which also dates to around 1920.
The only media source for High Financelocated to date derivesfrom a 1920 article on old photographythat reproduced
a portrait by Julia MargaretCameronof the chemist Sir John Herschel,from which Hoch fashionedthe head of the male
figureon the right. In 1925, LazsloMoholy-NagyillustratedHoch's photomontagein his book Malerei,Photographie,Film,
where it was given two alternatetitles: Der Milliardar (The Multi-Millionaire)and Daszweifache Gesicht des Herrschers
(TheDualCountenanceof the Ruler).Hoch dedicatedthe work to the artist with an inscriptionat the lowerleft: "Fur Moholy
Nagyvon HannahHoch." — MM
Die Dame47, no. 15 (mid-May 1920),p. 5
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OHNE

TIT EL (Untitled)

1921

PHOTOMONTAGE
14 X 12 IN. (35.6 X 30.5 CM)
MORTON G. NEUMANN

FAMILY COLLECTION

Althoughthis work often has beendated to 1920, its centralmediasource—a photographicreproductionof a dancerpos
ing on the beach(identifiedin the caption as ClaudiaPawlowa,then on tour in Germanywith the Saint Petersburgballet)—
came from a June 1921 issue of Die Dame. Hoch replacedthe dancer's smilingface with that of a woman who appears
pensive,evenmelancholic,and movedherfrom the glamorousand spaciousbeachsettingto one crowdedwith mechani
cal and domestic objects. These include a ball bearing nestled in a case, whose inside lid refers to the Borsigwerke, a
suburbanBerlinfactory that producedtrains and munitions;encircledand upendeddiagramsof a car engine;and, at the
lower right, kitchen appliancesturned on their heads.All these objects float on a fragmentof a sewing pattern that Hoch
doubtless obtainedthrough herjob as a designerin the handicraftdivisionof UllsteinPress.— MM
Die Dame 48, no.18 (late June 1921),p. 6
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iMHfi
12

WEIfiE FORM (White Form)

1919

COLLAGE
12 Vi6 X 10 '/< IN. (31 X 26 CM)
COLLECTION

STAATLICHE

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN. KUPFERST1CHKABINETT

As a designerof embroideredand lace cloths in the handiworkdivisionof UllsteinPress,Hoch had easyaccessto multi
ple copies of the sewing and handiwork patterns produced by the firm. For the ground of this collage she used three
copies of a pattern for a lace doily from an Ullsteinbook on net work and tulle embroidery,and she created the figure
atop the ground from sewing patterns. Ratherthan being printed side by side as they are today, the solid and broken,
straight and curved linesof sewing patterns,which denoted the shapesof the component pattern pieces,were superim
posed one atop the other at the time in order to conservepaper. — MM
Musterfiletund Tullarbeiten,UllsteinHandarbeitsBucher 17 (Berlin:Verlagder Ullstein-Schnittmuster,n.d.)
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13

SCHNEIDERBLUME

(Tailor's

Flower)

1920

COLLAGE
20 '/« X 17 'A IN. (51.4 X 43.8 CM) (FRAMED)
COLLECTION

LOUISE ROSENFIELD

NOUN, DES MOINES, IOWA
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14
AUF TULLGRUND
COLLAGE

(On a Tulle Net Ground)
WITH PRINTED

192 i

PAPERS

12 V.6 X 9 IN. (31 X 22.8 CM)
COURTESY

BUSCH-REISINGER

MUSEUM. HARVARD

UNIVERSITY

ART MUSEUMS. CAMBRIDGE.

MASSACHUSETTS

GIFT OF ROSE FRIED GALLERY

15
ENTWURF FUR DAS DENKMAL

EINES BEDEUTENDEN

SPITZENHEMDES

(Design for the Memorial to an Important Lace Shirt)

COLLAGE
10 'A X 7 "/i6 IN. (26 X 19.5 CM)
COLLECTION

HAMBURGER

KUNSTHALLE,

HAMBURG

1922

HANNAH HOCH
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UND WENN DU DEN KST, DER MOND GEHT UNTER (And When You Think the Moon is Setting)
PHOTOMONTAGE
8'/<X5

19 2 1

WITH COLLAGE

Vt IN. (21 X 13.4 CM)

PRIVATE

COLLECTION

"WhenYou Think the Moon is Setting" was the title of a popular 1921 song, the last verse of which suggested that, like
the moon, which only appearsto set everynight, Germany(then sufferingpolitical, social, and economicproblemsin the
postwar hyperinflation)would rise again. Pictured here are the well-known financialtycoon John D. Rockefellerand the
erstwhileradicalauthor GerhartHauptmann,by this time regardedby the left as a political opportunist who had sold out.
By shearingHauptmannof his trademarkbushywhite hair and using his now-bald head to evokethe moon, Hoch identi
fied the writer with the sort of nationalisticsentiment implicit to the lyrics of the song. The only media source located to
date provided Hoch with the legs of the unidentifiedfigure at left. — MM
Die Dame 47, no.21 (mid-August 1920), p. 14
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17

NEW

YORK

c.

1922

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

11 5/8X 7 5
COLLECTION

STAATLICHE

IN. (29.5 X 18.5 CM)

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN, KUPFERSTICHKABINETT

18

GELD

(Money)

c.

1922

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6
/s

3 15 X 6 7 IN. (10 X 17.5 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

HANNAH HOCH
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19
MEINE HAUSSP RUCHE (Proverbs to Live By)
PHOTOMONTAGE

WITH COLLAGE,

INK, ZINC WHITE, CRAYON, GRAPHITE,

8

COLORED

1922

PENCIL. AND ORIGINAL

PHOTOGRAPHS

ON CARDBOARD

12 y X 16 y,6 IN. (32 X 41.1 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

In 1922 Hoch separatedfrom RaoulHausmannand took her leavefrom BerlinDadaas well, bidding her adieu in this com
plex, multilayeredphotomontage. In it, quotes from the Dadaistsand like-minded writers are paired with well-chosen
imageson a vertical-horizontalgrid that is more Constructivistthan Dadain format. Indeed,at least one interpreterof this
work has argued that the text-image interplay operates as an ironic critique of Dada art and.philosophy rather than as
homage.Thus, for example,RichardHuelsenbeck'sstatement "DerTod ist eine durchausdadaistischeAngelegenheit"
(Deathis a thoroughly Dadaistaffair)is written over a medievalcrucifix, while Salomo Friedlaender'squery "Wird Person
den sternartigenZustand auch in ihre Moralitatbringen?"(Willa person bring the heavenlycondition into her moralityas
well?)is inscribedatop an astrologychart of the constellations.Howeverone interpretsHoch's stance on theseand other
statements included here—by HansArp, JohannesBaader,Goethe, RaoulHausmann,Kurt Schwitters, Walter Serner,
and Nietzsche—the work representsan importantvisual/textualcompendiumof Dada philosophy.— MM
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AsTRONOM

IE

2.2

ASTRONOMIE

(Astronomy)

1922

COLLAGE
10 V»X 8 '/16IN. (25.7 X 20.5 CM)
COURTESY

THE MAYOR GALLERY,

LONDON

POESIE

(Poem )

COLLAGE

1922

WITH INK

10 '/ 16 X 7 »/i6 IN. (25.5 X 19.5 CM)
PRIVATE

COLLECTION

THE DADA YEARS
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COLLAGE

(DADA)

c.

1922

COLLAGE
/4

9 3 X 13 IN. (24.8 X 33 CM)
COLLECTION

MERRILL

C. BERMAN

"g
J9UIM98

DAS STERNFILET
COLLAGE

/s

(The Lace Star)

1924

WITH FABRIC AND PAPER ON CARDBOARD
10 'ViiX 7 5 IN. (27.8 X 19.3 CM)

COLLECTION

STA ATLICHE

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN. KUPFERSTICHKABINETT
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OHNE TITEL (Untitled)

COLLAGE

/s

WITH PRINTED

1925

AND COLORED

PAPERS

9 3/4X 7 5 IN. (24.5 X 19.2 CM)
COLLECTION

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK
GIFT OF MISS ROSE FRIED

MM
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25
DIE GYM N ASTIKLEH RERIN (The Gymnastics Teacher)
PHOTOMONTAGE

WITH COLLAGE

11X7 13/16
IN. (27.9 X 19.8 CM)
COURTESY

REINHOLD

BROWN GALLERY,

NEW YORK

1925

4

5
1

2

3

BVD6SIGN:TH€€RRIVUJORKOF HRNNRHHOCHIN CONTEXT

MRRIfl MflK€lfl

IN THE SUMMEROF 1920, when residents of Berlin's purported mission. Composed solelyof photographs and photographic
upscale Tiergarten district visited the gallery of the local reproductions that Hoch had cut from widely accessible mass-media
art dealer Dr. Otto Burchard, they saw not an exhibition periodicals,the work was remarkablyself-effacingin style—a testament
of the Chinese porcelain that was Burchard's specialty to Dada's impatience with the Expressionist affirmation of individuality
but a group of 174 works by some twenty-seven German and subjectivity. It shared the Fair's underlyingtheme of anti-militarism,
and foreign artists affiliated with the so-called "Dada" too, for it spoofed well-known male politicians and military figures by
movement.Acknowledgedsince that time as a watershed endowing them with the body parts of women and animals. Even the
event in the history of modern art, the exhibition was riotous tone of Hoch's densely packed composition echoed the carnithen known only as the First International Dada Fair, valesque atmosphere of the Dada Fair as a whole. Indeed, Cut with the
a title chosen by its organizers—George Grosz, Raoul Kitchen Knife telescoped the methods and meanings of the First
Hausmann,and lohn Heartfield—for its implicit critique InternationalDada Fair into a single, iconic image.
It is largelythrough the lens of this work, in particular,and of the Dada
of the conventional ways in which fine art was defined
Fair,
in general,that Hoch's career has been viewed to date. Perennially
and exhibited. Instead of oil paintings and carved or cast
flashed
on the screen in courses on modern art history, Cut with the
sculpture, Burchard's gallery was filled with political
Kitchen
Knife is also presented in survey texts as the sine qua non of
posters, cheap reproductionsof artworks,advertisements,
collaged paintings, and photomontages. Alerted to the Hoch's career. Yet, ironically, the piece is more the exception than the
anti-militarism of Grosz's print portfolio Gott mit uns! rule in her work. Even during the years she was most closely affiliated
(Godwith Us!) and of Heartfield and Rudolf Schlichter's with Dada, Hoch preferred to work on a smaller, more intimate scale
collaborative"sculpture" PreulJicherEizengel (Prussian and to use a more quiet, subtle form of address. It is perhaps for this
Archangel), which was suspended from the ceiling and reasonthat she has been disregardednot only by generationsschooled
portrayed an army officer in a pig's mask, legal authori to equate Berlin Dada with bombast but by the Berlin Dadaists them
ties charged the exhibition's participants with "insulting selves. For her part, Hoch viewed the movement with a jaundiced eye,
the military"and brought several of them to court for vio despite her myriad personal and professional connections to it. Her
lating the penal code. Burchard,Schlichter,and Johannes sense of propriety was so deeply ingrained that she was often embar
Baaderwere ultimatelyexonerated,but Groszand Wieland rassed by the antics of her colleagues, and she certainly did not wholly
approve of their bohemianlifestyles. Hoch's respect for artistic tradition
Herzfeldewere each punished with fines.
AnnaTherese Johanne Hoch, knownto her familyand friendssimply was equally strong and, unlike the other Berlin Dadaists, she never
as Hanna or Hannah Hoch, was represented in this exhibition by a

abandoned, even temporarily, the "bourgeois" medium of painting. On

poster, two handmade dolls, two "reliefs," and four collaged works—

the contrary, between the Dada Fairof 1920 and the Filmand Foto exhi-

most notably the photomontage Schnitt mit dem KuchenmesserDada

bition in Stuttgart in 1929, Hoch chose to represent herself to the pub-

durch die letzte weimarer Bierbauchkulturepoche Deutschlands (Cut

lie exclusively by means of her easel paintings, watercolors, drawings,

with the Kitchen Knife Dada through the Last Weimar Beer-Belly

and—notably—her handiwork and applied art. Beginning in 1916, her

CulturalEpoch of Germany, 1919-1920) (pi. 1). Like most other works

detailed designs for embroidery, lace, textiles, and wallpaper, together

in the Dada Fair, this photomontage — monumental in both its theme

with her many publications on these subjects, both earned her keep

and scale—implicitly critiqued currently received notions of art and its

and won her awards and critical acclaim.
Recent feminist art history has argued that the activity taking place
on the so-called fringes of modernism definesthe values of this tradition

6

as much as the acclaimed activity taking place at its center. It is in
this spirit that I want to disentangle Hoch from the knot of Dada and to
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1. Vasemit Chrisanthemen(Vasewith Chrysthanthemums),
1909, watercolor. Privatecollection.

elaborate some of the other contexts in which she lived and worked. I

11

will argue, for example, that Hoch's work in traditional women's crafts

As part of her training there, Hoch studied calligraphy and later
recalled how much she enjoyed the painstaking exercises in lettering.

and in commercial design was as significant to her and to the develop

7
12

Indeed, she became an accomplished calligrapherand was employed,
ment of her aesthetic as her involvementwith Dada and other modernist for one, by the city of Charlottenburgto design elaboratelyscripted and
art movements such as Expressionismand Constructivism. And I will decorated certificates of honor for its employees (fig. 2). She also
emphasize the importance for the artist of the newly illustrated mass-

8

attended classes under Harold Bengen, a specialist in glass design who
media periodicalsproduced by her employer,UllsteinVerlag,Germany's encouraged his students to work in a variety of media. Under Bengen's
largest publishing company. By uncoupling (though not severing) the tutelage Hoch began to focus on embroidery, winning recognition for at
narrative from Dada, I hope to show that the richness of Hoch's work
resides at least in part in the multiplicity of its myriad sources.

least two designs that were subsequently featured in the prestigious
needleworkjournal Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau(Embroideryand
Lace Review). One (now lost), a sketch of a couple in a stylized land
scape (fig. 3), was part of a series of Jugendstil-inspired designs for
embroidered cloth panels that depict nude or classicallydraped figures

13

Early
Training
in
Design
anilHandicraft

in luxuriant arcadian settings.

Another, a dense floral arrangement

embroidered atop a boldly striped cloth backing, adorned a folding
screen (fig.4).14
It was decorative designs like these that first won Hoch accolades

15

and awards. Yet she ultimately became dissatisfied with the training
provided by the Kunstgewerbeschuleand, after a brief hiatus at the out
Hoch was born in 1889 in the city of Gotha, a small town in Thuringia

break of World War I, transferred in January 1915 to the Unterricht-

where her father was an official of an insurance company and her

16
9

sanstalt des kbniglichen Kunstgewerbemuseums(School of the Royal
mother, an amateur painter, manageda large home and family of seven. Museum of Applied Arts). By her own account she was attracted to the
By her own account, Hoch's family life in Gotha was "bourgeois" and institution's reputation for integrating the "fine" and the "applied" arts.
"well-ordered," and it is likely that her early attempts at art were thus

She was also, no doubt, impressed by its internationally recognized

encouraged as a suitable avocation for a young lady. A precocious

teaching staff, directed by the designer, architect, and Simplicissimus

talent with an eye for observation,Hoch trained her artistic attention first

caricaturist Bruno Paul. Paul presided over a curriculum that then

on family members and then on the countryside surrounding her home,

17
10

18

included architecture and interior design, decorative sculpture, metal
especially on the flowers that her father, an avid gardener who inspired design, set design and scene painting, graphic and book art, decorative
Hoch with a lifelong love of nature, cultivated in his spare time (fig. 1). painting and pattern design, and glass painting. With her background
Although Hoch's parents initially balked when their daughter declared

in calligraphy, Hoch was accepted into the graphic- and book-art

her desire to study art in Berlin, they ultimately acquiesced. It was

division headed by Emil Orlik, a consummate printmaker known for his

probably at their wish that Hoch pursued the "applied" rather than the japoniste woodcuts. She thrived here, too, winning numerous awards
"fine" arts; many parents of aspiring artists felt this to be a more secure

and fellowships for work such as her striking design for the dust jacket
career path and one especially suited to women. Accordingly, in 1912, of a book (fig. 5), which documents her early interest in tribal culture.
Hoch enrolled at the KunstgewerbeschuleCharlottenburg (Charlottenburg School of Applied Arts).
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2. (top left) Certificate of commendation designed by Hoch, c. 1913, color lithograph. Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,
Photographieund Architektur, Berlin. 3. (bottom left) Design for embroidered panel, c. 1915, published in Stickerei-und Spitzen-Rundschau,February 1916
4. (top right) Embroidered panel for a folding screen, c. 1915, published in Stickerei-und Spitzen-Rundschau,February 1916. 5. (bottom right) Design for
book cover, 1915, ink and gouache on cardboard. Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.
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6. (top left) Ohne Titel[Untitled), c. 1916, linocut. Privatecollection. 7. (bottom left) Design for wallpaper, c. 1920, ink, watercolor, and gouache.
Courtesy Galerie Alvensleben, Munich. 8, (top right) Frost,c. 1915, linocut. GermanischesNationalmuseum, Nuremberg (on loan from private collection).
9. (bottom right) Kommenflatternde Vogel [Flapping Birds Coming), 1915, linocut. GermanischesNationalmuseum, Nuremberg (on loan from private collection).
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10. Design for the cover of NG, 192 1, woodcut on poper. Collection Merrill C. Bermon.

This interest in ethnography was very likely sparked by Hoch's dis-

life force very different from the one that pervades the calm arcadias of

coveryof Expressionism,whose main practitioners in both northern and

her earlier embroidery designs, testifies to Hoch's engagement with

southernGermanywere all enthusiastsof African and Oceanic cultures. Expressionismvia Hausmann.
Hoch could have first encountered Expressionism the very year she
Hoch soon adapted the Expressionist idiom to her "decorative art,
came to Berlin, for it was in 1912 that Herwarth Walden opened the

especiallyto her designs for printed fabrics. Although she had probably

galleryDer Sturm (TheStorm), a clearinghousefor art of the international begun to experimentwith textile design as part of her studies with Orlik,
avant-garde,especially Expressionismand Futurism. In that year alone she evidently enjoyed the work, for she continued to make fabric patWalden mounted a one-man show of the work of Oskar Kokoschka

terns well into the 19208." Executed either in pencil, ink, or gouache

and group shows of artists affiliated with the Blaue Reiter (Blue Rider), (fig. 7) or in black-and-white or hand-colored linocut (figs. 8, 9), this
Italian Futurist, and Berlin "Pathetiker" (Pathetic Ones) movements,

work is distinguished above all by bold patterns, both abstract and

Hoch may also have been readingWalden's Der Sturm magazine,which

representational, that are tilted slightly off-center or organized on the

featured, above all, Expressionist graphic art. But certainly by 1915

diagonal. The intricate, asymmetrical rhythms of these dynamic com-

Hoch was fully conversant with the Expressionistvocabulary, for it was

positions immediately distinguish them from the more delicate and

at this time that she became romantically involved with the writer and

static patterns favored by the Jugendstil textile designers, and they

artist Raoul Hausmann, who was friendly with a number of the Brucke

so impressed Germany's preeminent patron of the decorative arts,

19

(Bridge)artists and tangentially affiliated with Der Sturm. Hoch later

Alexander Koch, that he tried to help Hoch market them to firms in

23

recounted that she and Hausmann were enthusiastic about almost

Berlin and Frankfurt. Koch also published at least three of her fabric

20

everything Walden did at the time,

21

repositoryof Sturm magazinesand exhibition catalogues.

and her estate is indeed a rich

patterns in a 1920 issue of Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau, along
with a glowing reviewthat emphasizedtheir contemporaneity24Declar-

An undated linocut by Hoch from about 1916 (fig.6) bears witness to

ing Hoch "a new talent who deserves attention," its author employed

the artist's encounter with Expressionism. The swinging curves of

musical metaphors in an analysis of the works' "melodies of lines,

Jugendstil are still very much present here and in other contemporane-

"Asian-influencedcolor harmonies,"and "complex rhythms. 25One year

ous prints she made, but now they are of uneven width and massed

later, the critic Adolf Behne similarly praised Hoch's textile designs for

together in striated areas that seem to quiver with nervous tension,

their lively rhythms, ornamental qualities, and thoroughly modern

Even the house facade is animated, swelling outward as if heaving feelingfor color and form." Behne was also taken with Hoch s magazine
some great architectural sigh. This cityscape, energized by a restless

and book-cover designs, singling out those she made for a 1921 issue
of Die Kornscheuer,a monthly publication dedicated to the arts, and for
NG, the official publication of the November Group, a socially and

26

politically oriented artists' organization (fig. 10).
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11 a-c. Dressdesigns, 1920s, graphite on parchment paper.
Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
furModerne Kunst,
Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.
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12. Designfor darned filet, 1920s, graphite on paper. Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,Photographie und Architektur, Berlin

29

It was doubtless her training in graphics and book design, together

of sketching patterns for embroidered and lace cloths (fig. 12) and then

with her expertise in embroidery and textile design, that landed Hoch a

fabricating these pieces in various techniques, including cutwork,

job on the editorial staff of Ullstein Verlag's handiwork division, where

drawn- and pulled-thread work, needle lace, darned filet, and embroi-

she worked three days a week from 1916 to 1926, designing and mak-

dery (figs.13a-d). Hoch would then make drawings of the finished prod-

ing patterns for embroidered and lace cloths. Founded by Leopold

ucts (fig. 14), and these, or actual photographs of the objects, would

Ullstein in 1877, Ullstein Verlag had developed into one of Germany's

appear in special Ullsteinpattern books or in Ullstein's women's mag-

largest publishing companies by the time Hoch was hired. Its success

azines. Between 1922 and 1925, Die Dame (The Lady) alone featured

was based largely on mass-circulation periodicals such as Berliner

at least twelve of Hoch s designs, and before she left Ullstein in 1926,

Morgenpost(BerlinMorning Post) and BZam Mittag (B[erliner]Z[eitung] many more were likely published there and in such other Ullstein jour-

30

31

at Noon), both dailies, and the weekly Berliner lllustrirte Zeitung (Berlin nals as Die praktische Berlinerin (The Practical Berlin Woman). ReadIllustratedNewspaper, or BIZ). But Ullsteinalso published a large num-

ers could then purchase the patterns and instructions at the special

ber of smaller circulation magazinesand ran a sewing- and handicraft-

Ullstein pattern stores or in regular department stores,

pattern business that became especially profitable during World War I.

Although Hoch occasionally complained about the time she had to

At that time the company began to mass-produce patterns in standard-

invest in her job, she enjoyed the work and regarded it as an artistic

ized ratherthan made-to-order sizes and to market them widely in spe-

vocation on a par with painting and sculpture. In this regard, her work

cial Ullsteinpattern shops and in departmentstores in Germany,Austria, for Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschauis particularlytelling. In addition to
27

3

the Netherlands, and Switzerland. As the first and, at the time, only

the embroidery designs from her student days published there in 1916

producer of such patterns, Ullstein developed a very profitable market

and the fabric designs featured in its 1920 issue, at least four of Hoch s

throughout Europe, where women everywhere were looking to cut

subsequentneedleworkpatterns and three of her fabric designs (includ-

costs. The company's Schnittmusterdienst(PatternService)grew expo-

ing one for a prize-winning tablecloth) were published in the journal.

nentially, and Hoch, who specialized not in sewing but in needlework

She also wrote at least four articles for the magazine. On Embroidery

patterns, was one of many to be hired as this division expanded.

(September 1918), "What is Beautiful?" (October-November 1918),

Becausefew if any men were trained in this field, it was a secure position "Whitework" (December 1918), and The Fine Art of Embroidery
during the postwar period of demobilization, when hundreds of thou- 1 (October-November 1919).Central to each was Hoch s conviction that
sands of German women otherwise lost their jobs to returning soldiers, needlework should command the same respect as other "fine" arts:
Hoch's duties at Ullstein Press included designing stuffed animals,
28

women's fashions (fig. 11a-c),

and layouts and advertising vignettes

for handiwork publications and patterns. But her principaljob consisted

BY DESIGN

13 a-d. (opposite) Embroidered tablecloth with outwork (background), needle-lace doily (top), runnerwith drawn-thread work (center),doily with drawn-thread
work and crocheted edge (bottom), 1920s. Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.
14. Design for embroidered tulle tablecloth with crocheted edge, c.1924, published in Die Dame, February 1924.

33
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"Embroidery ... is an art," she wrote unequivocallyat the end of 1918,
"and it has the right to demand that it be treated as such."

Yet most

needlework of the time was second-rate, according to Hoch, produced
by women who had no feel for color, composition, or form and who
were still overly dependent on nature as a model. Just as painting had
recently developed an abstract language of form and color, so too,
Hoch argued, should embroidery unfetter itself from illusionism. The
true artist should produce not the endless "flowers, baskets, birds, and

34

spirals" that still dominated contemporary European embroidery but

35

rather "pure" needlework "from her innermost intuition."

36

37

58

The protagonist of Hoch's short story "The Embroidering Woman"
(1919), also published in Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau, was just
such an artist: a needleworkerwho looks inward ratherthan outward for
inspiration. Moved by the beauty of a vase of red roses, she gives her
"soul" free reign to play "with the most wonderful forms, letting them
grow into organic expanses [of color] that intertwined; one didn't know
if it was the night sky, a bit of meadow in May, or the infinitely tender
embraces and games of love." When her mate enters the room, she
hesitantly shows him her handiwork, by now covered with a densely
stitched, glowing red design of interlockingabstract forms. "Thereinlies
the soul of the woman," he softly proclaims, to which Hoch's ideal
needleworker responds, in the story's final passage: "My soul wants to
compose poetry, but my words are too poor. My heart wants to sing,
but my voice does not move. Indeed, my eyeswant to radiateeverything
for the pleasureof humanity,for your pleasure—I can only embroider."
There is no record of the reception accorded Hoch's story at the time
of its publication, but it is doubtful that any of her contemporaries read
it as we might today, as a celebration of traditional feminine work or of
conventional feminity and the roles associated with it. On the contrary,
at a time when most associated handiwork with craft, not art, and
regarded the female needleworker,however original or talented, not as
an artist but a craftsperson, the idea that embroidery, like painting or
sculpture, could express deeply felt emotion was subversive in the
extreme. Indeed, by locating the very "soul" of the needleworker in the

COLLAGEAND TH€BEGINNINGS

finished embroidery, Hoch adopted the discourse of the "fine" arts—

OF PHOTOMONTAGE

specifically, of Expressionism,which held that the artwork was a cipher
of individualsubjectivity. Yet however unconventionalHoch's stance on
handiwork, it is neverthelessstartling that she wrote the Stickerei- und
Spitzen-Rundschau essays and produced the majority of her embroi

Like many, Hoch experimented with collage while still a child, working

dery and fabric designs during the very years she was most closely

with colored papers or cutting apart the many illustrated journals to

affiliated with Berlin Dada. Hoch was, in fact, as much a part of the

which her family subscribed and then pasting the pictures into scrap-

world of women's "crafts" in the late 191Osand early 1920s as she was

books.

of the rough-and-tumble "avant-garde"world of Dada, and for her there

(Nitte under a Tree, 1907) (fig. 15), a cut-paper portrait of the youngest

Her first mature work in the medium was Nitte unterm Baum

was evidently no contradiction in this. It is perhaps not surprising that

member of the Hoch family, Marianne,standing in a child's pose beside

this aspect of her life and artistic production has been downplayed or

a tree. This was the only collage Hoch would make for some time to

ignored completely; but it is regrettableinsofaras her early engagement come, for in subsequent years she devoted herself primarily to handi
with needleworkand fabric design provided an important thematic, for

work and design. She returned to the medium only in the late 1910s,

mal, and technical base for her collage aesthetic.

when she simultaneously began to recycle the materials of her design
work in collages and to use photographic reproductions from the mass
media in photomontages.
OccasionallyHoch cut up her own textile designs, using brightly col
ored bits of her hand-tinted linocuts to enliven abstract compositions
(pi. 24). More often she recycled needlework patterns. Diagramsof filet,
a kind of net made of knotted horizontal and vertical threads into which
a design is darned, served as the background of many collages (pis. 13,
19-20, 24-25), as did patterns for hexagonalnet (pi. 14). Hoch also cut
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15. (opposite) Nitte untermBaum(Nitte under a Tree), 1907, collage. Collection PeterCarlberg, Hofheim, Germany.
16. Der Anfang der Photomontage(TheOrigins of Photomontage),n.d., steel engraving (military mementofrom 1897-1899) with color and collage.
Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
fur Moderne Kunst,Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.

up and reconfigured needle-lace patterns (pi. 12) and embroidery pat

them to create startling, often unsettling new imagery. Hoch was espe

terns of abstract or stylized forms from nature (pi. 3). Although there is

cially well positioned to exploit this technique because of her employ

no evidence that she made sewing patterns for her work at Ullstein,

ment with Ullstein, which had played an important role in developing

Hoch had access to them through her colleagues, and in cut-up form

and popularizing the picture magazinein Germany.

they, too, found their way into her collages. The scrap of paper with

During most of the nineteenth century, mass-circulation periodicals

numbered lines that vertically anchors Auf Tullgrund [On a Tulle Net

had not contained photographic illustrations. At best they used wood

Ground, 1921) (pi. 14) on the left is a fragment of a sewing pattern, as

engravings made from daguerreotypes or prints. The invention of the

are the solid and broken flowing lines in Entwurffur das Denkmal eines

halftone printing process, in about 1880, made it possible to illustrate

bedeutendenSpitzenhemdes(Design for the Memorial to an Important

photographs along with type, since both could now be printed on

LaceShirt, 1922) (pi. 15) and in WeiBeForm (WhiteForm, 1919) (pi. 12).

the same press. But it was not until 1902, when Ullstein developed

At the same time, Hoch was also producing collages made mostly or

a process for printing on cylindrical, rotating presses, that photo-

entirelyfrom photographic reproductions—photomontages, as she and

illustrated periodicals could be produced quickly and cleanly, with none

others of the period called them. Her first work in this medium dates to

of the ink-smudging common to the early picture papers that were

1918, when she took a summer vacation with Hausmann on the Baltic

printed on flat presses. The war briefly interrupted the development of

Seaand, while visiting the town of Heidebrink on the island of Usedom, the illustratedpress, but the 1920s saw its efflorescence.Between 1918
first became aware of the potential of the technique. There the couple and 1932 approximately thirty-two illustrated weeklies, bi-weeklies, or
encountered in the homes and businesses of the residents a popular

half-weeklies were published in Germany, and there were dozens of

type of engraving in which photographic portrait heads of local men

monthlies. Ullstein alone produced nine journals and nine newspapers

away at war had been collaged atop generic, uniformed torsos (fig.
38

16). Hoch and Hausmann returned to Berlin and immediately began
to experimentwith the medium by clipping photographic reproductions
from a wide variety of illustrated sources and then mixing and matching

MARIA MAKELA
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The country's path toward parliamentarydemocracy was not, how
ever, an easy one; on the contrary, it was marked by dissent and con
troversy from the beginning. Scheidemann's November proclamation
of a republic had been made to forestall a similar declaration by the
more radical Spartacist Party, which mounted an uprising in advanceof
the January elections. Desperate to maintain its tenuous power, the
provisional government, led by President Friedrich Ebert, called on the

39

in 1929 that were photo-illustrated.

Although each of these periodi

old ImperialArmy to suppress the revolt and murdered Spartacist lead

cals targeted a slightly different audience, virtually all began to rely on

ers Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. These were bad precedents

photography for more than simple illustration or reportage: they used

for a new democracy, and Luxemburg and Liebknecht were mourned

it especially to reveal familiar things from new angles. Particularly

by many on the left as martyrs to a government that had compromised

renowned for its innovative photographic spreads was Ullstein's Der

itself even before it had formally assumed power. Indeed, Ebert's gov

Querschnitt (Cross Section), a cosmopolitan monthly read primarily by

ernment failed either to break up the General Staff, as the Versailles

Berlin's artistic and literary avant-garde and, notably, frequently used treaty had demanded, or to dismantle the Junker estates of eastern
by Hoch as a source of imageryfor her photomontages. By pairing, for

Germany (the economic base of the Prussian military caste); nor did it

example, a photograph of a yawning tiger with a close-up of an orchid

dilute the influenceof big business in either economic or political life.To

blossom, one layout in the March 1926 issue called attention to the

many on the left of the political spectrum, the Weimar Republic seemed

startling similarities between the feline's cavernous mouth, with its

not all that different from ImperialGermany.

fanged teeth and tongue, and the interior of a bud just about to bloom.
Hoch's reaction to these tumultuous events was doubtless influ
Another spread, in the June 1926 issue, paired a photograph of camels enced by the radical Hausmann and his colleagues in the Berlin Dada
capable of traveling at 150 kilometers daily with a picture of an airplane, movement. In almost every published and unpublished account of the
described as one of the fastest in the American airforce. Only indirectly

40

period, Hoch emphasized how naive she had been when she left Gotha
relatedto the subjects covered in that month's articles, such ensembles for Berlin and credited Hausmannwith extricating her from her ordered,
suggested new ways of seeing the world and its natural, technological, bourgeoisexistenceand teaching her to think for herself. At the begin
and social structures.
Ullstein periodicals like Der Querschnitt were an important popular

41
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equivalent of photomontage, which similarly paired incongruous pho

ning of their stormy seven-yearrelationship she served as Hausmann's
unofficial secretary, transcribing his own essays and others —on
philosophy, psychology, sexuality, and politics—that interested him.

tographs or portions of photographs to suggest different ways of per

She also sometimes accompanied him to meetings of the Club Dada;

ceiving the world. Yet unlike the essentially uncritical photographic

attended, and occasionally participated in, Dada demonstrations

spreads of the mainstreamillustrated press, Hoch's photomontages of

and theatrical events; and familiarized herself with the Communist

the Weimar era usually challenged the political or social status quo in

thought of DadaistsGrosz, Heartfield,and Herzfelde,as well as with the

some way. This is evident above all in her works that date to the years anarcho-communism of Hausmann, Huelsenbeck, and Franz Jung.
immediately following the end of World War I, when Germany was in Although she never formally joined the Communist party, by her own
shambles and Hoch was tangentially affiliated with Berlin Dada.

account, Hoch, too, believed at the time that of all the political factions,
only the Communists could provide a more equitable and peaceful
future for Germany.
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Of the many works by Hoch that address the tumultuous political
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EARLY PHOTOMONTAGE AND D

events discussed above, none is more unambiguous than Staatshaupter (Heads of State) (pi. 3). Although often dated in the literatureto
1918-1920, the work was probably not made before August 24, 1919.
On that day the Berliner lllustrirte Zeitung (BIZ) published on its front

Hoch's first photomontage has not been identified, but she must have

page the source of Hoch's piece, a photograph of Defense Minister

made it sometime in the late summer or early fall of 1918, following her

Gustav Noske and Reich President FriedrichEbert, who just two weeks

vacation with Hausmannon the Baltic coast. This was, of course, a time

earlier had signed the Weimar constitution into law. In stark contrast

of tremendous social and political upheaval in Germany. In November

to the typical honorific portraits of such state officials in military uniform
alone, the armisticethat ended World War I was signed, Emperor Kaiser or respectable dress suits, the photograph showed the middle-aged
Wilhelm II abdicated his imperialthrone, and a republic was proclaimed Ebert and Noske in swim trunks, wading in the waters of a Baltic Sea
by Social Democratic Party leader Philipp Scheidemann. Two months

resort. Hoch heightened the comical effect of the original photograph

later, in January, elections were held to select delegates to a constitu

by collagingthe two men atop an iron-on embroiderypattern (which she

tional convention, and the moderate coalition of representativeselected

may well have made herself at her job at Ullstein) depicting a woman

from the Social Democratic Party, the Catholic Center Party, and the
Democratic Party went on to prepare a constitution that was formally
adopted in August 1919. This document provided legal status for the
shift from autocracy to popular sovereignty and included, among other
things, provisions for universal suffrage. For the first time, German
women could vote.
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of his trademark bushy white hair and using his now-bald head, with its
high forehead, to evoke a setting and rising moon, Hoch identified the
writer with the sort of nationalisticsentiment implicit in the song's lyrics.
Insofar as both Hauptmann and the song were enormously popular
in 1921, she also called attention here to the core of conservatism
beneath Weimar Germany's liberal veneer.
with a parasol reclining in a luxuriant landscape. By disassociating the

Prominent among the other three figures in this photomontage is

politiciansfrom the realm of masculinityand the noble endeavorof state

John D. Rockefeller, well known even in Germany as the financial

formation and resettling them within the domain of femininity and

tycoon who founded Standard Oil Trust. Given Hoch's political inclina

leisured relaxation, she unambiguously parodied the politicians and

tions at the time, it is not surprisingthat she spoofed Rockefellerby col-

their roles as the leaders of a newly democratized Germany.
45

laging his head atop the body of a woman in a bathing suit. Hoch also

Hoch especially liked the photograph of Ebert and Noske and used

took on big business in Hochfinanz (High Finance, 1923) (pi. 10), but

a duplicateof it in Dada-Rundschau(Dada Panorama, 1919) (pi. 2). In

here her tactic was rather different. The man at the right of the work

this denselyconfigured work, Ebert—now with a flower tucked into his

is the nineteenth-centuryBritish chemist Sir John Herschel,whose por

swimsuit— stands front and center, while just above and to the right the
potbellied Noske emerges transcendent from a cloud of smoke. This

trait by the photographerJulia MargaretCameron Hoch found in an arti-

placementand its attendant allusionwas doubtless deliberate,for it was

set of associationsfor Herscheland his unidentifiedcolleaguein the pic

cle in Die Dame. But viewers would likely have formed a rather different

Noskewho had saved Ebert's moderate governmentfrom sure demise ture, largely because the landscape across which the two "financiers
when he commandeeredthe brutal put-down of the Spartacist revolt in stride was a well-known icon in Germany,the Ausstellungsgelande(Fair
51

January,referencedat the lower right of the work by a well-known pho-

Grounds)and Jahrhunderthalle(CentennialHall)in Breslau. Seen here

tograph of government troops positioned atop the Brandenburg Gate

in an aerial photograph, this complex was built in 1913 by the architects

during the uprisings. By dressing Ebert in knee-high military boots,

Hans Poelzig and Max Berg as a centennial commemoration of the

Hochemphasizedthe symbiotic relationship between the new govern- victory of the Germans over Napoleon in 1813. By the time Hoch made
ment of the Weimar Republic and the General Staff of the old Imperial High Finance in the early Weimar era, it had come to be regarded
Army,invokedat the lower left by the heads of GeneralsLudendorff and

by many as a symbol of hope for a nation that once again had been

von Seeckt. The first and last in a group of four, they bob ineffectually defeated and occupied by the French. Every German would also have
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above the bodies of uniformed soldiers standing stiffly at attention,

noted the conspicuous presence here of scraps of the red-white-and-

Hochfurther spoofed the government-militaryallianceby linking Ebert's

black striped flag of the Empire (not of the Republic), one of which

militarydress boots to the phrase "Gegen feuchte FuBe"(against damp

even seems to emerge from the mouth of the bearded man at left like a

feet),a slogan then used to advertise a popular antiperspirantfor feet.

comic-strip balloon. Having thus associated the men of High Finance

If Heads of State and Dada Panorama commented on Germany's

with the conservative ideologies of revanchismand monarchism, Hoch

politicaland militaryestablishment,Und wenn du denkst, der Mond geht

further identified them as industrial producers of machineryor machine

unter (And When You Think the Moon is Setting, 1921) (pi. 16) remarks

parts: their economic wealth is signified by the expensive hand-tooled,

on one of its great cultural icons, the writer Gerhart Hauptmann.

double-barreled shotgun that frames the image on the right, they use a

Thisformer radical of the 1890s, whose play Die Weber (The Weavers) piston rod and a rocker arm like canes; and a large ball bearing at the
shockedaudiencesthroughout Germanyat the turn of the century, had

lower left brakes a tire with a truck atop it.

become an imposing establishment figure long before Hoch pictured

Taken together, Heads of State, Dada Panorama, And When You

him in her collage. Although Hauptmann had openly championed

Think the Moon is Setting, and High Finance bespeak Hoch s dis-

the war effort, in 1918 he threw his unequivocalsupport behind the Re- comfort with the reigning political, cultural, and economic forces of the
public; by 1921, the year Hoch made her photomontage, rumors even early Weimar Republic. Yet here, as elsewhere, the tone is more lightly
circulated that he would run as a candidate for the position of Reich

ironic than heavily moralizing, the genre more spoof than satire. Hoch

president, which the publicity-loving author doubtless enjoyed but

had definite opinions, but already she expressed them with a tongue-
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neverthelessdenied. Later, when Hitlerconsolidatedhis power, Haupt-

in-cheek humor wholly unlike the vitriolic rancor ot a George Grosz or

49

mannbecame one of his warmest admirers. By this time, the left had

John Heartfield. As a group, these early works also illustrate some key

long since written him off as a political opportunist who had sold out.

job at Ullsteinto multiple copies of the journals from which she took her

bol of WeimarGermanyand its all-too-frequentaccommodation to con-

source photographs, she sometimes used images she especially liked

servativepolitical, military, and economic forces. "Wenn du denkst, der

in two or more photomontages (as she did with the BIZ snapshot of

Mond geht unter" was a hit song in 1921, whose first two verses each

Ebert and Noske). In a related practice, she often cut a single photo-

end with a refrain about the moon: "Wenn du denkst, der Mond geht

graph into two or more separate pieces for use in different montages,

unter, er geht nicht unter, das scheint bios so" (If you think the moon is
setting, it's not really setting, it only seems so). It is the third and allimportant final verse that raises the subject of contemporary Germany,
which, like the moon, only appeared to have "set" (or, more literally,
"gone under"); Germans need only to believe in themselves, the lyrics
50

features of Hoch's montage technique. With easy access through her

Hoch, too, apparently saw this erstwhile radical as a trenchant sym-

tell us, and they, too, will soon rise up again. By shearing Hauptmann
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Or, by cutting a source image in two and using the pieces within the
same montage,as with the Ebert-Noskephotograph in Dada Panorama,
she could play with tonal and formal harmonies—which she did with
increasing complexity during the post-Weimar era.
Hoch was, indeed, exceptionally sensitive to the wide range of
"color" in the black-and-white illustrated periodicals of the time. These
were printed in inks that ranged in tone from gray and blue to green and
brown, and on paper that was white, ivory, or cream. Since even the

11

best-quality newsprint yellows almost immediatelyon exposure to light,

wSNt

Hoch also could introduce a range of golden tones into her work with
out hand tinting. To be sure, she often collaged bits of hand-colored
paper into her photomontages or used whole sheets of watercolored
paper as backing pages. She also used colored prints, like the redroofed factory and the red-white-and-black flag scraps in High Finance.
But in the main, the color in Hoch's photomontages derives from the
mere juxtaposition of the untinted, yet richly modulated, black-andwhite photographic reproductions of the illustrated press.
This group of early works also bears eloquent witness to Hoch's
training in commercial art and, in particular, to her work with handicraft
and textile design. On the most basic level, she had developed through
e,n

her daily work at Ullstein an extraordinary manual dexterity with scis
sors, paper patterns, and small-scale, precision design. She put this

Freucntva hirechr
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skill to good use in her photomontages, clipping and reconfiguring
media photographs with the same aplomb she applied to her handiwork
patterns. Indeed, of all the artists working with photomontage in the late
1910s and early 1920s, probably only Max Ernst came close to rivaling
Hoch's extraordinary technical facility, and even his collage work from
this time is less multilayeredand complex.
Still more important than the technical is the conceptual debt Hoch

"Cutrnttbtbr Tfitcbtn
tfnifr"
ant>lBentitr(Relations

owed to patternmaking. As Kay Kallos has noted, Hoch's diagrams for
darned filet and needle lace (fig. 12) bear a marked similarityto the com
positional structure of her neatly formatted collages and photomon
52
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tages, which are basically two-dimensional and usually arranged on a

Hoch made Cut with the Kitchen Knife, her largest and most celebrated

vertical-horizontal grid.

photomontage, around the same time as the works discussed above.

Put differently, Hoch's collage work is more

surface-oriented than that, for example, of Ernst, just as it is more

Here, in this teeming, phantasmagoric zoo, crossbred men, women,

strongly patterned and rigorously structured than that of the Berlin

and animals twist and turn, leap and lunge, and animate the shallow

Dadaists. To be sure, the diagonals that crisscross Hoch's works from

space they inhabit through the centrifugalforce of their collectivedance.

this time often animate them with a dizzying surface energy that ulti

Hoch once said that she wanted this cast of hundreds to represent a

mately derives from the artist's encounter with Expressionism.But they

cross section of the turbulent times in which she then lived,

rarely explode her compositions as do the word fragments in contem

indeed, the collage is a virtual encyclopedia of every important political,

and,

poraneous collages by Hausmann, Baader, Grosz, and Heartfield (see military, and cultural figure in early Weimar-era Germany. Predictably,
illustrations, page 12). Their works are invariably more visually disrup

representatives of the recently defunct Empire, the military, and the

tive than Hoch's, which became even more ordered around 1922 and

moderate government of the new Republic fill the "anti-Dada" corner at

1923 under the added influence of Constructivism. From the outset,

the upper right, while Vladimir Lenin, Karl Marx, Communist leader Karl

Hoch's photomontage aesthetic was deeply rooted in design traditions,

Radek, and other radicals consort with the Dadaists. This motley crew

and it was perhaps this as much as anything that led many to discount

has connoted different things to different people; I want to address here

her work. The exception to the rule is Cut with the Kitchen Knife, the

only one of the most salient issues raised by this important work—the

only of her photomontages to have partaken of the visual chaos that

role of women in post-World War I Germany.

characterized Berlin Dada.

Let there be no mistake: it is the women of Cut with the Kitchen Knife
who animatethe work both formallyand conceptually.Although men are

17. Map captioned "The Triumphof Women's Rightto Vote in Europe,"
from Berliner lllustrirteZeitung [BIZ], November 1919.

in the majority, they are either stationary or merely lend their heads to
agile, active female bodies such as that of the ice skater beside the
automobile at the lower-left edge of the work. She had been featured
in BIZ together with her skating partner, who is also portrayed in the
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photomontage behind the phrase Komm at top center. The popular
contemporary dancer Sant M'hesa is seen behind the spoked wheel in
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18. BurgerlichesBrautpaar [Bourgeois Wedding Couple), 1920, watercolor. Privatecollection.

the upper-right quadrant of the picture, while at the bottom-center edge

in which women could already or would soon be able to vote, including

the actress Pola Negri is represented in her film role in Ernst Lubitsch's

Germany, which granted women suffrage in the constitution that

Carmen.The only woman with a male body is the actress Asta Nielsen, became law in August 1919. By placing this clipping at the lower right,
seen at the lower-right edge of the picture, just above the word Dada-

where she normally signed her work, and including a small self-portrait

isten; significantly,Nielsenwas renownedfor playingthe role of Hamlet, head at the top-left corner of the map, Hoch identified herself with the
for which she sported a bobbed coiffure that spawned the popular

political empowermentof women in postwar Germany.Becausethe ref

women's hairstyle of the 1920s known as the Bubikopf. Even those

erence to a kitchen knife in the title of the photomontage—Cut with the

women who are motionless in Cut with the Kitchen Knife were celebra

Kitchen Knife Dada through the Last WeimarBeer-Belly Cultural Epoch

ted in the popular press of the period for their physical energy. The two

of Germany—alludesto women's work, the image as a whole seems to

swimsuited figures to the left of the phrases Die groBe and dada in the

suggest, among other things, that the bourgeois, patriarchal culture of

bottom-right quadrant of the picture, for example, were German divers

the Weimar era would soon come to an end precisely because women

photographedafter winning a competition. Indeed,the very center of the

could now participate in the political process. It is, after all, usually

photomontage is occupied by a double image of female and mechani

middle-class men, in the common parlance, who have beer bellies.

cal movement:surrounded by an area of blank space that highlights her

With different emphasis, Hoch restated her disdain for conventional,

figure, the child-dancer Niddi Impekoven(frequentlyfeatured in BIZ and

middle-class mores in a number of works that unambiguously critique

other contemporary illustrated journals and newspapers of the day)

the institution of marriage. Burgerliches Brautpaar (Streit) (Bourgeois

pirouettes gracefullyas she playfullytosses above her the disembodied

Wedding Couple [Quarrel],1919) (pi.4) shows a couple against a back

head of the artist Kathe Kollwitz;at the same time, the petite Impekoven ground of small kitchen utensils made by Alexanderwerk, then one of
seemsto kick into motion the oversized ball bearing below her.

Germany's largest producers of household appliances. The petulant

Such images of energetic, active women were thoroughly familiar to

bride, with the body of an adult but the head of a child, at once attracts

the viewing public in earlyWeimarGermany.With health reformersplac

and repels her groom, who strains under the weight of his "hat" and the

ing a new emphasis on physical fitness in the postwar period, women

letter O that is precariously balanced on its brim. When combined with

of all classes became far more involved with athletics, and contempo

the recumbent P below, it spells PO, German slang for a child's fanny

rary magazines regularly featured active, sporty females like the divers

and an allusion, no doubt, to the married couple's puerile behavior.The

and ice skaters in Cut with the Kitchen Knife. Yet Hoch's photomontage similarlytitled BurgerlichesBrautpaar (Bourgeois Wedding Couple) (fig.
does more than just paraphrasemainstreamdiscourse about energetic
women; the newspaperfragment at the bottom-right corner of the work
(fig. 17) politicizes it. This scrap of paper—a map of Europe that Hoch
clipped from a November 1919 issue of BIZ— identifiesthose countries

18), a watercolor from the next year, shows the newlywedsjust after the
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Hoch as the "good girl" caused her much anguish when it was pub
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lished in Richter's 1964 memoir,

but probably no more than Haus

mann's lifelong disrespect for her work. While they were still together
he lectured Hoch like a child about her more traditional views on aes

67

thetics and ridiculed her continued interest in easel painting. In a dev
wedding ceremony, standing in a cubistic cityscape of apartment-

astating but unperceived slight, Hausmann once even asked Hoch to

house facades and church portals. Having lost all capacity for indepen

help him financially on the grounds that he—the artist— should not

dent thought and action, the bride is now quite literally a dressmaker's

have to waste time on pecuniary affairs; she agreed, using her salary

"dummy," apparently capable only of servicing the coffee grinder and

from Ullsteinto support herself and Hausmannduring much of the time

68

stove in the foreground. Die Braut (The Bride, 1927) (page 14)—one

they were together.
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of only four paintings that Hoch made using the principle of collage —
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For the remainder of her life, Hoch would remember her relationship

features a wide-eyed child looking for all the world like an innocent lamb with Hausmann and the Berlin Dadaists only with considerable pain.
en route to the slaughter. Anxiouslyanticipating her new role as mate to

Half a century later she still considered it "torture" to think about how

her wooden, unresponsive husband, she gazes with trepidation at the

her high hopes for a fulfilled personal and professional life had been

symbols of maternity and fidelity that float around her.

dashed at that time: "I was so disappointed, crushed, destroyed, that

Late in life, Hoch said that she considered the institution of marriage even today it is almost impossible for me to reflect on these years."
a "good brake on wildness," but her work suggests that in the imme

Yet however victimized Hoch felt throughout much of her life, she never

diate postwar years she had serious reservationsabout matrimonyand,

let her feelings get the better of her; early on she learned to parlay her

especially, its impact on women. Here Hausmann may well have been

bitterness into a rich body of work that focuses on gender relations.

instrumental,for his disdain for the conventionsof bourgeois life, and, in

At first Hoch targeted Hausmannand the Dadaists. As early as 1920

particular, for marriage,was pronounced. In both published essaysand

she publicly performed a skit that spoofed her mate's inability to cook,

in private lettersto Hoch, he repeatedlyarguedthat the Communisteco

his treatment of women, and his aesthetic dogmatism. Hausmannwas

nomic revolution could not be viable without a corresponding sexual

deeply embarrassed by this

and probably even more so by Hoch's

revolution. Assailing the patriarchal organization of the family, he even portrait of him in "The Painter," an undated short story she wrote about
went so far as to describe marriageas "the projectionof rape into law."

an artist who is thrown into an intense spiritual crisis when his wife asks

For Hausmann,the alternativewas a matriarchy in which women could

him to do the dishes. Knowing "enough about psychoanalysis to con

experiencea full range of sexualityoutside the bonds of matrimony.This front the woman with the truth that such demands always arise out of
would include the experience of motherhood. Only by bearing a child

the desire to dominate, no matter what other reasons there might be,"

with him, he argued, could Hoch reach her full potential as a woman.

Gotthold Heavenlykingdom (Hausmann's fictional counterpart) first

Hoch wanted children very much and gave visual testimony to her theorizes and then sets about painting the treacherous female soul that
preoccupation with motherhood in a remarkable series of watercolors

had to agree with the equality of the sexes," in his "own house" it was a

and paintings from the late 1910s and early 1920s.
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Hausmann,who was alreadymarriedand had a daughter,proved unwill

very different matter indeed.

ing (his rhetoric to the contrary) to separate legally or emotionally from

theme of Da Dandy (1919) (pi. 6), a portrait of five fashionable women

his wife during the seven years he was together with Hoch. Elfriede

who are depicted not as active, independent subjects but as frag

62

But, ironically,

would thwart "the boundless flight of his genius." Although "in theory he
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Dadaist hypocrisy is also an implicit

Hausmann-Schaefferdid not, evidently, find this triangular relationship mented objects of titration for the man in whose head they exist. His
as repugnantas did Hoch, who nevercondoned the arrangement. Her profile highlightedby a bit of red paper that circumscribes his silhouette,
repeated demands to Hausmann that he break with his wife, and his

this "Da(daist)Dandy" evidently supports the liberation of women from

tendency to respond by describing her emotional needs as "bourgeois" male domination in theory only.
and rooted in the perniciousteachings of her father, were the underlying
cause of numerous confrontations between the two, some of them vio

If such works critiqued gender relationswithin the Dada circle, others
more generally problematized popular media stereotypes of Weimar
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lent. Not only did Hausmannstrike Hoch, he evenfantasizedabout killing Germany's so-called "New Woman."
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her precisely so that she could no longer oppose him. It is not surpris

the phenomenon of the New Woman in Cut with the Kitchen Knife,

ing that Hoch chose not to bear the two children she conceived with

which, as we have seen, was in part a celebration of the energetic,
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Hoch had already addressed

Hausmann;she underwent abortions in May 1916 and in January 1918.

professionalwomen who would invigorate postwar Germany.Yet even

Hausmann's inability to practice what he preached was not atypical

as she was putting the finishing touches on this work, Hoch apparently

of the men involved in Berlin Dada. Hoch later remarked on the pro

was beginning to question whether the New Woman of the Weimar

found contradictions in the behavior of Georg Schrimpf, Franz Jung,

Republicwas reallyall that differentfrom the "old" woman of the Empire.

and Johannes Baader as well—all of whom paid lip serviceto women's

To be sure, like Hoch, the New Woman was more likely to hold a job

emancipation but, in her view, mistreated their wives and girlfriends.

outside the home and to spend at least some of her wages on leisure

The same double standard applied in the professional realm, where

activities. She was also apt to be physically as well as sexually active

women were by and large personae non grata in the circle of Berlin

and to use contraceptives and have abortions. The New Woman

Dada. George Grosz and John Heartfield opposed Hoch's participa

presented herself differently, too, bobbing her hair (again like Hoch) in

tion in the Dada Fair, while Hans Richter remembered her primarilyfor
the "sandwiches, beer and coffee she managed somehow to conjure
up despite the shortage of money." This now infamous description of
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Brancusi, Amedee Ozenfant, and Sonia Delaunay, with whom she
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shared textile designs. After she separated from Hausmann, Hoch
also came into frequent contact with the Bauhaus adists, most espe
a short, boyish style suited to her active life, smoking in public, shaving cially Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and his wife, Lucia Moholy, whom she
visited in Weimar on several occasions. Collaborations ensued. She
her legs, and wearing makeup. Yet these "advances" were compro
mised by some very real setbacks, discussed at the time in liberal and
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left-wing women's journals. Germany's demobilizationpolicies shuttled was, unfortunately, never realized, and constructed not one but two
working women into lower-paying, unskilled jobs or fired them alto grottoes in his legendary Merzbau in Hanover. Indeed, Hoch became
gether to make room for returning soldiers who, more often than not,

padicularly close to Schwitters, in part, perhaps, because she shared

were unwilling to accept the hard-won independence of their mothers,

his respect for formal and aesthetic issues. Together they painted nat

wives, and sisters. The political inroads made by women also proved

uralistic landscapes while Schwitters practiced his tone poems and

disappointing.With the exception of the Communists, all the major poli

made assemblagesfrom driftwood.

tical parties proved consistently reluctant to integrate women into the

Perhaps for the first time since she had come to Berlin, Hoch felt like

inner circles of their organizations,thereby making it difficult for the few

an adist, not simply an appendage to Hausmann.Also for the first time,

women legislators who had been elected after 1919 to advocate legis

she had ample oppodunity to observe adistic couples whose personal

lation that would significantly help their constituency. Although women

and professional relationships were characterized by mutual respect.

now had the vote, it did them little good.

Arp was particularly suppodive of his wife's artistic endeavors, and

None of Hoch's works better alludes to the underbelly of the New
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Hoch cut from a June 1921 issue of Die Dame.The dancer, then on tour

works about gender relations changed subtly around this time. Like Die

in Germany,is seen in this original fan photo at the beach, relaxingfrom

Kokette / (The Coquette I, 1923-1925) (pi.26), they became sparer and

her presumably demanding schedule. Glamorous, physically fit, and

more rectilinear, showing the formal influence not of Expressionism or

apparently wholly satisfied with her career and personal life, she

Dada but of international Constructivism. And although a critical sub

appears here as the quintessential New Woman of the 1920s, an icon

text is still present in them, they now take the woman's pad less obvi

of the new social and professionalfreedoms. By replacing the dancer's

ously. The New Women of The Coquette I and of Die Kokette II (The

smiling face with one that is pensive— even melancholic —and by

Coquette II, c. 1925) (pi. 27) are indeed objectified by the bestial men

moving her from her glamorous and spacious beach setting to one

below them, but now their coquettish poses undeniably invite the gaze.

crowded solely with mundane mechanicaland domestic objects, Hoch

Der Traum seines Lebens (The Dream of His Life, 1925) (pi. 28) pokes

plaintivelycalls into question the popular media stereotypes of her time.

fun at both the bride and the groom, who, the title implies, deserveeach

Her pensive dancer is less the vital and energetic New Woman of the

other. The humor is at the expense of everyone in these works, which

source photograph than an immobilized mannequin who endures the

exude the good-natured, rollicking fun that Hoch shared with the

probing examination of the pipe-smoking male figure leaning inward

Schwitterses, the Arps, and the van Doesburgs in the mid-1920s.

from the right edge of the montage.
If this photomontage testifies to Hoch's acute awareness of the
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Hoch later said that he and Schwitters were among the very few male

Woman phenomenonthan an untitled photomontagefrom around 1921 adists she knew who could genuinelyappreciate a woman's talents and
(pi. 11) that focuses centrally on the altered figure of a Russian ballet treat her as a colleague.
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that the tone and style of Hoch's
dancer, identified as Claudia Pawlowa in the source photograph that

.
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worked intensively with Schwitters on plans for an "anti-cabaret" that

It was while visiting the Schwitterses in the Netherlands in 1926 that
Hoch met Til Brugman, a gifted linguist and writer with whom she imme

limited roles women could play in early Weimar-era Germany, later

diately began a lesbian relationship that lasted nine years.

works she made about gender relations bespeak changes in her own

Schwitters and van Doesburg had already published Brugman's tone

Both

personal and professional situation that may have led her to see things

poem "R" in their respective journals, Merz and De Stijl, in 1923, and

differently. After attempting to leave Hausmann on several occasions,

Mondrian had been friends with Brugman since childhood, so it is likely

in 1922 Hoch severed all relationshipswith him and, more or less, with

that Hoch already knew of the writer prior to their introduction. Hoch

Berlin Dada. The subsequent years were evidently very happy ones for

would later speak of Brugmanand Hausmannin the same breath, claim

Hoch, despite the financial problems that she and all other Germans ing that "dominant personalitieshave always been attracted to me. . . .
endured because of runaway inflation, referenced in Geld (Money, That was something of my misfortune." Yet, although she maintained
c. 1922) (pi. 18).75She had a flurry of activity at Ullstein, publishing at

that her own energy had been sapped by Brugman's "strong personal

least twelve handiwork designs in Die Dame alone between 1922 and

ity and pronounced desire to dominate," extant letters from Brugman

1925. She also became close to Kurt and Helma Schwitters, whom she to Hoch portray an exceptionally caring and concerned individual who
had first met through Hausmannand who introduced her in turn to Hans was very much in love with Hoch and often doubted that her own
83

Arp and SophieTaeuber-Arpand to Theo and Nellyvan Doesburg.More intense feelings were reciprocated. At least at the outset, there is no
lightheaded and playful than the deadly serious Hausmannand his col doubt that they were. Writing to her sister Grete from The Hague soon
leagues in Berlin Dada, these artists invited Hoch to accompany them

after she met Brugman, Hoch spoke of how thoroughly disgusted she

on vacations and regularlyvisited her in Berlin. She, in turn, frequented

was with men, noting that she and Brugman would "be a model of how

their homes and studios, where she was introduced to a wide array of

two women can form a single rich and balanced life. ... To be closely

new professional contacts. On one memorable trip to Paris in 1924,

connected with another woman for me is something totally new, since

Hoch visited the van Doesburgs and through them met, among others,
Piet Mondrian, Tristan Tzara, Jacques Lipschitz, Man Ray, Constantin
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it means being taken by the spirit of my own spirit, confronted by a very
84

close relative." Within weeks of their first meeting, Hoch packed up
her Berlin residence and moved into Brugman's apartment in The
Hague, whose interior design by Vilmos Huszar and furniture by Gerrit
Rietveld defined its Constructivist look. In 1929 the couple returned to
Berlin, where they lived together until 1935.
Again, Hoch's gender-relation photomontages underwent a subtle
metamorphosis. Same-sex couples now made frequent appearances,
as in Auf dem Weg zum siebenden Himmel (On the Way to Seventh
Heaven, 1934) (pi. 70),85a reprise in photomontage of Hoch's Dada
dolls from 1916 (fig. 19). These adult female dolls—with their pinched
waists, pursed red lips, and pronounced breasts and nipples—have
been said to subvert the long-established function of baby dolls, which
is to inculcate young girls with conventional feminine values of nurtur
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ing. The saucy, irreverent dolls are furthermore said to have turned
the tradition of handicraft against itself by sabotaging the sort of tradi
tional femininity that handicraft would normally seem to promulgate.
Yet Hoch's contemporaneouswritings on handiwork, discussed above,

V

I

suggest that she likely meant the dolls not so much to subvert as to
extend handicrafttraditions. It is, in fact, probable that Hoch called them
"Dada" dolls only when some were shown at the First InternationalDada
Fair in 1920; when she made them in 1916, she very likely had hoped to
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publish them in one of Ullstein's women's magazines. By the time she

If same-sex couples now began to appear more frequently in Hoch's

made On the Way to Seventh Heaven in the early 1930s, however, she

photomontages, so too did androgynous figures, although this was

doubtless intended the female dolls, here translated into photomon
probably as much a reflection of Hoch's evolving collage aesthetic
tage, transgressively. Like the similarly upbeat pair of Vagabunden as it was of her relationship with Brugman. In her early work, Hoch fre
(Vagabonds)(fig. 20) from around 1926, they are a testimony to the joys quently crossbred men and women. Cut with the Kitchen Knife, for
that a lesbian relationship could bring.
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example, is filled with femaletorsos topped by male heads. Yet because

Less celebratory is the photomontage Liebe (Love, 1931) (pi. 61),

the differently gendered body parts are so obviously mismatched in

which also features two women. The title of the work derives from the

this and other of her Dada works, none of these hybrid figures seem

Love series of which it was a part, which Hoch began as early as 1923

androgynous. By the mid-1920s, however, Hoch had largely aban

and worked on intermittently through about 1931.

Each of the six

doned the irreverentmode of address that characterized her work from

or seven works in this series, including the two Coquette images

the early Weimar period and had begun to develop instead a more

discussed above, problematizes sexuality in some way, but Love is

evocativeaesthetic, influenced, perhaps, by her encounter in Paris with
unique in its portrayal of homosexual love. It is also unique for the level Surrealism. During the late Weimar era, Hoch almost always chose to
of anxiety it generates: only the most unusual viewer would feel no use similarly scaled photographic fragments of body parts in her col
discomfort at the sight of its drowsy female nude, reclining on "pillows"

lages, as she did with the figural elements of Love, skillfully cutting and

at the bottom of the picture, who is either unaware of or undisturbed by

fitting them together so that any discrepancies of proportion were min

the bug-headed, winged pair of legs that hovers directly above her.

imized. In Dompteuse (Tamer, c. 1930) (pi. 60), for example, the female

More subtly disquieting is the simple yet remarkable effect that is the

mannequin's head and neck seem to grow organically out of male

result of a cut-and-paste operation Hoch performed on the recumbent

shouldersand arms, which, in turn, are crossed in front of a femaletorso

woman. By snipping two arcs into the top of her lower leg and posi

that is preciselyscaled to size. Althoughthe figure can neverbe resolved

tioning their point of intersection precisely at the pubic region of the

as a unity, neither can it be torn apart, and it is thus that it functions

torso to which they are attached, Hoch created the illusion that this

androgynously.

single leg is reallytwo; when we look at the woman's feet, she appears

Androgyny, of course, was not merely a personal concern of Hoch's

to be normally two-legged, but if we shift our gaze to the groin she

at this time.

becomes disconcertingly three-legged.

what formerly had been clear-cut definitions of sexual identity and gen

Because the phenomenon of the New Woman blurred

der roles, androgyny was a highly charged issue throughout Germany
19. Dada Puppen(Dada Dolls), 1916 (reconstructionby Isabel Kork, 1988),

in the 1920s. The popular press addressed the topic time and again,

fabric, cardboard, and beads. Collection BerlinischeGalerie,

occasionally in articles with such titles as "The Supremacy of the

Landesmuseum
furModerne Kunst,Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.

Glands" or "The Riddle of the Glands," which appeared, respectively,in

20. (opposite) Vagabunden (Vagabonds), 1926, photomontage.

two of Hoch's favorite Ullstein magazines, Die Koralle (The Coral) and

Collection Guido Rossi.

Uhu (Yoo-Hoo). Sober and matter-of-fact, these essays argued that
certain secretions of the glands could produce true hermaphrodites
who possess both male and female sex characteristics. Yet for every
nonjudgmental article about women who were like men, there were
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BY DESIGN

androgyny. Although the work can be read on the simplest level as
an iconic representation of a classical Eastern dance pose, with tilted
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head and elaborate headdress, it also resonates in different ways.
The central figure is composed from an image of the actress Renee
(Maria)Falconetti in Carl-Theodor Dreyer's La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc
(The Passion of Joan of Arc, 1928) (fig. 22), a legendary silent film that
chronicles the final twenty-four hours of the young medieval heroine's
life, when she is accused of witchcraft and brought before an ecclesi
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astical tribunal.

Dreyer's idiosyncratic recounting of the trial turns in

part on the issue of a female in male dress. Joan refuses to renounce
the garb she had donned to fight in the French army until God instructs
her to do so; ultimatelyshe is condemned as a heretic and burned at the
stake as much for this as for her insistence that she is divinely inspired.
The specific media source of the Falconettiphotograph Hoch used in
her collage has not yet been located, but the image is a still from the film
itself. Falconetti has just refused to abandon her "indecent costume,"
even if the sacraments are thus withheld from her. "You are no daugh
ter of God," the judges tell her, but rather "the tool of Satan." At these
harsh words Joan closes her eyes in misery; tears dampen her lashes
and leavetheir trace on her cheek, but nothing she can do or say moves
the all-maletribunal of prieststhat condemns her. In IndianDancer Hoch
21. (opposite] Page from Die Woche (TheWeek), January 2, 1926.

has superposed a rigid wood mask over this close-up of the saint's face

22. Falconettias Joan of Arc in Carl-Th. Dreyer's

and mouth, thus creating a powerful visual metaphor of Joan's inability

La Passionde Jeanne d'Arc, 1928.

to speak and be heard. Of particular note is the crown the martyr wears
here, which is fashioned not of plaited straw, like the one Joan makes

three or four others in the popular press that were implicitly or explicitly for herself in one particularly poignant moment of the film, but of stark
critical. One photograph in Die Woche (The Week), another journal gray papers decorated with knife-and-spoon cutouts. Hoch's Joan of
Hoch often used for source material, showed four short-haired women,

Arc is thus not merely the celebrated Christian saint but, more gener

dressed in suits and applying makeup (fig. 21).92Accompanied by the

ally, a tragic symbol of Everywoman,whose voice is silenced by overde-

caption "Female inconsistency: masculine haircut, masculine clothes,

termined gender roles. Eventhe bright foil that gleams from behind her

and—powder and makeup," it unambiguously conveyed the sneering

domestic tiara does little to lightenthe mood of this haunting image,with

messagethat while women, in general, are silly and inconsistent, those

its complex and multilayered referencesto film, religion, and, above all,

who try to be like men are even more so.

inspirationalwomen whose power is feared and destroyed by men.

Hoch's Die starker)Manner (The Strong Men, 1931) (pi. 62) disputed

It is not surprising that Hoch should reference a movie as popular as

this mainstream discourse on androgyny as well as its corollary: the

The Passion of Joan of Arc in one of her photomontages, particularly

popular celebration of feminine women and masculine men. The sil

since she was a devotee of the cinema almost from the time she arrived

houetted male figure in the background of this photomontage is Max

in Berlin. Especiallyin the late 1920s, when she was livingwith Brugman

Schmeling,the world heavyweightboxing champion whose photograph in the Netherlands, Hoch regularly attended screenings of avant-garde
Hoch clipped from a 1926 issue of Der Querschnitt. Boxing, of course, films in The Hague, Rotterdam, and Amsterdam. On her return to Ger
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was all the rage in Weimar Germany,especiallyamong members of the

many, she not only joined a German film league but published on film

literary and artistic avant-garde, who celebrated the pugnacious sport

censorship and sat on the editorial board of the Czech film periodical

not just as an antidote to effete modernism but, as David Bathrick has

Ekran (Screen). But as much as Indian Dancer is about film, so, too, is

described it, as "Darwinianlicenseto revalorizeand reassertthe threat

it about tribal art and ethnography. The photographic fragment super

ened male ego in the age of collectivization." Schmeling, in particular, posed atop Falconetti's face, which Hoch clipped from a 1925 issue
was lionized in the 1920s, and any contemporary German would have of Der Querschnitt, is a wooden dance mask from the Bekom tribe
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recognized the silhouette in Hoch's photomontage as his, even though

of Cameroon. The work is part of the series Hoch called Aus einem

his features are hidden by the colored papers collaged over the photo

ethnographischen Museum (From an Ethnographic Museum), a group

graphic reproduction. As if to negate everything Schmeling stood for,

of some seventeen photomontages remarkable for their formal and

Hoch superposed a half-male,half-femaleface over his muscularchest;

thematic coherence as well as for their technical sophistication.

by virtue of the way in which the two halvesare joined together, the face

Although much interpretive work remains to be done on this complex

seems to puzzle over the antics of the male figure behind it. Hoch often

series, the recent discovery of many of Hoch's media sources has

positioned such androgynousfigures on top of or above other elements significantly added to what is known about both the form and content
in her photomontages, thereby privilegingthem and underscoring what of these fascinating works.
they represent: a breakdown of rigid gender definitions.
Indische Tanzerin(Indian Dancer, 1930) (pi. 53),94which Hoch made
around the same time as The Strong Men, also addresses the issue of
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troops from France's overseas territories. Newspaper articles, pam
phlets, novels, and even moviestold of the "Black Horror on the Rhine,"
where hordes of savages allegedly roamed the countryside at will, rap
ing the women, infecting the population with all manner of tropical and

From
onEthnographic
Museum:
Race
andEthnography
in1920s
Crrmany

other diseases,and, worst of all, polluting the native German blood with
Mischlingskinder (children of mixed race).
Hoch did not address these issues directly in either her diaries or her
letters. But as early as 1924 she pointedly referencedthe contemporary
discourse about race in Mischling (Half-Caste) (pi.29), a photomontage
that conjoins the mouth of a white woman with the face of an otherwise

When Germanybegan its colonial expansion in the early 1880s, most of

dark-skinned woman. More critical is Liebe im Busch (Love in the Bush,

its citizens assumed that the acquisition of overseas territories would

1925) (pi. 30), which portrays a black male embracing a white female in

help the nation economically and militarily. Few if any realizedthen that

a stand of bamboo trees. Although it is the man who hugs the woman

the violent suppression of tribal peoples in Africa and Oceania would

here, her smiling face and coquettish glance suggest not only that

also have a tremendous impact on Germany's culture. Yet with the con

she enjoys the contact, but that she may, in fact, have flirtatiously

quest of distant lands came the booty that formed some of the greatest initiated the embrace—a truly radical statement at a time when many
ethnographic collections in the world, including the Ethnographisches Germans were describing all liaisons between black men and native
Museum in Dresden and the Museum fur Volkerkunde in Berlin. Prior white women as rape.
to World War I, the Brucke artists drew on these and other local reposi
If Half-Caste and Love in the Bush questioned contemporary dis
tories of tribal culture, including the displays of natives in ersatz habitats course about non-Europeanpeoples, the Ethnographic Museum series
that were featured in German zoological gardens and the exotic acts (pis.42-53) went even further by investigatingmainstreamrepresenta
then popular in cabarets and circuses. By copying artifacts in ethno

tions of non-Europeanculture in the 1920s. Like Indian Dancer, all of the

graphic museums and fashioning elaborate "primitive" studio deco

photomontages in this series prominently feature photographic frag

rations and wood carvings, the Expressionists simultaneously paid

ments of non-European sculpture from Africa (pis. 42-46, 48, 50, 53),

homage to the cultures of Africa and Oceania and laid bare the imperi

East and Southeast Asia (pi. 52), the Pacific Islands (pi. 49), and North

alist and racist consciousness of their times. The painter Ernst Ludwig

America (pi. 51). These are combined with image-fragments of human

Kirchner, in particular, called up stereotypes of the voracious, sexual-

figures, most of them women, and the composite figures are then usu

ized black body to promote his own ideas of sexual liberation and to
validate his artistic style.

ally framed within rectangles or squares or sit on forms that are sug

It was doubtless by way of Expressionism that Hoch was initially
exposed to tribal art. Hausmann (who, as mentioned, had been affili
ated with the artists of Walden's largelyExpressionistDer Sturm gallery)

gestive of pedestals. In both title and compositional format, then, these
works make explicit reference to the ethnographic museum and its
categorization and display of tribal artifacts.
In fact, the series evidently was inspired, at least in part, by actual

especially admired Carl Einstein, author of Germany's first scholarly

ethnographic museum displays. Late in life, Hoch credited the series

study of African sculpture, Negerkunst (Negro Art), published in 1915;

to a visit she had paid in 1926 to the Rijks Ethnographisch Museum in

he obtained a copy of the book and added marginalia identifying the

Leiden, where she saw ethnographic artifacts installed both in vitrines

plates late in 1916.100It was around this same time that Hoch, too, had

and in anthropological mise-en-scenesthat portrayed tribal life.

first engaged with tribal art, with her 1915 student book-cover design

same year, the Museum fur Volkerkunde in Berlin reinstalled its ethno

That

(fig. 5). Yet, ultimately, Hoch's concern with gender issues took prece

graphic collection to great acclaim, and this doubtless provided Hoch

dence in her work of the late 191Osand early 1920s, and it was not until

with additional inspiration.

the mid-1920s, at the earliest, that she began to engage with ethnog

on the series as early as 1924,105when a subsidiary of Ullstein, the

raphy in any significant way in her art.

Yet she may well have begun to work

PropylaenVerlag, began to publish Alfred Flechtheim'sDer Querschnitt.

By this time, the cultures of Africa and Oceania had taken on diffe

Flechtheim,a Francophiledealer of modern art with galleries in Dussel-

rent associations in Germany,for, with its defeat in the First World War,

dorf and Berlin, also collected and sold tribal art.

the country had lost its overseas territories. Rather than abandon its

before Hoch left on the trip to the Netherlands where she would meet

colonialist aspirations in 1918, however, Germany's new republican

Til Brugman, Flechtheim mounted a spectacular exhibition of his own

government, together with the nation's most important colonialist lob

personal collection of South Seas sculpture in his Berlin gallery and

In May 1926, just

bying group, the Deutsche Kolonialverein (German Colonial Society),

published an accompanying catalogue that included a foreword by
mounted a propaganda campaign designed to foster the reacquisition Carl Einstein. He popularized tribal art even more effectively in Der
of African and other non-Western territories. Public opinion in the early Querschnitt, publishing artifacts from Africa and Oceania, photographs
Weimar era was significantly shaped by spurious yet ubiquitous argu

of tribal peoples, and, occasionally, articles on tribal life and art by his

ments that the Germans were a people without Lebensraum (space to

torians and ethnographers.This periodical was, in fact, the main media

live), that colonies were a symbol of national honor, that the Germans source of the Ethnographic Museum series; of the twenty-six photo
had a right to colonies, and, above all, that it was their mission as part graphic reproductions of tribal objects that have been located to date,
of the white race to help civilize "undeveloped" races.

The flames of

colonialismwere further fanned when Germanydefaulted on its repara
tions payments in 1923 and the Rhineland was occupied by nonwhite

twenty derive from Der Querschnitt,
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The January 1925 issue was a particularly rich source of tribal-art
imagery, and Hoch used it to full advantage. No fewer than seven of
the works in the Ethnographic Museum series are composed of pho
tographs she clipped from this issue, some of which served as a source
for two or more photomontages. Indeed, by cutting a single photograph
into multiple pieces and then using the fragments in several different
works, Hoch not only maximizedher means but establishedtonal, com
positional,and thematic harmoniesthat resonatethroughout the series.
The composite heads of Mit Mutze (Aus einem ethnographischen
Museum IX) (WithCap [From an EthnographicMuseum IX], 1924) (pi.42)
and Horner (Aus einem ethnographischenMuseum X) (Horns [From an
EthnographicMuseumX], 1924) (pi.43)—two of only three figures in the
series that are clearly male-gendered—seem related not only because
they are silhouetted against the same combination of rectangular black
and brown papers, but also because a photograph of a mask from
Nigeria is their common source. Hoch snipped the image out of Der
Querschnitt and cut it horizontally in half, using the top fragment in
Horns and the bottom in With Cap. Evenworks as otherwise dissimilar
as Trauer(Sadness, 1925) (pi. 44) and an untitled piece from the series
from 1930, now in the Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg
(page 137) havethe same origin: a Der Querschnitt photograph of three
ivory pendants from the former Congo. Hoch fashioned a head for the

23. Max Ernst,page from the collage-novel Line Semaine de Bonte, 1934.

figure in Sadness out of a portion of the center pendant, and one for the
figure in the untitled piece from the pendant on the right.
As striking as such interserial relationships are, the alliances within
individual photomontages—whose eerie, hybrid figures read simulta

utterly real becausethere is no disjuncture of scale or color. Indeed, the
Surrealistdream narrativedepends on a seamlesstechnique, which evi
dently was of little interest to Hoch.

neouslyas whole and part—are even more compelling.The head, torso,

Surelyit is of some significancethat here, as elsewhere,Hoch did not

and "legs" of Denkmal I (Monument 1,1924) (pi. 46) seem organically

disguisethe diverseorigins of the photographic reproductions she used

connected because they are similarly scaled and precisely trimmed to

but rather called attention to them, thereby implicitly referencing the

avoid any discrepancy of proportion; yet because each is of a different

mainstream press and its representations of non-European cultures.

color, the figure can never be unified into a cohesive whole. The silver-

Not surprisingly, these were patronizing to the extreme. Wholly typical

gray of the figure's head, a photograph of a carved sculpture from

was that January 1925 issue of Der Querschnitt, which provided Hoch

Gabon that was published in a 1924 issue of Der Querschnitt, contrasts

with so many sources for the series. Its lead article—Albert C. Barnes's

subtly with the gray-green of the female torso below, a photographic

"Die Negerkunst und Amerika" (Negro Art and America) —linked the

fragment of a stone statue that was published in the 1925 issue of the

evolution of Negro spirituals to the history of black slaveryand oppres

magazinediscussed above. More visuallyjarring are the orange "legs":

sion, and although the author is effusive in his praise of the rhythms and

one is actually an upended, folded arm and hand; the other—the slip

harmonies of this African-American art form, his description of "the

pered foot and leg of the actress Lilian Harvey—derived from a 1928

average Negro" who created the spirituals as more "natural" and "soul

issue of BIZ, whose black-and-white photographic reproductions were

ful" than the civilized white man lays bare his essentialist prejudices:

typically more sepia in tone than those of Der Querschnitt. The strategy

"If the Negro is the simple creature of his past, guileless,without bitter

is reversedin Die SuBe(TheSweet One, 1926) (pi.50), in which the body

ness, easy-going, wise, and helpful, then he can make a pact with us

parts are all of one color but differ in scale. Whatevertactic is employed, to promote a rich American civilization." The essay was not illustrated
throughout the series Hoch consistently underminesthe viewer's initial with photographs related to Negro spirituals, and thus readerswere left
perception that these hybrid creatures are real and whole by pointedly to draw connections between the issue's many photographs of African
calling attention to their fragmentary and constructed nature.
This approach contrasts strikingly with the treatment of the figure by

tribal art and the author's characterization of composers of American
Negro spirituals as "simple," "natural," and "uncivilized." The vast

artists in the Surrealistmovement,some of whom Hoch met and social-

differences between the cultures of black America and black Africa

ized with on her 1924 trip to Paris. Georges Hugnet also used pho

were thereby elided in favor of an essentializing presentation of the

tographs of bodies to bizarre effect, but typically he did not fragment

black "Other."

them and so they remain resiliently whole. Max Ernst, too, created

It would certainly be foolish to ascribe to Hoch a postcolonial con

strange hybrid creatures by cutting up and reassemblingVictorian steel sciousness fully cognizant of the underlying racism that informed such
engravings in his collage-novels La Femme 100 Tetes (The Hundred representations. Yet Hoch was a sly commentator on contemporary
Headless Woman,1929) and Line Semainede Bonte (A Weekof Plenty, issues and events, and as such was perhaps struck by the simplistic
1934) (fig. 23), yet his composite figures, while fantastic, always seem characterizationsand sanctimonioustone that typified the mass-media
coverage of non-European culture. Indeed, her technique of silhouet
ting the figures in her Ethnographic Museum series against framed
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squares or rectanglesor perching them on pedestals seems to suggest
that they have been categorized, aestheticized, and, ultimately, denied
active function. Here it is doubtless significant that only three of the
some seventeen figures in the series are unambiguously male in gen
der; the others unite photographic fragments of tribal sculptures with

were "shrill," "sarcastic," "bitter," and overly "intellectual."

woman, had so often been trivialized, Hoch intuitively empathized with

trast, Hoch's photomontages were well received in Germany; there,
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the disrespected and exoticized "Other" of non-European culture.

critics emphasizedhow "ingenious"they were, and if some called atten
The technical finesse Hoch brought to the Ethnographic Museum tion to the "satirical" nature of the work, unliketheir Dutch counterparts,
series was now so refined that she could suggest a wide range of emo they did not do so pejoratively. Hoch's colleagues were equally
tions by combining just a few fragments of photographic reproductions

impressed with the photomontages they saw at FiFo. The critic Franz

from the mass media. While the female figure in Denkmal II: Eitelkeit

Roh and typographer Jan Tschichold asked if they could reproduce one

(Monument II: Vanity,1926) (pi. 48) seems haughty and disdainful, the

of them— Von Oben (From Above, 1926-1927) (pi. 38)—in their forth

woman in Monument I appears annoyed. With her arm rigid and her fist

coming book foto-auge (photo-eye), and Josef Albers, who evidently

clenched, she glances over her shoulder through eyes that have been

first encountered Hoch's work when FiFo was shown in Berlin, inquired

narrowed to slits. The puckish figure in Negerplastik (Negro Sculpture,

if she would trade one of her photomontages for one of his industrial

1929) turns its face jauntily to the side, but the melancholic women of

glass paintings.

The Sweet One and Mutter (Mother, 1930) (pi. 51) gaze outward with

Other successes were soon forthcoming. In 1931 Hoch was invited

quiet resignation.By working her cut-and-paste wizardry on media pho

to participate in a major exhibition of photomontage that took place

tographs, Hoch now fashionedfigures so eloquent that they seem quite
literallyto speak.

Andre Kertesz, Alice Lex, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Oskar Nerlinger,Albert

at the Kunstgewerbemuseum in Berlin. Along with John Heartfield,
Renger-Patsch, and other prominent artists of the day, Hoch was rep
resented here with at least nine photomontages, which were shown at
another photography exhibition in Essen later that year.

HOCHIN TH€ MT€ W6IMRR€RR

It was at the

Kunstgewerbemuseumshow that Hoch met the wealthy banker Eduard
von der Heydt, then well known as the owner both of the health spa
Monte Verita in Ascona, Switzerland, and of an impressivecollection of
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The majority of Dutch reviewersdisliked the paintings, which they felt

media images of contemporary women. Perhaps because she, as a
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modern, tribal, and Asian art.

When Hoch told von der Heydt that

It was while making the Ethnographic Museum series that Hoch first

she had used mass-media photographs of works in his collection as

began to receiverecognitionfor her work in photomontage. Indeed,few

the basis for two of her Ethnographic Museum pictures, he promptly

of her artistic efforts, aside from her textile and poster designs, were scheduled a studio visit and purchased both pieces from her. This
acknowledged publicly until the end of the 1920s, a period that, notably, was perhaps her first major sale of photomontage, and it was doubtless
saw the onset of the Great Depressionand the rise of Hitler and National tremendously validating.
Socialismin Germany— economic and sociopoliticaldevelopmentsthat
affected Hoch's art and career decisively for years to come.
For reasons that are not entirely clear, after her initial exhibition of
nontraditionalworks at the First InternationalDada Fair in 1920, for most

By 1932 Hoch had even establisheda reputation for her work in pho
tomontage beyond Germany and the Netherlands. That year she was
invited to participate in both the PhiladelphiaInternationalSalon of Pho
tography at the Pennsylvania Museum of Art (now the Philadelphia

of the subsequent decade Hoch chose to representherselfpublicly only

Museum of Art) and in the Exposition internationale de la photograwith her textile designs or paintings, although her exposure in this latter phie at the Palaisdes BeauxArts in Brussels,where she exhibited eight
medium was extremelylimited. (Throughoutthe 1920s, she exhibited pieces. But the biggest feather in her cap was doubtless the planned
at the most a few oil paintings and works on paper annually, and these
were hardly ever reviewed.

It was not until 1929 that she again

showed photomontages, this time at the invitation of the Deutscher

exhibition of her photomontages and watercolors at the Bauhaus in
Dessau.

Hoch was first contacted in April 1932 by Christof Hertel,

business manager of the Bauhaus, who proposed to mount an exhibi

Werkbund committee that organized the landmark Film und Foto (Film tion of her work that would open in mid-May. Hertel later revealed that
and Photo, or FiFo)exhibition in Stuttgart. Hoch was representedat this

Hoch's exhibitionhad special significance,for it was the twenty-fifth that

tremendously popular event with eighteen or so photomontages, which

the Bauhaushad organizedand thus an anniversaryshow. But because

were seen by well over 10,000 visitors in Stuttgart alone and by

Hertel became ill, the opening was delayed until the end of May, and

thousands more when a smaller version of the exhibition traveled to

Hoch, who planned to attend, sent fifteen photomontages and thirty-

Zurich, Berlin, Vienna, Danzig,Agram, Munich, Tokyo, and Osaka. It one watercolors that arrived at the Bauhauson May 24. Only then did it
was also in 1929 that Hoch had her first one-person exhibition at the De become clear that the Dessau city council, which had always provided
Bron gallery in The Hague, where she showed sixteen oil paintings and public funds for the Bauhaus but was now dominated by National
numerous drawings and watercolors. This exhibition subsequently

Socialists who disapproved of the faculty's politics and art, was deter

traveled to Rotterdam and Amsterdam, and, together with FiFo, elicited

mined to close the school. Although the council wrangled over the fate
extensivecomment in the local press. Hoch's public career as a painter of the building, staff, and students until August, already by June 1
and photomontagist was thus launched.
Hoch's work arrived back in Berlin, having been seen by neither faculty
nor students.
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By this time, of course, Hoch was acutely aware of National Social
126
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BY DESIGN

asking her to sign a declaration supporting National Socialism and pro

ism. The onset of the depression in Germany, in 1929, had created

claim her gentile descent; she refused and promptly resigned from the

mass discontent with the mainstream political parties of the Weimar

organization.

Republic and swelled the ranks of both the far left and right. As a result

dow on official holidays and thus brought unwelcome scrutiny from

She similarlyrefusedto fly the Naziflag outside her win

of the Reichstagelections of September 1930, the Nazisincreasedtheir

neighborsand Nazi officials, who visited her in her Friedenauapartment

parliamentaryrepresentationfrom twelve to 107 deputies, an astonish

on severaloccasions.

Letters from friends outside of Germanymake

ing gain that brought the party to the attention of many who had previ

veiled referencesto Hoch and Brugman's plans to emigrateand repeat

ously considered it to be on the lunatic fringe of German nationalism.

edly express curiosity about their remaining in Berlin.

Like so many others, though, Hoch did not initiallyfully comprehend the

decision not to leave may have been influenced by the fact that Hoch

danger, and this is evident in her work.

became critically ill with an exophthalmic goiter in the summer of 1934.

The couple's

One photomontage is especiallytelling. A composite image of a male Her operation on July 12 in Berlin possibly saved her life, but it left her
adult and a bawling baby, the collage has been known for years as Der physically, emotionally, and financially devastated for some time to
kleine P (The Small P, 1931) (pi. 65), based on the inscription at the

come. For whatever reasons, Hoch stayed where she was, and in so

lower right of the image. Yet, as Hoch noted somewhat enigmaticallyon

doing effectively undermined her public career for years.

the back of a photograph she later made of the work, this nonsensical
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Initially it was still possible for her to exhibit outside of Germany.

"Der kleine Pg" was first inscribed just

In 1934 she had a large show of forty-two photomontages in Brno,

below the "H.H." that is now at the lower left of the photomontage, on

Czechoslovakia and an exhibitionof watercolors in The Hague,where

a piece of paper that Hoch subsequently removed. When the collage is

she showed again in 1935. Yet this was Hoch's last significant profes

title was not the original one.

held in a raking light, this unmistakable referenceto a Partelgenosse(a sional appearance until after World War II. In 1937 her work appeared
member of the National Socialist Party) is still evident in the form of in Wolfgang Willrich's book Die Sauberung des Kunsttempels (The
indentationsin the backing page that were created by the pressurefrom
130
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that Hoch later removed the Parteigenosse reference and retitled the

132

Cleansing of the Temple of Art), a Nazi tract devoted to exposing

the artist's pen or pencil. The exact position of the now-missing scrap the cultural enemies of the Third Reich. Although she was not repre
of paper is also evident from the discoloration of the areas below sented in the infamous Entartete Kunst (Degenerate Art) exhibition,
Hoch's initials, where it was originally glued. But if there is little doubt most of her friends and colleagues were, and she obsessively visited
the show at its venues in Munich, Berlin, and Hamburg in 1937 and

collage from fear of sure retribution, it is equally certain that when she

1938.131By this time, Hoch had separated from Brugman, having fallen

made the work in 1931 she was not yet intimidated by the Nazis. This

in love with a businessmanwhose lucrativetrade provided her for a time

infantile "little party member" is made to look ridiculous, not threaten

with a confortable lifestyle and, perhaps, a certain degree of political

ing, and the mode of address here is spoof, not critique.

immunity.

She moved with him to the distant Berlinsuburb of Heiligen-

see in 1939; in 1942, he left her and she lived out the remainder of the

A more problematic image in terms of its statement on National
Socialism is Bauerliches Brautpaar (Peasant Wedding Couple) (pi. 66), Third Reich in relative isolation. Although forced to keep a low profile
which Hoch made in the same year as Der kleine P. Silhouetted against because of her past political and cultural affiliations,she was still able to
a schematized farm landscape that includes a pair of arms holding a

work and, above all, to survive.

milk canister, a cow's head, a herd of cattle, and a barn is the "wedding

Thus the Weimar era ended for Hoch much as it had begun, with her

couple" of the title. The bride is represented by an ape's head with

work in photomontage again marginalized. At the very outset of her

blond braids and the legs of a child, and the groom by a black head that

career, the all-male group of Berlin Dadaists had spurned the essential

wears a hat and boots. These boots are central to the reading of this

formal and thematic characteristics of her art, with its aesthetic roots

image, for they would have been recognized by any German of the time

in design and handiwork traditions and its thematic base in the phe

as those of a Nazi storm trooper. Likewise,the blond braids of the bride

nomenon of the New Woman. We cannot know the extent to which the

would have been immediately associated with the pervasive Blut und

contacts Hoch made with more like-minded artists after she separated

Boden (blood and earth) rhetoric of National Socialism, which held that

from Hausmann in 1922 might have afforded her more public acclaim,

the Nordic, Aryan race was purest amidst the peasantry of Germany for her move to The Hague in 1926 distanced her from the Constructithat worked the land. By endowing this stereotypically Aryan wedding vists and Surrealists. Only on her return to Berlin in 1929 did she finally
couple with the heads of a black man and an ape, Hoch ridiculed this

begin to receive accolades for her photomontages; but these voices

very notion of racial purity while simultaneously betraying the extent to

were all too soon silenced by the assumption to power of the National

which she had internalized it. For although Peasant Wedding Couple

Socialists. That Hoch continued to work in photomontage with little

does indeed suggest that the German race "degenerates" through the

public validation throughout the Weimar and Nazi eras is a tribute not

intermarriageof Nazito Nazi, it does so only at the expense of the black

only to her abiding love for the medium but to her strength of purpose.

man, who is ranked here, as in National Socialism, together with the

Against all odds, she kept faith in herself and in her medium of choice,

animals in the (d)evolutionary chain. That Hoch, who consciously

and only thus was able to craft a body of work that is unique in both

rejected the Nazis and everything they stood for, could nevertheless form and content.
unconsciously implicate herself here is some indication of the strength
and pervasivenessof the racist ideology of the times.
After the National Socialists came to power in 1933, Hoch became
more acutely aware of the threat to herself and others. In April 1933 she
received a letter from an artists' cooperative to which she belonged,

MARIA MAKELA
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Hausmann (like his colleague Franz Jung) main

tained a relationship with two women — Hoch and his
wife — for many years. Yet unlike Elfriede HausmannSchaeffer, Hoch could neither condone nor accept this
1

For an overview of the Dada Fair, see Helen Adkins,

bohemian arrangement, which proved to be among the

14 Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau 16, no. 5 (Feb

"Erste Internationale Dada-Messe," in Stationer der

most enduring conflicts of their relationship. See the

ruary 1916), p. 128. This design was captioned "Fach-

Hausmann-Hoch correspondence

klasse Harold Bengen, Entwurf u. Ausfuhrung: Hanna

Moderne: Die bedeutenden Kunstausstellungen
20. Jahrhunderts

in Deutschland,

des

exh. cat. (Berlin:

in Lebenscollage,

vol. 1, supra, note 3, especially the draft of a letter

Hoch. Stickerei

Berlinische Galerie, 1988), pp. 157-183.

from Hoch to Hausmann, 17 June 1918, pp. 401-402

verschiedenen Stichen."

2

(10.48).

Hoch's full name is cited on a copy of her birth cer

fur einen Wandschirm,

Wolle in

15 In 191 4, for example, Hoch won a fellowship from

tificate, in the Hoch Family Estate. Most accounts credit

6

the artist Kurt Schwitters with the addition of the final h

more on the deconstruction of historical narratives, Irit

arts in Cologne. See "Lebensuberblick,"

to her nickname. He insisted that her name, like his own

Rogoff's work on Gabriele Munter is exemplary here.

10, p. 211.

literary creation "Anna" Blume, be spelled the same

See Rogoff, "Tiny Anguishes: Reflections on Nagging,

16 Ibid.

backward as forward. In conversation with the photog

Scholastic Embarrassment, and Feminist Art History,"

17 I am indebted

raphers Liselotte and Armin Orgel-Kohne in 1973, how

Differences 4, no. 3 (1992), pp. 38-65. An older, yet

gleaned much of the following information on Hoch's

Although less focused on art interpretation

and

the school to attend the Werkbund exhibition of applied
supra, note

here to Kristin Makholm,

who

ever, Hoch noted that even before Schwitters, both she

still classic, study in this vein is Rozsika Parker, The

studies at the School of the Royal Museum of Applied

and others occasionally

wrote her name as a palin

Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the

Arts from the files on that institution at the Hochschule

drome. I am grateful to the Orgel-Kohnes for granting

Feminine (1984; reprint, New York: Routledge, 1989).

der Kunste, Berlin.

me access to their taped conversations

7

with Hoch

and for providing me with transcripts of these tapes,

I have been gratified to find my ideas here con

18 Since no book entitled Geschichte der Plastik aller

firmed and amplified by Kay Klein Kallos in "A Woman's

Zeiten und Volker (History of the Sculpture of All Ages

referred to hereafter as the Orgel-Kohne Transcripts.

Revolution: The Relationship between Design and the

and Peoples) was ever published by the author cited on

3

Avant-Garde

The "catalogue" to the exhibition— a single sheet

of paper, imprinted on one side with a reproduction
of Heartfield's

photomontage

Leben und Treiben in

in the Work of Hannah Hoch 191 2—

Hoch's book design (H. W. Singer, a noted authority on

1922," Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison,

the history of sculpture), the sketch, now preserved in

1994. Regrettably, I learned of this dissertation only late

the Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin,

Universal-City, 12 Uhr 5 mittags (Life and Times in Uni

in my research. I thank Barbara Buenger of the Uni

must have been a school exercise. Hoch won second

versal City at 12:05 Noon, 191 9) (page 12) and on the

versity of Wisconsin-Madison

other with a list of works exhibited — cites Hoch's con

to Kallos's work.

competitions, first prize in the 191 7-1 91 8 and 1918191 9 competitions,

for calling my attention

prize in the 191 5-1916 and 191 6-1 91 7 schoolwide

tributions to the fair as two Dada puppets; a poster,

8

Ali Baba-Diele (Ali Baba Restaurant), now lost; Cut with

Cut with the Kitchen Knife: The Weimar Photomon

191 9-1920

the Kitchen Knife\ and two "relief" collages: Diktaturder

tages of Hannah Hoch (New Haven and London: Yale

tuition stipends for the third quarter of the 1917-1918

Dadaisten (Dictatorship of the Dadaists) and Mechan-

University Press, 1993). Although my approach to

academic year and for all three quarters of the 1918—

isches Brautpaar

Hoch's work and my interpretations

(Mechanical

Wedding

Couple),

This approach was also taken by Maud Lavin in her

of it often differ

and an honorable mention in the

competition.

1919 and 1919-1920

She was further awarded

years. (Files of the Unterricht-

both now lost. Hausmann cited the same works on a

substantially from Lavin's, this essay and exhibition are

sanstalt des koniglichen

typed list he made shortly after the Dada Fair closed,

nevertheless indebted to her pioneering study.

Hochschule der Kunste, Berlin.)

although he refers to Mechanisches

Brautpaar

as

Edouard Roditi, "Interview with Hannah Hoch,"

19 In 191 2 Hausmann published two essays — "Wider

Arts 34, no. 3 (December 1959), p. 24; and Johannes

Herrn Scheffler" and "Die gesunde Kunst" — in Der

see Hannah Hoch: Eine Lebenscollage, vol. 1 (1889—

Freisel, "Das Portrat: Hannah Hoch," Deutsche Welle,

Sturm, and in 191 6 he was invited to participate in one

1920) , ed. Cornelia Thater-Schulz (Berlin: Berlinische

2 July 1970.

of the Sturm exhibitions.

Galerie and Argon, 1989), p. 669 (13.27).

Hoch,

10 Hoch later recalled that her father "shared the

because, as Hausmann explained in a letter to Georg

however, noted on this list that she actually showed

general turn-of-the-century bourgeois opinion that held

Muche, he did not want to exhibit his work with that of

more works than Hausmann had enumerated. Hanne

a girl should get married and forget about studying

"youths" such as Hans Richter and Georg Schrimpf.
See Lebenscollage, vol. 1, supra, note 3, p. 103.

Menschliches Brautpaar (Human Wedding Couple)',

9

Kunstgewerbemuseums,

Bergius, who knew Hoch personally, has identified these

art." Hoch, "Lebensuberblick"

additional works as two that are now lost — Collage

Chametzky, in Lavin, supra, note 8, p. 21 1.

mit Pfeil (Collage with Arrow) and Dada Montage — and

11 Radio interview

Dada-Rundschau (Dada Panorama, 191 9) (pi. 2); see

zwanziger Jahre: Ein Gesprach mit Hannah Hoch,"

Bergius's essay "'Dada-Rundschau':

broadcast 4 March 1973, Deutschlandfunk; transcript

"It doesn't matter how dumb Walden is," Hausmann

in Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin,

wrote to Hoch on 24 August 1915, "he has the great

Eine Photomon

tage," in Hannah Hoch 1889-1978: Ihr Werk, Ihr Leben,

(1958), trans. Peter

This never came to pass

with Wolfgang

20 Roditi, supra, note 9, p. 24. Although Hausmann

Pehnt, "Jene

ultimately distanced

himself from Walden and Der

Sturm, he, too, was initially impressed with the gallery.

Ihre Freunde, exh. cat. (Berlin: Berlinische Galerie and

p. 12. Many pages of Hoch's calligraphy, in a wide vari

artists and one can only exhibit with him" (Lebenscol

Argon, 1989), p. 101.

ety of scripts, are still extant in the artist's estate.

lage, vol. 1, supra, note 3, p. 132 [6.28]).

12 The Hannah Hoch Archive at the Berlinische

21 It is unclear when Hoch actually acquired these

4

Hoch once described how uncomfortable she had

felt helping Hausmann advertise a Dada event during

Galerie also contains her ink and gouache sketch

publications. Cornelia Thater-Schulz (Lebenscollage ,

rush hour on the FriedrichstraGe.

for this lithographed certificate (see Lebenscollage ,

vol. 1, supra, note 3, p. 82) speculates that it was prob

throwing to the ground the fliers the pair distributed,

vol. 1, supra, note 3, p. 61 [2.9]). I date both the study

ably after she met Hausmann in 1915, and, indeed,

and Hoch — by her own account, one who never liked

and final print to around 191 3 on the basis of similar

Hoch's catalogue to Der Sturm's 191 2 Blaue Reiter

to force people to do things against their wishes —

designs that have been firmly dated. See especially

exhibition contains a handwritten note that intimates as
much. Hoch sent the catalogue, with its foreword by

Passersby

kept

insisted they should leave. This story is recounted on

documents

an undated scrap of paper Hoch stored with many

pp. 61-62.

Franz Marc and essay by Wassily Kandinsky, to her

other such notes in a television guide from 1964, Hor

13 Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau 16, no. 5 (Feb

sister Grete with the following undated inscription on

zu, now in the Hannah Hoch Archive at the Berlinische

ruary 1916), p. 126. Hoch's name is not cited here, but

the title page: "Dear Grete, we're sending you this in

Galerie, Berlin, and hereafter referred to as the Horzu

the caption "Kunstgewerbeschule

response to your recent inquiry; there are good things

Autobiographical

Fachkl. Harold Bengen" clearly identifies the artist as

Notes. See also Hoch's account of

2.8 and 2.10 in Lebenscollage,

vol. 1,

Charlottenburg,

in it. Please give it also to Father to read. Hannah"

her first and only appearance in a Dada performance,

a Bengen student. Given that Hoch saved the page

(Lebenscollage,

from her lecture "Erinnerungen an Dada" (Dusseldorf,

along with other published embroidery designs that

emphasis mine). The "we" probably refers here to

1966), in Hannah Hoch 1889-1978,

are firmly attributed to her, and given that the design is

herself and Hausmann, who together carried on a

virtually identical in style and subject to the still extant

debate with Hoch's family about art.

supra, note 3,

p. 205. Here, too, Hoch describes her profound dis
comfiture during the noisy, confrontational event.

series of sketches, there is little doubt that this was
from her hand. Both the published handiwork designs
and the sketches
Family Estate.

are now preserved

in the Hoch

vol. 1, supra, note 3, p. 84 [5.2],
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NOTES

29 See, for example, Musterfilet und Tullarbeiten, Ullstein-Handarbeitsbucher 17 (Berlin: Verlag der Ullsteinschnittmuster, n.d.), which probably contained designs
by Hoch. As usual, the individuals who made the pat
22 Although none of these patterns are firmly dated,

terns remained anonymous here, but Hoch saved a

compositionally they bear witness to Hoch's engage

copy of this book and subsequently used one of the

ment first with Expressionism

needle-lace

19203, with Constructivism.

and then, in the midIn 1925 Hoch attended

patterns in it as the basis of a collage,

WeiRe Form (White Form, 191 9) (pi. 12). Copies of this

et

rare book can be found in the Hoch Family Estate and

covery of photomontage

industrials modernes in Paris, where she admired the

in the Lippenheidische Kostumbibliothek at the Kunst-

military memorabilia figure in all. Hoch first discussed

handiwork exhibited and evidently tried to sell some of

bibliothek, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, PreuBischer

the medium in "Nekolik poznamek o fotomontazi,"

her own fabric or handiwork patterns. See the entries in

Kulturbesitz.

Stredisko 4, no. 1 (April 1934), unpaginated; translated

her travel diary, England-France,

30 Like all other Ullstein patternmakers,

the Exposition internationale

des arts decoratifs

1925, in part 2 of

Hoch was

and photocollage vary, but

by Jitka Salaguarda as "A Few Words on Photomon

Hannah Hoch: Eine Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (1921-1945)

usually not credited for her published designs. How

tage," in Lavin, supra, note 8, pp. 219-220.

(Berlin: Berlinische Galerie and Hatje, 1995), pp. 234

ever, tear pages from the journals

quent accounts by Hoch include "Die Fotomontage," in

and 235 (25.51). I am grateful especially to Viola Roehr-

appeared are still extant in the Hannah Hoch Archive,

Fotomontage

von Alvensleben of the Galerie Alvensleben in Munich

Berlinische Galerie, Berlin; though lacking pertinent

Galerie Rosen, 1946), reprinted

and to Heinrich and Eva-Maria Rossner for sharing

issue and page numbers, they bear Hoch's handwritten

1889-1978, supra, note 3, pp. 218-219; Roditi, supra,

some of these fabric designs with me.

notations identifying her own designs. I am indebted to

note 9, p. 26; Hans Richter, Dada: Art and Anti-Art

23 See the letters from the Alexander Koch Verlag to

Michelle Cutler for the time and effort she took to locate

(New York: McGraw Hill, 1965), p. 117; "Erinnerungen

Hoch, 2 June and 1 December 1920, Lebenscollage,

the missing information for me.

an Dada" (lecture, Dusseldorf, 1966), in Hannah Hoch

vol. 1, supra, note 3, pp. 663-665

31 In a letter to her sister Grete, 18 November 1916

1889-1978,

(Lebenscollage, vol. 1, supra, note 3, p. 233 [8.54]),

lage," in Hannah Hoch: Collagen aus den Jahren

(13.23) and 725

(13.70). There is no evidence, however, that the com

in which they

Subse

von Dada bis heute, exh. cat. (Berlin:
in Hannah Hoch

supra, note 3, pp. 207-208;

"Zur Col

pany was successful in helping Hoch to market her

Hoch, by way of apologizing for not writing sooner,

1916-1971 , exh. cat. (Berlin: Akademie der Kunste,

designs.

says that she has been continually

by

1971); interview with Pehnt, supra, note 11, p. 8; and

24 Koch published Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau

readers of Die praktische Berlinerin, who wanted more

in Heiko Gebhardt and Stefan Moses, "Ein Leben lang

in Darmstadt and also brought out the design journals

details about a pattern of hers that had just appeared;

im Gartenhaus," Sfern, 22 April 1976, p. 103. Haus-

Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration

(German Art and

I have been unable to identify the design. When

mann's slightly different recollections are recounted in

Design) and Innendekoratlon (Interior Design). For valu

recounting her youth late in life, Hoch often spoke as

Raoul Hausmann, "New Painting and Photo Montage,"

able information about Koch and his efforts to elevate

passionately

in Dadas on Art, ed. Lucy R. Lippard (Englewood Cliffs:

the quality of German decorative arts and improve the

Expressionism, Dada, and Constructivism. In particu

Prentice Hall, 1971), p. 61 ; and Am Anfang war Dada,

market for them, see Sigrid Randa, Alexander Koch:

lar, the Orgel-Kohne Transcripts, supra, note 2, contain

ed. Karl Riha and Gunter Kampf, 2nd ed. (Giessen:

Publizlst und Verleger in Darmstadt:

about handiwork

interrupted

as she did about

long passages in which Hoch describes her work for

Anabas Verlag, 1980), p. 45.

Kunst und des Lebens urn 1900 (Worms: Wernersche

Ullstein with evident enthusiasm and joy.

39 On Ullstein's role in the development of the picture

Verlagsgesellschaft, 1990).

32 The competitions

that Koch's various journals

magazine see, in particular, Hundert Jahre Ullstein,

25 K. G. v. H., "Hanna Hochs Muster-Kunst," Stick

sponsored, such as the one for embroidered pillows

supra, note 27. A more general discussion of the devel

erei- und Spitzen-Rundschau

and tablecloths in which Hoch's design won a prize,

opment of the illustrated press in the Weimar Republic

1920), p. 224.

were an important

is provided in Wilhelm Marckwardt, Die lllustrierten der

26 The source and exact date of this review remain

enhance the stature of the decorative arts in Germany.

Weimarer Zeit: Publizistische Funktion, okonomische

unidentified, but the clipping service that sent Hoch the

33 Hoch, "Vom Sticken," Stickerei-

Entwicklung

copy that is still extant in the Hannah Hoch Archive,

Rundschau 18, no. 12 (September 1918), p. 220.

Reformen der

20, no. 12 (September

component

of his program

to

und Spitzen-

Tendenzen (Munich:
Lemagny and

34 Hoch, "Die freie Stick-Kunst,"

1921.

Spitzen-Rundschau 20, nos. 1-2 (October-November

Andre Rouille, eds ., A History of Photography: Social

27 Prior to that time, a small group of Ullstein seam

1919), p. 22.

and Cultural Perspectives, trans. Janet Lloyd (Cam

stresses produced relatively expensive, cut-to-size

35 Hoch, "Was ist schon?" Stickerei- und Spitzen-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).

patterns that were mail-ordered by clients who wanted

Rundschau 19, nos. 1-2 (October-November

40 See, for example, Hoch's notes from an undated

to sew fashions featured in such Ullstein magazines

p. 16.

as Die Dame (The Lady) or Die praktische Berlinerin

36 Hoch, "Die stickende Frau," Stickerei- und Spitzen-

in the Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin.

(The Practical Berlin Woman). It was Hermann Ullstein,

Rundschau 20, nos. 1-2 (October-November

Efforts to ascertain when and if this interview was aired

the youngest son of the founder, who initiated the

p. 26.

have been unsuccessful.

profitable new system. On the fashion and handiwork

37 Some of the periodicals to which Hoch's family

4 1 See, for example, a letter from Hausmann to Hoch,

divisions of the Ullstein Verlag, see Funfzig Jahre

subscribed are enumerated in the Orgel-Kohne Tran

30 May 1917 (Lebenscollage,

Ullstein: 7877-7927

scripts, supra, note 2. These included UberLand und

p. 279 [9.24]), in which he asks Hoch to make a copy

pp. 59-65 and 344-346; and Hundert Jahre Ullstein:

Meer, Die Gartenlaube,

for him of his essay "Aus der Sphare der innersten,

1877-1977,

Freyburg and Hans

datsch, Mettendorfer Blatter, and Jagd. Heinz Ohff, in

hochsten

(Berlin: Ullstein Verlag, 1977), vol. 1,

his monograph Hannah Hoch (Berlin: Gebr. Mann and

course. This manuscript appeared as "Notiz" in Aktion

pp. 121-124 and 133-152.

Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Bildende Kunst e.V., 1968),

7 (1917), columns 421-422.

28 It is unclear whether these specific dress designs,

p. 10, additionally mentions Heim und Welt and Kunst

42 On the politics of the Dadaists, see Richard Shep-

preserved in the Graphische Sammlung of the Berlin

furAlle and recounts that Hoch, drawing upon her "fem

pard, "Dada and Politics,"

ische Galerie, Berlin, ever actually appeared in an

inine sense for order," organized the books she made

Movement, ed. Richard Sheppard (Buckinghamshire:

Ullstein magazine. They are, however, of the type that

with illustrations from these periodicals thematically.

Alpha Academic, 1979), pp. 39-74.

appeared as line drawings in Die Dame and Die prak

38 Such military memorabilia were not, of course,

tische Berlinerin throughout the 191 0s and 1920s, and

the first instances

it is thus likely that Hoch sketched them in the course of

the most immediate inspiration for Hoch and Haus-

Wallenberg

ed. W. Joachim

und

subject also appears in Jean-Claude

Berlinische Galerie, Berlin, stamped it with the date

(Berlin: Ullstein Verlag, 1927),

Stickerei-

und inhaltliche

Minerva Publikation, 1982). Useful information on this

1918),

radio interview with her by SFB (Sender Freies Berlin),
1919),

Jagd und Dorf, Kladdera-

of photomontage,

but merely

her work at Ullstein. As early as 191 6, Die praktische

mann. On the beginnings of the medium, see Robert

Berlinerin published some of Hoch's dress designs,

Sobieszek, "Composite

which she described as "Richelieu" dresses in a letter

Photomontage,

to her sister Grete, c. 1916 (Lebenscollage,

forum 17, no. 2 (September 1978), pp. 58-65;

supra, note 3, p. 195 [8.7]).

vol. 1,

Imagery and the Origins of

Part 1: The Naturalistic Strain," Artand

"Part 2: The Formalist Strain," Artforum 17, no. 3 (Octo
ber 1978), pp. 40-45.

Dadaist accounts of the dis

vol. 1, supra, note 3,

Realitat," which she does as a matter of

in Dada: Studies of a
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43 Roditi, supra, note 9, p. 26. In this and other late
interviews,Hoch almost alwaysqualifiedher youthful
engagementwith communism by emphasizinghow
naiveandapoliticalit hadbeen.Thismayor maynot be
true, but during the cold war, when these conversa
tions took place, distancingherselffrom communism
was certainlypoliticallycircumspect.TheHannahHoch
Archive at the Berlinische Galerie, Berlin, contains
several Communist handbills from the immediate
post-World War I period; these were the only such
politicalleafletsthat Hoch savedfrom this period.
44 This was not the first publication of the photo
graph.The"bathingpicture,"as this imageof Ebertand
Noskecameto be called,had in fact appearedon the
cover of a right-wing illustratedweekly,the Bilderzur
Zeitgeschichteof the DeutscheTageszeitung,where
it was accompaniedby a sarcastictext that attempted
to humiliateand discreditthe Ebertregime.I learnedof
this from Brigid Doherty, who discussed the photo
graphand its manyimplicationsin "Long Livethe Belly
of the Revolution:BerlinDadaand the Body Politic,"a
paperdeliveredat the CollegeArt Associationconven
tion, SanAntonio,Texas,25 January1995.1am grate
ful to Doherty for providing me with a copy of this
paper. Hoch's source, however,was the BIZ photo
graph,whichshe hadeasyaccessto throughherjob at
Ullstein.
45 Bergius, supra, note 3, pp. 101-106, discusses
this work at length.
46 Doherty, supra, note 44, p. 17 n. 27, points out
that this advertisementwas publishedin nearlyevery
issueof BIZ from 1915 to 1921.
47 It was KristinMakholmwho first suggestedto me
that the loomingportraithead might be that of Hauptmann,and comparisonof the imagewith contempora
neousphotographsof the writer confirmsthis beyond
anydoubt.AlthoughI havebeenunableto examinethe
photomontageitselfto seeif the versocontainsany ref
erencesto Hauptmann,at the 1929 Filmund Fotoexhi
bitionin Stuttgart,Hochdid, in fact, exhibita work (now
lost) entitled Portrat Gerhart Hauptmann(Portrait of
GerhartHauptmann),which was subsequentlyrepro
duced in Kunstblatter der GalerieNierendorf, no. 6
(Berlin:GalerieNierendorf,1964),p. 19. Althoughthis
reproduction is small and of poor quality, it appears
that the original photographic source of the head in
And WhenYouThinkthe Moon is Settingis indeedthe
sameas that in Portraitof GerhartHauptmann.
48 Peter Sprengel,Gerhart Hauptmann:Epoche—
Werke—Wirkung(Munich:C. H. Beck, 1984),p. 226.
49 Gordon Craig, Germany 1866-1945 (New York
and Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress,1978),p. 640.
50 The song was certainly known by Hoch and her
friends.On a card to Hochfrom Hausmann,Arthurand
Ernestine(Erna)Segal,HerwarthWalden,and Salomo
Friedlaender, 14 June 1921 (Lebenscollage, vol. 2
(pt. 2), supra,note22, p. 14 [21.4]),ErnaSegalquoted
the song's refrain.I am gratefulto SabineSchardtand
RalfBurmeisterof the BerlinischeGaleriefor first alert
ing me to the fact that the phrase used by.Segalwas
a line in a popularsong, and to the staff at the Staatsbibliothek PreuGischerKulturbesitz for helping me
locatethe sheetmusic.
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5 1 Herta Wescher, Collage, trans. Robert E. Wolf
(New York: Abrams, 1968), p. 141, was the first to
misidentifythesemen as HenryFordand EmilKirdorf.
ProbablybecauseWescherknew Hoch, most subse
quent scholars, including myself,haveassumedthis
to be true. See,for example,my own misguideddis
cussion of Hochfinanz in "Hannah Hoch," in Three
BerlinArtists of the WeimarEra:HannahHoch, Kathe
Kollwitz,JeanneMammen,exh.cat. (DesMoines:Des
MoinesArt Center, 1994), pp. 19-20. 1am gratefulto
GeorgeSlade,formerlibrarianat the WalkerArt Center,
Minneapolis,whose knowledge of photography led
himto identifythe Herschelportraitby Cameron,andto
Michelle Cutler, who then located the source in Die
Dame 47, no. 15 (mid-May, 1920), p. 5, where the
caption misidentifiesthe photographeras FoxTalbot.
I am further indebted here to Hendrik Berinson,who
first identifiedthe landscapebelow as the fairgrounds
in Breslau.
52 Kallos,supra,note 7, passim.
53 The title of the work is frequently miscited.
Kuchenmesser(kitchen knife) is often referredto as
Kuchenmesser(cakeknife),which, beingdullerthan a
kitchenknife,impliesan action more benignthan that
which Hoch actuallyintended.On this, see Jula Dech,
HannahHoch: Schnitt mit dem KuchenmesserDada
durch die letzte weimarer Bierbauchkulturepoche
Deutschlands(Frankfurtam Main: FischerTaschenbuch VerlagGmbH, 1989),pp. 22-24. My discussion
of Cut with the KitchenKnifedraws heavilyon this pio
neeringstudy.
54 SuzannePage,"Interviewavec/mitHannahHoch,"
in Hannah Hoch: Collages, Peintures, Aquarelles,
Gouaches,Dessins/Collagen,Gemalde,Aquarellen,
Gouachen,Zeichnungen,ed. SuzannePageet al.,exh.
cat. (Berlinand Paris:Museed'Art Modernede la Ville
de Parisand NationalgalerieBerlinStaatlicheMuseen
PreuGischer
Kulturbesitz,1976),p. 25.
55 Fullcitations for the source imageof this and the
otherfiguresdiscussedbelowaregivenin GertrudJula
Dech,Schnittmit dem KuchenmesserDADAdurchdie
letzteweimarerBierbauchkulturepoche
Deutschlands:
Untersuchungenzur Fotomontagebei HannahHoch
(Munster:Lit Verlag,1981).
56 Onthe imageof the beerbellyas metaphorfor the
BerlinDadaistsof the WeimarRepublic,see Doherty,
supra,note 44.
57 Hoch,in a typescriptshe maderegardingherexhi
bition Fotomontagenund Gemaldeat the Kunsthalle
Bielefeld in 1973 (now in the HannahHoch Archive,
Berlinische Galerie, Berlin), recounts that her work
with photomontage inspired this painting, as well as
Journalisten(Journalists, 1925),Roma(Rome,1925),
and an unidentified still life: "Working on a greatly
enlargedscale, I transposedclippingsof printedpho
tos onto oil paintingin new, meaningfulcombinations."
Whileinteresting,this technique of imitatingthe style
of photomontage in painting ultimately made Hoch
"uneasy" because it seemed "contrary to the rules."
Sheabandonedthe effort and madeno moreoil paint
ings in this manner. See Peter Boswell's analysisof
theseworks on pp. 12-1 5 of this volume.
58 Pag6,supra,note 54, p. 27.
59 See, for example, Raoul Hausmann, "Der
Besitzbegriff in der Familie und das Recht auf den
eigenenKorper,"DieErde 1, no. 8 (15 April 1919), pp.
242-245; and "ZurAuflosungdes burgerlichenFrauentypus: Unter besonderer Berucksichtigung eines
Einzelfalles,"Die Erde 1, nos. 16-1 7 (1 September
1919), pp. 519-520. The manuscripts for these

essays,with some additional handwrittennotes that
did not appear in the publishedtexts, are included in
Lebenscollage, vol. 1, supra, note 3, pp. 547-552
(12.9)and 572-578 (12.22).
60 Seeespeciallythe letterfrom Hausmannto Hoch,
10/1 2/13 November 1917, Lebenscollage, vol. 1,
supra, note 3, pp. 310-31 9 (9.54). Hoch later refer
encedthis aspectof Hausmann'sphilosophicalspecu
lationswith an oil paintingthat datesto 1926 (page10).
Sometimes known as Zwei Kopfe (Two Heads), the
work was originallyexhibitedunderthe title Imaginare
Brucke(ImaginaryBridge).It depictsthe smallfigureof
a babyemergingfromthe openmouthof a manin con
versationwith a woman.
6 1 Notable among these works is Frau und Saturn
(Womanand Saturn, 1922), a self-portrait of Hoch
cradlinga child in her arms with the gloweringface of
Hausmannbehind. On this paintingin particularand,
more generally, on the significance of astrology for
Hoch and her relationshipwith Hausmann,see Ellen
Maurer, "Dadasoph und Dada-Fee: Hannah Hoch
und RaouiHausmann,EineFallstudie,"in DerKampf
der Geschlechter: Der neue Mythos in der Kunst
1850-1930, exh. cat. (Munich: Stadtische Galerie
im Lenbachhaus,1995), pp. 323-328. Regrettably,
Maurer's in-depth analysisof Hoch's paintings was
publishedonlyas this catalogueenteredits finalstages
of preparation;detailedconsiderationof the arguments
contained therein is thus absent here, but I refer the
readerto herJenseitsfesterGrenzen:Dasmalerische
Werkbis 1945(Berlin:Gebr. MannVerlag,1995).
62 See especiallya letter from Elfriede HausmannSchaefferto Hoch, 27 April 1918,Lebenscollage,vol.
1, supra,note 3, pp. 372-375 (10.32).
63 In Lebenscollage,vol. 1, supra, note 3, the por
tions of Hausmann'sletters that referto some of the
most violent of the couple's encounters are often
merelydescribed rather than quoted. See especially
Hausmannto Hoch, 23 March 1918, 27 March 1918,
and 3 June 1918, pp. 351 (10.9),352 (10.11)and 389
(10.38),originalsof whichareaccessiblein the Hannah
Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin. See also
Hausmannto Hoch, 11 July 1917 and 4 June 1918,
pp. 288-290 (9.33)and 389-393 (10.39), for insights
into the couple's complicatedrelationship.Fantasies
about killing Hoch are expressed in Hausmann to
Hoch, 28 September 1917 and 5 February 1918,
pp. 299-301 (9.44)and 341-342 (10.4).
64 Accordingto Hoch, "noneof thesemen were sat
isfiedwith just an ordinarywoman [mit einemLischen
Muller]."But,shecontinued,"neitherwerethey inclined
to abandonthe [conventional]male/masculinemoral
ity towardthe woman.Enlightenedby Freud,in protest
against the older generation . . . they all desired this
'NewWoman'and hergroundbreakingwillto freedom.
But—they moreor lessbrutallyrejectedthe notionthat
they, too, had to adopt new attitudes. . . . This led
to these truly Strindbergiandramas that typified the
privatelivesof these men. Manyvolumeswould have
to be written on the fates of the women in order to get
a complete picture of those times." Horzu Autobio
graphicalNotes,supra,note 4.

NOTES

65 Hausmannrecountedthis in a letterto DorisHahn,
24 January 1965, StaatsbibliothekPreuBischerKulturbesitz,Berlin.
66 Richter, supra, note 38, p. 132; and letter from
Hoch to Richter, 13 December 1965, HannahHoch
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
67 Heinz Ohff, in a short, unpublished text entitled
"Was furs erste nicht erscheinen kann," 3 February
1965 (HeinzOhff Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin)
recallsthat Hoch paintedonly in secret, behind Hausmann's back. The text contains information about
Hochthat Ohffgleanedduringinterviewshe conducted
with the artist in preparationfor his 1965 book (supra,
note 37). Although much of this material provides
importantcluesfor understandingHoch's relationship
with Hausmann,Ohff was neverthelessunwilling to
publishit duringHoch'slifefor fearof embarrassingher.
68 Letterfrom Hausmannto Hoch, 21 August 1915,
Lebenscollage, vol. 1, supra, note 3, pp. 128-1 29
(6.25); and Ohff, supra, note 67. In a letter to Doris
Hahn,3 February1965 (StaatsbibliothekPreuBischer
Kulturbesitz,Berlin,Handschriften-Abteilung),Haus
mann himselfrecountedan incident in which a com
monfriendof the pair,ArthurSegal,took Hausmannto
task for lettingHoch support him.
69 Hdrzu AutobiographicalNotes,supra,note 4.
70 Forty-fiveyearslater,he still recalledthis incident,
which took place at a soiree at Arthur Segal's, with
great bitterness.Seea letterfrom Hausmannto Doris
Hahn,3 February1965, StaatsbibliothekPreuBischer
Kulturbesitz,Berlin,Handschriften-Abteilung.
7 1 The story, first publishedin Lebenscollage,vol. 1, |
supra,note 3, pp. 746-749 (13.81), appearsin English
translationin Lavin,supra,note 8, pp. 216-218.
72 The last decade has seenconsiderableresearch
on the phenomenonof the "New Woman" of Weimar
Germany.I havefound the followinganthologiespar
ticularlyuseful:RenateBridenthal,Atina Grossmann,
and Marion Kaplan, eds., When Biology Became
Destiny: Womenin Weimarand Nazi Germany(New
York:MonthlyReviewPress,1984);Kristinevon Soden
andMarutaSchmidt,eds., NeueFrauen:Diezwanziger
Jahre:BilderLeseBuch(Berlin:ElefantenPress,1988);
and Katharina Sykora, Annette Dorgerloh, Doris
Noell-Rumpeltes,and Ada Raev,eds., DieNeueFrau:
Flerausforderungfur die Bildmedien der Zwanziger
Jahre(Marburg:JonasVerlag,1993).
73 SeeSusanneRouette,"Gleichberechtigungohne
'Rechtauf Arbeit': Demobilmachungder Frauenarbeit
nachdem ErstenWeltkrieg,"in UnteralienUmstanden:
Frauengeschichte(n)in Berlin, ed. Christiane Eifert
and SusanneRouette(Berlin:RotationVerlag,1986),
pp. 159-1 82. Forcontemporaryreactionsto demobi

lization, the unequal pay scale for men and women,
and male intransigencetoward women's rights, see
the references listed in my essay "Hannah Hoch,"
supra,note 51, p. 24 n15, 16.
74 The disappointmentthat liberalwomenfelt in this
regardis evidentevenin generallyupbeatarticlessuch
as ElfeFrobenius,"ParlamentarischeFrauenberufe,"
Neu-Deutschlands
Frauen(February1920), pp. 11-1 3;
and UseHamel,"PolitischeArbeitsgemeinschaften,"
Neu-Deutschlands Frauen (May 1920), pp. 39-40.
For a lengthiertreatment of the subject, see Renate
BridenthalandClaudiaKoonz,"BeyondKinder,Kuche,
Kirche:WeimarWomenin Politicsand Work,"in When
Biology BecameDestiny,supra, note 72, pp. 33-65.
CornelieUsborne,ThePoliticsof the Body in Weimar
Germany:Women'sReproductiveRightsand Duties
(AnnArbor: The Universityof MichiganPress,1992),
qualifiessomewhatthis uniformlynegativeverdict on
Weimar-erafeminism.
75 Hoch recalledwhat it was liketo liveat the height
of the inflationin the /-/orzu AutobiographicalNotes,
supra,note 4. Amongotherthings, she notedthat the
cost of a postcardstamprosefrom sixthousandmarks
on 20 September1923 to two millionmarksjust four
weekslater.
76 Travel diary, Paris, 1924, Lebenscollage,vol. 2
(pt.2), supra,note22, pp. 177-190 (24.37).HereHoch
also recorded the addresses of Theodor Frankel,
LeonceRosenberg,and PabloPicasso,and she men
tions MaxErnst;so it is possiblethat shevisitedor tried
to visit these artists, too. On a loose scrap of paper
stillextantin herestate,Hochmadethe followingnota
tion, probablyalso in referenceto her 1924trip: "April
22 Paris:TzaraSoupaultEluardTh. FraenkelHuidobro
Peret Ribemont-Dessaignes Satie Serner Selavy
[MarcelDuchamp]."It is likelythat shemet theseartists
as well. Theo van Doesburgapparentlyprovidedthe
introductionsin manycases;on his businesscard (still
extantin the HannahHochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,
Berlin),the followinghandwrittenreferenceis inscribed:
"Je vous recommandeMile HannahHoechde Berlin,
une artiste sincere et devouee. Belle Isle. Theo Van
Doesburg."
77 Sabine Lange, "Die Entwurfe Hannah Hochs
zur Anti-Revue,"master's thesis, Albertus-MagnusUniversitat,Cologne,1984.
78 There are many reminiscencesof Schwitters by
Hoch.Amongthe lessaccessiblethat containpertinent
informationare her notes from the interviewthat SFB
conducted with her, supra, note 40; and a Daybook
from 1923, in the Hoch FamilyEstate,which includes
entries that recount the vacation she took with the
Schwitterses and the Arps on the island of Rugenin
that year.
79 Roditi,supra,note 9, p. 29.
80 Brugman supported herself mainly by teaching
foreign languages. Her business card, in the Hoch
FamilyEstate, lists Dutch, French,German,English,
Spanish,Danish,Norwegian,Italian,Russian,Japan
ese, Latin,and Greekas those languagesin which she
gavelessons.
81 B. van Garrel, "Frobelen met een vlijmscherp
lancet,"NieuweRotterdamscheCourant/Handelsblad,
30 September1988, as citedin ChrisRehorst,"Hannah
Hoch und die Niederlande," in Hannah Hoch 18891978,supra,note 3, pp. 51-52.
82 Ohff,supra,note 37, p. 25.
83 Seethe corpus of lettersfrom Brugmanto Hoch,
1926-1 935, in the Archivfur bildendeKunst am GermanischenNationalmuseum,Nuremberg.

84 Letter from Hoch to Grete Konig, 14 October
1926, Hoch Family Estate, as cited in Lavin, supra,
note 8, pp. 188-189.
85 Accordingto Lavin,supra, note 8, pp. 236-237,
this work is titledAuf dem WegzumF. Himmel,which
she hypothesizesis a referenceto "Frauen-Himmel."
Lavindoes not cite the source for this alternativetitle
in her intriguing note; the work itself is dated and
inscribedwith the title "Auf dem Weg zum siebenden
Himmel,"the word siebendenbeingan archaicform of
siebtenor "seventh."
86 See Jula Dech, "Marionette und Modepuppe,
Maskeund Maquillage—Beobachtungenam Frauenbild von Hannah Hoch," in Hannah Hoch: Fotomontagen, Gemalde,Aquarelle,exh. cat. (Tubingen
and Cologne: Kunsthalle Tubingen and DuMont
Buchverlag,1980),pp. 79-94; and Kallos,supra,note
7, pp. 188-196.
87 An illustrationof an adultfemaledoll,verysimilarto
Hoch's but made by the well-known dollmaker Erna
Pinner,was publishedin Die Dame43, no. 15 (1 May
1916), p. 11. Pinner'sdoll was saidin the captionto be
in the collectionof the "Hohenzollern-Kunstgewerbehaus,Berlin,"which was probablythe Kunstgewerbemuseum.Insofaras Hoch made her dolls in the same
year,it is not unlikelythat shewasfamiliarwith Pinner's
doll or the illustrationof it.
88 It is unclear exactly how many and which works
belongto this series. Hoch sent two photomontages
from this groupto the InternationalSalonof Photogra
phy in Philadelphiain 1932: Liebeim Busch (Lovein
the Bush, 1925)(pi.30) and FechtbeineSchmetteriihg
(Fencing-legsButterfly), which is probably the work
now known as Der groRe Schritt (The Large Step,
1931).At her 1934 Brnoexhibitionshe exhibitedthree
works from the series,includingLovein the Bush,one
of the Coquette images,and another photomontage
identifiedonly as "Aus der Sammlung'Liebe.'" Bauerliches Brautpaar (Peasant Wedding Couple, 1931)
(pi. 66) was also in the 1934 Brno exhibition;although
not identified by Hoch as part of the Love series, it
appearsin her handwrittenchecklistfor the exhibition
(Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin)
directly above those photomontagesthat were, and
it may thus be associated with them. Another pho
tomontagewith the title of Liebe(c. 1926)(pi. 55), now
in the collection of Stuttgart's Institut fur Auslandsbeziehungen,was probablypart of this series,as well
as a now-lostwork entitledPlatonischeLiebe(Platonic
Love),from around1930.
89 Onecan onlyspeculateaboutthe meaningsHoch
intendedfor Tamer,but, as PeterBoswellhas pointed
out in conversation,the seal at the lower right is per
hapssignificant.Hoch collageda largesealheadatop
her own body in Lebensbild(LifePortrait,1972-1973)
(pages148-1 49). Thiswas her last majorwork, and it
presentsher lifehistorythroughphotographsof herself
and her friends. If she similarlyidentifiedwith the seal
in Tamer,then the muscled figure above might well
representBrugman.
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98 On these popular manifestations of "primitivism"
see Jill Lloyd, German Expressionism: Primitivism and
Modernity (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1991), pp. 30-31 and 88-91.
90 On the more public manifestations and meanings

99 Joan Weinstein's review of Lloyd's book on primi

of androgyny in Weimar-era Germany, especially as

tivism in Expressionist art (supra, note 98) in Art Bulletin

they relate to Hoch, see Maud Lavin's "Androgyny and

75, no. 1 (March 1993), pp. 183-187,

is especially

107 For detailed information on the source imagery

Spectatorship," in Lavin, supra, note 8, pp. 185-204.

illuminating on the complex ways in which German

of specific works in the series, the reader is referred to

See also Lavin's "Androgynitat und der betrachtende

Expressionism mediated the primitive and the modern.

the annotations that accompany their respective plate

Blick: Zu Hannah Hochs Photomontagen

100 Timothy Bension, Raoul Hausmann and Berlin

illustrations. All references in these annotations to the

Dada (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1987), p. 25.

collections that now house the tribal artifacts used by

WeimarerZeit,"

aus der

trans. Sebastian Wohlfeil, in Hannah

Hoch 1889-1978,

supra, note 3, pp. 146-152;

and

10 1 On this and other aspects of colonialism in the

Hoch in reproductions derive from Valentine A. Plisnier,

and the Weimar Pho

Weimar Republic, see Helmuth Stoecker, ed., German

who generously shared her research with us prior to

tomontages of Hannah Hoch," New German Critique,

Imperialism in Africa: From the Beginnings until the

its publication in her doctoral dissertation,

no. 51 (Fall 1990), pp. 62-86.

Second World War, trans. Bernd Zollner (London: C.

ancestraux extra-europeens

"Androgyny,

Spectatorship,

91 Georg Loewenstein, "Die Herrschaft der Drusen,"

Hurst & Company, 1986).

Die Koralle 2, no. 7 (late October

102 On the Rheinlandsbastarde

541; and Curt Thomalla,

1926), pp. 536-

"Das Drusenratsel:

Die

"Les arts

dans I'imaginaire des

photographes du debut du siecle a nos jours," Univer
controversy,

see

sity of Paris, forthcoming.

Sally Marks, "Black Watch on the Rhine: A Study in

108 The third head, on the far left of the source

geheimnisvolle Wirkung der inneren Sekretion," Uhu,

Propaganda,

photograph, appears in a photomontage that is not a

no. 2 (November 1924), pp. 82-91, 142-143.

Studies Review 13, no. 3 (July 1983), pp. 297-333;

part of the Ethnographic Museum series: Nur nicht mit

92 DieWoche, 2 January 1926, p. 23.

and Reinhard Pommerin, Sterilisierung

beiden Beinen aufder Erde stehen (Never Keep Both

Prejudice and Prurience,"

European
der Rhein

93 David Bathrick, "Boxing as an Icon of Weimar Cul

landsbastarde (Cologne, 1979).

ture, "New German Critique, no. 51 (Fall 1990), p. 123.

103 Ohff, supra, note 37, p. 34. For a description of

109 In differentiating

94 Hoch dated the work 1930 at the lower right, but

the ethnographic museum in Leiden, see Lavin, supra,

I have found particularly helpful Lora Rempel's essay

Feet on the Ground, 1940) (pi. 75).
Hoch's work from Surrealism,

she did so in ballpoint pen, a post-World War II inven

note 8, p. 168.

"The Anti-Body

tion. Insofar as Hoch's postdating is often incorrect, I

104 For one reaction to the reinstallation, see Carl Ein

Woman without Wholeness," in Sexual Artifice: Per
sons, Images, Politics, ed. Ann Kibbey et al. (New York:

in Photomontage:

Hannah Hoch's

think a more likely date is 1928, the year that Carl-

stein, "Das Berliner Volkerkunde-Museum

Theodor Dreyer's La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc pre

der Neuordnung,"

miered. As discussed

pp. 588-592.

1 10 Der Querschnitt, 5, no. 1 (1925), pp. 1-8.

contains many complex allusions to the film. I am grate

105 Exactly when and where Hoch began to work on

1 1 1 For a discussion of Hoch's failure to exhibit her

ful to Antoinette King at the Museum of Modern Art for

this series is unclear, for she dated many, if not all, of

photomontages during this period, as well as an analy

her assistance with conservation issues.

the works years after they were made, usually incor

sis of the complex interplay of public and private con

below, the photomontage

Der Querschnitt

anlasslich

6, no. 2(1926),

New York University Press, 1994), pp. 148-170.

95 It is uncertain when this work received the rather

rectly. Entfuhrung (Abduction ) (pi. 45), for example, is

cerns that may have contributed to this state of affairs,

curious title inscribed at the lower left in ballpoint pen.

dated 1925 in Hoch's shaky handwriting of her later

see Peter Boswell's essay in this volume, pp. 10-1 1.

It was not clearly titled Indische Tanzerin when it was

years, but one of its media sources — the red "berry

1 12 The only known reviews from before 1929 of her

originally exhibited: Hoch noted on a questionnaire that

trees" in the background — dates to November 1926.

paintings or works on paper are an article by Lothar

she filled out for the Museum of Modern Art in 1965

Similarly, Hoch dated Denkmal I (Monument I) (pi. 46) to

Brieger, "Berliner Kunstsommer,"

that the collage had first been shown in Brussels at

1924, but one of its sources — the single female leg —

negatively on Hoch's entries in the November Group

either the first or second Exposition internationale de la

dates to 1928. Sometimes

exhibition of 1925, and an article by Kasper Niehaus,

photographie,

in 1932 or 1933, and then at her 1934

date, either erasing it, as in the case of Mit Mutze (With

'"De Onafhankelijken'

openen de deuren,"

which

Brno exhibition; catalogues to the 1932 Brussels exhi

Cap ) (pi. 42), or crossing it out and adding another, as

comments

on her submissions

to the

Hoch actually altered a

negatively

which comments

bition and the 1934 Brno exhibition titled pieces from

on Die Su8e (The Sweet One) (pi. 50). In fact, only one

1928 group show of the Dutch artists'

the Ethnographic Museum series, including this one,

of the works from the Ethnographic Museum series,

Onafhankelijken; both of these articles are preserved in

generically, so that it is impossible to distinguish which

the now lost Buddha that was reproduced on the invi

the Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin,

of the works were shown; the 1933 Brussels exhibition

tation to Hoch's 1934 Brno exhibition, could have been

but their sources are not identified. See Lebenscollage,

catalogue is of even less help, for it simply lists cata

made as early as mid -1924, when Der Querschnitt

vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra, note 22, pp. 241-242 (25.54) and
326-327 (28.33). Hoch was more frequently and pos

society De

logue numbers. And unlike the two other works to

published

which Indische Tanzerin is closely related in title —

Barabudur that Hoch used as a source. Yet even this

itively reviewed for her textile designs, which had a

Englische Tanzerin (English Dancer, 1928) (pi. 39) and

date is a guess at best, for the work's other media

greater audience because of her job at Ullstein.

Russische Tanzerin (Mein Double) (Russian Dancer

sources have not yet been located. For the moment we

1 13 The Hannah Hoch Archive at the Berlinische

[My Double), 1928) (pi. 40)— the woman depicted here

can be certain only that Hoch began to work intensively

Galerie contains a number of letters and documents

is not actually dancing.

on the Ethnographic Museum photomontages some

that relate to this exhibition, including a handwritten list

96 On Dreyer's filmic work, particularly The Passion of

time during or after 1925, when many of the media

by Hoch that enumerates the eighteen or so works she

Joan of Arc, see Jytte Jensen, ed., Carl Th. Dreyer

sources were first published, but before 1929, when

sent to Stuttgart

(New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1988).

she first exhibited The Sweet One at the Film und Foto

these went with the traveling exhibition. See Lebens

97 For evidence of Hoch's engagement with film in

exhibition in Stuttgart. Although this work is not listed in

collage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra, note 22, pp. 361-362

1928 alone, see Lebenscollage,

vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,

the catalogue to the exhibition, Hoch included it on a

(29.30). For information on the Film und Foto exhibition,

note 22, pp. 323-324 (28.22-28.25, 28.27), 325-326

handwritten checklist of works in the show that she

see Inka Graeve, "Internationale

(28.30-28.31), 328 (28.37), 337-338 (28.50), and 341

dated 1 April 1929; see Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2),

Deutschen Werkbunds Film und Foto," in Stationen der

(28.63). The Hoch Family Estate contains Hoch's 1931

supra, note 22, pp. 361-362 (29.30).

Moderne, supra, note 1, pp. 236-273.

membership card for the Deutsche Liga fur unabhangi-

106 On Flechtheim

gen Film Ortsgruppe Berlin (German League for Inde

Flechtheim: Sammler, Kunsthandler, Verleger, exh. cat.

three Dutch venues are still extant in the Hannah Hoch

a photograph

of a Buddha figure from

and his activities,

see Alfred

in early April 1929. Only eleven of

Ausstellung

des

1 14 Clippings of the many reviews of this show at its

pendent Film, Berlin Branch), an organization dedicated

(Dusseldorf: Kunstmuseum Dusseldorf, 1987), espe

Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin. See Lebenscollage,

to fighting film censorship and the use of film as war

cially the essays by Wilmont Haacke, "Alfred Flechtheim

vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra, note 22, pp. 367-379

propaganda.

und 'Der Querschnitt'"

29.54).

399-401

See Lebenscollage,

vol. 2 (pt. 2), pp.

(30.30) for further information

about this

(pp. 13-19);

and Jill Lloyd,

"Alfred Flechtheim: ein Sammler auOereuropaischer

group and Hoch's opposition to film censorship. On

Kunst" (pp. 33-35).

Ekran, see Lebenscollage , vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 546 (34.47).

schnitt," in Hundert Jahre Ullstein, vol. 2, supra, note
27, pp. 209-255,

Gerhard F. Hering, "Der Quer

provides more detailed information

on Flechtheim's journalistic activities.

(29.40-

79

115 Hochis mentionedin severalreviewsof F/Fo;see,
for example,Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra, note
22, pp. 383-384 (29.62)and 386-387 (29.65).
116 Letter from Franz Roh and Jan Tschichold to
Hoch, 19 July 1929; and Josef Albers to Hoch, 31
October 1929, Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,
note22, pp. 351-352 (29.8)and p. 358(29.16).
117 The catalogue to this important exhibition of
photomontagein Berlinlistsonlythe namesof the exhi
bitors, not the specific works that were shown.
However,a selectionof nineworksfrom this exhibition
traveledto the show Das LlchtblldEssensometimein
July 1931 and were returned to Hoch in eariy Sep
tember 1931. See letter from Baur to Hoch, 23 July
1931; andWolfgangHermannto Hoch, 18 September
1931, Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,note 22, pp.
413-415 (31.13 and 31.17).
118 On Eduardvon der Heydt and his art-collecting
activities,see Eduardvon der Heydt and Wernervon
Rheinhaben,
Aufdem Monte Verlta:Erinnerungenund
Gedankenuber Menschen,Kunst und Polltik(Zurich:
Atlantis Verlag, 1958); and VonMarees bis Picasso:
Meisterwerke aus dem Von der Heydt-Museum
Wuppertal,exh.cat. (Ascona:MuseoComunaledi Arte
Moderne, 1986). Contemporaneoussources about
von der Heydtand his modern,Asian,andtribalart col
lections include Eckart von Sydow, "Die PrimitivenSammlungEduardv. d. Heydt,"Kunstund Kunstler30
(November1931),pp. 44-47; E[ckart]v[on]S[ydow],
"Im Heim des Sammlers:Wie Baron Eduardvon der
HeydtseinegroBartigeSammlungaufgestellthat,"Die
Dame59, no. 19 (June 1932), pp. 10-19; and Alfred
Flechtheim, "Ascona, Lausanne, Winterthur," Der
Querschnitt9,no. 10 (October1929),pp. 726-727.
119 See letters from von der Heydt to Hoch, 4 May
1931 and 11 May 1931, Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2),
supra,note22, pp. 410-41 1 (31.8and31.9).Although
von der Heydt never names the two works he pur
chasedfrom Hoch, one was doubtlessthe 1929 unti
tled photomontage that is now in the Kunst und
GewerbeMuseumin Hamburg.Thiswork prominently
features a photographic fragment of a Cambodian
sculpturethat was then in von der Heydt's collection;
Hochfound the photographin AlfredFlechtheim's Der
Querschnitt essay, supra, note 118. Although Hoch
apparentlyasked 75 DM for each work, she received
100 DM for each from von der Heydt. See the draft
of her letter to von der Heydt, on the verso of von
der Heydtto Hoch,4 May 1931, Lebenscollage,vol. 2
(pt. 2), p. 411 (31.8); and the draft of her letter to
FrantisekKalivoda,on the verso of Kalivodato Hoch,
26 February 1934, in the Hannah Hoch Archive,
BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.I am indebtedto the Hoch
FamilyEstatefor permissionto seethe Kalivodacorre
spondencebeforeit becamepartof the Archivein 1995.

NOTES

120 It is unclear whether Hoch's work was actually
exhibited in Philadelphia;it would appear that it was
not. Hochsenta total of fourphotomontages(twofrom
the Ethnographic Museum series and two from the
Love series)in a packagewith other works by Cesar
Domela-Nieuwenhuis
and RaoulHausmann,who she
proposed might also be included in the show. Curi
ously, Domela-Nieuwenhuis
appearsin the catalogue
to the exhibition,but Hochand Hausmanndo not. See
the correspondence between Philip Youtz of the
PhiladelphiaMuseumand Hoch, 24 Januaryand 22
February1932, Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,
note 22, pp. 449 (32.1) and 464-465 (32.27); and
PhiladelphiaInternationalSalonof Photography, exh.
cat. (Philadelphia:
Pennsylvania
Museumof Art, 1932).
Hoch was invited back in the subsequent year, but
againthe exhibitioncataloguedoes not cite her name.
See the correspondence between Youtz and Hoch,
14 February1933, Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), pp.
479-480 (33.4);and2nd InternationalSalonof Photo
graphy,exh. cat. (Philadelphia:PennsylvaniaMuseum
of Art, 1933).I am indebtedto GinaKaiserand Clarissa
Carnellof the Philadelphia
Museumof Artfor locatingand
sendingme copiesof the 1932 and 1933 catalogues.
12 1 Seethe undatedcorrespondenceregardingthis
exhibitionbetweenClaudeSpaakand E.L.T.Mesens
and Hoch,Lebenscollage,
vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,note22,
pp. 454-455 (32.13);and the catalogueto the Expo
sition internationale de la photographie, exh. cat.
(Brussels:Palaisdes Beaux-Arts,1932), referenced
in Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 467 (32.36).
122 Correspondence concerning this exhibition
includesChristofHertelto Hoch, 15 April, 18 May,and
24 May 1932,Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,note
22, pp. 451-452 (32.5),453 (32.11),and454 (32.12).
123 Hoch saved a piece of the wrapping paper in
which her works were returned. It contains the post
mark 1 June 1932 and the returnaddress"Bauhausin
Dessau."Shewroteon the scrapof paper"46 Arbeiten
zuruck";see Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,note
22, p. 467 (32.34).
124 The photograph of the work is in Hoch's own
photofile,now in the HannahHochArchive,Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.Unfortunately,she did not indicatehere
what the originaltitle was.
125 I am deeply grateful to Ulrike Gauss of the
StuttgarterStaatsgaleriefor callingmy attentionto this.
126 Form letterfrom the Kunstlerladene.V. to Hoch,
28 April 1933, the verso of which contains a partial
draft of Hoch's replyto the Kunstlerladen;seeLebens
collage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,note 22, p. 500 (33.25).
127 Ohff,supra,note 37, p. 7. Seealso Roditi,supra,
note 9, p. 24; and PawelLi§ka,"DerWeg in die innere
Emigration,"in HannahHoch: 1889-1978,supra,note
3, pp. 64-65. Li§kaspeculatesthat a 1932 robberyof
valuable documents from Hoch's apartment in the
RubensstraBewas politically motivated, and corre
spondence from some of Hoch's friends at this time
also seems to intimate as much. See, for example,
ThomasRingto Hoch, 10 June 1933,Lebenscollage,
vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra, note 22, p. 485 (33.12), which
makesreferencenot to a robberybut to the "unpleas
ant visit"that Hochand Brugmanhadin 1932 andasks
somewhatfearfullyif any of his things had beentaken
as well.
128 For example, Gertrud Ring to Hoch, 20 June
1933; Otto and HildegardNebelto Hoch, 22 October
1933; and Thomas Ring to Hoch, 28 October 1933;
Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), supra,note 22, pp. 487489 (33.14), 492 (33.18), and 492-493 (33.19).

129 Thecorrespondencepertainingto this exhibition,
organizedby the architectFrantisekKalivoda,is exten
sive.I am gratefulto the Hoch FamilyEstatefor allow
ing me accessto lettersfrom Kalivodato Hoch before
they becamepart of the HannahHoch Archiveat the
BerlinischeGaleriein 1995, and to LenkaKudelkovaKrcalovaof the MuzeumMesta Brna for sending me
copiesof Hoch's lettersto Kalivoda.
130 WolfgangWillrich,Sauberungdes Kunsttempels:
eine kunstpolitische Kampfschrift zur Gesundung
deutscher Kunst im Geiste nordischer Art (Munich,
Berlin:I. F. Lehmanns,1937).Hoch's paintingJournalisten (Journalists) is illustratedon p. 54, in a montage
of ten works by members of the Novembergruppe.
Willrichdoes not cite Hoch specificallyin his text, but
she is subsumedin the chapter"Ursprungund Verlauf
der roten Kunstverseuchung"(Originsand Develop
mentof the RedContaminationof Art).
131 See Hoch's daybookentriesfor 1937 and 1938,
Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), pp. 575-593 (37.14) and
604-613(38.2).
132 Heinz Kurt Matthiesworked as a merchandiser
for Fritz Schonthal, an entrepreneurwho had built a
successful soldering and welding business in Berlin
prior to his emigrationin 1938. Schonthalhad devel
oped a product, "Gussolit,"essentialto the weldingof
largemachineparts,and it was this that Matthiessuc
cessfullymarketedthroughoutGermany;his lettersto
Hoch are filled with proud referencesto his financial
successesat varioustradefairs.Althoughthe detailsof
Matthies's situation after Schonthal's emigrationare
unclear, it seems that he continued to representthe
product, a position that enabled him to travel exten
sively, even during World War II, when Gussolit was
doubtless in great demand. I am grateful to Ruth
Schonthalfor the informationshe was able to provide
me on this matter in telephoneinterviewsin April and
October 1995, and in her own reminiscencesin the
unpublished manuscript "A Painting Entitled 'Der
Lebensweg'(TheRoadof Life)by HannahHoch."
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26

D/£

KOKETTE

I (The Coquette

PHOTOMONTAGE

I)

1923-1925

WITH COLLAGE

7 5/16X 8 1/16 IN. (18.5 X 20.5 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN.

STUTTGART

At a 1934 exhibitionof her work in Brno, Czechoslovakia,Hoch showed a piece entitled Die Kokette, which she specifi
cally identifiedas part of the Liebe (Love)series,a group of works made during the Weimarera that comment on hetero
sexualand homosexual,as well as platonic,relationships(seeplates27, 30, 55, 61, and 66). TheCoquetteI may well have
been this work, for it portrays a masked New Womanand her bestial admirers:a baby with a dog's head and a dog with
an adult-malehead. Although similarin subject to manyof her Dadaphotomontages,the work differs from Hoch's more
chaotic and cynicalphotomontagesof the earlyWeimarera by virtueof its spare,rectilinearpictorialstructureand its play
ful tone. Here,Hoch's evolvingfriendshipswith Kurt and HelmaSchwitters,HansArp and SophieTaeuber-Arp,and Theo
and Nellyvan Doesburgmaywell havebeen influential,for unlikeRaoulHausmannand the BerlinDadaistswith whom she
had been aligned previously,these artists all possesseda whimsical sense of humor and were very much involvedwith
internationalConstructivism.— MM
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jg?*V If;
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27

DIE KOKETTE II (The Coquette II)
PHOTOMONTAGE

c. 1925

WITH WATERCOLOR

5 Vs X 5 V4 IN. (13 X 13.4 CM)
COLLECTION

PETER CARLBERG,

HOFHEIM,

GERMANY
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28

DER
COLLAGE

TRA UM SEINES

WITH PHOTOGRAPHS

/i6

LEBENS

( The Dream

AND PRINTED

of His Life)

1925

PAPER ON MARBLEIZED

11 13 X 8 Vs IN. (30 X 22.5 CM)
COLLECTION

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART. NEW YORK
ANONYMOUS

EXTENDED

LOAN

PAPER
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wm
BHB

29

MISCHLING

(Half-Caste)

1924

PHOTOMONTAGE
4 Vis X 3 '/« IN. (11 X 8.2 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

Duringthe post-World War I occupation of Germanyby the Allies, Francestationed indigenoustroops from its overseas
territoriesin the Rhineland.The presencethere of black or mixed-raceAfricansand West Indianswas intenselyresented
by manyGermans,and racist propagandabeganto spreadabout 40,000 "black savages"roamingthe Rhinelandat will,
raping the women, infectingthe populationwith all mannerof tropical and venerealdiseases,and—worst of all—father
ing "Mischlingskinder,"or childrenof mixed race. The "Rheinlandsbastarde"(Rhinelandbastard)controversyreachedits
height in 1923, when territorialforces also occupied the Ruhrand PresidentFriedrichEbertdenouncedtheir presenceas
an "injuryto the laws of Europeancivilization."Here, Hoch alludesto this heateddebate by conjoiningthe head of a black
woman to the lipstickedmouth of a white woman and titling the imageMischling,a term then firmly linkedto the so-called
"Black Horror on the Rhine."— MM
As reproducedin Hoch's scrapbook, c.1933, p. 58
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30

L1EBE IM BUSCH (Love in the Bush)
PHOTOMONTAGE

1925

WITH COLLAGE

9 X 8 '/2 IN. (22.8 X 21.6 CM)
COLLECTION

MODERN ART MUSEUM OF FORT WORTH,

MUSEUM PURCHASE,

THE BENJAMIN

J. TILLAR MEMORIAL

TRUST

Like Half-Caste(pi.29), this photomontagedoubtless referencesthe "Rhinelandbastard" controversyof the mid -1920s.
Here,the woman's smilingface and coquettish glancesuggest not only that she enjoysthe embraceshe is receivingbut
that she may haveinitiatedit—a truly radicalstatementat a time when manyGermanswere describingall liaisonsbetween
black men and white Germanwomen as rape. This work is amongthe photomontagesthat belongto the Loveseries(see
pi. 26). — MM

HANNAH HOCH

31

FROLICHE

DAME

(Merry

Woman)

1923

PHOTOMONTAGE
/ie

5 V»X 4 7 IN. (13 X 11.3 CM)
COLLECTION

GREIL AND JENELLE

MARCUS
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KINDER

(Children)

1925

PHOTOMONTAGE
7 "/is X 5 'A IN. (19.5 X 13.3 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN.

STUTTGART

33
DER

MELANCHOLIKER

( The Melancholic)

1925

PHOTOMONTAGE

/a

6 5 X 5 'AIN. (16.8 X 13 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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34
EQUILIBRE
PHOTOMONTAGE

(Balance)

WITH COLLAGE

1925
AND WATERCOLOR

12 X 8 IN. (30.5 X 20.3 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN.

STUTTGART

The original title of this colorful photomontage was Amerika balanciert die Europa (America Balancing Europe) but, for
reasonsunknown, Hoch later renamedit. The themes of balanceand aerialsuspensionrecur throughout Hoch's photo
montages from the 1910s through the 1930s in such works as Cut with the Kitchen Knife (pi. 1), From Above (pi. 38),
Seven-LeagueBoots (pi.71), and NeverKeep Both Feeton the Ground (pi.75). The title of this piece may also referto the
mixing of genderswithin its montagedfigures, anothercommon theme in Hoch's work. — MM
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35
DIE SANGERIN
PHOTOMONTAGE

(The Singer)

1926

WITH COLLAGE

10 <Vi6X 11 IN. (27.5 X 28 CM)
COURTESY

GALERIE

BERINSON.

BERLIN

If the date inscribedat the lower right of this photomontageis correct, Hoch made TheSinger in the year she begana les
bian relationshipwith the Dutch writer Til Brugman. Brugman had been involvedwith another woman, a singer named
SiennaMasthoff, immediatelyprior to meeting Hoch. Hoch's rather unflatteringportrait of a femalevocalist with a male
head may alludeto her. — MM

f
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36
J. B. UND SE1N ENGEL
PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

(J. B. and His Angel)

WITH COLLAGE

1925

ON CARDBOARD

9 7 X 7 <Vi6IN. (24 X 19.8 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

The identity of the "J. B." mentioned in the title of this photomontage remains uncertain, but it may well have been
Johannes Baader, who, in a text published in the 1920 Dada Almanach entitled "An Explanationof Club Dada," had
written: "Die Menschensind Engelund leben in Himmel"(Peopleare angelsand live in heaven).The mediasourcefor the
"angel" flying above J. B.'s disembodied head was a photographic reproduction of a wooden bowl from Hawaii (now in
the BritishMuseum)that rests on three handstandingfigurines,one of which forms the angel's body. Hoch usedthe same
figurinein a 1931collageoriginallyentitledFechtbeineSchmetterling(Fencing-LegsButterfly)but now knownas DergroBe
Schritt (TheLarge Step) (not illustrated).— MM
Der Querschnitt5, no. 6 (June 1925),betweenpp. 488 and 489

BERLIN
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37
DAME MIT FACHER (Chinese Girl with Fan)
PHOTOMONTAGE

1926

WITH COLLAGE

11 X 8 IN. (27.9 X 20.3 CM)
COLLECTION

LOUISE ROSENFIELD

NOUN, DES MOINES, IOWA

VON OBEN

(From

PHOTOMONTAGE
/.X

12 !
COLLECTION

Above)

1926-1927

WITH COLLAGE

8 5/sIN. (31.4 X 21.9 CM)

LOUISE ROSENFIELD

NOUN, DES MOINES, IOWA
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MIAMI

nach

der

Ka

Previouslydated to around 1925, this photomontage, in fact, dates at the earliestto 1926-1927. Die Koralle, Ullstein's
equivalentof NationalGeographic,provided Hoch with three of her sourcesfor the work: a photograph of a pigeon was
used for the leg of the bug-bird perched atop the "pipe" at the lower left, while a page illustratingthe biology of the black
water beetlelent the imageryfor the creature's body; the ant that straddlesthe two land massesat the lower right derived
from a page depictingvarioustypes of grasshoppersand ants. What appearsin the photomontageto be a massive,seg
mented pipe or cannon is actuallya smokestack,while the two land massesat the lower right were originallyreproduced
in an articlethat detailedthe damagedone to the city of Miamiby a hurricane.The work was first exhibitedat the Filmund
Foto exhibitionof 1929 and was later shown in Hoch's 1934 exhibitionin Brno, Czechoslovakia,from which its organizer,
FrantisekKalivoda,purchasedthe piece. The work sometimeshas been known as Two ChildrenAbove the City. — MM
Die Koralle2, no.3 (late June 1926), p. 185
Die Koralle2, no. 3 (late June 1926), p. 229
Der Querschnitt6, no. 8 (August1926),betweenpp.584 and 585
BIZ 35, no. 46 (14 November1926), p. 1517
Die Koralle3, no.8 (late November1927), p. 443

ENGL/SCHE

TANZER1N (English Dancer )

1928

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

9 5 X 7 Vi6IN. (23.7 X 18 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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RUSSISCHE

TANZERIN

(MEIN

THE INTERWAR PERIOD

DOUBLE)

(Russian

Dancer

[My Double])

1928

PHOTOMONTAGE
12X8 Vt IN. (30.5 X 22.5 CM)
HERZOG
(JOINT PROPERTY

ANTON ULRICH-MUSEUM.

OF BRAUNSCHWEIGISCHER

BRUNSWICK,

VEREINIGTER

GERMANY

KLOSTER-

UND STUDIENFONDS)
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DER SIEGER (The Victor)

I

1927

PHOTOMONTAGE
8'/iX7
COLLECTION

GALLERIA

NAZIONALE

'/i6 IN. (22.5 X 18 CM)
D'ARTE

MODERNA

E CONTEMPORANEA,

ROME
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MIT MUTZE (AUS E1NEM ETHNOGRAPHISCHEN
MUSEUM IX)
(With Cap [From an Ethnographic Museum IX]) 1924
PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

WITH COLLAGE

AND INK ON CARDBOARD

10 13 X 6 '/> IN. (27.5 X 15.5 CM)
COLLECTION
MODERNE

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

KUNST, PHOTO GRAPH IE UND ARCHITEKTUR,

FUR
BERLIN

43
HORNER (AUS EINEM ETHNOGRAPHISCHEN
PHOTOMONTAGE

MUSEUM X) (Horns [From an Ethnographic
WITH COLLAGE

Museum X])

1924

ON CARDBOARD

7 "/16 X 4 y%IN. (19.5 X 12.4 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPH

IE UND ARCHITEKTUR,

Hoch produced her EthnographicMuseumseries, a group of some seventeenworks, in the mid- to late-1920s. Each
features photographicfragmentsof non-Europeansculpture combined with partial imagesof humanfigures.The hybrid
creatures that result are usually framed within rectangles or squares or sit on forms suggesting pedestals. In both
compositionalformat and title, then, the seriesmakesreferenceto the ethnographicmuseumas such, and particularlyto
the way in which it categorized and displayed tribal artifacts. With Cap and Horns are unusual in that they portray
unambiguouslymalefigures, in contrast to most of the other works in the series,which depict females.Although both of
these pieces are signed with Hoch's initials and dated either "24" or "1924" at the lower right, the pencil inscription on
With Cap bears traces of erasure marks where another date evidentlyonce had been. Moreover,the source image for
both—a photographic reproduction of a mask from Nigeria—came from a 1925 issue of Der Querschnitt. Hoch cut the
photograph in half horizontallyand used the top portion in Horns and the bottom portion in With Cap. — MM
Der Querschnitt5, no.1 (January1925), betweenpp.8 and 9

BERLIN
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44
TRAUER (Sadness), from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
PHOTOMONTAGE

/i6

Museum (From an Ethnographic

Museum )

1925

WITH COLLAGE

6 15 X4 1/2IN. (17.6 X 11.5 CM)
COLLECTION

STAATLICHE

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN, KUPFERSTICHKABINETT

Two of the source imagesfor this work derive from a single issue of Der Querschnitt a photo
graph of a young tatooed woman from Borneo and an image of three carved-ivory sculpture
headsfrom the former Congo, of the type typicallyused as pendants.The "Borneo Beauty"pro
vides the legs of the composite figure in Sadness,while the top portion of the middle ivory pen
dant servesas its head. Hoch used the two remainingpendantsin NeverKeep Both Feet on the
Ground(pi.75) and a 1930 untitledwork from the EthnographicMuseumseries(page137). None
of the other media sources for Sadness have been located, but the pendulous breasts with
upheld arms and hands were components of a carved wooden stool, then in the Museumfur
Volkerkundein Berlin.— MM
Der Querschnitt5, no.1 (January1925), betweenpp. 18 and 19
Der Querschnitt5, no.1 (January1925), betweenpp.40 and 41
As reproducedin Eckartvon Sydow, Kunst und Religionder Naturvolker,1926
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45
ENTFUHRUNG

(Abduction ), from the series Aus einem ethnographischen

Museum (From an Ethnographic

Museum )

1925

PHOTOMONTAGE

J/iX8

8
COLLECTION

"/i# IN. (21.3 X 22 CM)

STA ATLICHE

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN. KUPFERSTICHKABINETT

AlthoughAbductionis dated 1925 below Hoch's initialsat the lowerright, one of its photographicsources—the red "trees"
in the background—was first publishedin an article on cures for malariain Die Korallein 1926. Hoch used the bright red
berriesof the source photographto enliventhe otherwisemuted tones that dominatethis photomontage.Anotherphoto
graphicsource—a reproductionof a wood sculpturefrom what was then the Congo—was publishedin at leasttwo differ
ent Ullsteinmagazinesin the mid-1920s. Hochgot both the imageand, evidently,the title of her photomontagefrom a 1924
issueof BIZ, where the sculpturewas illustratedand captioned "Raub der Jungfrauen"(Abductionof the Virgins).— MM
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BIZ 33, no. 38 (21 September1924),p.1095
Die Koralle2, no. 8 (late November1926),p. 622
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46
DENKMAL

I (Monument I), from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
PHOTOMONTAGE

Museum (From an Ethnographic

WITH WATERCOLOR

Museum)

1924

ON PAPER

7 "/is X 6 VsIN. (19.6 X 15.5 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

BERLIN

MonumentI is usuallydated to 1924, but the left leg of its figure derivesfrom a 1928 BIZ photo
graph of actress LilianHarveyand friends at the beach. (Thesourcefor the figure's other "leg"—
as yet unlocated—is an upended reproduction of a bent female arm and hand.)The head was
snippedfrom a photographof a maskfrom Gabon(now in the BarnesFoundation)whilethe torso
and arm derivefrom a reproductionof a stone statueof a Thebangoddess.By preciselytrimming
and fitting thesevariousbody parts together,Hoch createdan illusionof cohesivewholenessthat
is nonethelessimmediatelysubverted by the variouslycolored component paper scraps. The
eerie,hybridfigurein this way functions,likethe otherfiguresin the EthnographicMuseumseries,
as a psychologicalirritantof the first order. — MM
Der Querschnitt4, nos. 2-3 (Summer1924), betweenpp.120 and 121
Der Querschnitt5, no.1 (January1925), betweenpp.64 and 65
BIZ 37, no.30 (22 July 1928), p. 1259

/i«
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47
FREMDE

SCHONHEIT

(Strange

Beauty),

from

the series Aus einem
PHOTOMONTAGE

ethnographischen

Museum

WITH WATERCOLOR

4 7 X 8 IN. (11.3 X 20.3 CM)
COLLECTION

JEAN-PAUL

KAHN, PARIS

(From

an Ethnographic

Museum)

1929
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48
DENKMAL II: EITELKEIT

( Monument II: Vanity), from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
PHOTOMONTAGE

/ie

10 3
GERMANISCHES

NATIONALMUSEUM,

Museum (From an Ethnographic

WITH COLLAGE

X 6 »/isIN. (25.8 X 16.7 CM)
NUREMBERG

(ON LOAN FROM PRIVATE

COLLECTION)

Hoch scratched out the original date at the lower right of the image, replacing it with her initials, the title DenkmalII:
Eitelkeit,and the year "26." Yet one of her sourcesfor this photomontage—an elaborateheaddressand maskof an African
medicineman—seemsto havefirst appearedin a 1930 issueof the UllsteinperiodicalUhu. It is unlikelythat MonumentII
predatesthis publication.The subtitle "Vanity"aptly describesthe demeanorof this haughtyhybrid creaturewith female
legs, who seemsto peer over her shoulderwith disdainfrom her elevatedperch on a gray pedestal.— MM
Uhu 6, no. 9 (June 1930), p. 56

Museum)

1926

/i6
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49
AUS DER SAMMLUNG AUS EINEM ETHNOGRAPHISCHEN

MUSEUM ( From the Collection of an Ethnographic

PHOTOMONTAGE
19 5

Museum)

WITH COLLAGE

X 12 1V16IN. (49 X 32.5 CM)

ON LOAN FROM THE FEDERAL

REPUBLIC

OF GERMANY

Hoch fashionedthe head of this hybrid femalefigure from a photograph of an ancestralfigure from New Guinea.Now in
the Museede I'Homme,Paris,the object was then in the collectionof Alfred Flechtheim,who publishedit in a 1926 issue
of his magazine,Der Querschnitt.Hoch may, in fact, have been familiarwith the work itself, for Flechtheimdisplayedhis
collection of artifacts from New Guineain an exhibitionat his gallery in May 1926, just before Hoch left on the trip to the
Netherlandswhere she would meet Til Brugman.— MM
Der Querschnitt6, no.9 (September1926), betweenpp. 688 and 689

1929
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50

DIE SUflE (The Sweet One), from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
PHOTOMONTAGE

Museum (From an Ethnographic

Museum )

c. 1926

WITH WATERCOLOR

11 "At X 6 i/s IN. (30 X 15.5 CM)
MUSEUM FOLKWANG

ESSEN. PHOTOGRAPHY

COLLECTION

A handwrittennote by Hoch on the back of a photographof TheSweetOne, in the HannahHochArchiveat the Berlinische
Galerie,indicatesthat she dated this work during the war. Another photographin the Archivebearsthe date 1930, which
Hoch crossed out with the accompanyingexplanation:"is much earlier,before the Hollandtravels,that is, before 1926."
Hoch's confusion about when she made TheSweet One can be seen on the work itself, where she similarlycrossed out
the date "30" at the lower right and replacedit with "urn 1926." Insofaras the brilliantlycolored backgroundof this photo
montageis similarto that used in Balance(pi.34), which is dated to 1925, and its source imagesdate to 1924 and 1925,
Hoch probably did indeed make the work sometime in the mid-1920s. She fashioned the head from a photograph of
a mask from the former French Congo (now in the Musee de I'Homme, Paris) and the body from an idol figure of the
Bushongotribe. — MM
Der Querschnitt4, nos. 2-3 (Summer1924), betweenpp.136 and 137
Der Querschnitt5, no. 1 (January1925), betweenpp. 8 and 9
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51
MUTTER (Mother), from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
PHOTOMONTAGE
/<

Museum (From an Ethnographic

Museum)

WITH WATERCOLOR

16 Vs X 13 3 IN. (41 X 35 CM)
COLLECTION

MUSEE NATIONAL

D'ART MODERNE,

CENTRE GEORGES

POMPIDOU.

Oneof the mediasourcesfor Mother was a reproductionof a dancemask madeby the NorthwestCoast KwakiutlIndians,
an object Hoch may haveseen in the collectionof Berlin's Museumfur Volkerkunde.She collagedthis mask atop a repro
duction of a pregnant proletarian woman whom John Heartfield had photographed in his studio. Heartfield used this
woman's imagein his work at leasttwice, most notably in a photomontagehe publishedin Arbeiter lllustrierteZeitung—
Zwangslielerantinvon Menschenmaterial
Nur Mut! Der StaatbrauchtArbeitsloseund Soldaten!(ForcedSupplierof Human
AmmunitionTakeCourage!TheState NeedsUnemployedand Soldiers!)—which showsthe woman in the foregroundand
a fallen soldier behind. Hoch probably used theAIZ photomontageas the source for her mother, eliminatingHeartfield's
prescriptivetitle as well as the woman's swollen belly and creating a powerful image of exhausted maternity merely by
focusing on the figure's drooping shouldersand mouth. The brilliantstriped backing paper of Mother is similarto papers
used in Liebe (pi.55) and Marlene(pi.57), photomontagesthat also date to around 1930. — MM
Der Querschnitt5, no. 2 (February1925), betweenpp.168 and 169
Arbeiter lllustrierteZeitung 9, no.10 (1930),p. 183

PARIS (1967)
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52

DER HEILIGE

BERG (A US EINEM ETHNOGRAPHISCHEN

MUSEUM XII) (The Holy Mountain [From an Ethnographic

PHOTOMONTAGE

/s

ON WRAPPING

Museum XII])

1927

PAPER

13 VaX 8 7 IN. (33.7 X 22.5 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPH

IE UND ARCHITEKTUR,

BERLIN

LikeIndianDancer (pi.53), TheHoly Mountain has a cinematicreference,specificallyto the 1926 film DerheiligeBerg—a
melodramatictale of two men who die atop a mountainwhiletrying to provetheir lovefor a fickle dancer(LeniRiefenstahl).
Contemporariesmay well have associatedthis film (and especiallyits ending, in which the bodies of the two friends are
broughtdown from the mountainin a torchlight procession)with Hoch's photomontageof the samename,which features
two ghostly male figures, their eyes seeminglyshut as they hover above an inky black "ground" illuminedby an indeter
minateglow of light. Hoch used fragmentsof photographsof two sculpted Asian headsfor the faces here.— MM
DerQuerschnitt5, no.6 (June 1925),between pp.504 and 505
Der Querschnitt5, no. 6 (June 1925),betweenpp. 504 and 505
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53
INDISCHE

TANZERIN: AUS EINEM ETHNOGRAPHISCHEN
PHOTOMONTAGE

/s

MUSEUM (Indian Dancer: From an Ethnographic

Museum)

WITH COLLAGE

10 V»X 8 7 IN. (25.7 X 22.4 CM)
COLLECTION

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART. NEW YORK
FRANCES

KEECH FUND

Insofaras Hoch used ballpointpen (a post-World War II invention)to inscribe"30" at the lower right of IndianDancer,the
dating of this photomontage is questionable. It may, in fact, date to as early as 1928, the year Carl-Theodor Dreyer
releasedhis Passionof Joan of Arc, an enormouslypopularsilentfilm whose star, Renee(Maria)Falconetti,providedHoch
with the central imageof her photomontage.Although Hoch's media source has not yet been located, the photograph
used for this collagewas a still from the film. The gray tiara, here decoratedwith knife-and-spooncut-outs, referencesa
momentin the film whenJoan of Arc fashionsa crown for herselfof plaitedstraw. Hoch superposeda fragmentof a photo
graph of a dance maskfrom the Bekomtribe of Cameroonatop Falconetti'sface. — MM
Der Querschnitt5, no.2 (February1925), betweenpp. 168 and 169

1930
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54
ZERBROCHEN
PHOTOMONTAGE

(Shattered)

1925

ON JAPAN PAPER

8 '/! X 6 'A IN. (21.5 X 15.8 CM)
COLLECTION
MUSEUM PURCHASE

THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, HOUSTON

WITH FUNDS PROVIDED

BY THE BROWN FOUNDATION

ACCESSIONS

ENDOWMENT

FUND
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55
LIEBE(Love)
PHOTOMONTAGE

/s

c. 1926
WITH COLLAGE

5 Vi X 10 5 IN. (13 X 27 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

The mass-mediasourcefor both Shattered(pi.54) and Liebewas the periodicalDie Woche,which, on a singlepage of its
December1930 issue, reproducedthe heads of four dolls and captioned them "Vier PuppenunsererZeit" (Fourdolls of
our times). Overlappedfive times, the doll's head at the lower left of the page is the source of Shattered, while the head
at the upper left was a source for Love and for another photomontage,DerMeister (TheMaster, 1926) (not illustrated).
Although usuallydated to the mid-1920s, these works almost certainlycould not have been made before 1930. — MM
Die Woche32, no. 49 (December1930), p.1459
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56
MODENSCHA

U (Fashion Show)

1925-193

5

PHOTOMONTAGE
10 13 X 9 '/16IN. (27.5 X 23 CM)
PRIVATE

COLLECTION,

BERLIN

Hoch used a reproduction of Botticelli's Birth of Venusfor the head of the "model" on the left. For centuries upheld as a
classicalidealof femalebeauty,the RenaissanceVenusis here disfiguredin part by the eye of a modernwomanthat Hoch
collagedonto her face. GeorgeGroszalso once defaceda reproductionof a Botticellipainting:to demonstratehis oppo
sition to the notionof "the masterpiece"at the 1920 DadaFair,he exhibitedan illustrationof Botticelli'sPrimaverathat had
been demonstrativelycrossed out. Hoch, by contrast, seems not to be questioningthe canon of art history so much as
receivednotions of beauty in this grotesquefashionshow of fractured femininity.— MM

/i6
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57
MARLENE
PHOTOMONTAGE
14 7

1930

WITH WATERCOLOR

X 9 Vi IN. (36.7 X 24.2 CM)

COLLECTION

DAKIS JOANNOU.

ATHENS

Together with TheHoly Mountain (pi. 52) and Indian Dancer (pi. 53), Marlene belongs to a group of works dating to the
late 1920s and early 1930s that referencefilms or film stars. Hoch was especiallyengagedwith the cinema around this
time, joining a numberof Dutch and Germanfilm organizationsand evenwriting essayson film and film censorship.Her
allusionhere is to MarleneDietrich,who played the leadingfemale role in Josef von Sternberg's TheBlue Angel 'm1930
and subsequentlybecame an icon of Weimar-eraGermany's sexuallyliberated woman. This photomontage is techni
cally relatedto at leastthree other works from the period: Mother (pi.51) and Love (pi.55), both of which include brightly
striped papers of coral pink, peach, and gray like that which servesas the background here; and Keuschheit(Modesty,
c. 1930) (not illustrated),which featuresa photographicfragment of drooping brancheslike the one besidethe pedestal
in Marlene.— MM

IN DER

WUSTE

(In the Wilderness)

PHOTOMONTAGE

1927-1929

WITH WATERCOLOR

9 >Vi6X 10 !/s IN. (25 X 25.7 CM)
PRIVATE

COLLECTION,

GERMANY
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59
WAS MUSSEN DAS FUR BAUME SEIN . . . (What Kind of Trees are These.. .)
PHOTOMONTAGE
/s

c. 1930

WITH COLLAGE

13 "/i6 X 10 7 IN. (34.8 X 27.6 CM)
COLLECTION

STA ATLICHE

KUNSTHALLE

KARLSRUHE

The inscription on the back of this work, "Was mussen das fur Baume sein—wo die grossen—Elefanten spazieren
gehen—ohnesich zu stossen"(Whatkind of trees are thesewherethe great elephantsstrollwithout bumpingthemselves),
is a variationon a phraseused by Hoch's former colleagueJohannesBaaderin his essay"Kritik des Dadaismus"(Critique
of Dadaism):"Wie mussendie Baumesein, auf denen Elefantenspazierengehen?"(Whatmust the trees be like on which
the elephantsstroll?).The work also containsthe inscription"Zigarren—Zigarren"(cigars,cigars)and a dedicationto Kurt
Schwitters, whose tone poem "Zigarren" (1921) consists of repetitions of that word. The elephant here derives from a
photographicreproductionof a toy made of glazedclay, originallyillustratedin an article on antiquetoys. — MM
Die Koralle6, no.9 (December1930), p. 393
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60

D O MPT EUSE (Tamer)
PHOTOMONTAGE

c. 1930

WITH COLLAGE

14 X 10 '/< IN. (35.5 X 26 CM)
COLLECTION

KUNSTHAUS

ZURICH

This work may addressdifficultiesHoch experiencedin her long-termlesbianrelationshipwith the Dutch poet Til Brugman,
which lastedfrom 1926 to 1935. In later reminiscences,Hoch expressedmixedfeelingsabout the couple's time together,
recallingit, on the one hand, as the happiest time of her life but also complainingof Brugman's suffocating possessiveness. The seal under the tamer's watchful gaze may representHoch, who superimposeda seal's head over her own in
her 1972-1973 Life Portrait (pages 148-149). — MM
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61

LIEBE

(Love)

1931

PHOTOMONTAGE
8 V*X 8 '/uIN.
COLLECTION

NATIONAL

(21.0 X 21.8 CM)

GALLERY

OF AUSTRALIA,

CANBERRA

As part of the Loveseries(see pi.26), this photomontagefocuseson the underbellyof humanrelationships—in this case,
a homosexualliaison.The pair of bug-headed,winged legsthat hoversabovethe drowsy, recumbentfemalenude imparts
an unminstakablyominoustone to the scene.As with Tamer(pi.60), this work may alludeto tensionsHoch felt in her rela
tionship with Til Brugman.— MM
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62

DIE STARKEN MANNER (The Strong Men)
PHOTOMONTAGE

/s
/i6

95 X5s
COLLECTION

193 1

WITH WATERCOLOR
IN. (24.5 X 13.5 CM)

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

Hoch's media source here was a photographic reproduction of the championshipboxer Max Schmeling,who was lion
ized during the Weimarera by the culturaland intellectualavant-gardeof Germany.The Dadaists,in particular,valorized
the pugnacioussport of boxing, viewingit as the athletic counterpartto their own assaulton traditionalbourgeoisculture.
By replacingSchmeling'sfeatureswith bits of collaged paper and superimposingatop his chest a half-male,half-female
face that seems to puzzleover the boxer's machismopose, Hoch privilegesandrogynyand the blurring of rigid gender
roles over traditional male-femalestereotypes.— MM
DerQuerschnitt6, no.12 (December1926), between pp.966 and 967
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63
FLUCHT (Flight)

1931

PHOTOMONTAGE
9 V\6X 7 'A IN. (23 X 18.4 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

The date of this work is questionable.Although it is clearlysigned with Hoch's initialsand dated "31" at the bottom right,
just below the lower-left edge of the imagethere are traces of another date ("29") that has been crossed out. The only
source photographthat has been discoveredis of little help here, for it appearedsome yearsearlier.(Theantiquateddiv
ing suit evidentlyfascinatedHoch, for she usedthe lower half of it in Flightand includeda rearview, publishedin the same
issue of Die Koralle,in her scrapbook.)The style of the work is not especiallyrevealing,either, since it is similarto that of
other works from the late 1920s and early 1930s. But the resemblancehere of the wing-headed pursuerto Adolf Hitler
and of the upraisedbird's wing to the Nazisalutesuggeststhat this photomontagewas perhapsmadeafter the 1930elec
tions, when the National Socialist Party made astonishing gains at the local, state, and national levels.As an erstwhile
Communistsympathizerinvolvedin a lesbianrelationshipin 1931, Hoch maywell havebeen motivatedby the new promi
nenceof the Nazisto comment on Hitler's politics of exclusion.— MM
Die Koralle 1, no.1 (May 1925), p. 25

8 Vu X 4 1/8IN. (20.5 X 10.5 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

BERLIN
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65
DER KLEIN EP (The Small P)

1931

PHOTOMONTAGE
8/i6

17 n
COLLECTION

X 12 y IN. (45 X 32 CM)
STA ATSG ALERIE

STUTTGART

A composite imageof an adult male and a bawling baby, this photomontage has been known for years as TheSmall P,
basedon the inscriptionat the lower right of the image.Yet, as Hoch noted somewhatenigmaticallyon the back of a pho
tograph of the work, now in the HannahHoch Archiveat the BerlinischeGalerie,this nonsensicaltitle was not the original
one. "Der kleinePg" had been inscribedearlier,just belowthe "H.H." that is now at the lowerleft, on a pieceof paper Hoch
subsequentlyremoved.When the collage is held in a raking light, this unmistakablereferenceto a "Parteigenosse,"or
memberof the NationalSocialistParty,is still evidentin the form of indentationsin the backing page that were created by
the pressurefrom the artist's pen or pencil.The exact position of the now-missingscrap of paper is also evidentfrom the
discolorationof the areasover which it was originallyglued. Fearfulof retributionfor her unflatteringportrait of a Nazias
an infantilemalcontent,Hoch probably retitled the photomontagesometimeduring the Third Reich.— MM
As reproducedin Hoch's scrapbook, c. 1933, p. 109
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66
BAUERLICHES

BRAUTPAAR
PHOTOMONTAGE

(Peasant Wedding Couple)

1931

WITH COLLAGE

8 >AX 8 Vi IN. (21 X 21 CM)
COURTESY

GALERIE

BERINSON,

BERLIN

Although Hoch neverexplicitlyindicatedthat this photomontagebelongedto the Loveseriesshe produced sproradically
throughout the Weimarera (see pi. 26), Ein Liebespaarauf dem Lande (A Couple in the Country), as this work was first
known, was listed directly above three other pieces from the series on the checklist to her 1934 Brno exhibition. The
subject furthermorefits the profile of other works in the series, which, as a whole, problematizesromance. Here, Hoch
addressesthe relationshipof a ruralcouple of the type valorizedby the Nazis:one wearsthe boots of a storm trooper while
the other sports the blond braids then associatedwith the pervasiveBlut und Boden (blood and soil) rhetoric of National
Socialism. By endowing this stereotypically Aryan wedding couple with the heads of a black man and an ape, Hoch
ridiculedthe racist notion that the Nordic, Aryan race was purest amidst the peasantryof Germany,while simultaneously
betrayingthe extent to which she had internalizedit. Indeed, her suggestion here that the Germanrace "degenerates"
through the intermarriageof Nazito Nazifunctions only at the expenseof people of Color.— MM

i
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67
DIE BRAUT (The Bride) c. 1933
PHOTOMONTAGE
7'/«X7
COLLECTION

WITH COLLAGE

y. IN. (20 X 19.7 CM)

THOMAS WALTHER,

NEW YORK
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68
DIE EWIGEN SCHUHPLATTLER
PHOTOMONTAGE

(The Eternal Folk Dancers)

1933

WITH WATERCOLOR

9 <Vi6X 10 1/4IN. (25.2 X 26 CM)
COLLECTION

THOMAS WALTHER,

NEW YORK

The "Schuhplattler"is a fast-paced Bavarianfolk dance in which thighs, knees, and heelsare slapped. It was especially
popularduringthe NationalSocialistera, whenfolk traditionsof all kindswere celebratedas part of Germany'sindigenous
nationalheritage.Insofaras this work dates to 1933, the year of the Naziassumptionto power, it is perhaps not surpris
ing that Hoch made these open-mouthed dancers look like ridiculous buffoons, an effect achievedin part by the gross
mismatchingin color and scale of the figures' various body parts. In this, the work representsa departure from Hoch's
work of the late Weimar era—in which she constructed figures from similarly-scaledfragments of photographic repro
ductions—and a return to her aestheticstrategy of the Dadayears.— MM
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69
RESIGNATION

c. 1930

PHOTOMONTAGE
10 VaX 8 V*IN. (26 X 21 CM)
COLLECTION

STAATLICHE

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN. KUPFERSTICHKABINETT

In the shaky handwritingof her later years, Hoch titled this work and dated it to 1938 on the mat at the lower left. Yet the
verso of Resignationbearsa note in her hand stating that this photomontagewas shown at her 1934 Brno exhibition.No
work of this title appearson the checklist for that show, but Resignationmay well havebeen one of three untitled photo
montageslistedthere. The melancholicmood of the work derivesfrom its predominantgray-greentonalityas well as from
its central imageof a homelyyet remarkablyexpressivebeast (in actuality,a rhinocerosturned on its head)who gazesat
us plaintivelyabove the curved fingers of a hand that seems beseechingin its gesture. It is of note that Hoch's media
source for these fingers may well have been hands folded in prayer. Perhapsthe assumption to power of the National
Socialistsin 1933 motivatedthe artist to expressher sadnessabout Germany'snew politics. She once noted on the back
of a photograph of this work that it was one of a pair; its now-lost pendant, fashionedfrom a photograph of a turtle, was
called Grausamkeit{Cruelty).— MM
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AUF DEM WEG ZUM SIEBENDEN

HIMMEL (On the Way to Seventh Heaven)

PHOTOMONTAGE
14 Vi X 10 IN. (36.8 X 25.4 CM)
COURTESY

BARRY FRIEDMAN

LTD., NEW YORK

1934
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SIEBENMEILENSTIEFEL

(Seven-League Boots)

1934

PHOTOMONTAGE
9X12
COLLECTION

"/i6 IN. (22.9 X 32.2 CM)

HAMBURGER
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DER UNFALL (The Accident)

1936

PHOTOMONTAGE
12 X 10 1/2IN. (30.5 X 26.7 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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SEESCHLANGE

(Sea Serpent)

1937

PHOTOMONTAGE
8 3/4X 10 IN. (22.2 X 25.4 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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FUR EIN FEST GEMACHT

( Made for a Party)

i 936

PHOTOMONTAGE
14 y.6 X 7 "At IN. (36 X 19.8 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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CRROIVN IRNCHNER
HANNAH HOCH was an active artist from 1915 through the

Although the demise of Berlin Dada is usually located in about 1922,

early 1970s; yet, at her death in 1978, she was still best

its spirit and adherents remained integral forces in the life of Berlin until

known as the only woman associated with the stridently

the end of the Weimar Republic in 1933; and Hoch's art of the period,

macho group that was Berlin Dada. Even as the larger

despite her absence from Berlin in the late 1920s, shows a keen aware-

body of her work became gradually

1

recognized

in post-

ness of its social, political, and cultural dramas. It is thus neither illogi-

World War II Germany, the quirky appeal of her image as

cal nor surprising that critical and popular reaction to Hoch's work

little Hannah Hoch, "ephebic" recruit in Berlin's otherwise

has largely annexed the photomontages from the whole of the Weimar

all-male Club Dada, tended to push aside the solid, some-

period and the two or three years following to their directly antecedent

times dazzling accomplishments

Dada predecessors.This segment of her career has receivedconsider-

of her later career.

The boldtype heading of Hoch's obituary in the June 9, 1978, issue able attention, whereas the entirety of her much varied output during
of Hamburg's newspaper, Die Zeit— "Zum Tod von Hanna Hoch:

—
2

nearly four decades that succeeded has been largely ignored or dis-

Bubikopfmuse im Mannerclub" (On the Death of Hannah Hoch: Bob-

missivelyreferredto as her "late period." This essay will concentrate on

haired Muse of the Men's Club)

this extended late phase of Hoch's career in order to examine evolving

perpetuated this misguided identifi-

cation of the artist, while the article itself attempted to explain and

patterns of change and revision within her practice of photomontage,

deconstruct the myth. By that time, Hans Richter's distinctly conde-

The principal approach will be through a considerationof the interaction

scending recollectionof Hoch as Dada's "good girl" had come to define of materials, styles, and procedures in selected works,

3

her position within the movement. The author of the obituary, who

4

characterization, duly reminds her readers how Hoch had sharply cor

probably did not know how extremely offensive Hoch had found this
rected her ex-Dada colleaguewith respect to his remarks on her role as

PHOTOMONTAGE

hostess to the group, asserting with some irony that the appearance of

POST'WEIMAR

IN THE
YEARS

the refreshmentsshe "conjured up" had had less to do with her skills at
conjuring or sandwich-making than with the employment that provided
5

her wages. The article is at pains to point out that Hoch was not simply
the "Bubikopfmuse" but a productive artist in her own right, and

Hoch and her fellow Berlin Dadaists spoke of their works as "photo-

concludes (perhaps too definitively) that it was Hoch's development

montages" in part because they liked the anti-fine art connotation the

and lifelong exploration of the possibilities of photomontage that were,

term montage derived from the German montieren, meaning "to engi-

in fact, the most important legacies of Berlin Dada.

neer." Although little vestige of such anti-aestheticismclings to our pre
sent apprehensionof photomontage, the term still defines the medium:
photo, of course, naming its materials and montage, as engineering,
specifying the dual process of actual, physical procedure and compo
sitional organizationor style. If Hoch, as a Dadaist, tacitly endorsed her
male colleagues' bellicose program of anti-formalism or anti-style, it
was with silent reservation:almost every commentator on her work has
observed its careful composition, from the heydayof Dada on, and from
the beginning she believed that "photomontage could be used not
merely to produce things heavy with political meaning ... but that one
could also regard it as a means of self-expression and eventuallyarrive

6

at purely aesthetic works."
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More than any other medium, photomontage's character and nature
depend on the evocative quality of its materials, and these remained
constant throughout Hoch's career: from first to last, clippings from
newspapers, trade journals, fashion and popular magazines, and any
other publications that caught her attention. With the exception of the

whose immense nose grows from its forehead and descends over a

series of montages from the 1920s made from fragments of sewing

tiny, pinched mouth. This being extends gross, malformed hands in an

instructions (pis. 12-15) and the change that widespread color repro

incorporeal gesture that is both supplicating and grasping, but access

duction would bring after World War II, it is less differences in materials to the viewer, who must be the object of the creature's solicitation, is
that create differences in the moods of Hoch's works than the ways in barred by the three curved arcs rising in front of it.
which she uses them. Nonetheless, it is usually the image-content of

Hoch's first step in the creation of the singular being who peers out

her chosen materialthat we notice before style or technique, especially at us from Resignation was simply to clip reproductions of a black
in the montages of the Dada/Weimar period, most of which demand
associative readings.

rhinoceros and a worker's clasped, swollen, unkempt hands from the
publications in which she found them. Thereafter, it is impossible to

In the mid -1920s, the German art historian Franz Roh put forth an

second-guess her strategy. Hoch regularly clipped illustrations that

analysis of montage that has been well paraphrased by Christopher

interested her, using some almost immediately and stockpiling others.

Phillipsas "a precarioussynthesisof the two most important tendencies Did she know when she cut out the rhinoceros that, with a little fine
in modern visual culture . . . the pictorial techniques of modernist scissoring around its edges, inverting its head would produce an

7

abstraction and the realism of the photographic fragment." If, in broad

unnameable but convincing physiognomy? Whatever the answer, the

application, this definition seems dated, it is neverthelesshelpful to an

11

inversionof the head—like the use of an inverted female arm as a leg in
understanding of Hoch's use of the medium throughout her career. In the earlier Denkmal I (Monument 1,1924) (pi. 46)— bears witness to
the beginningat least, Hoch thought of herself primarilyas a painter and Hoch's imaginativeplay with the givens of her materials.
only graduallyceded an equal role to photomontage; in variantlyevident

To turn the rhinoceros head upside down was a simple maneuver.

degree, she drew on her painterly experiences of modernist abstract

Yet its results are complex, converting as it does the forward-projecting

and semi-abstract styles in ordering her montages. The plethora of

horns into a nose, chin, and mouth enveloped by sinister shadows,

material available to her, combined with an ability to recontextualize which appear to encroach upon the much lighter, almost backlit, plane
it both in terms of content and structure, was a lifelongsource of exhila of the face. Not the least affective result of Hoch's strategic inversionis
ration to her. With El Lissitzky,she recognizedthat "no kind of represen
8

12

the transformation of a wrinkle on one of the horns into a poignantly

tation is as completely comprehensibleto all people as photography,"

expressive mouth, whose shape seems the result of a lifetime's unful
and she delighted in exploiting and problematizing that quality. In filled hopes.
general, the more she tampered with the immediately recognizable

Hoch's success in transforming a beast's head into a moving face

referential properties of her material, the more a relatively explicit

of human despair issuesfrom a game played by variable rules.As Dawn

meaning is suggested. When, however, she relied on the photograph's

Ades has pointed out, Dada collage can be seen as a "shift . . .

message-triggering properties—as she did more often during the

from Duchamp's ready-made to the already seen." Throughout the

Dada/Weimar period than later— meaning tends to be more densely

Dada/Weimar era, most of Hoch's photomontages were calculated

layered and unstable.

to trigger a viewer's—specifically, on occasion, a German viewer's—

The procedure of cutting and pasting is a constant in Hoch's pho

instant recognition of their principal component parts. Sometimes

tomontages, but within this basic method she used an extraordinary

emphasis on the immediately familiar depended on the current fame

and subtle variety of techniques. She was a cunning virtuoso with what

of particular individuals, as in the prominent positioning of the Weimar

one commentator called her "holy shears," and she used them both to

9

Republic's President Ebert and Defense Minister Noske in Dadacall attention to their employ and to disguise it. They were instruments Rundschau (Dada Panorama, 1919) (pi. 2); more often, especiallyin the
of the most delicate, allusiveeffects, as in Fata Morgana (1957) (pi. 92),

post-Dada years, focus was on the popular iconography of the worlds

or again—and often—a blunter tool used to heighten the affective

of fashion, sport, dance, domesticity, and technology. In displacing and

impact of her chosen imagery. In Resignation(pi. 69), which despite the

reordering the cliches of mass-media representation, Hoch practiced a

prominence of the date 1938 on its mat more likely comes from the

kind of reverseadvertising—an incitement to question received values.

early 1930s, she both masks and highlights the results of her cutting

10

and pasting.
It is virtually impossible to look at Resignation without immediately

13

Although Hoch neverceased to exploit the recognitionquotient of the
"already seen," she.tended during the mid-1930s to reversethe logic of
this property. She had always indulged in some trompe I'oeil play with

registering what I have referred to above as "image-content." Its com

her scissors, as for instance, in Dada-Ernst(1920-1921) (pi. 7), in which

position and the methods of its construction contribute equally to the

the woman at right center is fitted with what has been seen as a "tall,

work's startling appearance, but it would be the most unusual viewer

metallic party hat shaped like a dunce cap" but is actually the speaker

whose initial glance were not riveted by the grotesque, even horrifying of a phonograph; or in Equilbre(Balance,1925) (pi.34), where the effect
emergence from a shadowy ground of a wrinkled, wall-eyed creature

of eyeglasseson the figure to the left derives partly from astute cutting
and pasting and partly from the device of leaving an edge around the
lower curve of the right eye (probably a cat's). In both these cases, as
in almost all Hoch's photomontages of the Dada/Weimar period, such
visual tricks tend to be incidental within the overall composition. From

131
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tiny legs, which in this case rest on a fragment of gravitylessearth. The
head in Resignation may, at first glance, also seem to float free from its
gray-green ground, but closer inspection reveals that it is stabilized
by a darker vertical shaft cut to the exact width of the left half of the
creature's face, from which it extends downwards to the bottom edge
the mid-1930s on, however, Hoch tended to disguise the recognizable of the support. While the ground hardly presents a sense of place
identities of major components of her works. In its prominent juxtaposi

with great clarity, it is meticulously worked both for dramatic effect and

tion of work-worn human hands and the eerie rhinoceros-derivedface,

associative possibilities.

Resignation conflates Hoch's double-edged tactics.
Hoch's new treatment of her materials brought another, less sub

To heighten the impression of the projection of the face toward the
viewer, each of the principal background elementsthat attach to it—the

stantive, shift to her accustomed processes. Apart from the series Aus

stabilizingvertical, the baroque form showing foliage at the left, and the

einem ethnographischen Museum (From an Ethnographic Museum),

light green, flowerlike silhouette at the right— conspires to effect a mini-

she had rarely used titles to suggest that a given image be read as the

relief. Unquestionably,the flower shape on the left was achieved not by

visualizationof a concept; in the mid-1980s, however, her titles began

pasting, but by cutting into the ground to reveala lighter paper beneath.

to lose their specificity, enjoining viewers to interpret particular images I have been unable to determine, even after examining the work
as symbols of larger notions. In a work of the mid-1920s, for example, unglazed with a magnifying glass, whether the lower vertical and the
in which Hoch took for her subject gloom and depression,she contrived element abutting the head at the left also lie beneath the surface; in any
for her audience a deeply melancholic face; here, however, she pre

case, the illusion that they do (if indeed it is an illusion) is very strong.

sented it not, as in Resignation,to reflect a possible generalizedstate of

What Hoch has set up here is a micro-theater in which subsidiary fig

the human mind, but as the special property of her fictive personage,

ures that are actually or apparently underneath the ground contribute

Der Melancholiker(TheMelancholic,1925)(pi.33). The differenceimplies, to the central character's effect of forward motion while simultaneously
however discreetly, that the despairing creature in Resignation is free
from a given location in time and place in a way that the other is not.

projecting themselves in front of the surface they are actually behind.
If the scene is not explicit, it is nonetheless artfully implied; studded

The question of why Hoch began to veil the immediately readable with unevenrows of collaged rectangles, the ground suggests the win
content of her materialsand to retreat into more generalizedtitles prob

dowed facade of an urban building observed through twilight shadows.

ably has several interrelated explanations. If, as remarked above,

The windowlike aspect of the rows of rectangleswas brought into being

the exploitation of instantly recognizable imagery in her earlier photo

by a simple yet astute procedure: using the same paper as that of the

montages amounted to a species of reverse advertising (a critique, in

ground, Hoch cut the edges of each rectangle on a bias just sufficient

effect, of conventional modes of thinking), then she had considerable

to show the beige of the paper underlying the printed green of its

reason, despite the fact that her work went unexhibitedin Germanyuntil

surface. Aligned in irregular bands and seemingly framed in light, the

after the war, not to subvert openly the cultural and social standards

rectanglesecho the random order of illuminedrooms hidden behind the

then advanced in the Nazi-controlled mass media. Materials from the

drawn shades of their inhabitants. The areas of recognizable foliage

press and magazines were as available to her as they had ever been,

behind the head and to the left, as well as the jagged-edged strip

but to make use of them as a means of questioning society's norms

resembling water at the bottom, further contribute to a sense of the

would now have placed her in the most extreme peril. The urge to work,

setting as urban landscape.

however, remained constant, and in that kind of double bind, nothing
could have been more logical than to shift the thrust of her photo
montages from the particular to the general.
For the most part, this turn to the general necessarilycarried with it a

16
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There is almost no other image in Hoch's entire oeuvre quite as grim
as Resignation. Many, such as Indische Tanzerin(Indian Dancer, 1930)
(pi. 53), are capable of projecting a feeling of discomfort so intense
as to be almost palpable. Yet in these other works, some evident

change of subject matter: although nature and landscape are abun

admixture of visual punning, like the dancer's cutlery crown, operates

dantly represented in Hoch's watercolors and paintings throughout her

to impart a hard edge of irony or satire. Oddly, in Resignation, where

career, they make almost no appearance in the photomontages until

content and meaning are centrally determined by the visual pun of

the mid-1930s. Their appearance at this point reflects not so much an

the rhinoceros head, the ironic, satiric edge is blunted. One critic sensi

increased interest in the subject as it does a positive response to the

tively described Hoch as "skeptical in an almost tender way."

challenge of changing her art without compromising her satisfaction in

practice of photomontage, Hoch normally held these two impulses in

In her

it. Abhorrent as the Nazi regime was to Hoch, it must have been, in all

roughlyequivalentbalance; in Resignation,Hoch let the scale tip toward

its vast "innocence," at least partially responsible for stimulating her to

tendernesswithout, as sometimes happened in her work in other medi

new creative play with her materials.

ums, allowing the least residue of sentimentality.

The contention here is not that "veiling" the identity of a rhinoceros
head, to take an instance, is an act of political concealment, but that
outside pressures incited Hoch to an experimentation that was tem
peramentally congenial to her. Before Resignation, Hoch had rarely
placed her figures on grounds that gave any but the most schematic
indications of place. When she chose to represent a single head, she
usually let it float free on a dark, empty, or muted ground, occasionally,
as in Der kleine P (The Small P, 1931) (pi. 65), anchoring it to absurdly
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1. (top left) Duft I Fragrance),1937, oil on canvas. Privatecollection. 2. (bottom left) Selbstbildnis(Self-Portrait), 1937, oil on canvas. Privatecollection.
3. (top right) Angst (Anxiety!, 1936, oil on canvas. GermanischesNationalmuseum (on loan from private collection).
4. (bottom right) Duft (Fragrance!, 1916, watercolor. Privatecollection.
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Fragrance,she had envisioned herself in a rather different role—that of
the solitary walker in Anxiety. Here, the figure of a woman, hands held
cautiously before her fear-ridden face, advances nearly out of the pic
ture plane along a sere winter path bordered by leafless, threatening

fcocialInfluences
ofthe4la?t£ ra

trees. By the time Anxiety was painted, Hoch had become more fully
aware of Nazi depredations and the extent of the regime's threat to all
artists it deemed degenerate. Anxiety bodies forth not only Hoch's
increasing fright before the Nazi terror but, also, an augmented loneli

The unusual character of Resignation is probably not directly attribut

ness brought about by the emigration of most of her old friends and

able to specific events in Hoch's life, but the appearance, in the mid-

fellow artists.

1930s, of a work so marked by empathic identificationis not surprising.
On every side the artist was uncomfortably aware of the Nazi menace.

17

If Hoch had to contend with problems in her personal life and perva
sive fear of a hostile outside authority, she nevertheless had one solid

In 1932, just days before its opening, a planned retrospective of her

support, her activity as artist. The presence of Matthies in her life cur

work at the Dessau Bauhaus was canceled when the school was shut

tailed her ability to work in degrees that varied from mild hindrance to

down by the Nazis. In April of the following year, she resigned from

aggravated interference; her anxiety about Nazi surveillance and the

the Kunstler-Laden (the Artist's Co-op) because new conditions of

possibility of denunciation on the basis of her "Bolshevist" Dada past

membership required her to declare allegianceto the Nazi Party and to

were constants. But they did not diminish her creative drive; in 1937,

certify that she had no Jewish blood. During the same year, her friend

the year in which she twice visited the infamousEntarteteKunst (Degen

the writer and artist Otto Nebel fled Germany, and from Hanover came erate Art) exhibition and during the period she would later tell Matthies
ominous letters from Kurt Schwitters's wife, Helma. Hoch's personal he had made nearly unendurable,she painted herself— palette in hand,
life was simultaneouslytroubled by recurring difficulties in her relation

resolutelylooking out from the canvas. Over the years Hoch made sev

ship with the Dutch poet and writer Til Brugman, with whom she had

eral self-portraits, but in none does she present herself so filled with

been living since 1926; financial worries were a near constant. By

quiet determination as in this one from the year she was to characterize

sometime in 1933, Hoch and Brugman yielded to the entreaties of

as the worst in her life.

many of their friends and left Germanyfor the Netherlands.They stayed

Hoch's daybooks make clear that the extremity of her unhappinessin

there quite briefly, however, returning to Berlin before the year was

1937 was largelythe result of problems with Matthies. But she lived,too,

over. Although their reasons for returning are unclear, they could well

with a frustration about her work that had always plagued her and would

have had to do with Hoch's health, which was to take a disastrous turn

endure at least until the last two decades of her life. In October of that

by the following June.

year, after returningfrom a long trip with Matthies, she wrote in her diary

Seriously ill with Graves' disease, Hoch underwent a corrective thy
roid operation in July 1935. During the succeeding years of the 1930s

about retrievingsome of her watercolors from a dealer to whom she had
apparently consigned them: "Unfortunately, he sold nothing. It would

her life was so torn by interior and exterior pressures that her sense of

have been so important! Not because at this moment I have nothing to

self must have been severely shaken. Autobiographical, psychologi

eat, but because even the few people that I still see don't take me ser

cally revealingcontent had alwaystended to be encoded in Hoch's pho

iously because what I do brings in no money." It seems less than realis

tomontages, but in her works in other mediums it is often as overt and

tic for Hoch to have expected a responsive market in the cultural

recognizable as the familiar images she cut from pages of the popular

atmosphere of Nazi Germany,yet the odd timing of her remarks is itself

press. Two oil paintings from 1937, Duft (Fragrance) (fig. 1) and Selbst-

testimonyto the intensityof her ongoing need for professionalvalidation.

bildnis (Self-Portrait) (fig. 2), together with Angst (Anxiety) (fig. 3), from

Although the latter half of the 1930s brought extreme conflicts to

1936, stand as emblems of drives and emotions that Hoch could neither Hoch's life, she was by then a veteran in the uses of adversity. Despite
control nor reconcile. In these three works, the artist candidly shows us the crises—real or perceived—complicating her existence, no overall
three separate faces of herself during the latter half of the 1930s.

diminution of her customary artistic productivity is apparent, except in

This was a time of significant change in Hoch's personal life. Some

photomontage.The reasonsHoch seemsto havetemporarilyneglected

time in late 1935 she met Kurt Matthies, a businessman and would-be

this medium are probably at least two-fold. It may be that her efforts to

professional pianist considerably younger than she. By the end of the

turn the content and character of her photomontages away from spe

year, before terminating her ties to Brugman, she had begun what was

cific cultural critique toward more general statements slowed her work

to be a difficult relationship with Matthies, whom she nonetheless mar

ing process. At the same time, it could have been the nature of the

ried on September 16, 1938. Despite episodes of bitter quarreling,

working process itself that encumbered her. Between 1937 and 1940,

Hoch often felt herself deeply in love. Years before, in 1916, during the

Hoch took numerous trips with Matthies, one in 1937 lasting nearly six

second year of her equally stormy seven-year liaison with Raoul Haus-

months and another in 1939 for nearly the full year. It would have been

mann, she had painted a watercolor wistfully symbolic of the sweetness easy to pack painting materials in their car, or in the trailer they later
of untroubled love (fig. 4); its virtually identical reprise, the Fragrance of acquired, and to use them during their many stops; but the logistics of
1937, expresses, as had its model, a yearning for an ideal unattainable housing a supply of publications and piles of clippings would have
been more problematic, and the activity of composition by cutting and
on any secure basis.
Security, out of reach in the personal realm, was most conspicu

pasting, almost never accomplished in one sitting, would have been

ously lacking in the everydayworld of Nazi Germany. In the year before difficult indeed.
Hoch's presentation of herself as the romantically beguiled heroine of
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derived structure prefigures that of TheAccident. In each, the support
is used as a neutral surrounding field and again as central negative
space defined by a scaffolding of carefully plotted diagonal and lateral

New
Forms,
NtwThcmcs

rhythms—diagrammed in the earlier work by the hyphenated lines
of sewing instructions and in the later by the edges of the things repre
sented. Although the component parts of Lace Shirt are held illusionistically flatter than those of The Accident, the figuration in each is
anchored, about seven-eighthsof the way down the sheet, by a flange

In 1936, the year before the first of the motor expeditions with Matthies, like shape patterned to deflect the dominant movement above it. Close
Hoch made two very different photomontages, Der Unfall (The Acci

in composition, and each equipped with a prescriptive title, both pic

dent) (pi. 72) and Furein Fest gemacht (Made for a Party) (pi. 74), each

tures use a disjunctive principle to engage the viewer. In one, an explic

of which recalls past practices and forecasts directions that would

itly referential title names an oddly delicate, abstract structure. In the

not fully surface until the 1950s and 1960s. Aside from the physical

other, competing demands between the formal and the representa

properties of their construction, these two works have little in common

tional code disjunction into the composition itself.

other than their immediately readable imagery. It is a quality, however,
that is used to opposed purposes.
In The Accident, overturned baby carriages, wheels, and polka-

Where TheAccident actively engages abstraction, Made for a Party
might be thought of as indulging in a mild flirt. The ground, composed
of triangular planes of rose, blue-gray, and silver converging at the

dotted fabric immediately announce themselves visually, while the

lower-left center in a bright-blue irregular rectangle, is classically Con-

seemingly tumbled-together arrangement, along with the title, tells us

structivist; but far from forcing an awareness of its composition or its

that it is indeed an accident we see. But all clues as to the why or where structural contribution to the whole, this element functions most imme

18

of the incident, or what the fabric has to do with the carriages, are with

diately to provide a perch for the lovely young woman, whose state of

held. The picture shows us everythingand tells us nothing. "Irritatingthe

readinessfor worldly adventure is apparent even without benefit of the

theory of art," Theodor Adorno claims, "is the fact that all art works are

picture's title.

riddles." He goes on to counsel that "achievingan adequate interpretive

For its affective impact, Made for a Party depends almost wholly

understanding of a work of art means demystifying certain enigmatic

on the performativeefficacy of the "alreadyseen." In this and other ways

dimensionswithout trying to shed light on its constitutive enigma." Fol

it resembles the images of young, fashionable, athletic women that

lowing this precept, I would suggest that certain enigmatic dimensions pervaded Hoch's work of the Dada/Weimar period. When she put
of our particularriddle—TheAccident—are somewhat demystifiedwhen

one of those figures together, head and body were rarely, if ever, from

the aesthetic ruse the picture practices is identified: setting off expec

the same source, and in scale, mood, gender, and species were often

tations of realism, it behavescuriously like an abstraction. The eye can

uncomfortably incompatible; this strategy, conjoined with a seemingly

not focus on a singlewheel or carriage part without being ineluctablyled

random display of culturally emblematic paraphernalia, helped to turn

to the next contiguous one, whereupon the phenomenon repeats itself. popular symbols of the modern and desirableagainst themselves.Typi
This enforced scanningcreates a kind of duck/rabbit oscillationbetween cal are an untitled photomontage from 1921 (pi. 11) and Das schone
attention directed to content and that directed to structure; the "refer

Madchen (The Beautiful Girl, 1919-1920) (pi. 9). In each, a young, allur

ence status" of the readable parts is thus compromised by the picture's

ing female in a modish bathing suit gestures coquettishly beneath the

insistencethat each be apprehended not only for what it represents but

burden of an oversized head; a deeply contemplative face grotesquely

also for its place within a formal pictorial network.
In no previous photomontage had Hoch presented materials as

belies the saucy posture of its supporting body in the first, while a light
bulb and advertisement take the place of facial features in the other.

instantly recognizable as those in The Accident without an adjunct

In dress and attitude, the young woman Hoch shows us as ready for

figure or figures whose presence implied, however ambiguously,

a party in 1936 has much in common with her older sisters of the early

agency and narrative content. Devoid of any figure, TheAccident may

1920s; unlike them, however, she seems not the least encumbered by

not totally discourage musings on the particular nature of the mishap

her overlarge head, and the disembodied eye at bottom left is as capa

that is alluded to, but it is the total configuration, rather than a specific

ble of catching the attention of other eyes as any her creator might have

incident, that most strongly elicits the idea of an accident here. Latent

left in her head. In contrast to the implications of frustration, alienation,

in The Accident is a whole series of pictures, such as Gesprengte

and confusion that appear to surround and complicate the existencesof

Einheit (Burst Unity, 1955) (pi. 89), in which disguised materials are

her elders, she is serene in an uncluttered, harmonious space; nothing

assembled into abstract compositions whose meanings, as their titles

in her glance or smile indicates discomfort. Rather, this is a girl pleased

suggest, are generic and symbolic.

with her ability to attract the desired invitation, untroubled by any con

If The Accident looks like no prior photomontage of Hoch's that

flict between her societally assigned role and her own sense of self.

includes instantly recognizablematerials, it does look a great deal like a

While Made for a Party would certainly have violated the classicizing

former variety, whose sources would appear abstract to most viewers.

principles of Nazi artistic ideology, it steers clear of any but the mildest

My referencehere is to the considerablenumber of collages Hoch made
in the early to mid-1920s from fragments clipped from sewing, embroi
dery, and lace-making patterns. Typical of many of these is Entwurffur
das Denkmaleines bedeutendenSpitzenhemdes(Designfor the Memo
rial to an Important Lace Shirt, 1922) (pi. 15), whose largely Futurist-
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susceptibilityto interpretationas social critique.An aestheticallyresolved,
successful work, Made for a Party should not, on its own merits, have
given Hoch grounds to give up woman as subject; however,from 1936,
the year of its making, until the early 1960s, she makes only sporadic

Ibc iHarVtare

reappearances. Perhaps the artist had become so schooled in the
association of the female subject with barbed social commentary that
she was psychologicallyincapableof reinstatingthat particulartheme—
on any consistent basis—until circumstances and her own will permit
ted its customary accompaniment.
Hoch's reluctance to inflect her photomontages with the politically

Two years after making Sea Serpent, and within days after the outbreak
of World War II on September I, 1939, Hoch moved from Berlin to a lit

provocative during the second half of the 1930s must have prompted

tle house in the remote northern suburb of Heiligensee, where she

the timing of her first uses of the medium to represent landscape. But it

would live until the end of her life. Out of the way, even unknown to

was also a period, as she later wrote, when so much travel by car made

some native Berliners, Heiligensee provided a major change from the

her feel particularly aware of nature. Although Hoch's exact expression active urban life that had been Hoch's since 1915; as she would explain
was "near to earth," one of her first renditions of nature is closer to a some two decades later:
seascape than a landscape. Dated 1937, Seeschlange (Sea Serpent)
(pi. 73) is a fantastic, surrealistic conceit of imaginative and technical

It's actually

because

this part of Berlin is so quiet and so

ingenuity. Its central drama is the passage of a curious aquatic creature

little known that I moved . ... just before the war. Under

across an expanse of misty green that looks as much like sky as water.

the Nazi dictatorship,

Two narrow but conspicuous shore-edgevistas, each equipped with an

well-known

horizon line—one dark beneath a pale moon, the other illuminatedby a

many years. I knew I was constantly

setting sun— border the large, ambiguously atmospheric area furnish

denounced

ing the "sea serpent" its ambience.

cided ... to look around for a place in a part of Berlin where

The air/water section in the work's middle ground was undoubtedly

I was much too conspicuous

to be safe in Friedenau,

and

where I had lived for

there by zealous or spiteful

being watched
neighbors,

and

so I de

nobody would know me by sight or be at all aware of my

clipped from an illustration showing sky; Hoch, however, adjusted it to

lurid past as a Dadaist, or . . . Cultural Bolshevist.

reinforce its aerial reference and to suggest the illusion of water. The

it at once and moved all my possessions here, and that's also

I bought

prominent setting sun at the right of the picture, on the lower horizon, is

how I managed to save them. If I had stayed in Friedenau,

visual inducement to conclude that the creature is airborne; there was,

my life's work would have been destroyed

in an air raid.

however, no sun in the original illustration, which was, in fact, cut to
allow a half oval of the underlying cream-color support to be seen. To

Hoch, of course, was unaware of the carpet bombing to come when

create an added effect of light, and perhaps also to provide a sly clue to

she moved to Heiligensee;her chief concern at the time was for her own

the high jinks of photomontage, Hoch added another smaller and par

safety. Initially,she felt so secure in the seclusion of her new home that

tially obscured setting sun to the left. Above, the cloud forms of the illus

she seems to have had no qualms about decorating its walls with such

tration tend to read as rolling waves becausethey are integralto a mass emblems of officiallyforbidden art as reliefs by Arp; somewhat later she
felt obliged to hide her considerable collection of works by artists she
which, breaking at land's edge, can only be interpreted as water.
Darkly silhouetted against the lower shore are strangely animistic

had known (including Arp, Hausmann, Moholy-Nagy, and Schwitters)

plant shapes that, with only a slight difference in height, are repeated in along with her own. Hoch's early days at Heiligensee,however, were
relatively unclouded; her relationship with Matthies appears to have

luminescent outline before the upper horizon line. Hoch was an adept

of visual rhyme and used it frequentlyto animate pictorial structures and

become more tranquil and her diary entries and correspondence make

to parallel the like and unlike. Here, the negative/positive parade of

clear that she was still very much in love with him. What is most impor

upper and lower figures is surely a means to formal activation of the

tant for present purposes is that the house and the circumstances of

composition. But it may also be that Hoch is coaxing the viewer to play

her life gave her time and space to return to photomontage.

a game with pictorial space whose solution would quite resolve the

In her diary of late September 1939, an exasperatedentry on the fail

air/water ambiguity. Subtle and cunningly contrived, Sea Serpent

ure of the Western powers to bestir themselves over the fate of Poland

nonetheless issues various forthright challenges to interpretive expla

is interspersed with remarks on her uninterrupted, daylong bouts of

nation. Foremost among these is the logic of the correspondence

looking through magazines and newspapers for images to cut out.

between upper and lower plant forms. The former serve a double pur

Despitethe frequent unreliabilityof Hoch's dates, it would appear that a

pose: cut from the original illustrationof sky and set against a dark land

small flurry of photomontages came into being around 1940. Curiously,

scape, they argue against reading the medium in which the creature

most of these, such as Nur nicht mit beiden Beinen auf der Erde stehen

floats as air; and they offer us a privilegedvision of the spectacle that so

(NeverKeep Both Feeton the Ground)(pi.75) and Liebe Leute vom Berg

captures the attention of the eyes of the creature's three little heads. As

(Good People of the Mountains) (pi. 77), seem in important respects to

has been much remarked, a superiority of the pictorial world to that of

reprise characteristics of her Weimar-period photomontages.

everydayperception is its ability to render the invisiblevisible. Here, the

Motifs that recur frequently in works from the mid-1920s through

upper band of the photomontage reveals a twilight vista of shoreline—

the mid-1930s are brought together in Never Keep Both Feet on the

exactly as it would appear to the imagined being peering across an

Ground: women and dance; flight, as indicated by the beating feathers

expanse of water still illumined by the setting suns at its back.

of birds' wings; and, as in all the many works of the Ethnographic
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from 1930 (fig. 6) that was a part of the Ethnographic Museum series
and which also prominently features bodiless legs in athletic extension.
In the later work, however, the facial contours of the head have been
altered by an operation of Hoch's scissors that renders its expression
somewhat more malevolentthan its mate's in the earlierphotomontage.
The legs of the dancers derive from an illustration in the January
1932 issue of Die Dame, partially captioned "an especially successful
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saute." There is no knowing whether Hoch considered this editorial
judgment in cutting the picture from the magazine.If she did, perhaps it
amused her the more as, with deliberation,she shot those legs skyward.
Hoch's photomontagesabundantlytestify to their author's wicked wit
and to the pleasure she took in investing them with a language of slip
pery, allusivemeaning.While the setting and action of Never Keep Both
Feet on the Ground can be connected to nothing observable in the real
world, Good People of the Mountains discloses, however strangely,
characters assuming roles of recognizablefunction within an identifiable
mountain landscape. This sort of rationalization of the fantastic makes
the work's interpretive challenge even more tantalizing than that of
Never Keep Both Feet on the Ground. Both pictures conflate opposing
moods and conjoin emblems of alien cultures; but where Never Keep
Both Feet on the Ground only dabbles in funniness, Good People of the
5. Martin Schongauer, "L'Ascension"(inside right panel from Retabledes
Dominicains), late 1400s. Collection Musee d'Unterlinden, Colmar, France.

Mountains blatantly revels. The estimable people of the title are two
stubby beings who resemble boxer dogs suffering from mumps;
dressed in baby sweaters and precariously perched, they stretch out
their arms with histrionic verve. Their mountain habitat is constructed

Museum series, the annexation of parts of tribal sculpture to distinctly

of largely unidentifiable parts cut to simulate vegetation, craggy rocks,

different figures. Parallelingthe strategies of many of the earlier photo

and a towering peak. Eccentricallyanthropoid, the rock at the left, in the

montages, the work mixes up the banal and the sinister in a tableau that

romantic tradition of the "pathetic fallacy," reversesthe roles of man and

simultaneously begs for and refuses explication. The attitudes of the

nature as it actively communes with the good people in a mimetic

picture's disembodied legs recall the balletic posture of those of the

gesture of rhetorical eloquence. Altogether, the photomontage offers a

ascending Christ as sometimes depicted in fifteenth-century German thoroughly beguiling, if perplexing, scene.
art (fig. 5); but they are so awkward, so strained by earnest endeavor,

While the picture allows no stabile interpretation, it does offer some

that a funny vulnerabilityattends their efforts to propel their owners into

clues to Hoch-watchers and to anyonefamiliarwith Germanfilm. These

a heavenof dubious hospitality.

stone lions of Delos done out in baby clothes and identifiedas estimable
If Never Keep Both Feet on the Ground shares an enigmatic narrative mountain people are certainly related to the characters in Hoch's earlier
structure with many photomontages from the Weimar period, it is Der heilige Berg (Aus einem ethnographischen Museum XII) (The Holy
nonetheless much less open than they to interpretation as social com

Mountain [From an Ethnographic Museum XII], 1927) (pi. 52). There,

mentary. A title of injunctive urgency (insisting that anything is better

setting is established by title, which alone suggests that the geometric

than the pragmatism of keeping of both feet firmly on the ground)

figuration of the ground be read as earth and mountain. In apparently

attached to an image that is balanced between humor and threat

steady balance atop the lower "earth" element are two oriental stone

amounts to a self-directed allegory of nimbleness in art and life. Jula

heads, whose monumentaldignity (like that of the Delos lions in the later

Dech has suggested that this work might stand as a leitmotif for all of

work) is much compromised by Hoch's treatment of them. Using a sin

Hoch's activities, from her early involvementwith Dada to such adven

gle image of a bespectacled Caucasianface, Hoch contrived that each

tures as her 1920 walking trip over the Alps from Munich to Rome.

head wear glasses:the portion of the source face between the tip of the

Without taking issue with this view, I would add that, amid the uncer

nose and the top of the glasses was cut in half horizontallyso that a thin

tainties of 1940, the creation of Never Keep Both Feet on the Ground

margin of the lower outline of the glasses remained along the top edge

could have brought Hoch a much needed dose of the reliefand adrena

of the resulting nose-and-cheek fragment; the stone head at the left

line a little manifesto making can induce.

was then equipped with the eyes and nearly intact glasses of the

While its stance as personal slogan seems especially appropriate to

source, while the right-hand figure was provided with a nose and

its time, at least two of the collaged components of Never Keep Both

cheeks that appear surmounted by spectacles. Although this particular

Feet on the Ground date to a considerablyearlierperiod. Hoch kept files

affront was not perpetrated on the Greek lions, their sartorial oddity is

of clippings (someof them in duplicate, triplicate, or sets of even greater

prefigured in The Holy Mountain by the knitted baby clothes that form a

number) and used them repeatedly or not at all as the spirit moved her.

body with outstretched arms beneath the head at the left.

The impulse behind the inclusion of the African head as an appendage
to the bird in the work could have had to do with the prior appearance
of a similar head from the same source photograph in a photomontage
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6. Untitled, from the seriesAus einem ethnographischenMuseum(Froman EthnographicMuseum), 1930, photomontage.
Collection Museumfur Kunstund Gewerbe, Hamburg.
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When Hoch made The Holy Mountain, its referenceto the immensely
popular 1926 film of the same name, directed by Arnold Fanck and
starring Leni Riefenstahl,would have been unmistakable.There can be
little question that Hoch, who was an ardent filmgoer, had seen The
Holy Mountain-,to judge by the montage titled after it, her reactions
would seem to have been, at the least, ambivalent. Filled with breath
taking alpine scenery, the film unfolds an overwrought tale of triangu
lated desire: two men are driven by the disruptive effect of their love for
the same woman to snowy perdition atop a mountain and a final bond
ing in death. Reviewing The Holy Mountain in March 1927, Siegfried
Kracauer described the film's intended audience: "small youth groups
which attempt to counter everything that they call mechanization by
means of an overrun nature worship, i.e., by means of a panic-stricken
23

flight into the foggy brew of sentimentality."
The Bergfilm(mountainfilm), as a genre, captured the German imagi
nation throughout the Weimar years and into the Nazi era. Its glorifica
tion of the "landscapes of the German fatherland, the characteristic

24

beauty of the homeland" were admired by left and right alike, but their
narratives of heroism and self-sacrifice rehearsed, Kracauer claimed,

25

"a mentality kindred to Nazi spirit." Surely Hoch's rhetoricallygesticu
lating good people of the mountains, in the guise of stunted lions uni
formed in baby clothes, constitute an ironic spoof on the values and
actions of the regime whose Fuhrer's favorite retreat was the Berghof.
Hoch's stepped-up involvement with photomontage around 1940
certainly owed something to the move to Heiligensee,but it could also
have had to do with the character of the war. The false peace of the
"phony war," which lasted until April 1941, must have offered Hoch
a more psychologically propitious environment in which to engage in
an activity dependent on mass-media representationsthan the atmos
phere that followed, which was permeated by news of global destruc
tion. As the order of the outside world was collapsing, so too was that of
Hoch's personalsphere. In late 1942, Matthies left her for a woman who
had been her friend for some years, a musician named Nell d'Ebneth;
"through her," Hoch wrote in her diary, "the pattern of my daily life was
destroyed. I stand . . . before ruins." As in the mid-1930s, the unsettling

7. Kurt Schwitters, Hanover Merzbau, as photographed in 1933.

combination of acutely increased inner and outer tensions was accom
panied by a decrease in Hoch's production of photomontage, a state of

Friedenstaube (Dove of Peace) (pi. 83), begun in 1945 and perhaps
finished a few years later, is a cool celebration of Hoch's newfound

affairs that persisted until about 1950.

No doubt prudently, Hoch recorded little about the war in her diaries; sense of peace. In aerial perspective, the montage shows a delicate
however, her consciousnessof it and perhaps also of the concentration green dove with pale yellow wings flying tranquilly above a menacing
camps is reflected in a series of grim watercolors from 1943 collectively assemblageof polished, high-tech forms and a shallow, round disk that
entitled Totentanz (Dance of Death), as well as in a series of water-

26

casts its shadow upon the sky. Steel-gray, gunlike cylinders thrusting

colors that depict crowds of naked, despairing people wailing and

up from the right appear to support a row of collapsing hollow blocks at

falling to the ground in barren, blurry landscapes.

Her relief at the

the bottom, whose balance seems further endangered by more hollow

war's end was intense, and her daybook is filled with detailed entries

objects illusionisticallypoised for a vertical slide down the angled, deep-

about events surrounding the arrival of Russian troops in Heiligensee. green plane at the left. Given the evident symbolic intent of the work,
On May 5, 1945, seven days after describing a red sky over Berlin and

perhaps it is not too presumptuous to observe that the open-ended

the "terrible thunder of gunfire," she wrote:

right angles of the forms at the bottom make them look a bit like dis
membered swastikas while, at the same time, recallingthe appearance

It's quiet here. Over Berlin still have the shots. Took a walk.

of certain photographs of Schwitters's Hanover Merzbau (fig. 7),

An unspeakably

destroyed by bombs during the war.

year period

thankful

of suffering,

crazy and inhuman,

feeling in my breast.

A twelve-

which was forced upon us by a

yes, bestial clique, with all the means

of evil power, with all the means of the spirit, with all the
means of barbarism,
27

that didn't shrink from any crime, is at

an end. In my soul is a peace that I haven't felt for years.
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a greater or lesser degree, flaunt the artifice of their construction and
materials. The related works of the 1950s, by contrast, are compositionally calmer and do not easily divulge the "real life" identities of their
component parts by any immediate visual clues. Were it not for the evi
dent derivation of the dove in Dove of Peace, this montage, too, would

TIie
Postwar
Vtarj
andAbstraction

qualify as an early example of the first type, as exemplified by Gegensatzliche Formen (Opposing Forms, 1952) (pi. 85). In a manner some
what parallel to the double address of The Accident, Opposing Forms
is calculated to arouse an oscillation of focus between its totality and its
constituent parts. As the title indicates, the work's subject, in a nonmetaphoric sense, is aesthetic order, expressed by means of a com

Hoch, in common with every other avant-garde artist remaining in Ger

28

position that is arresting for its exquisite calibration of component

many, saw the war's end as an encompassing liberation. In 1983,

elements and sovereign control of tonal harmony. But a fatal indexical

speaking with a group of artists who had variouslyexperiencedthat tur

trait of "the already seen" ruptures initial attention to the elegancies

bulent time, the art historianWerner Haftmann captured its flavor: "One

of the work when its parts ask the "What am I?" question we are pro

was unbelievablycurious: what was going on? And naturallycolossally grammed to hear when confronted with photographically produced
happy: now one can finally breathe again, a new beginning is here." In replicas of things in the world. When that question is answered in the
precipitate spirit, parallel to the speed of Germany's "economic mira

looking, as in Never Keep Both Feet on the Ground, the effect is to

cle," artists regrouped, opened schools, argued, and founded galleries. stimulate the viewer's desire to interpret contextual oddity; but when,
By August 2, 1945, Berlin's first private postwar gallery, the Galerie as in Opposing Forms, the question is posed via visual rebus, it drives
29

Gerd Rosen, opened under the directorship of the artist Heinz Trokes

the viewer to a closer inspection, which cannot be accomplished with

on the ruined Kurfurstendamm, in a former military supply store.

out a return of attention to the formal qualities of the work's structure.

One of its earliest exhibitions, Fantasten-Ausstellung, held in February

If the first type of Hoch's new way of montaging ingeniouslyexploits

1946, included severalworks by Hoch; at the end of the year the gallery the special properties of photographic reproduction, the second effec
hosted a group show, Fotomontage von Dada bis heute, which Hoch tively jettisons them. Assessing two typical works of this genre,
30
32

Apart from its evident testimony to

Gesprengte Einheit (Burst Unity, 1955J (pi. 89) and Epos (Epic, 1957)

her desire to be fully active in a revivingart community, the exhibition is

(fig.8), one critic spoke of "virtuosic abstractions, essays in exuberance

organized and participated in.

most interesting for the introduction Hoch wrote to its catalogue. In and a cunning technique." Here, as in other works of this sort, Hoch's
many of its essentials, her foreword is a reworking and expansion of scissors provided her with variouslyformed and colored shapes, which
an article she had written on the occasion of the 1934 exhibition of her she then assembled into compositions as devoid of reference to any
photomontages in Brno, Czechoslovakia. One revision, however, is thing in the visibleworld as any painting produced by the then dominant
especiallypertinent to the conception of photomontage Hoch had been

movements of Art Informel orTachisme. Amazingly, through a process

developing since the era of Nazi censorship had begun. In discussing

that must have been excruciatinglyslow and deliberate, Hoch produced

the various types of photomontage in 1934, she had singled out "free-

pictures that appear, like those of the Informel artists or the gestural

form photomontage" as an area of great potential; in the parallel pas

side of Abstract Expressionism,predicated on an expansion of the Sur

sage of 1945 she uses instead the phrase "photomontage for its own

realist notion of ecriture automatique.

sake—as a painting or graphic work." This type of photomontage, Hoch
now claims, allows for "the most imaginativecreations of our time," and
31

Radical as this new type of montage was, it reprised in vastly accel
erated rhythms certain structural tactics evident in those abstractions

she attributes its appearanceto the Nazi suppression of photomontage from the early to mid-1920s Hoch had built from fragments of sewing
instructions. If, for example, Schneiderblume (Tailor's Flower, 1920)

that contained any element of caricature or satire.

Hoch's enlarged vision of the potential of photomontage guided her

(pi. 13) is inverted and then compared with Burst Unity, it becomes

working practices in large measurefrom 1945 until about 1960. During apparent that the two works share some basic strategies; in both,
the immediate postwar years her production in the medium remained planes and lines radiate centrifugallyfrom a center, defined visuallyand
low, but by 1950 or so it picked up dramatically. From that time until

by title, toward the boundariesof an internalframe which their illusioned

approximately 1960, her work was directed predominantly toward the

momentum breaches. While informed by demonstrably similar pictorial

abstract, as expressed in a variety of modes that range between two

tactics, the affinities between the earlier and later works are all but

main types. In the first, recognizableproperties of the "alreadyseen" are

buried in differences of pace and use of color. Tailor's Flower maps out

preserved,but subverted, in compositions of delicatelycontrolled struc

its terrain in the serene, measured step of a diagram, while Burst Unity

tural balance and low-key tonal contrasts; in the other, to which many agitates its space with the pyrotechnic energy of a Catherinewheel. The
more works belong, the signifying qualities of her materials are sub earlier montage restricts color to muted tonal modulations set off by
sumed in abstract pictures of apparent gesturalfreedom and high color. areas of white; the later is far bolder in its contrasts of tone, and these
Neithertype leavesany room for social commentary, and both push the are inflected by flashes of brilliant color.
boundaries of the medium.
The first type had been anticipated already in 1937, in Sea Serpent,
and later in such works as Lichtsegel (Light Sails) (pi. 81) and Traumnacht (Dream Night) (pi. 82), both from 1943-1946; but all of these, to
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8. Epos [Epic], 1957, photomontage. Collection Institutfur Auslandsbeziehungen,Stuttgart.
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Indeed, the hugely increased amount of source material then being
printed in high color favored Hoch's drive to put photomontage to new
uses. Up until about 1950, the magazines and journals from which
Hoch regularly worked ran few colored reproductions; from that time
forward, however, advertising's new enthusiasm for color drove com
mercial publishing to disseminate a diversity of color illustration rich
enough to provide the artist with choices comparable to those offered
by tubes of paint.
Hoch's decision to force photomontage to speak a language of

Such early controversy rapidly escalated, in the words of another

painterly abstraction could be interpreted as another chapter in the

writer, into "furious debates . . . between the proponents of figurative

36

history that regards the medium essentially as a critique of traditional

art and those who pursued abstraction."

34

means of art.

high level of ideologicalcontent as abstraction came more and more to

37
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I do not believe, however, that Hoch (except, perhaps,

The disputes acquired a

partly during the Dada period) ever saw her own practice of photo

symbolize individual and political freedom while representational art

montage as an attack on established aesthetic conventions per se;

became associated with the social realismof the Nazis and—"Cultural-

rather, the resourcesof the medium's "already-seen"dimensionoffered

Bolshevism" notwithstanding —the practice officially sanctioned by

her unique and irresistible expressive possibilities. When she banished Soviet authorities. On the least complicated level, one was the flag of
that dimension,she was challengingherselfto show that photomontage democracy, the other of totalitarianism. Nowhere in Germany was this
could rival painting. Although Hoch was remarkably successful in that

split felt more sharply than in Berlin—divided as it was by four-power

effort, those abstract photomontages in which bits of the recognizable rule, geographically isolated from the West, and its very status a major
issue of the cold war.
are left intact tend to be stronger.
In collusion with its title, the presence of a pale flower just off center

Hoch was undoubtedly present during some of the early discussions

in Die Bosen im Vordergrund (Evil to the Fore, 1955) (pi. 88) prompts a

at the Galerie Rosen and was without question aware of the politicized

response of deeper psychological resonance than the wholly abstract character her art would seem to have assumed. As is evident from her
technical brillianceof Burst Unity can generate.Wherethe latter restricts daybooks, the contemporary cultural scene in Germanyand elsewhere
its reach to the visualization of a concept, the former invites specific interested her greatly, and she kept informed of its developments.
interpretations of the idea suggested by its title. Indeed, Evil to the Fore

Despite exhibiting quite regularly in Berlin during the decade after the

coaxes the viewer to read into its shapes and colors an unfolding tale of

war, however, her position was not at all what it had been during that

poetic allegory. Through the operations of collage, its main character, other postwar period some thirty years before. Instead of being at the
the delicate pink-and-white bloom, seems simultaneously vulnerable forefront of avant-gardeactivity as she had been in her youth, during this
and predatory: at the left, its opened, flesh-colored petals seem to second turmoil of recovery she was more an observer and occasional
attract the red, liplikeslits at the tops of the three black phallicforms that

participant. Hoch described her situation in a letter to Arp of October 3,

rise from the picture's bottom edge; at the right, the petals—coiled

1953, in which she explained her failure to respond to his last letter:

tightly—appear readyto entrap any passing adventurerinto their space.
The impetus behind Hoch's emphatic redirection of her photo

It's my work (I have so much to catch up on and it's the only

montage work in the 1950s must, in part, have been a reaction to the

important

spirit of the times. Just as her passage through Dada had been a cata

up so much time and energy. And . . . everyday

thing left) and also my beloved garden that takes

lyst to the institution of the medium in her artistic praxis and Nazi con

Berlin is still dreadfully

straints had been a stimulus to a wider experimentation, so was the

romantic

survival in

hard. I live all alone in a very

little house. ... I see few people and am focused

particular atmosphere of early postwar Berlin implicated in her turn

on my work. I read a lot also —there are an infinite amount

toward abstraction. With the rise of Tachisme in Europe and Abstract

of things that have happened

Expressionismin America, abstraction had become the dominant force

from the wide world. . . . Slowly, intellectual

in Western painting by the early 1950s—a phenomenon that took on a

ing to this so-long-godforsaken

special resonancein Germany,where nonrepresentationalart had been

again causes convulsive strains. Not uninteresting.

. . . and now again stream in
life is return

Berlin. . . . Just getting up

outlawed during the years of entartete Kunst. Heinz Trokes described
Hoch was not exaggeratingwhen she told Arp that she was focusing

reactions to its appearance in the immediate postwar years:

on her work. During the 1950s her production of photomontages alone
The new art was subject to two completely
We artists
however,

were in a euphoric

opposed views.

state of mind; there were,

people who had never seen anything

Nazi art. They were completely

disconcerted

and reacted

with the exact words they had been hearing
years:

"Cultural-Bolshevism

There were intense

—degenerate

discussions.

held regular discussion evenings.

other than
for twelve

—Jewish

art."

In the Galerie Rosen we

rivaled her most prolific periods of the 1920s. In 1957, and again in
1959, exhibitions of her recent photomontages were mounted at the
Galerie Rosen: the first contained twenty-six works, all from the early
years of the decade, and the latter presented thirty-five from the years
between 1956 and 1959. Das Kunstwerk's review of the 1959 exhibi
tion began by remindingits readersthat Hoch had been the only woman
in Berlin's Dada group and pointed out that, among its members, she
was the only one to have remained faithful to the city. It also remarked
on the collagetechnique in the new work, which it found to be "still fresh
and full of life," its old "readiness to attack" now replaced by a softer
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irony. Judiciously, the review pronounced the montages that avoid
38

"glaring color" to be the more successful. One cannot know exactly
how the reviewer wanted this last statement applied, but a work such
as Fata Morgana (1957) (pi. 92), which emphatically eschews any such
disturbing qualities, would presumably have secured a place on the
positive side of the magazine's evaluation.
Titled after the legendaryenchantress, famous for her magic powers
of mutability, Fata Morgana is an ethereally beautiful picture, a shutterquick glimpse of its namesakecaught in the act of transfiguration. If we
allow ourselves only a modicum of suspended belief, Fata Morgana
actually can look like a miraculous happening caught by the camera's
lens; in the same way that a photograph of a body in mid-action neces
sarily implies that action's completion in the next instant, Fata Morgana
wants to document the moment before the whorl of filmy pink skirt,
pearls, and tree branch will have resolved themselves into the sorcer
ess's new identity. To create this effect Hoch cheated a little. The natu
ral settings of earlier montages such as Sea Serpent, Dream Night, or
Light Sails make their fictive character immediatelyand wholly obvious;
but the definitive deterrent to reading any of them as photographic

39

"miniatures of reality" is the more or less openly declared disguise of
their "real-life" sources. In Light Sails, an obviously collaged, volumi
nously pleated skirt pretends to be a flower; in Fata Morgana, on the
other hand, the discreetly affixed skirt baldly declares itself as a swath
of fabric—however oddly deployed it is in the moment we see it. Once
more, Hoch capitalizes on what Roland Barthes calls "photography's
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inimitable feature . . . someone has seen the referent."

Dynamically

integrated with a frothy sky and water, the recognizableelements con

TH€FINALD€CRD€

fer their photographic legitimacy on what would otherwise be a roman
tic, painterly seascape—indeed, is, in large part, a painterly seascape.
While a considerable admixture of collage contributes to the appear
ance of sky and water, the most delicate and contextuallyrealist effects, Among the photomontages shown with Fata Morgana at the 1959
as in the entire upper portion and again at the bottom, issued from Galerie Rosen exhibition was Toulouse-Lautreczugeeignet (Dedicated
Hoch's brush.

to Toulouse-Lautrec, 1957) (fig. 9), which may well have been one of
Hoch had combined painting and photomontage before, but never, those works Das Kunstwerk's reviewerfound disturbing for its "glaring"

as in Fata Morgana, to heighten effects of illusionism; Hoch, who had

qualities. Although not one of Hoch's most inspired pieces, its satirical

the most sensitive understanding of the medium's temperament, had

treatment of the female figure signals the beginning of the thematic and

not tried to bend it to such hostile service.The closest she came to forc

stylistic freedom that came to characterizethe last decade of her active

ing photomontage to unnatural duty was her use of it in the gestural

engagement with photomontage. She had never programmatically

abstractions of the 1950s. While Fata Morgana is an inspired work, it

excluded particular subjects or modes from her montages of any given

must, to some degree, representHoch's acknowledgmentthat she was

period; but her tendency (with the possible exception of the very early

pushing boundaries perhaps better left undisturbed. After Fata Mor

Dada years) had been to privilege certain ways of working over others

gana, Hoch went on making abstract pictures through the process of

during particular spans of time. In the 1960s, however, with years of

photomontage, but less frequently; and, increasingly,as in Geordnetes experimentation to draw on, Hoch's fancy played equally over the
Farbspiel (Ordered Color Play, 1962) (pi. 94), the collaged parts were
arranged along an implied grid.
Given that the practice of photomontage is all about the altering and

gamut of the medium's possibilities—happily, one assumes, producing
such varied works as Loch im Flimmel (Hole in the Sky) (fig. 10),
Komposition in Grau (Composition in Gray) (fig. 11), and Das Fest kann

assuming of identities, Hoch's attraction to the fabulous Fata Morgana beginnen (On with the Party) (pi. 97) within a single year, 1965.
(whose skills in the art of changing shapes were so great that mirage

Secluded as she was in Heiligensee, Hoch was nonetheless avidly

itself was her invention) must have been on the order of magical self-

interested in the events of the world and seems to have had ambitions

definition. Although very different in style from Fata Morgana and far

to undertake a collage that would surpass in size and scope the largest,

more overt, Hoch again equated her persona with a mythologicalfigure

most encyclopedic, and best known photomontage of her career,

in a collaged self-portrait entitled Hekate (Fiecate, 1965), after the god
dess of ghosts and witchcraft. This tendency to symbolic identification
is not frequently evident in her photomontages, but it often surfaces in
her work in other mediums and in the poetry and short stories she wrote
off and on throughout her life.

9. Toulouse-Lautrec
zugeeignet (Dedicated to Toulouse-Lautrec),1957,
photomontage. Collection PeterCarlberg, Hofheim, Germany.
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10. Loch im Himmel (Hole in the Sky), 1965, photomontage.
Collection LandesbankBerlin.
11. Komposition in Grau [Composition in Gray), 1965, photomontage
Collection Institutfur Auslandsbeziehungen,Stuttgart.
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those of the 1960s, Hoch doubly caricatures mass-media representa
tions of women and their own complaisance in the masquerade that
produces identity. In both periods, Hoch's women must cope with frag
mentary,hybrid, unstable, sometimesandrogynousbodies—conditions
that encumber their efforts to perform expected gender roles far more
in the earlier montages than in the later. Thus where Fata Morgana pic

Schnitt mit dem Kuchenmesser(Cut with the Kitchen Knife, 1919-1920)

tures a magic instant of transformation, Hoch's Weimar montages often

(pi. 1). On a paper found in her estate and filed in the July 18, 1960,

portray women arrested in insoluble Kafkaesque transition. The titled

issue of Life International, she had made the notation "Preparations for

figure of Die SuBe(The Sweet One, 1926) (pi.50) appears dubious, even

a new large collage," specified dimensions of the work as "120 x 160

worried about her ability to charm, while that of Die Sangerin (The

cm," and listed its themes:

Singer) (pi. 35), from the same year, looks as if her male head is giving
her active pain; funny as these images are, they are also poignant com

Fabulous
machines;

beasts; fantastic

plants; pretty,

alienated

girls;

old art; new art; . . . cats; space flight; soil from

mentaries on the strains and confusions caused by culturally exacted
gender performance. By contrast, the voluptuous white body separat

(without

ing the Audrey Hepburn-like head from its legs in Hommage a Riza

from all the best); "freed"

Abasi (Homage to RizaAbasi, 1963) (pi. 96) seems to be suffering no

countries (blacks killing each other and starving); markets;

discomfort, nor giving any to her appended parts. The incongruity

beautiful

between the slender,well-manneredhead and legs and the heavy belly-

the moon; sex; screaming;
eyes); philosopher

resigned

(put together

old people

large flowers; newborn babies in starlike arrange

ment; drugged

creatures;

a large head, made from all the

dancer's body is used in zestful, mocking celebration of the rituals of
dressing for the occasion.

astronauts.

If, as is more than likely, Hoch had seen the first postwar issue of B.Z.
Hoch's aspiration would seem to have exceeded her reach, for the pro
tean collage was never realized— perhaps because of its daunting

"What would you say if someone exchanged your head?" set between

scope or (more fundamentally for Hoch, whose genius was always for

an illustration of Audrey Hepburn's head and a curvaceous, bikini-

the small) because of its size.

clad body (fig. 12). The article to which these elements were attached

Hoch, in fact, did make individual photomontages on several of
the themes she had listed; however, neither these nor any others are
44

ten years earlier, she would have seen on its front page the headline

recounts the star's extreme displeasure that the two images had been
conjoined to advertise her film Roman Holiday, while noting the prag

invested with the mordant satire typical of the Dada/Weimar years.

matic response of the body's owner: "Advertising must be." One has

Where, for instance, Hoch had held up the promises of the new tech

to think that in RizaAbasi Hoch may have found special relish in con

nology of the 1920s to witty pictorial questioning in the earlier phase,

structing this particular send-up of female vanity and acquired notions

the space age became cause for uncritical celebration in her later years, of the vulgar and genteel.
as in her 1969 montage Den Mannern gewidmet, die den Mond
eroberten (Dedicated to the Men Who Conquered the Moon) (pi. 103),

Hoch's woman-centered photomontages of the 1960s more consis
tently and more obviously target the female's acculturated strategies of

which celebrates the American astronauts who that year had achieved seductiveness than do their earlier counterparts. With rare exceptions,
the first moon landing. Indeed, the biting, sometimes nasty wit of the
1920s and early 1930s is almost entirely avoided in Hoch's work of the

conspicuously in pursuit of sexual attention. In On with the Party and

1960s, surfacing only in montages that focus on the female figure.

Entartet (Degenerate,1969) (pi. 105), the female persona is subject to a

Although the old parodic impulse is resurrected with the reappear
ance of woman as subject, its expression is now cleaner, less charged
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such as Grotesk (Grotesque, 1963) (pi. 98), they feature a single figure

bodily alterationso ludicrousand an accessorizationso extremethat her
satiric allure encompasses the acquired mannerisms of the male

with dense layersof meaningthan formerly. These differences probably

response as much as those of the siren come-on. Entering stage right,

owe to the nature of the respective times and to Hoch's own feelings of

the heroineof On with the Party fixes the spectator with a worldly eye as

involvement with them. During the earlier period, Hoch was herself an

her large, glisteningred lips smile with enigmatic promise; an equallyred

example of the New Woman—that contradictory creature who was the

nipple protruding, prowlike, from a suspiciously androgynous body

cynosure of an entire culture. Maud Lavin has noted succinctly that

projects her into a glitzy pictorial space.

"within Hoch's avant-gardecircle and throughout WeimarGermany,the

in Degenerate gestures so daintily with its disembodied, pink-gloved

The tightly corseted body

images and attitudes of modernity were consistently projected onto

hands and invites such prospects of bliss through its pointy, pastry-
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women." As part of that generation of women forced "to assume the

tube breasts that it has no need of a head. The excessive, high-camp
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threatening promises of the modern,"

Hoch would necessarily have femaleness of these two figures comes very close to drag, which, as

seen the female as subject in a more complex way in Weimar Berlinthan

Hoch was well aware, virtually defines gender as performance.

from her later vantage point in Heiligensee.
However her perspective may have changed, Hoch seems to have
understood the feminine from first to last as a cultural construct.
Chances are great that she would have found Simone de Beauvoir's
dictum "One is not born a woman, but rather becomes one" improved
in Judith Butler's paraphrase: "No one is born with a gender— gender
43

is always acquired."

In the photomontages of the Weimar era, as in

12. Cover of B.Z., November 19, 1953.

r

10,
Nr.l »77.Jatir
Donnerstag,
19.Nov. 1953

Einer Mutter Gebet
enthiillt Geheimnis

B.z.-Beporter
N. Hameln, 19.Nov.
Fahrgdste auf dem Bahnhof In Hameln stillem Gebet So kam man einem erwurden Zeugen einer ergreifenden schutternden Geheimnis auf die Spur:
Szene:ein 70jdhriges M&tterchen legte unter den Gleisen des nach dem Kriege
am Ende des Bahnhofstunnels einen zerstdrten Bahnhofs befindet sich ein
Blumenstraufinieder und verharrte in Usher unbekanntes Massengrab.

Jedes Jahr sell 1M5 war die
Gretainaus dear Rohrgebietgekommen, u
am Geburtstag
km toten Sohnes einen StrauS

Nit4:0

iHdHin

Slehe Bericht and s8mtUche Sportergebnisse von
gestern auf ScUe 14 und 15
aa der Stelle uiederzulegea. wo
de ihn sad Aussagen seiner
natele. Nie ia d<

•dtf Jabren 1st die verhlrmte
Fiau FahrgBstenauigefallen.
Diesmal wurde man auf sie
, aufmerksam. Auf teiinahms' voile Fragen erkUirtesie weinend,daB ihr Sohn unter den
Trflmmerndes Bahnhofs verschuttetsei. Die Polizei hat solortNadiforsdtungen angestellt

und die Vermutung bestatigt letzten Weltkrieqes eine wurgefunden, daB unter den Bahn- dige Grabstatteerhalten.
hofstrOmmera im Marz 1945 Ein merkwflrdiqerZufall will,
verschiittete Tote liegen. Die daB sich in der gleichen Gegend
Tragddieeiner
Gleise werden aufgerissen und die eradkfitierade
umgelegt, damit sobald wie anderen Mutter zugetragenbat
moglich die toten SoIdaten des Siehe Seite 5.

s M

j.

WaswiirdeD Sie dazn
sagen,wenn man Ihren
Kopfaus- wechselte?

TUDLICH BELEIDIGT
war Audrey Hepburn,
ein Junger britischer
Holiywoodstar, well ein
Zufallbewaluie einen Arbeitervor dem Tode Lichtspieltheater bei der
Werbung Hlrihren preistZ. -Reporter
gekrdnten Film .Roman
Letzte Meldung:
—g. Paris, 19. Nov.
Holiday" Audreys zarten
Nor einen von sieben Ar- Von sofort an benbtiqen Be- madchenhaften Kopf auf
beitern bewahrte das Schick- wohner der Bundesrepublikund den kurvenreichen K6r-<
sal vor dem Tode, als auf Westberllns audi fUr Luftreisen
Fort Foch bei Strafiburg wieder InterzonenpSsse. Mil
Hunderte von Tonnen Muni dieser gestern mittag von der
tion mlt atomarer Gewalt in alliierten Oberkommlssion in
Bonn bekanntgegebenen neuen
die Luft floqen. Der Mann Anweisung wird die Mitteilung
war das Essen fiir sich und vom Vortage widerrufen, nach
seine Karaeraden bolen ge- der lediglich Westberliner fiir
Luftreisen InterzonenpBssebegangen.
Als der EssentrBger zurfick- ndtigen. Bewohner Oslberlins
kehrte. wurde er 200 Meter vor und der Sowjetzone sollen jedem Fort von dem gewalttgen doch audi kfinftig ohne InterLuftdrudk
ruBodengesdileudert zonenpaBfliegen konnen.

Nureiner kamdavon

DeutscheDackelfiir PrinzCharles

KONlGUa*
SPIELGEFAHRTEN.Weil Dackelkinder so niedlich sind, hat die englische Konigin
™ Pnnz Charles und Prinzessin Anne in Gergweis (Niederbayern) zwei kleine Krummbeiner
gekauft. Oiese stammen von dem gleichen Worf.

^

per der Schauspielerin
Terry Moore montiert
hatte. Die Werbung erwies sich als auQerst
schlagkrdftig. Audreys
Protest ebenfalls. Terry
Moore, die Besitzerin des
Kdrpers, war nicht entriistet. .Reklame mufi
sein", meinte sie.
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13. "Dank fur die Zeitschriften/Hannah Hoch," 1969, drawing from notebooks entitled "Weggebene Arbeiten" (1969-1978).
Collection BerlinischeGalerie, Landesmuseum
furModerne Kunst,Photographie und Architektur, Berlin.

On with the Party and Degenerate share with their Weimar counter

magazines]/Hannah Hoch." As the notebook was for personal pur

parts an indefinite setting, although set forth very differently. Figures in

poses only, the drawing must express the deep private pleasure Hoch

the early works were presented variously: against an accumulation of

took in the multitude and range of materialsavailableto her. The bridge

objects, each of which acted as a sign for a recognizable function;

between this drawing and Degenerate rests on comparing the forms of

before a blank or atmospheric void; or in contrast with Constructivist,

the clips holding the magazines with the bowlike objects suspended

abstract props. In the grounds of On with the Party and Degenerate, on

above the montage's figure and repeated in negative reversealong the

the other hand, Hoch is once more playing her game of "already seen, bottom; althoughthe "bows" are evidentlynot photographsof magazine
but can you name it?" More closely related to the mise-en-scene of the

clips, the similarity of their shape and placement to these objects is too

Weimarworks is FremdeSchdnheit II (Strange Beauty II, 1966) (pi. 101),

great to be coincidental, especiallygiven Hoch's acute eye for morpho

which is, in fact, a variant on a work of the same title from 1929 (pi. 47).

logical rhyme. The imageryof the photomontage thus becomes Hoch's

Where the earlier beauty is costumed in her nakedness, the second

high-spirited homage to her sources, and its title, so obviously evoking

appears in a stately but tampered-with gown; each wears a rather hor

the era of entartete Kunst, a gleeful appreciation of their openness.

rifying "primitive" head—perhaps, in each case, to point at the artificial

Seven years after the execution of Degenerate, the Musee d'Art

ity of our acquired notions of the acceptable and the fetishistic nature

Moderne de la Ville de Paris and Berlin's Nationalgalerie jointly orga

of our own tribal customs.

nized one of the most important exhibitions of Hoch's works to be held

Of the above montages, Degenerate may have held a more special

during her lifetime. In an interview for its catalogue, Hoch credited the

ized significancefor Hoch. On a page in one of the notebooks she used widespread development of photomontage after World War I to the
between 1969 and 1978 is a drawing she made of popular magazines technical advances that had been made by photography around that
suspended from clips, as if being displayed by a vendor (fig. 13). Some time, adding that the inexhaustible supply of material that resulted
of their titles are clearly legible, including Magnum, Life, and Du; others
are only partially given, such as Aujourd, Learn, and Art. At the bottom
of the page is an inscription: "Dank fur die Zeitschriften [Thanks for the
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remained a wonderful gift to her. Implicitly, these remarks allude to
commercial photography's second great gift to her, the introduction of
color illustration after World War II and its ubiquitous availabilityduring
the years that followed. Hoch had always very sensitivelybalanced the
variant tonalities of her materials and sometimes added color by hand
or through the use of colored papers, but her maneuveringground was
limited. Color reproduction became a principal tool in her career-long
program to open up the aesthetic possibilities of photomontage; it
allowed her to experiment with abstraction, to endow such works as
Degenerate with the contemporary zest of Pop art, and to enrich the
range of her expression.
Such extraordinarily idiosyncratic works as Um einen roten Mund
(About a Red Mouth, c. 1967) (pi. 104) and Der Baumzingel (The Tree
Girdler, 1966) (pi. 106) would have been unthinkable without strong
color. Of all Hoch's many photomontagesthat circle around the themes
of woman and sex, About a Red Mouth is perhaps the most directly
provocative. Glistening red lips, curved into a smile that is both civil and
secret, preside over an illusionisticallyundulating realm of frothy fabric
and cross sections of the rose-colored mineralrhodochrosite.Whilethe
picture's implied movement might be generated by pictorial vector
alone, its psychological resonance depends on rhymes of color and
form that echo among the lips, swelling waves of fuchsia ruffles, and
pink curvatures of rhodochrosite. Although not explicit, the sexual con

14. RobertRauschenberg,RetroactiveII, 1964,
oil and silkscreenink on canvas. Collection StephenT. Edlis.
©1996 RobertRauschenberg/Licensedby VAGA, New York, N.Y.

notations of this constellation of images are unavoidable:one critic has
justifiably observed that the "innermost ovoids . . . repeated by encir

being seen as the record of something in the real world. Around the time

cling rims of pale flesh tones ... of the pinkish rock become . . . ani

Hoch made this piece, she remarkedthat "to use my materialsto make

mate. . . suggesting female genitalia." Part abstract and part relianton

a clear, aesthetically resolved statement unfailingly brings me great

the message-triggering properties of the "already seen," About a Red

pleasure"; one may reasonably assume that she felt well compen

Mouth might be understood as an updated version of Marlene (1930)

sated by The Tree Girdler.

(pi. 57). In the earlier photomontage, the possessor of red lips, perched

Although Hoch was bothered by ill health throughout the 1960s, she

in the upper-right corner, seemsto havea privileged,and thereforecon

maintaineda high level of creative activity and an energetic involvement

trolling, view of both the female body and its male admirers below; in

with outside events. Exhibition openings, lectures, films, theater, and

the later work, the red mouth metonymically signifies woman's role as

occasional travel all furnished frequent reasons for expeditions from

"keeper of the temple"— its slight smile suggesting either the courtesy

Heiligensee.After one such excursion in January 1965, she wrote in her

reservedfor polite society or an invitationto more intimate conversation. daybook about a Rauschenberg exhibition she had just seen: "Huge
Like About a Red Mouth, The Tree Girdler owes a debt to such collages a la DADA." The observation undoubtedly bespeaks Hoch's
earlier forays into abstraction as Evil to the Fore, in which the recogniz

awarenessof the extraordinaryimportance Rauschenberg'sart (fig.14)

able and the unrecognizableare combined. The Tree Girdler, however, held for young Berlinartists of the time. His significanceand Hoch's his
takes the medium to a new expressive level. The fabulous creature torical role in preparing it was to be underscored more than a decade
of the work, which is larger than most of Hoch's photomontages, is

later by Heinz Ohff in the catalogue for the 1977 exhibition Berlin Now,

brought into being by a technique of cunning sophistication. The stria-

which, aside from a large, special section of Hoch's photomontages,

tions of the tree trunk, which reads as the creature's body, are set

included only the art of younger contemporary artists. "Rauschenberg's

against a rich purple ground and mimic the layering of orange-red

influence on Berlin in the sixties cannot be overstated," Ohff wrote,

stripes that are intermittently collaged across the creature's bluish to

claiming the American's art to be reminiscent of photomontage as

yellow-white face. The real tactility of such elements as the stripe that

"baptized ... by Berlin's dadaists." In his partial listing of the group's

curves upward to the right (demarcatingthe creature's chin and its pro

members, Hoch's name is first.

Hoch's own judgment appears in

truding tongue) is thus confused with the imaged tactility of bark. While some notes she made to herself in 1968: "Collage, as we comprehen
Hoch makes strategic use of ready-made imagery here, she does not, sively say today . . . has spread throughout the world to become the
as in the past, play with or rely on the "already-seen" property of her

medium for the most subtle of creations. . . . Our little sheets from long

materials. The montage does not solicit the viewer to name its sources

ago have brought a powerful following—giant printing machines pro

(as Opposing Forms, for instance, had done); nor is there any vestige of

duce proofs several meters long (Rauschenberg). The color photo

narrativestructure. There is no invitation, as in Resignation,to explicate released an endlessly fascinating material—without any boundaries."
its imagery; nor is there the inducement to allegorical reading of Evil to Hoch's initial remarks on seeing Rauschenberg's work in 1965 and her
the Fore or About a Red Mouth. As in most of Hoch's other photo

later ruminations on the expansion of photomontage clearly show her

montages, what we notice first in The TreeGirdler is image-content, but

to have regarded at least one branch of Pop art as the technologically

it is content that is virtually independent of photography's insistence on

enhanced beneficiaryof Dada's initiatives.
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By the beginning of the 1970s, Hoch's own ability to profit from the
printing miracles of a new age had become severely limited. Her health
and, in particular, her eyesight were making it more and more difficult
to work. This last, not quite full, decade of her life did, however, bring
her considerably increased recognition, beginning with a large retro
spective of her collages at Berlin's Akademie der Kunste and later
including shows in Kyoto and Paris and at the Nationalgaleriein Berlin,
as well as prominent representation in various international group
exhibitions. But Dada still haunted her; in an interview coinciding with
her 1976 Paris and Berlin shows she complained: "I'm sick and tired of
Dada; slowly it's becoming played out. Everythingelse that has devel
oped goes unnoticed."
If Hoch remainedirritated to the last by the way her interestingrole as
Dada's only girl seemed to overshadow her own persona and accom
plishments, she was, on a deeper level, satisfied with her life's work.
After a meeting with her old Dada colleague Walter Mehring, Hoch
wrote in her daybook that it had been, "disappointing,but was strength
ening, specificallyin its affirmation of the course of my own life, of which
I am once more so conscious."

In this clarity of spirit she undertook

Lebensbild (Life Portrait, 1972-1973) (fig. 15), her last significant— and
her final woman-centered—photomontage.
By far the largest collage of her career and assembled entirely
from black-and-white photographs laid out in rectangular blocks, Life
Portrait is, without other pretension, both a summation of Hoch's life
and a celebration of her work with photomontage. Dead center, pre
siding over the world she has known, the eighty-three-year-old Hoch,
her white hair still bobbed, poses in symbolic contemplation of her
hands; most closely surrounding her are photographs of people who
had been close to her: her father, Raoul Hausmann, Kurt Schwitters,
Hans Arp, and Til Brugman, among others. In the upper-left quadrant,
photomontages from every period of her career represent her art.
Elsewhere, Life Portrait shows us the many identities of Hannah
Hoch—inter alios, the baby peering curiously at the world, Dada's girl
ishly graceful young woman, the new proprietor of Heiligensee, the
little old lady tending her garden, the same returning from the cere
mony that had installed her as Professor at the Akademie. But Life
Portrait is not a solemn summation.The wit and humor that were always
Hoch's are here too: in the juxtaposition of baby "Hanna" and the
parental telephone; in an image of the elderly artist, picture in hand,
wearing a ridiculously snooty looking seal's head; or, not least, in the
center photograph of Hoch, where cartoonlike birds encroach on her
otherwise magisterial presence.
For all the frustrations of a long career, Life Portrait speaks clearly
of Hoch's own faith in herself and her lifelong involvement with the
medium of photomontage. She had been "odd woman out" in a group
that pioneered photomontage, but, unlike her early comrades, her
pioneering lasted a lifetime. Life Portrait is a valedictory salute to the
adventures of nearly six decades. "Here," Hoch said, "is simply Hoch
the individual with collage."

15. Lebensbild[Life Portrait), 1972-1973,
collage with original photographs by Liselotteand Armin Orgel-Kohne
Collection Liselotteand Armin Orgel-Kohne, Berlin.

CAROLYNLANCHNER

1 Walter Mehring described the young Hoch as
"ephebische" in his Berlin Dada (Zurich: Verlag der
Arche,1959),p. 43. Theterm is a referenceto a young
man of ancientGreecein trainingfor citizenship.
2 On the additionof the finalh to Hoch's nickname,
see MariaMakela'sessayin this volume,p. 74 n2.
3 Seeminglya bit bemusedby his memories,Richter
had written in 1964: "How did HannahHoech,a quiet
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somehow to conjure up despite the shortage of
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Thames and Hudson, 1966; reprint, New York and
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"Theso-called'good girl,' HH."Alltranslationsfrom the
Germanare, unlessotherwisenoted, mineand Susan
Richmond's.
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referswas Hoch'sjob at the Ullsteinpublishinghouse,
where she worked from 1916 to 1926 makinghandi
craft and sewingpatternsfor women's magazines.
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NUR N1CHT MIT BEIDEN BEINEN AUF DER ERDE STEHEN (Never Keep Both Feet on the Ground)
PHOTOMONTAGE
12 "/is X 8 '/is IN. (32.3 X 20.8 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

Whilethe originalphotographoften ballerinasHoch appropriatedfor this photomontagehighlightedthe dancers' vitality
and strength, here, the disembodied legs seem curiously lifeless as they dangle limply from a "cloud" in the blue sky.
Perhaps it is the threatening "bird" hoveringabove that renders them inert. Its head derives from a photograph in Der
Querschnittof three carved-ivorysculpture headsfrom the former Congo that Hoch evidentlyhad savedfor nearlyfifteen
years; she used the left head here, and the middle and right heads in two works from the EthnographicMuseumseries
(seeSadness[pi. 44]). If the date inscribedat the lower right of this photomontageis correct, the work may be an oblique
commentaryon those Germanswhose headswere "in the clouds" during the Naziera. It is perhapsno coincidencethat
the opening sequence of Leni Riefenstahl's1935 Triumphof the Will shows Hitler descendingthrough the clouds in an
airplane.— MM
Der Querschnitt5, no.1 (January1925), between pp. 40 and 41
Die Dame 59, no.9 (January1932), p. 9
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AM NIL II (On the Nile II)

c. 1940

PHOTOMONTAGE

/i6

10 <Vu X 9 3
COLLECTION

IN. (27.5 X 23.4 CM)

PETER CARLBERG,

HOFHEIM,

GERMANY

The statue of Isisfrom the graveof Tutankhamenthat Hoch used here was reproducedin at leasttwo Ullsteinperiodicals
in the early 1930s as an advertisementfor the first volume of PropylaenPress's Welt-Geschichte(World History), pub
lished in 1931. Hoch's photomontageis not inscribedwith a date, but "c. 1940" is the one usuallyassignedit in the litera
ture. By this time the artist had abandoned explicit socio-political imageryin favor of a biomorphic surrealismless likely
to fall afoul of the Nazisand inspired in part by her encounterswith the Germancountryside on the many road trips she
made in the late 1930s and early 1940s with her husband, HeinzKurt Matthies.Here,a fragment of the Isis figure from a
1934 issueof Die Korallepresidesregallyover a magicaldreamscapefilledwith floatingobjects of ambiguousorigin. Only
the "bird," with its zeppelin body, and the "grass," fashionedfrom a photograph of rippling water turned on its side, are
clearlyidentifiablein this otherwisestrangeand exotic world. — MM
Die Koralle2 (new series),no.28 (19 July 1934), back cover
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LIEBE

LEUTE

VOM BERG

(Good

People

of the Mountains)

PHOTOMONTAGE
/<
/i6

15 3 X 22 7 IN. (40 X 57 CM)
COLLECTION

LANDESBANK

BERLIN

1940

HANNAH HOCH

UNGAR1SCHE

RHAPSODIE

(Hungarian

Rhapsody)

1940

PHOTOMONTAGE
14 X 10 </i«IN. (35.5 X 25.5 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

DIE FROLICHE
PHOTOMONTAGE

(The Merry One)

STUTTGART

1943

WITH WATERCOLOR

13 3/4X 10 1/4IN. (35 X 26 CM)
GERMANISCHES

NATION ALMUSEUM,

NUREMBERG

(ON LOAN FROM PRIVATE

COLLECTION)
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80

STREIT (Quarrel)

c. 1940

PHOTOMONTAGE
11 V»X 11 '/» IN. (28.3 X 28.3 CM)
COURTESY

BARRY FRIEDMAN

LTD.. NEW YORK

Streit was one of a group of photomontagesby Hoch shown in the exhibitionPhotomontagefrom Dada to Today,which
she organized at the GalerieGerd Rosen in Berlin in December 1946. The name and date inscribed in the lower-right
margin—HOECH46—is not in the artist's own hand and was probably added at the time of the Rosenexhibition. The
work may date from the early 1940s, as it is relatedto severalpiecesattributed to those years,includingGood Peopleof
the Mountains(pi. 77) and TheMerry One (pi.79), the latter of which featuresthe identicalset of child's arms used in the
left-handfigure here. — KM
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LICHTSEGEL

(Light

Sails)

1943-1946

PHOTOMONTAGE
12 X 10 Vt IN. (30.5 X 26.3 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT

FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN.

STUTTGART
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( Dream Night)

1943-1946

PHOTOMONTAGE
10 1/2X 10 '/16 IN. (26.6 X 26.8 CM)
COLLECTION

INST1TUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN.

STUTTGART

Duringthe post-Weimarera, Hoch frequentlyused imagesthat had been clipped from mediasourcesyears earlier.The
spiderlike form at the upper left of this work is from a picture captioned "Orchid as headdress" in a 1925 issue of the
UllsteinperiodicalUhu. Hoch had includedthe same imagein her scrapbook (c. 1933),on a page devotedto head orna
ments and hairstylesof non-Western peoples. By the time she incorporated the orchid into Dream Night, her original
ethnographicinterest had givenway to an emphasison the fantasticform of the orchid itself. — PB
Uhu, no.9 (June 1925), p. 59

,

FRIEDENSTAUBE

, >77^

(Dove of Peace)

-

1945

PHOTOMONTAGE
8'/iX9
COLLECTION

STAATLICHE

IN. (22.5 X 22.8 CM)

MUSEEN ZU BERLIN, KUPFERSTICHKABINETT
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84
SEIDENSCHWANZ

(Silk Tail)

c.

1948

PHOTOMONTAGE
7 "/i6 X 5 Vi IN. (19.5 X 14 CM)
COLLECTION

1NSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN.

STUTTGART
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85
GEGENSATZLICHE

FORMEN

PHOTOMONTAGE

(Opposing

Forms)

1952

ON JAPAN PAPER

14 Vis X 11 IN. (37 X 28 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

BERLIN

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

BERLIN

86
MONDFISCHE
PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6
/16

(Moonfish

)

1956

ON CARDBOARD

11 5 X 7 13 IN. (28.8 X 19.8 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE
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87
SYNTHETISCHE

BLUM EN (PROPELLERDISTELN)

(Synthetic Flowers [Propeller

Thistles])

1952

PHOTOMONTAGE
9X9 Vs IN. (22.8 X 24.5 CM)
COLLECTION

LANDESBANK

BERLIN

HereHoch includesseveralexamplesof microscopicimagery,includingwhat appearto be extremeclose-upsof the part
in someone'shair. Hoch was an avid readerof sciencemagazinesand, aroundthis time, took manyof the source photo
graphsfor her photomontagesfrom articleson microscopicphotography,physics,and space exploration.With propellers
for petalsand ornamentalironworksuggestingstem and leaves,her "flowers are a hybridconcoction of nature,science,
technology, and art. In the debates that took place about contemporaryGermanart in the early 1950s, abstraction and
surrealismcame to be regarded by some as symbols of democracy and freedom in the new Germany,while realism,
promotedby EastGermanand Communistideologues,seemedtoo closelyalliedwith the recent Naziart policies.Hoch's
fanciful use of technologicalimageryfirmly alignedher with the proponentsof modernism.— KM

HANNAH HOCH

DIE BOSEN

IM VORDERGRUND

(Evil to the Fore)

1955

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

9 13 X 7 VuIN. (25 X 18.8 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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GESPRENGTE

WORLD WAR II AND BEYOND

EINHEIT

(Burst Unity)

i 955

PHOTOMONTAGE
15 V* X 11 Vs IN. (40 X 29.5 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

Althoughone of Hoch's more remarkableforays into abstraction,the title of this work encouragesa metaphoricreading.
On one level, it suggests (together with the imagery)the energy unleashedby the splitting of the atom. But, if the date
inscribed in the gray area at the lower right is correct, it may equallyreferto the divisionof Germanyinto East and West.
In 1955, West Germanywas granted autonomy by the Allied powers and accepted into the NATOalliance, while East
Germanybecame a Warsaw Pact nation, thereby putting to rest any hopes for a reunificationof the nation in the near
future. This work may encapsulatethe senseof threat and fracture Hoch felt as a result of the cold war. — PB

166
HANNAH HOCH

KLEBEZEICHNUNG

II (Glued Drawing II)

195 5

PHOTOMONTAGE
14 X 9 'Vis IN. (35.5 X 25 CM)
COURTESY

~j?
^ --»w

GALERIE

ALVENSLEBEN,

MUNICH

KlebezeichnungII is uniqueamong Hoch's abstract photomontagesfrom the 1950s in that it utilizesa singlephotograph
for its source—here, a close, oblique shot of the circular designs in the surface of an urban oil swamp that is a typical
example of New Vision photography from the 1920s. The caption to the original photograph stressed the "wonderful
naturalornament"created by the oil patches.Twenty-sevenyears later, Hoch transformedthese patterns into a complex
constellationof shiftingdisks, now cut and recastinto a thoroughly"artistic"ornamentof her own invention.Thetitle recalls
the early days of Dada, when collages and photomontages were frequently referred to as "Klebezeichnungen"(glued
drawings)or "Klebebilder"(glued pictures).— KM
Die Koralle3, no.10 (January1928), p. 545
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91
FRIEDENSENGEL

(Angel of Peace)

PHOTOMONTAGE

c. 1958

ON CARDBOARD

8 1'/i6 X 6 VsIN. (22 X 17.5 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR.

During the 1950s, color photography became a rich mine of source material for Hoch's photomontages. Featured in
popular magazinesin special photographic layoutsand cover stories, this burst of color becamean added attraction to
readers in an increasinglycompetetivemedia market. Fromthe beginningit was advertisingthat most flaunted the new
technology, using color to render products more attractive and desirable. Hoch recounted to FleinzOhff, in his 1968
monograph(p.30), how she sought out the banalratherthan the arrestingin these images:"Somewhere,I find something
that is unimportant(the more unimportantthe better)—somethinginsignificantbut which suddenlystimulatesmy fantasy,
which compels me to say something. This statement is then systematicallyworked out. That is, from then on, nothing
accidental may even begin to intrude, either in the composition, or in the color, or in the content, insofar as a content is
sought." Here,glassesfrom a liquor advertisementand a span from a suspensionbridge combineto suggesta heavenly
being. — KM
Life International,recurringadvertisementfor Bailantinescotch; earliestexamplelocated 7 December1959, p. 99

BERLIN

FATA MORGANA
PHOTOMONTAGE

/s

1957

WITH WATERCOLOR

8 3 X 11 Vt IN. (21.2 X 28.2 CM)
COURTESY

GALERIE

REMMERT

UND BARTH, DUSSELDORF

/s
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93
DER SCHONE PO (The Beautiful Po)

c. 1959

PHOTOMONTAGE
19 5 X 15 'Vi»IN. (49.8 X 40.2 CM)
COLLECTION

DR. PETER J. HEINDLMEYER.

BERLIN

The title of this work is a play on words. It refers simultaneouslyto the Po River in northern Italy and to the German
colloquialismfor the word fanny (Po, the shortenedversionof Popo). — PB
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GEORDNETES

FARBSPIEL
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Color

Play )

PHOTOMONTAGE
13 7 X 10 7
PRIVATE

IN. (35.2 X 26.5 CM)

COLLECTION,

DUSSELDORF
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WENN DIE DUFTE BLLJHEN (When the Fragrances Bloom)
PHOTOMONTAGE

1962

ON CARDBOARD

8 '/< X 8 '/« IN. (21 X 22.5 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPH

IE UND ARCHITEKTUR.

Here, as in Ordered Color Play (pi. 94), Hoch created an entirely nonrepresentationalphotomontagethat is dense with
lush, high-contrast color. For both works, she sliced and shredded her source materialso extensivelythat the original
imageryis all but obliterated;photographsare exploitedfor their formalratherthan representationalproperties—line,color,
and texture.The works must be consideredwithin the context of such contemporarypracticesas Abstract Expressionism
and Art Informel, although Hoch maintainedan intimacy of scale and achieved a sense of energy through meticulous
composition rather than the appearanceof spontaneity.— PB
Life International,recurringadvertisementfor Martinivermouth,earliestexamplelocated 6 July 1959, p. 49

BERLIN
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HOMMAGE

A RIZA ABASl (Homage to Riza Abasi)

1963

PHOTOMONTAGE
13 V%
X 7 Vit IN. (35.2 X 18.3 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

Hoch returned to the image of the modern woman in the mid-1960s, after a prolonged period of experimentationwith
surrealistand formalistabstraction.This imageis closelyrelatedto a photographiclayoutthat appearedon the front page
of the November 19, 1953, issue of RZ (see illustration, page 145) in which Audrey Hepburn's head was displayed in
conjunctionwith a bikini-clad body. According to the article, Hepburnhad been dismayedwhen another woman's body
had been substituted for her own in a magazinespread on her film RomanHoliday. In RizaAbasi, a fashion model—the
ubiquitous icon of feminineglamor in the popular press (and, here, an uncannyHepburn look-alike)—sports the hypersexualizedbody of a bellydancer. Both of these exhibitionistmediaconstructs are caricaturedin this ironic "homage"to
modern femininity.The RizaAbasi of the title possibly refers to the celebrated seventeenth-centuryPersianminiaturist,
Riza-i-Abbasi(alsoknown as Aqa-Riza),renownedfor his portrayalof singlefigures.The work has sometimesbeen known
by the title ExzentrischeDame (EccentricLady). — KM
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DAS FESTKANN

BEGINNEN

(On with the Party)

1965

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

10 7
COLLECTION

X 13 Vt IN. (26.5 X 35 CM)

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

The title of this work harks back to Hoch's 1936 photomontageMade for a Party (pi. 74). As yet, the only source image
that has been identifiedis of a cavernilluminatedby thousandsof glow worms, used as a backdrop for the femalefigure.
The incongruityof this imageunderscoresthe fact that, at this point in her experimentationwith the medium,fantasyand
visualeffect were more importantto Hoch than the originalmeaningof her sources.— PB
Life International,11 April 1960, p. 51
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HANNAH HOCH
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GROTESK (GROTESQUE)

1963

PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

9 13 X 6 "/is IN. (25 X 17 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

The pairingof an old lecherwith a beautifulyoungwoman,satirizingthe man's deludedquest to remainyouthful,has been
a staple of Germanart from as far back as the Middle Ages. Hoch's Grotesquedoubtless plays off this tradition, but the
ambiguousgender of the older figure in this photomontagesuggeststhat Hoch, who at the time was seventy-fouryears
old, was perhapscontemplatingthe passage,in her own life, from youth to advancedage. — PB

99
DAS EWIG WEIBLICHE

II (The Eternal Feminine II)

PHOTOMONTAGE

1967

WITH COLLAGE

20 Vi6 X 10 Via IN. (51.3 X 26.8 CM)
GERMANISCHES

NATIONALMUSEUM,

NUREMBERG

(ON LOAN FROM PRIVATE

Althoughthere is no known antecedentfor this work (despiteits numericaltitle), its theme is one Hoch had dealt with indi
rectly since the 1920s. As had been her wont since that time, she here creates a female imageby focusing on the most
sensuousparts of the face: hair, eyes, mouth. In her earlyworks, Hoch often heightenedthe effect of the woman's gaze
by endowingher with mismatchedeyes.In this work and othersfrom the 1960s,such as Grotesque(pi.98) and Little Sun
(pi.109),she adds a new twist by affixingthe eyefrom an animal(in this case,a bird of prey),therebyendowingherwomen
with a senseof the feral. — PB
Life International,13 April 1959, pp. 44-45 (alsoappears 15 July 1963, pp. 96-97)

COLLECTION)

HANNAH HOCH

MA GlE ( Magic)
PHOTOMONTAGE

1966

ON CARDBOARD

14 "/16 X 12 5/8IN. (38 X 32 CM)
COLLECTION

P
It
\4aw

H|

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

One of the identifiablesources in Magic is a cascading piece of draperyfrom an advertisementfor Dralonfabrics, found
in Horzu (Listen),the T.V. Guide-like magazineHoch often purchasedduring these years. Excisedfrom its originalcon
text and turned upside down, it is combined with other decontextualized images to form a magical landscape that
traversesthe real and the everyday.The sameimageof a Peruviantrophy head that appearsin StrangeBeautyII (pi. 101)
is here perched atop the body of an electric mixer,creatinga hybrid creaturewho seemsto balancebetweenthe worlds
of technologyand the primitiveas if on a tightrope. — KM

Horzu, 4-10 April 1965, p. 21

dralori
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FREMDE SCHONHEIT

II (Strange Beauty II)

i 966

PHOTOMONTAGE
12 »/i6 X 5 V%
IN. (32.5 X 15 CM)
COLLECTION

INST1TUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART

This work reprisesthe theme of "strangebeauty" Hoch introduced in her 1929 photomontageof the sametitle (pi.47), a
part of the EthnographicMuseumseries.The earlierwork distanced the viewerfrom idealizationsof femininebeauty by
superimposinga shrunkenhead atop a langorousnude odalisque;here,a runwaymodel grins out at her imaginedaudi
ence through the featuresof a Peruvianterra cotta trophy head (also used in Magic [pi. 100]). By this time, color fashion
spreadswere a regularfeaturein popular magazinesand increasinglydefinedthe visualstandardof the modernwoman.
Forthe background,Fiochinvertedtwo fragmentsof the blurredbackgroundfrom a photographof a featherstar,a marine
animalfound in coral reefs.— KM
Life International,17 August 1959, p. 45
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INDUSTRIELANDSCHAFT

(Industrial

Landscape)

1967

PHOTOMONTAGE
/is

11 7 X 10 'A IN. (29 X 26 CM)
COLLECTION

LANDESBANK

BERLIN

At first glance,this crowded compositionseemsto be filled with such industrialforms as towers, smokestacks,and build
ings, a referencefurther maintainedby the title. Yet upon close scrutiny,one noticesthat the "industrial"forms are all cut
outs: positiveand negativeoutlines,snippedby Fioch,that merelysuggesta crowded skyline.The color photographsused
in the compositionwere, in fact, decidedlynonindustrial:a night view of the Swiss resort town of Luganoand a bird's-eye
view of a swimmingpool teemingwith people.The pool photograph,in particular,recallsthe oblique New Visionphotog
raphy of the 1920s and 1930s, with its severemanipulationof space and distortion of the humanform. — KM
Life International,1 February1960, p. 100
Life International,recurringadvertisementfor CanadianClub whiskey,earliestexamplelocated 29 February1960
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DEN MANNERN GEWIDMET,

DIE DEN MOND EROBERTEN

(Dedicated to the Men Who Conquered the Moon)

PHOTOMONTAGE

/s

10 Vt X 10 3 IN. (25.7 X 26.4 CM)
COLLECTION

PETER CARLBERG,

HOFHEIM,

GERMANY

Hoch becamefascinatedwith the explorationof space as earlyas the launchingof Sputnik in October 1957 and clipped
articlesabout space flight from journalssuch as BZam Abend, Life International,and Die Weltfrom the late 1950sinto the
1970s. She watched the first moon landingon television,alongwith millionsof other viewers,and subsequentlypainted
a sign reading"Man has landedon the moon" on the housingof an electricalunit in her backyard.Sincetwo of the source
imagesfor this work, of a sundewplantand a syntomidmoth (fromLife International,21 July 1958and 24 November1958)
are from a series on Darwinianevolution, Hoch may have conceived of the moon landing as a signal moment in human
evolution.— KM
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1969

HANNAH HOCH

iEs&ejJ?
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UM EINEN ROTEN MUND (About a Red Mouth)

c. 1967

PHOTOMONTAGE
8 '/i6 X 6 >/2IN. (20.5 X 16.5 CM)
COLLECTION

INSTITUT FUR AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN,

STUTTGART
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ENTARTET

(Degenerate)

1969

PHOTOMONTAGE
13 Vi X 16 IN. (34.3 X 40.6 CM)
COLLECTION

LANDESBANK

BERLIN

Like TheEternalFeminineII (pi. 99), Degeneratepresentsfragmentedattributes of femaleglamor. But where the arres
ting eyes, silken hair, parted lips, and fashionaccoutrementsof the earlierwork suggesta seductivesensuality,here the
elementscreate a more sinister image.The figure is mostly torso, tightly corseted into a white satin dress; her elegant,
gloved arms are hinged delicatelyto her right hip in a gesture of mock affectation and poise. Most threatening are the
clipped, conical"nipples"that protrude, missile-like,from the bodice of the dress. Hoch adds to the senseof sexualmen
ace through the repeatedimageof a dragonflyclipped of its wings, which oddly resemblesdiamondjewelry.What might
havebeenalluringin TheEternalFeminineII herehas become"degenerate."Thetitle also playsoff the term the Nazisused
to characterizeHoch's artistic compatriotsin the notoriousDegenerateArt exhibitionof 1937. — KM
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HANNAH HOCH
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DER BAUMZINGEL
PHOTOMONTAGE
/i6

(The Tree Girdler)

1966

ON CARDBOARD

14 '/is X 9 13 IN. (37 X 25 CM)
COLLECTION

BERLINISCHE

GALERIE,

LANDESMUSEUM

FUR MODERNE

KUNST, PHOTOGRAPHIE

UND ARCHITEKTUR,

BERLIN

In the mid-1960s, Hoch began makinga seriesof bizarre,Surrealist-inspired"portraits," composed primarilyfrom images
of creatures in nature. For The TreeGirdler, Hoch sliced up at least two copies of an image of a tropical fish (a wrasse)
from the cover of a Life Internationalmagazine.So deftly did she shred and reassembleher sourcesthat the identityof the
originalimageis almost totally subsumedby that of its constructed alter ego. — PB
Life International,17 August 1959, cover
Life International,20 June 1960, p. 5
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TRAUER II (Sadness II)

1967

PHOTOMONTAGE
13 "At, X 10 V4IN. (34.7 X 26 CM)
COLLECTION

HANS-JOACHIM

HAHN. BERLIN

This work is a succinct restatementof Hoch's earlierSadness,a 1925work from her EthnographicMuseumseries(pi.44).
She achievesthe expressionof sorrow here by cutting and invertingparts of a jaguar's head that was pictured on a Life
Internationalcover, then pasting on an upside-downsmile.— PB
Life International,13 April 1959, cover
108

ANGST

(Anxiety)

1970

PHOTOMONTAGE

/i<,
/«

10 7 X 8 3 IN. (26.5 X 22.3 CM)
GERMANISCHES

NATIONALMUSEUM,

NUREMBERG

(ON LOAN FROM PRIVATE

COLLECTION)

The primarysource imagefor Anxiety is a rather macabrephotographof a scientificmodel, madefrom a mannequinover
which an actual humannervoussystemhad been draped.This work is somewhatunusualin that Hoch made only a rela
tively modest interventionto the source image,which is confinedto the mouth and throat and a few shreds of paper that
mimic the tendril-likenerves.Clearlythe exposedsensorysystemand the mannequin'spop-eyed stare were the source
of inspirationfor Hoch's title. — PB
Life International,28 March 1960, p. 69

WHETS CELEBRATED
SHOW
Of NERVES

/i6

HANNAH HOCH
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KLEIN E SONNE (Little Sun)

1969

PHOTOMONTAGE
65 X97
COLLECTION

IN. (16 X 24 CM)

LANDESBANK

BERLIN

The two identifedsources for this work are photographic reproductionsof a setting sun from an advertisementfor DC-8
aircraft,and of MarilynMonroeon a 1959 coverof Life International,from which Hoch excisedthe actress's lips. Monroe's
likenesswas exploited by many artists during the 1960s—most notably by Andy Warhol, who even made silkscreened
paintings of her lips alone. In this work, however,there is no indicationthat Hoch was interestedin the recognizabilityof
Monroe's famous lips; they were, most likely,just the right size and fit. — PB
Life International,recurringadvertisementfor DC-8 aircraft, earliestexamplelocated 16 March 1959, p. 35
Life International,25 May 1959, cover
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CHRONOLOGY

KRISTIN MRKHOLM

AdolfHitler
born.
Gustave
Eiffel
designs
tower
for
Paris
World
Exhibition.
FirstMayDaycelebrated
inParis.

Russo-Japanese
Warbreaks
out,
resulting
inhumiliating
defeat
forRussia.
Marlene
Dietrich
born.

Picasso
paints
LesDemoiselles
d'Avignon.

1889
Bom Anna Therese Johanne Hoch on November 1, in the
Thuringiancity of Gotha, to Friedrich Hoch, senior employee in an
insuranceagency, and Rosa Hoch (nee Sachs), formerly a reader
and housekeeperfor two women of nobility. The parents are
evangelicaland maintain an orderly, bourgeois existence for
Anna and her four younger siblings: Friedrich (Danilo),Walter,
Margarete (Grete), and Marianne(Nitte).
1904
Leavesthe HohereTochterschule (Girls' High School) in Gotha to
care for her infant sister, Marianne,thereby postponing her plans
to study painting. Her father neverthelessencourages her to draw
from nature, and she creates pencil and watercolor drawings of
Gotha landscapes, still lifes, and family members.
1907
Makes her first collage, Nitte unterm Baum (Nitte under a Tree)
(page 58), from cut-and-torn colored papers.

Gerhart
Hauptmann
winsNobel
Prize
forLiterature.
SSTitanic
strikes
iceberg
andsinks
onitsmaiden
voyage.

1912
Enters the Kunstgewerbeschule(School of Applied Arts) in the
Berlin suburb of Charlottenburg, where she studies with Harold
Bengen in his glass-design class and creates drawings and
designs for glass, wallpaper, official documents, and embroidery.
Also studies calligraphy with Ludwig Sutterlin.

World
WarI breaks
outfollowing
assassination
ofAustrian
Archduke
Franz
Ferdinand
inSarajevo.
Battle
oftheMarne
halts
German
advance
intoFrance.

1914
Receivesa travel award from the School of Applied Arts to visit
the Werkbund show in Cologne, an internationalexhibition of
architecture, furniture, applied art, and industrial objects. She and
five other students on the trip are stopped at the Rhine River by
the outbreak of World War 1, Returns to Gotha to work for the
Red Cross after the School of Applied Arts is closed.

185

Just as I was emerging from
the dreamy years of youth
and becoming ardently
involved with my studies,
this catastrophe shattered
my world. Surveying the
consequences for humanity
and for myself, I suffered
greatly under my world's
violent collapse.
— HannahHochon theoutbreakof
World War I, "Lebensuberblick,"
1958

KRISTIN

1. Hoch family house in Gotha, Kaiserstrafte28.

MAKHOLM
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2. Harold Bengen's class at the School of Applied Arts, Berlin-Charlottenburg,c. 1913 (Hoch marked no. 15|.

1915

3

4

5

7

We were both in those days
enthusiastic admirers of
Herwarth Walden's 'Der
Sturm' Gallery. But Hausmann
remained until 1916a
figurative expressionist, a
close friend and disciple of
[Erich] Haeckel and at the
same time an admirer of
[Robert] Delaunay and of
Franz Marc, whereas I had
already begun in 1915 to'
design and paint abstract
compositions in the same
general tradition as those that
[Wassily] Kandinsky had first
exhibited a couple of years
earlier in Munich.
— Hannah Hoch, in an interview
with Edouard Roditi, 1959

Enrolls in January at the Unterrichtsanstalt des koniglichen
Kunstgewerbemuseums (School of the Royal Museum of Applied
Arts, later known as the State Museum of Applied Arts) in Berlin,
which combines the rigorous instruction of an art academy with
courses in all aspects of the applied arts. Here she enters the
graphic- and book-arts program headed by Emil Orlik, a wellknown Jugendstil artist whose work is inspired by Japanese
woodblock prints. She supplements her day courses with six
nights of classes in calligraphy and figure drawing. Typical
assignments for school competitions include designing a title
page for an auction catalogue, posters for the war effort, and
pictures for the wounded and recovering soldiers in the hospital.
George Grosz is in the same class from 191 5 to 191 7 and
participates in many of the same assignments and competitions.
Hoch remains enrolled at the school through March 1920. 6
Meets the Austrian-born painter Raoul Hausmann in late April,
probably at Herwarth Walden's avant-garde gallery, Der Sturm.
Maria Uhden, a childhood friend from Gotha, is exhibiting at the
gallery and possibly brings Hoch there for the first time. Uhden is
involved with the artist Georg Schrimpf (her future husband), who,
along with Hausmann, is part of the circle around the psycho
analyst Otto Gross and the writer Franz Jung. The relationship
between Hoch and Hausmann (who is married to Elfriede
Schaeffer, and has a daughter, Vera) becomes intense as early
as July. Through Hausmann, Hoch meets Johannes Baader,
the former tomb architect and future Oberdada, and Salomo
Friedlaender ("Mynona"), the writer whose philosophy of "creative
indifference" will fuel early Dadaist ideas.

Poison
gasusedforfirsttimebyGerman
armedforcesin BattleofYpres,Belgium.
German
U-boatsinksBritishoceanliner
Lusitania
aspartof blockade
of England.
AlbertEinstein
presents
hisGeneral
Theoryof Relativity.
D.W.GriffithdirectsBirthofa Nation.
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3. Hannah Hoch and RaoulHausmann, 1918. 4. Hoch and Hausmann, 1919.

8

9

Battle
ofVerdun.
Hindenburg
appointed
head
of
German
armed
forces.
Food
rationing
instituted
inGermany.
Dada
movement
founded
byHugo
Bali,
Tristan
Tzara,
Hans
Arp,andothers
inZurich.
Assassination
ofRasputin
inRussia.
Wilson
reelected
president
inU.S.
byaslimmargin.
Kafka
publishes
TheMetamorphosis.

1916
At the first of the year, begins working three days a week in the
handiwork division of the Ullstein Press, where she makes
embroidery and lace designs for publications such as Die Dame
(The Lady) and dress designs for Die praktische Berlinerin (The
Practical Berlin Woman), two of the company's most successful
women's magazines. Also begins to publish embroidery designs
in a non-Ullstein publication, Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau
(Embroideryand Lace Review). The job (which she continues to
hold until her move to the Netherlands in 1926) requires that she
work with delicate paper patterns, many of which appear in her
collages of the 1920s. It also provides her access to multiple
copies of such Ullstein publications as BIZ, Der Querschnitt, and
Uhu, which she will mine for photographic reproductions to use
in her photomontages.
Obtains the first of two abortions on May 16.10Although she
desires children, she refusesto give birth to a child while
Hausmann is still married to his wife.
Professor Orlik engages her as a woodcutter for his woodblock
designs in November, and she creates her first abstract wood
cut collages. Also produces her first oil painting.

11
12

13

U.S.enters
World
WarI,declaring
waronGermany.
October
Revolution
installs
Lenin
as
Chief
Commissar
inRussia;
Russia
and
Germany
signarmistice
atBrestLitovsk.
Bobbed
hairbecomes
afashion
craze.

1917
Hoch's facsimile print of a woodcut of the prophet Matthew (from
a fifteenth-century Ars Memorandi in the Ducal Library in Gotha)
is published in the luxury edition of Das Kunstblatt (The Art Page),
one of the leading German Expressionistperiodicals.
Hausmannmoves in with Hoch to her studio in the BusingstraBe,
in the Friedenaudistrict of Berlin.
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1918
He, he, Sie junger
Mann
Ds.da ist kaine Kunstrichtung

0

KurtWolff

Dadaistiseher Handailas
Erseheinf im Januar 1920

Grosstes
Standard- Wer/c
der Well

JIJ

Obtains the second of her two abortions on January 18.
The first Berlin Dada-Soireetakes place on April 12 in the rooms
of the Berlin Secession on the Kurfurstendamm. Richard
Huelsenbeck, who had brought Dada ideas from Zurich to Berlin
a year earlier, reads from his Dada Manifesto; Hausmann reads
from his essay "The New Material in Painting"; and Grosz sings
and bounces soccer balls off the heads of the audience. Due
to a major falling-out with Hausmann,which almost leads to the
breakup of their relationship, Hoch does not participate in this
evening program. It is only through Hausmann's promise to leave
his wife, which he later rescinds, that the couple reunites.
Travels with Hausmann in August to Heidebrink, an island fishing
village on the Baltic Sea, where they encounter a type of com
memorative military picture with the heads of various soldiers
pasted in. These mementos reputedly give them the idea for
photomontage. On their return to Berlin, they create the first
Dada photomontages.

Dor Dadacogibt don emzigen
authentiachen
AufscbfussQbercule
Dadaistendor Gegenwart

i f Centralamt
,dddd

16

Makes the acquaintance of the artists Kurt Schwitters and
Hans Arp.

17

Publishes several articles in Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschau
that argue for a revolution in embroidery design and emphasize
the painterly and abstract possibilities of what she considers a
legitimate artistic medium.

18

19

HEFT 5
APRIL
1-9-8

Takes part in December in the first meetings of the Novembergruppe, the revolutionaryartists' organization formed in the wake
of the November Revolutionthat had recently ousted the Kaiser
and accompanied the end of World War I. The group's goals are
to bring art to the people and to serve the socialist revolution
through arts legislation and the reform of institutions such as art
schools and museums. Hoch becomes a member, sporadically
contributing to the group's annual exhibitions from 1920 through
1931, and through it meets artists such as Arthur Segal, Otto
Freundlich, and Thomas Ring, as well as the writer and critic
Adolf Behne, who will later become friends.
1919

I was somewhat timid at this
debut. I gladly would have
gotten out of it, since I was
never in my life fond of noise.
But I also didn't want to
appear cowardly, so I threw
myself with resignation into
what the thing — the tin
thing — really needed,
because it was my job.

Participates in the First Berlin Dada Exhibition at the print
cabinet of I. B. Neumannon April 28-30, which includes works
by Hausmann, Grosz, Walter Mehring, Jefim Golyscheff, Fritz
Stuckenberg, Erica Deetjen, and Arnold Topp. Hoch exhibits
some of her abstract watercolors and participates for the first
time in a Dada event, the Dada-Soireeon the final day of the
exhibition, for which she plays pot lids and a child's rattle in an
anti-symphony composed by Golyscheff. Later in the year, on
November 30 and December 7, she participates in a "simul
taneous poem" by Richard Huelsenbeck in the Dada-Matinee at
the newly founded avant-garde theater "Die Tribune," where, for
the first time, all the Berlin Dadaists perform together.

21

Publishes an embroidery design in the April issue of Stickereiund Spitzen-Rundschauas well as an article and a short story
in its October-November issue. In December, one of her wood
cuts is reproduced in an advertisement for "dadaco" in the sec
ond number of the periodical Der Dada, where she is mistakenly
identified as "M. Hoch."

22

Two of Hoch's Dada dolls appear in April on the cover and within
the body of the periodical Schall und Rauch (Noise and Smoke), a
magazinefounded by the theater director Max Reinhardt in con
junction with his cabaret of the same name. Both the cabaret and
periodical become outlets for Dadaist wit and satire. After Hans
Hoffmann, press officer for the Munich ExpressionistWorkshop,
sees the dolls on the cover, he invites Hoch to submit them to the
group's first exhibition, to be mounted in Chicago. She perhaps
also sends some embroidered pillows to this exhibition, but it is
unclear whether the show actually takes place. The dolls are
ostensibly purchased by a Chicago painter named Carl Sachs.

20

November
Revolution
inGermany
results
inabdication
ofKaiser
Wilhem
II;
Friedrich
Ebert
named
Chancellor.
Armistice
signed
between
Allies
and
Germany
brings
World
WarI toaclose.
Czar
Nicholas
IIandfamily
executed
inRussia.

— Hannah Hoch on her participation
in the 1919 Dada Soiree, "Erinnerungen
an DADA, " lecture delivered in
Dusseldorf,

1966

German
Communist
Party
founded
bySpartacist
leaders
Rosa
Luxemburg
andKarlLiebknecht;
Spartacist
revolt
inBerlin;
Luxemburg
andLiebknecht
murdered
bycounterrevolutionary
Freikorps
irregulars.
National
Assembly
meets
inWeimar,
elects
Ebert
president
andratifies
new
constitution,
which
includes
provision
giving
women
therighttovote.
Peace
treaty
signed
inVersailles,
imposing
harsh
warreparations
onGermany.
Benito
Mussolini
founds
Italian
Fascist
party.
Bauhaus
founded
byWalter
Gropius.

1920

National
Socialist
(Nazi)
Party,
ledbyAdolfHitler,
founded
inMunich.
Monarchist
coupputdown
inBerlin.
Communist
uprising
suppressed
inRuhr,
Right
wingparties
gainin
Reichstag
elections.
U.S.Senate
votes
against
membership
inLeague
ofNations.
18thAmendment
institutes
Prohibition
inU.S.;19thAmendment
passed,
giving
women
righttovote.
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Es lebedie neue
Maschmenkunsl

5. View of the First International

Dada Fair, Berlin, 1920 (Hoch at left).

6. Raoul Hausmann and Hannah Hoch with their work at the First International

24

Participates in the First InternationalDada Fair,the largest and
most comprehensiveof the Dada exhibitions, held at the gallery
of Dr. Otto Burchard in Berlin from June 30 to August 25. The
show contains 174 Dada works—including paintings, prints,
sculptures, objects, pamphlets, ephemera, and posters—by
more than twenty-five artists, including such non-Berlin Dadaists
as Max Ernst, Francis Picabia, and Hans Arp. Hoch's participa
tion is opposed by Grosz and John Heartfield, and she is included
only through the intercession of Hausmann,who threatens to
withdraw. She is represented with at least eight works, includ
ing her Dada dolls, Dada-Rundschau(Dada Panorama, 1919)
(pi. 2), and the monumental photomontage Schnitt mit dem
KuchenmesserDada durch die letzte weimarer Bierbauchkulturepoche Deutschlands (Cut with the Kitchen Knife Dada through
the Last WeimarBeer-Belly Cultural Epoch of Germany, 1919—
1920) (pi. 1). The exhibition receivesa rash of reviews, including
one by Adolf Behne in Die Freiheit (The Freedom)that praises
Hoch's "splendid collages."

25

Attends Monday soirees at the studio of Arthur Segal, which
become a monthly fixture of Berlin intellectual life for many years.
Here, she converses with artists, philosophers, and writers such
as Mynona, Ernst Simmel, Erich Buchholz, and Alfred Doblin.

26

Stickerel- und Spitzen-Rundschaupublishes an enthusiastic
review of Hoch's designs for printed fabric in its September
issue. Executivesfrom the Alexander Koch Verlag in Darmstadt
suggest factories that might put her extraordinary designs into
production.

23

27

Travels from Munich to Italy in October and Novemberwith
her sister Grete and the Swiss poet ReginaUllmann in order to
distance herself from Hausmann. Her friend the architect Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, who has connections to the Pope in Rome,
arranges for the visa, and much of the trip is accomplished on
foot. Ullmann leavesthe party at Venice; Grete departs at
Bologna; and Hoch continues alone to Florenceand Rome,
where the Italian Dadaist Enrico Prampolinigives her a copy of
the Futurist Manifesto. Upon her return to Germany,she
reestablishesher connection with Hausmann.

Dada Fair.
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1921
Attends the Faschings-Dada-Ball,organized by Baader in
January, one of a rash of artists' costume parties she will attend
through 1926.

28
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Publishes several designs in Stickerei- und Spitzen-Rundschaw
a cover illustration for the March-April issue of Die Kornscheuer
(The Corncrib), a monthly publication dedicated to the arts; an
April Fools'-joke photomontage in the Berliner lllustrirte Zeitung
(BIZ) entitled "The Botanical Garden's Interesting New Acquisi
tions," depicting a carnivorous plant seated at a table and eating
off a plate; and a watercolor illustration in Hans Arp's volume of
poetry, Der Vogel selbdritt.
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Berliner
Secession
I

Along with Hausmann, Grosz, Otto Dix, Thomas Ring, and Rudolf
Schlichter, signs the "Open Letter to the Novembergruppe,"
which is published in Der Gegner (TheAdversary),one of the revo
lutionary periodicals put out by Wieland Herzfelde's Malik Verlag.
Although the letter publicly criticizes the Novembergruppe's
retreat from politics and its increasingly bourgeois activities, Hoch
continues to show watercolors and paintings in the group's
annual exhibitions.
Participates with Hausmannand Mynona on February8 at
the Berlin Secession in an evening of readings of "grotesques"
(short, satirical essays or stories, often combining humor with the
shocking, the bizarre, and the parodistic). Hoch's reading from
an essay entitled "Journey to Italy," about her experiences on her
1920 trip, is cited by one reviewer as the best of the three perfor
mances. The essay is published in May in the first and only
number of the official Novembergruppe periodical, A/G,which
also reproduces one of her relief prints on its cover (page 53).30
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With Helma Schwitters, accompanies Hausmannand Kurt
Schwitters on their "Anti-Dada Merz-Tournee" to Prague. During
two Dada performance evenings (September 6 and 7), the two
women sit in the audience as the men try to outdo each other in a
noise test, reciting Dada "sound poems" and trying to antagonize
the generally amused crowd. This is the first of her many trips
with Helma and the "unfathomable" Kurt Schwitters.

32
33

1922
Publishes a design for a pillow in the Februaryissue of Die
Dame and exhibits in a design and pattern fair in Leipzig.

34

Is invited to participate in late September at the International
Dada and Constructivist Congress in Weimar, a conference that
attracts artists from all over Europe, including El Lissitzky, Theo
and Petra (Nelly)van Doesburg, Cornelis van Eesteren, Laszlo
Moholy-Nagy,Tristan Tzara, Hans Arp, and Sophie Taeuber-Arp.
Because she is traveling in southern Germanywhen the invitation
is sent, she does not participate, but does attend a restaging of
Schwitters's "Dadarevon" at the Garvens Gallery in Hanoverwith
many of the Congress members on September 30.

35
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Separates from Hausmann by the middle of the year.
1923
Schwitters reproduces one of Hoch's drawings in the first issue of
his periodical Merz, devoted to Holland Dada, and Hoch helps to
locate subscribers for the magazinein Berlin. She also creates
the first of two grottoes for Schwitters's Merzbau, the organic
architectural structure the artist is building at his house in
Hanover, which will be destroyed by an air bomb in 1944. Entitled
"Bordello," Hoch's grotto consists mainly of photographs and
small collaged additions and depicts a prostitute with three
legs. Her second contribution, produced a few years later as
part of the column called the "Cathedral of Erotic Misery," refers
to the German writer and philosopher Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe. A strong friendship develops between Hoch and
Schwitters, who often stays at her BusingstraBestudio when he
visits Berlin and even stashes a hoard of Merz material in a crawl
space there. Schwitters also asks her to lodge other visiting
artists, such as Vilmos Huszar, which she does frequently.
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7. Hoch with one of her Dado dolls, c. 1925
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Hoch's father dies in Gotha on February22.
Designs for embroidery are published in the March, May, and
June issues of Die Dame.

39

Visits Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and his wife, Lucia Moholy, in late May
at the Bauhaus in Weimar. In the coming years, Hoch will attend
a variety of entertainments with the HungarianConstructivist,
including films (both popular and avant-garde), cabaret and jazz
performances, and even her one-and-only soccer game. After
Weimar, she continues on to Dresden to meet the Schwitterses
for a private demonstration of Kurt's tone poem UrsonateW

40

Hans Arp and Kurt Schwitters ,
in my experience, were rare
examples of the kind of artist
who can really treat a woman
as a colleague.

42

Vacations in Sellin, on the island of Rijgen, with the Schwitterses
and Arps in August, and makes objects and sculptures from the
driftwood on the beach. Upon their return to Berlin, the Arps stay
with her in her BusingstraBestudio, where they hold evening
readings of poetry and create colored reliefs from wood frag
ments. Hoch's close friendship with both Sophie Taeuber and
Hans Arp originates during this period. She also frequently
attends evening get-togethers at the home of Adolf and Elfriede
Behne, where she is enchanted by the stories of the Berlin artist
and photographer Heinrich (Papa) Zille.

43

1924
Schwitters reproduces Hoch's collage Astronomie (Astronomy,
1922) (pi. 20) in the seventh number of his Merz magazine; she
publishes the same image as a postcard. Die Dame publishes
more embroidery designs in its February, November, and
December issues.

— Hannah Hoch, in an interview
with Edouard Roditi, 1959

44

46

47

48

In April, makes her first trip to Paris, where she develops a friend
ship with the Dutch De Stijl artist Theo van Doesburg and his wife,
Nelly. Meets Piet Mondrianat the van Doesburgs' studio in Clamart
and is often engaged with Tristan Tzara, to whom she gives sev
eral of her collages and photomontages and whom she accom
panies to the Theatre du Champs-Elyseesto see Stravinsky
conduct his L'Histoire du soldat, Hoch's travel diary mentions
engagements with many artists, including Ivan and Xana Puni,
Man Ray, Constantin Brancusi, Fernand Leger, and Sonia
Delaunay(with whom she exchanges pattern designs and
discusses painting on fabric) 45She also attends a meeting of
the French Surrealiststhat includes Tzara, Pierre Soupault,
Paul Eluard, Erik Satie, and Marcel Duchamp; and goes to the
Jockey jazz bar with Mme. Puni and members of the Synthetic
Cubist group the Section d'Or, which includes Jacques Lipschitz
and Amedee Ozenfant. Hoch becomes especially enamored of
Parisianstreet life and popular culture, including the FoliesBergeres, the Marche aux Puces, and other tourist destinations.
Allows Schwitters to host a soiree in her studio in August, one
of many times during these years that she opens her home to
Schwitters, Arp, and others for their readings of experimental
poetry and prose. In September, she becomes van Doesburg's
intermediary in Berlin for the dissemination of his periodical De
Stijl through the publisher Wasmuth.
Participates with two paintings in the Erste Allgemeine Deutsche
Kunstausstellungin Sowjet-RuBland(First Comprehensive
GermanArt Exhibition in Soviet Russia) in Moscow, organized by
the artistic wing of the InternationalWorker's Aid (IAH), a proSoviet German support group under the leadership of Otto Nagel
and Eric Johansson. The exhibition presents 501 postwar works
by 126 Germanartists belongingto thirteendifferentartists' organi
zations; Hoch shows under the aegis of the Novembergruppe.
1925
Hoch's painting Die Etiketten wollen sich hen/ortun (The Tags
Want to Distinguish Themselves,1922) is reproduced in Arp
and Lissitzky's Die Kunstismen (The Isms of Art), a book that
traces the development of art from Viking Eggeling's contempo
rary experimental films back to Expressionist painting of 1914.
Her photomontage Hochfinanz (High Finance, 1923) (pi. 10) is
published in Moholy-Nagy's Bauhaus book Malerei, Fotographie,
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8. Nelly van Doesburg, PietMondrian, and Hoch inTheoand Nelly van Doesburg'sClamart studio,1924
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9. Hoch's Busingstraftestudio, Berlin-Friedenau,c. 1925.

Film (Painting, Photography, Film),along with a photographic selfportrait. She again publishes embroidery designs in Die Dame.*

50

Travels in July to London, the Isle of Wight, and Belle Isle, off the
coast of Brittany, where she meets the van Doesburgs at their
summer residence. Upon returning to Paris for a few days she
visits the Expositioninternationaledes arts decoratifs et indus
trials modernes, the largest exhibition of applied arts, industrial
design, and architecture since before World War I, where she is
especially interested in the textile division. Expands her connec
tions with artists and architects from Italy and the Soviet Union
and makes the acquaintance of Jane Heap, editor of New York's
avant-garde literary and arts magazineThe Little Review,who
displays works by Hoch, on loan from Tzara, in the Little Review
Galleriesin New York.

51

Makes paintings based on principles of photomontage, including
Roma (Rome, 1925), Journalisten (Journalists, 1925), and Die
Braut (The Bride,1927) (pages 13-1 4). The first two are exhibited
in June in the annual exhibition of the Novembergruppein Berlin;
Mies van der Rohe, current chairman of the group, recommends
that the city buy Hoch's pictures in an effort to attain municipal
support for its artist members, but the reigning official on the city
committee, the artist Hans Baluschek, declines to purchase
them.

52

With Kurt Schwitters, begins plans for an "anti-Revue" entitled
Schlechter und besser (Worseand Better), a Merz performance
parodying the extravagant and popular revues of the 191Osand
1920s. Schwitters plans to direct the piece and create the story,
while Hoch is slated to design the sets and costumes, and Hans
Heinz Stuckenschmidt, a composer associated with the Novem
bergruppe, is enlisted to compose the music. While the plans
are never realized, Hoch does design several stage sets and cos
tumes, including those for the characters Mr. and Mrs. Warm
Oven and a girl whose head emits smoke.
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1926
Publishes a woodcut as illustration to Ernest Hemingway's "Banal
Story" in the Spring-Summer issue of The Little Review.
Spends a few weeks during July with the Schwitterses in Kijkduin,
near Schevenigen,the Netherlands, at the home of the Hungarian
painter Lajos d'Ebneth and his wife, Nell. Eveningget-togethers
are attended by many painters, writers, and architects, including
van Eesteren, Huszar, Ida Bienert, Siegfried and Carola Giedion,
J. J. P. Oud, and Gerrit Rietveld.Duringthe days, Hoch, Schwitters,
and d'Ebneth create small reliefs and sculptures from the drift
wood and detritus on the beach. Two of these by Schwitters, Die
breite Schmurchel (The Wide Schmurchel, 1923) and Kathedrale
(Cathedral, 1926), become part of Hoch's extensive collection of
art (now in the collection of the Neue Nationalgaleriein Berlin).
Takes day trips throughout the Netherlandswith Schwitters,
including a visit to the Ethnographic Museum in Leiden.

53
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During her stay at the home of d'Ebneth, meets the poet Til
Brugman, the Dutch contact for Schwitters's Merz periodical and
author of poems, grotesques, and prose pieces for Merz and De
Stijl. The two women travel to Paris and Grenoble in late July and
August. Hoch rents out her studio and apartment in Berlin and
quits her job at Ullstein, and by October moves to The Hague to
live with Brugman, whose apartment is designed by Huszar with
De Stijl furniture by Rietveld. Hoch receivesfinancial support from
the Novembergruppe, which has extra funds availablefor artists
in need.

54

1927
Travels with Brugman throughout Belgium in April and, to recu
perate from a summer illness, to Italy and Switzerland during
August. During this latter trip, she probably visits the spa at
Monte Verita, a famed artists' retreat near Ascona, on the ItalianSwiss border, owned by the German financier and collector
Eduard van der Heydt, whose renowned collection of ethno
graphic art is partially installed in the hotel corridors. Returns
to the Netherlandsvia Paris in early September.

55

1928
Joins a film league in the Netherlands, a forerunner of the Inter
national League for Independent Film, that screens avant-garde
and controversial films (which she attends with Brugman) and
opposes film censorship. Exhibits paintings at the Stedelijk
Museum in Amsterdam in March and November with the Dutch
artists' group "De Onafhankelijken"(The Independents) and con
tributes to their exhibitions of Dutch and foreign contemporary
art in 1929.

I would like to do away with
the firm boundaries that we
human beings so selfassuredly are inclined to erect
around everything that is
accessible to us... .Most of all
I would like to depict the
world as a bee sees it, then
tomorrow as the moon sees it,
and then, as many other
creatures may see it. I am,
however, a human being,
and can use my fantasy,
bound as I am, as a bridge.
— Hannah Hoch, foreword to the
catalogue for her solo exhibition at the
KunstzaalDe Bron, TheHague, 1929
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Travels with Brugman in the summer to Norway and is so
impressed by the Nordic country that she recommends it to
Schwitters, who visits there in 1929 and makes it his residence
in exile from 1937 to 1940.56
1929
Receivesher first one-person exhibition, organized by the archi
tect Jan Buijs, at the Kunstzaal De Bron in The Hague, which
consists of approximately fifty paintings, watercolors, and draw
ings but no photomontages. Hoch publishes her artistic credo in
the catalogue, which calls for the effacement of all boundaries
between styles and artistic points of view, between the real and
the fantastic, between the admissable and the inadmissible in art.
Exhibits in the mammoth internationalFilm und Foto exhibition in
Stuttgart, organized by the Wurttemberg office of the German
Werkbund, which highlights the latest innovations by 191 artists
in film, photography, photomontage, and commercial photogra
phy and which travels internationallyto several cities through
1931. Hoch is represented with at least eighteen photomontages
(the first she has shown since the 1920 Dada Fair), including Die
Kokette I (The Coquette I, 1923-1925) (pi. 26) and Russische
Tanzerin(Mein Double) (RussianDancer [My Double], 1928)
(pi. 40). In one review her work is singled out, along with that of
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10. Card announcing Hoch's returnto Berlin with Til Brugman, 1929. 11. Hoch and Brugman,c. 1930.
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Moholy-Nagyand Man Ray, as being especiallynoteworthy.
Franz Roh and Jan Tschichold publish her photomontage Von
Oben (FromAbove, 1926-1927) (pi. 38) in their book foto-auge
(photo-eye), one of the catalogues to come out of the exhibition.
After seeing her work at the Berlin venue of the exhibition, Josef
Albers, instructor at the Bauhaus in Dessau,asks to exchange
one of his glass paintings for one of her photomontages.
Moves with Brugman on November 1 back to her BusingstraBe
apartment in Berlin. Floch feels increasinglydistanced from the
Berlin art scene and hopes for renewed contact with colleagues
and greater opportunities for work and commissions.
Nazi
Wilhelm
Frick,
Minister
ofEducation
inThuringia,
issues
"Ordinance
against
Negro
Culture."
National
Socialist
party
becomes
second
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party
inReichstag.
Fivemillion
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1930
Hoch's mother dies on April 10.
Reconnects with many of her friends and colleagues in Berlin,
including Mynona, Adolf Behne, and Georg Muche and his wife,
who take French lessons from Brugman.
1931
Reinitiatesa friendship with Raoul Flausmann,who has since
turned to photography as his primary artistic medium. Theo van
Doesburg dies of a heart attack on March 7, at the age of fortyseven, in Davos, Switzerland.
Participates in April and May in the exhibition Fotomontage, at the
former Applied Art Museum in Berlin, with works from the Love
and Ethnographic Museum series. Two untitled works from the
latter series are purchased by Baron von der Heydt, presumably
because they employ reproductions of sculptural objects from his
own extensive collection of ethnographic art.

FOTOMONTAGE

Participates in October in the internationalexhibition Frauenin
Not (Women in Distress), at the Haus der Juryfreien in Berlin,
with works on the subject of women and children. The exhibition
is connected with controversies over Article 218 of the constitu
tional code, which has imposed strict laws against abortion.
Joins the Reichsverbandbildender Kunstler Deutschlands
(National Federationof Visual Artists of Germany) and the
Deutsche Ligafur unabhangigenFilm Ortsgruppe Berlin (German
Leaguefor Independent Film, Berlin Division).
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1932
Early in the year, a break-in occurs in Hoch and Brugman's apart
ment in the BusingstraBe, which letters from friends suggest may
be politically motivated.
Problems apparently begin to arise in
the relationship between Hoch and Brugman.
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Exhibition of forty photomontages and watercolors by Hoch,
planned for May 29 to June 10 at the Bauhaus in Dessau, is can
celed when the Nazis close the school. Exhibits photomontages
from the Love and Ethnographic Museum series in an interna
tional exhibition of photography in July at the Palais des BeauxArts in Brussels.

Creates first book covers for "Dreigroschenromane," or three
penny novels, published by the Antony Bakels publishing house
in Berlin. Financial hardships force Hoch to take on such
assignments, which she continues into the 1940s.

1933
Moves with Brugman to a new apartment in the Friedenau district
of Berlin, at RubensstraBe 66. Receives a letter on April 28 from
the Kunstler-Laden, an artist's cooperative in Berlin, asking her to
affirm her support for National Socialism and to deny that she is
of Jewish descent. Hoch writes "nein" on the letter and promptly
resigns from the organization that had been selling her works on
commission since 1932. All works loaned to the shop are
returned to Hoch.
Exhibits eight photomontages at the Deuxieme exposition
internationale de la photographie et du cinema in Brussels in
June and July.
fr. kalivoda
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Writes comments on film censorship, which she characterizes as
an attack against the basic human rights of freedom and creativ
ity, in response to questions posed to her through the mail by the
Czech magazine editor Frantisek Kalivoda. These appear in the
November issue of Kalivoda's Index, a periodical devoted to film
and culture published in Brno, Czechoslovakia.
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Travels to the Netherlands with Brugman from July to September
(perhaps, as letters from friends intimate, to flee Germany for
Holland or Paris) but returns to Berlin at the beginning of October.
Their return after three months seems to surprise friends such as
Thomas Ring and Otto Nebel. Paints Wilder Aufbruch (Savage
Outbreak) (page 17) in response to the seizure of power by Hitler
and the National Socialists, wishing to illustrate the rupture that is
occurring between the "Welteroberungswahn" (madness of world
conquest) of men and the sorrowful resignation of women.
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1934

The peculiar characteristics
of photography and its
approaches have opened
up a new and immensely
fantastic field for a creative
human being: a new,
magical territory for the
discovery of which freedom is
the first prerequisite. But not
lack of discipline, however.
— Hannah Hoch, "A Few Words
on Photomontage," 1934

Exhibition of forty-two photomontages at the Masaryk student
residence in Brno, Czechoslovakia, from late February to early
March. Kalivoda, who organizes the exhibition, again asks Hoch
to submit an article on film censorship, this time for his literary
journal Stredisko. Claiming unfamiliarity with the present film
scene, Hoch submits instead an article on photomontage, which
appears in the April issue of the magazine.
Travels again with Brugman to the Netherlands in April, but the
two return to Berlin in early May. A month later, Hoch becomes
very sick with Graves' disease, a serious inflammation of the
thyroid gland. She has the goiter removed in an operation and
remains in the hospital through July. While recovering from her
operation, agrees to act as a consultant to Kalivoda's new
magazine, Ekran (Screen), a periodical devoted to the latest
international achievements in film, photography, and painting.
Kalivoda's plans to produce a special issue devoted to Hoch's
work in all media and a corresponding exhibition do not material
ize. Convalesces at the mountain spa in Johannisbad in
October.

1935
Creates the illustrations for Scheingehacktes (Mock Mincemeat),
Brugman's first German-language book of grotesques.
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12. Hoch and Heinz KurtMatthies, 1940.
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During a hiking trip in the Dolomite Alps, meets Heinz Kurt
Matthies, a businessman, mountain climber, and amateur pianist
twenty-one years younger than she. An active correspondence
ensues, and near the end of the year Hoch breaks off her nineyear relationship with Brugman, which she will later describe as
some of the most enjoyable years of her life.
Last exhibition of Hoch's work until after World War II is held at
the Galerie d'Audretsch in The Hague. She shows watercolors
and photomontages, partly because these works can be trans
ported more easily and safely than paintings.

1937
RiotsbyethnicGermans
in
Czechoslovakian
Sudetenland.
Chiang
Kai-shek
uniteswithCommunist
forcesledbyMaoTse-tung
after
Japanese
occupyPekingandShanghai.
Italywithdraws
fromLeague
of Nations.
Picasso
paintsanti-fascist
mural
Guernica
torinclusion
at ParisWorld
Exhibition,
AmeliaEarhart
disappears
inPacific.
German
dirigibleHindenburg
catches
fire
andexplodes
in Lakehurst,
N.J.

From June to November, takes a long road trip through southern
Germany with Matthies in his trailer and produces many naturalis
tic watercolors of flowers and landscapes along the way, which
she tries to sell in Erfurth. Several events mar the vacation, includ
ing an accident involving a small child and what Hoch describes
as a small heart attack she experiences outside of Mainz in June.
On the road to Bayreuth and Nuremberg in November, Hoch and
Matthies engage in heated arguments, which temporarily cause
them to separate.
On September 11 and 16, visits the Entartete Kunst (Degenerate
Art) exhibition in Munich, the mammoth showcase of 730 works
considered degenerate by Hitler and the National Socialists. In
Wolfgang Willrich's book Die Sauberung des Kunsttempels (The
Cleansing of the Temple of Art), an inflammatory tract devoted
to the artistic and cultural enemies of the Third Reich, Hoch is
identified as an affiliate of the "Bolshevist" Novembergruppe
and signatory of the 1921 "Open Letter"; her painting Journalists
is reproduced in a montage of artists associated with the
organization.

The most important works of
the post-World War I period
are represented here. All
museums and public
collections are represented
here. After the public outcry,
it is astonishing how wellbehaved the public is. Many
faces are closed and also
quite a lot of opposition can
be detected. Scarcely a word
is spoken.
— Hannah Hoch on the "DegenerateArt"
exhibition, journal entry from
September 1 1, 1937
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Takes eleven of her art works in December to the "Luftfahrtministerium," the ministry of civil aviation in Berlin. It is possible that
Hoch has received a commission to provide artworks for this
building, which is completed around this time, since the Nazi
regime stipulates that a certain percentage of construction costs
for public buildings be used for art.
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1938
Matthies is hospitalized from January through April after a
nervous breakdown and possible suicide attempt, and Hoch
sacrifices much of her time and energy helping him recuperate.
She rents out the room he has occupied in her apartment since
Brugman's departure in early 1936 and continues to produce
book jackets for the Antony Bakels publishing house in order to
pay off the debts from her 1934 thyroid operation. Ultimately,
the couple marries on September 16.
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Visits the Entartete Kunst exhibition for a third time in March in
its Berlin installation, and for the fourth time in November, when
she travels with Matthies to Hamburg (where she feels the exhibi
tion is better installed and includes more distinguished works).
This trip is the first that Hoch and Matthies take with their new
furnished trailer. Hoch loves the freedom and comfort of this life
on the road with Matthies, as suggested by several paintings
from this year, including Paradies (Paradise ) and Die Freiheit
(Freedom).

Germany
invades
Austria;
Germany
and
France
mobilize
armedforces;British
issuegasmasksto civilians.
MunichAgreement
cedesCzechoslovak
Sudetenland
to Germany.
Leading
figuresin Britishgovernment
resignin protestto PrimeMinister
Neville
Chamberlain's
policyof appeasement
towardGermany.
Anti-Jewish
"Kristallnacht"
pogroms
inGermany.
OrsonWelles's
"WaroftheWorlds"
radiobroadcast
causes
panicinU.S.

Becomes aware of the pogroms against Jews in Germany.
In her journal, she writes of the burning of the synagogues on
November 11 and of the plight of many of her Jewish friends,
including the composer Walter Hirschberg, who was interned in
a concentration camp and then forced to flee Germany. Her fear
of the Nazis escalates during this period, and she appears to tear
many pages from her private journals.

1939

Jammer! KRIEGH! Jammer!
(Misery! WAR! !! Misery! )
— Hannah Hoch, journal entry from
August 31 to September2, 1939

Spends much of the year traveling throughout Germany and
the Netherlands in the trailer with Matthies, who has been selling
welding materials during the Nazi period and thus appears to
be less restricted than most in his travels. The couple visits
many friends, including Jan Buijs in the Netherlands, and Willi
Baumeister, Hans Hildebrandt, and Til Brugman in Germany.
They return to Berlin in late August, just before the outbreak of
World War II on September 1.
Purchases a small home (a former guardhouse at the entrance
to an airfield from World War I) in Heiligensee, a town on the
northwest outskirts of Berlin. Later, she will recall how she moved
her "very questionable" possessions here, thereby saving them
from probable destruction in an air raid. Spends many days
here clipping photographs from periodicals for her photomontage
files.

Spanish
CivilWar,begunin 1936,
comesto closeasmajorpowers
recognize
Franco
government.
StalinandHitlersignnon-agression
pact,opening
doorformutual
invasion
of Poland.
Germany
invades
Poland;
England
andFrance
declare
waronGermany;
U.S.S.R.
invades
Poland
fromeast.
JamesJoycepublishes
Finnegan's
Wake.
VivianLeighstarsin GoneWiththeWind.

1940
Continues to travel throughout Germany with Matthies during the
summer, and in August and September travels to Italy. Maintains
little contact with friends and colleagues, many of whom have
gone into exile. Outside of her family, the Behnes and the Rings
are the primary friends with whom she has contact during the
war years.

Germany
invades
Denmark
andNorway,
thenHolland,
Belgium,
Luxembourg
andFrance.
Winston
Churchill
succeeds
Chamberlain
asBritishprimeminister.

1941
Produces two series of watercolors: Notzeit (Time of Suffering),
probably begun in this year and completed over the next few
years, and Totentanz (Dance of Death), completed in 1943.

Germany
invades
Russia;
Japanese
bombPearlHarbor;U.S.enters
WorldWarII.

1942
Applies to the Reichskammer der bildende Kunst (National
Agency for Visual Art) in February for painting materials, which
she receives.
On the application, Hoch specifies that she is a
member of the NSV, the Nationalsozialistische Volkswohlfahrt, an
organization that administers officially approved charitable activi
ties. It has been suggested that dissenters of the Nazi regime
often used membership in the NSV to protect themselves.

German
siegeof Stalingrad
begins.
BritishandAmerican
forcesdriveback
Germans
in NorthAfrica.
Systematic
gassing
of Jewsin
concentration
campsbegunbyGermans,
U.S.internsmorethan100,000
Japanese-Americans
incamps.
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Separates in early November from Matthies, who leaves her
for the violinist Nell d'Ebneth, her Dutch friend. Matthies and
d'Ebneth plan to travel throughout Europe playing chamber
music together. Hoch is distraught by this sudden departure
and retreats even more deeply into her solitary existence.

1944
2,000tonsof bombsdropped
onBerlin.
AlliesinvadeNormandy,
liberate
Paris,
andpushpastGerman
border.
FirstV-1andV-2rocketsdropped
onLondon,
Assassination
attemptonHitler
byGerman
officersfails.

As the struggle for survival wages on in war-torn Berlin, Hoch
resorts to raising chickens in a coop in her backyard and contin
ues to grow crops in her vegetable garden to supplement the
meager war rations. Shortages of electricity and water and lack
of provisions continue to escalate until the end of the war. Hoch,
however, continues to receive newspapers and to listen in the
evenings to the news on Radio London.
The divorce from Matthies is made official in November.

1945
Franklin
Roosevelt
diesandissucceeded
asU.S.president
byHarryS.Truman.
Russians
enterBerlin;Hitler
commits
suicide.
Germany
capitulates
to Alliesandis
dividedintofoursectorscontrolled
by
Britain,France,
U.S.,andU.S.S.R.
Japansurrenders
afterU.S.dropsatomic
bombsonHiroshima
andNagasaki.
75

Experiences the final battle for Berlin. Writes extensively in her
journal about the arrival of the Russian army in Heiligensee begin
ning on April 22. While the Russians occupy many of the houses
in the neighborhood and pay many "visits" to the female residents
(an allusion to the widespread rape of German women by occu
pying troops), Hoch maintains that she has not been harmed by
the Russians and that all they have taken are a flashlight and
some garden hoses. At one point, she buries some of her Dada
art works in trunks underneath her garden to hide them from the
Russians.
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Shows her works for the first time since before the war in a
December exhibition devoted to artists living in Reinickendorf (the
northern Berlin district that oversees the village of Heiligensee).
The show is organized by the Kulturbund zur demokratischen
Erneuerung Deutschlands (Cultural Federation for the Democratic
Renewal of Germany), a pro-Soviet organization founded in July
1945 to promote local and regional artists which is prohibited in
November 1947 because of its Communist tendencies.

I don't have any illusions and
I know that many awful things
will now happen to me, and
yet, this basic feeling of
peace is there, and is
unspeakably wonderful.
— Hannah Hoch, journal entry,
May 1, 1945

1946
Churchill
gives"IronCurtain"
speech
in Fulton,Missouri.
Goering
andelevenotherssentenced
to deathbyNuremberg
Tribunal;
Goering
commits
suicide.
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Participates as one of five artists associated with so-called post
war Berlin Surrealism in the exhibition Fantasten-Ausstellung at
the Galerie Gerd Rosen, the first private gallery to open in Berlin
after the war and one of the leading representatives of abstract
and surrealist art in Germany. Hoch's catalogue essay, entitled
"Fantastic Art," addresses the imperfection of images of the
visible world and advocates entering the purer realm of the suprareal, the fantastic, and the intangible.
After the editors of Ulenspiegel see her watercolors in an exhibi
tion in Steglitz,
Hoch begins to publish works in this left-wing,
anti-fascist journal of literature, art, and satire, similar to the
prewar Munich journal Simplicissimus. Founded in 1945 by the
graphic artist Herbert Sandberg and the writer Gunther Weisenborn, the journal is soon sanctioned by the Allies for its proCommunist tendencies but continues publication in the Eastern
Zone until 1948. Hoch's first contribution, to the June 1946
issue, is the photomontage Siebenmeilenstiefel (Seven-League
Boots, 1934) (pi. 71 ); she continues to publish photomontages
and watercolors in the journal throughout 1947 and into 1948.
Renews contact with friends and colleagues, including Kurt
Schwitters, now living in England, with whom Hoch has not been
in touch since before the war. Joins the Schutzverband bildender
Kunstler (Protective League for Visual Artists), an organization
founded in 1945 to support artists through exhibitions, stipends,
and supplies; exhibits with the group in November 1946 in
Leipzig and continues to attend its meetings through 1948.
Organizes the exhibition Fotomontage von Dada bis heute
(Photomontage from Dada to Today) in December at the Galerie
Gerd Rosen, which features photomontages by Hoch, Hausmann,
and Juro Kubicek, as well as two of Hoch's illustrations for
Ulenspiegel and a catalogue essay on photomontage, similar to
the one she had written for the 1934 Brno exhibition.

FANTASTen-ausstellung

It was in the first frigid winter
of hunger when absolute
chaos still reigned. There was
absolutely no echo for this
sort of thing and only a few
people saw this small show in
its temporarily installed
rooms.
— Hannah Hoch on the reception of her
exhibition "Photomontagefrom Dada to
Today," in a letter to Raoul Hausmann,
March 1950
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1947
Sends watercolors to the Freunde der bildenden Kunst (Friends
of FineArt), a Berlin organization that sells artists' works on
commission. The group has no exhibition space but plans to
send her works to Munich and Karlsruhefor greater exposure;
they ask specifically for works with flower themes. Later in the
year, exhibits eight fantastic watercolors in Malersehen die
Frau (Painters View the Woman), an exhibition of women artists
sponsored by the women's group of Berlin-Zehlendorf.
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U.S.Secretary
ofState
George
Marshall
callsforEuropean
Recovery
Program
(Marshall
Plan).
Dead
SeaScrolls
discovered
inPalestine.
U.S."G.I.BillofRights"
allows
more
thanonemillion
warveterans
toenroll
incolleges.

Receivesa ration card from the Volkskunstamt (People's Office
for Art) in Reinickendorf.The "Lebensmittelkarte 1" is the same
type of support received by the manual laborers and construction
workers rebuilding the city of Berlin and its infrastructure. This
testifies to the importance the Occupation forces accord Berlin
artists.
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1948
Officiallytakes back her maiden name and drops that of Matthies.
Kurt Schwitters dies in England on January 8; Adolf Behne dies
of tuberculosis in Berlin on August 22. Developsfriendships with
several other Berlin artists, including Heinz Fuchs and Ernst
Fritsch, two professors at the newly reorganized Hochschule
fur bildende Kunst (College of Fine Arts) in Berlin.

U.S.S.R.
initiates
ground
blockade
ofWest
Berlin;
Allies
airliftsupplies
tobeleaguered
city.
Israel
founded,
withDavid
Ben-Gurion
asPrime
Minister.
Mahatma
Gandhi
assassinated
inIndia,
Jackson
Pollock
paints
firstdrippaintings.

Contributes throughout the year to the art exhibition and educa
tion programs of the Reinickendorf Kunstamt (Office for Art),
delivering lectures at various sites in her district on topics such
as "Woman and Art" and "On Regarding an Artwork without Bias:
Why? How? For What Purpose?" Continues to exhibit primarily
naturalistic paintings and watercolors in local exhibitions but is
represented with three pre-World War II photomontages—
Resignation (c. 1930) (pi. 69), Liebe im Busch (Love in the Bush,
1925) (pi. 30), and an untitled work from 1919—in an exhibition
of collage at the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
1949
Drops out of the Schutzverband because, due to the currency
reform, she can't afford the annual fee. She may also be influ
enced by circulating letters that condemn the organization for
becoming too Communist.
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First major exhibition after the war, Hannah Hoch und Dada,
at the left-wing Galerie Franz in Berlin. The exhibition includes
nineteen paintings by Hoch; a number of her watercolors,
drawings, and photomontages; and works by Arp, Freundlich,
Hausmann, and Schwitters. Richard Huelsenbeck and J. J. P.
Oud send letters of congratulations.
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1950
Becomes a founding member of the Berufsverband bildender
Kunstler Berlins (ProfessionalAssociation of Visual Artists in
Berlin), an organization devoted to the unbiased, party-free
representation of artists. Participates with two watercolors in
a memorial exhibition on the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary
of the founding of the Novembergruppe.
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1951
One of twenty-two original members invited by Walter
Wellensteinto become part of Der RING bildender Kunstler
Deutschlands (The RING of Visual Artists of Germany),an
organization devoted to jury-free exhibitions, democratic
selection processes, and support of artist members; contributes
to their first exhibition at the Haus am Waldsee. Receivesfinancial
awards from the Berufsverbandand the Berliner Notstandsaktion
(Berlin EmergencyAction), which favor artists who paint scenes
of Berlin.
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Through all phases of
development, he [Ernst] has
been my closest relative. It
began with Dada.
— Hannah Hoch, journal entry,
December 1951

Visits an exhibition at the Haus am Waldsee of works by Max
Ernst, whom she considers her closest artistic compatriot.
Scratches her cornea in an accident in a friend's garden. The
severe eye problems that result will hinder her reading and artmaking into 1952.88

Germany
officially
divided
intoGerman
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Democratic
Republic
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Blockade
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North
Korean
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South
Korea;
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andChinese
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Douglas
MacArthur
relieved
ofcommand
inKorea
byTruman.
British
spies
Burgess
andMacLean
escape
toU.S.S.R.
Julius
andEthel
Rosenberg
sentenced
todeath
inU.S.forespionage.
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U.S.detonates
firsthydrogen
bomb.
Afterhisrelease
fromprison,
Malcolm
XjoinsU.S.Black
Muslim
leader
Elijah
Mohammed.
Willem
deKooning
paints
Woman
I.
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1952
An active participant in Berlin cultural life, she sees exhibitions
of Georg Muche and AlexanderCalder at GalerieSpringer, also
known as the Maison de France; attends lectures at the Haus am
Waldsee, including one on De Chirico and Dali; and goes to read
ings by her friend the writer Karl Friedrich Boree at the Maison de
France.
Exhibits two paintings in Eisen und Stahl {Iron and Steel), a
Dusseldorf exhibition that deals with technological imagery since
the Middle Ages.
Through correspondence from Hannah Kosnick-KlossFreundlich,the widow of Otto Freundlich,learnsthat Nellyvan
Doesburg and Til Brugman are currently living in Paris, and that
Otto Freundlichdied in a concentration camp in 1938.
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Death
ofStalin.
Rosenbergs
executed.
Korean
armistice
signed,
bringing
thewartoanend.

1953
Receivesfinancial support from the ReinickendorfBureaufor Art.
Since work must be shown periodically in local exhibitions, Hoch
promises that she will undertake a series of Reinickendorf
landscapes in watercolor. Contracts hepatitis and works very
little during the spring months.
Exhibits five works in the exhibition Dada 1916-1923 at the
Sidney Janis Galleryin New York. Begins to show her paintings in
the annualjury-free art exhibitions in the exhibit halls of the Berlin
radio tower, to which she submits through 1955 and again in the
early 1960s.
Renews her correspondence with Hans Arp, who lives in
Meudon, outside of Paris. Hoch is very enthusiastic about his
poems, which she has read in the journal Die literarische Welt
(The LiteraryWorld), as well as poems by Richard Huelsenbeck,
the "New York Cantatas."
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1954
Regularlyreads the literaryjournals Merkur (Mercury)and Der
Monat (The Month). Begins to receivea small monthly pension
from the Hauptkunstamt (Main Bureau for Art) in Berlin on the
occasion of her sixty-fifth birthday, for which Hans Arp has
written a letter of recommendation.
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Richard Huelsenbeckoffers to purchase severalof the Dada
works in Hoch's collection, including some of her own and Hausmann's early pieces. Hoch is unwilling to sell any of the collection
at this time, despite the fact that she had given away several
works immediatelyafter the war to safeguard them from enemy
hands.
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FourPowers
Conference
onGerman
reunification
fails.
French
forces
inVietnam
defeated
atDien
BienPhu.

U.S.S.R.
ends
state
ofwarwithWest
Germany;
West
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joinsNATO.
Busboycott
byblacks
inMontgomery,
Alabama.
95
Soviet
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Communist
Party
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Israel
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ofSuez
Canal
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andFrance.
Fidel
Castro
launches
Cuban
Revolution.
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1955
Travels with her brother Walter and his family to Essen, Duisberg,
and Cologne, where she visits family, friends (such as Georg
Muche), and museums; shows her photomontages and watercolors to the curators at the Folkwang Museum in Essenand the
museum in Duisberg.
1956
Travels for first time by airplaneto the large Schwitters retrospec
tive in Hanover, accompanied by gallery director Rudolf Springer
and his wife. Renewscontact with many artists and meets deal
ers, art historians, and museum professionals, including Werner
Schmalenbach, Carola Giedion-Welcker,and Hans Bolliger, who
will begin to sell Hoch's work through his Swiss gallery, Kornfeld
und Klipstein. Later that fall, she travels to his gallery in Bern to
see an exhibition that contains some of her works; while there
she attends exhibitions of the work of Paul Klee, Egon Schiele,
and Marc Chagall and visits the artists Otto Nebel and Gertrud
Koref-Stemmler.
Exhibits a small number of photomontages in a collage exhibition
at the Rose Fried Gallery in New York. Fried gives one work, Auf
Tullgrund (On a TulleNet Ground, 1921) (pi. 14) to the BuschReisingerMuseum in Boston, and in 1963, three more to the
Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Slowly intellectual life is
returning to this so-long godforsaken Berlin.
— HannahHoch,letterto HansArp,
October3, 1953

I
13. (left to right) Hannah Hoch, Hans Richter,Juliet Man Ray, Frida Richter,and Man Ray at the exhibition Dada: Documentsof a Movement, Dusseldorf, 1958.

Exhibits in the GroBeBerliner Kunstausstellung for the first time
since the early 1930s, participating as a member of the RING.
She will continue through the 1950s to show in this annual
exhibition, exclusivelywith paintings and watercolors.
1957
Solo exhibition at the Galerie Gerd Rosen with twenty-six collages
and photomontages from the 1950s.
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Begins to show with the Deutscher Kiinstlerbund (German
Artists' League), an umbrella organization that attempts to show
case Germany on the international art scene. She will become a
member in August 1959 and submit works (paintings and draw
ings only) to this juried exhibition through the 1960s.
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Takes a great interest in the October launching of Sputnik, the
first space capsule sent into orbit around the earth. Cuts out and
collects many articles and images about this watershed event,
many from the newspaper BZ am Abend. This marks the begin
ning of her avid interest in space exploration during the late 1950s
and 1960s, which she will often write about in her journals.
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1958
Writes her "Lebensuberblick" (Life Overview),an autobiographical
text requested by Richard Huelsenbeckfor his forthcoming book
on Dada.The request comes only after Hoch has complained of
her omission from his earlier Dada account, Mit Witz, Licht und
Grutze (1957).100
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Til Brugman dies in Gouda, the Netherlands, on July 24; Hoch's
brother Walter dies from cancer in Essen on November 25.
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I have always tried to exploit
the photograph. I use it like
color , or as the poet uses the
word.
— Hannah Hoch, letter to
Walter Mehring, April 1959

Exhibits approximately twenty Dada works, including watercolors,
collages, and photomontages, in the first large retrospective of
Dada after the war, Dada: Dokumente einer Bewegung (Dada:
Documents of a Movement), mounted at the Dusseldorf Kunstverein. Hoch attends the opening of the exhibition on September
5, where she sees Man Ray, Hans Richter, Werner Graeff, and
Dr. Ewald Rathke, the curator of the exhibition. Publishes an
account of one of her trips with Schwitters in the catalogue.
1959
Her exhibition of thirty-five photomontages from 1956 to 1959 at
the Galerie Rosen is well received by the German press, with one
reviewer praising the subtle irony that has come to replace the
socio-critical aggressivity of the Dada period in her work.

Castro
assumes
power
inCuba.
George
Grosz
diesshortly
afterreturning
toGermany.
Gunther
Grass
publishes
TheTinDrum.
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Subscribes to the photography-based magazinesLife and Mag
num.™ Interviewwith Hoch by the writer Edouard Roditi appears
in DerMonat, in which she describes the formation of Berlin Dada
as well as the general environmentof modern art in the late 191Os
and 1920s. Although after its publication Hoch will maintain
that key comments about Richard Huelsenbeck's involvementin
the formation of Dada were edited out, there is a public outcry
from Huelsenbeckand others regarding Hoch's misconstruction
of Dada. Hoch attempts unsuccessfullyto change the text
before its planned republication in Roditi's Dialogueson Art.™
These unpleasant exchangeswill color her relationshipto
Huelsenbeckfor the rest of her life.
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Accompanies Rudolf Springer on a trip to Paris in late November
and early December,where she visits Cesar DomelaNieuwenhuis,
HansArp and MargueriteHagenbach-Arp,and Nellyvan Doesburg
but just misses the opening of the InternationalExpositionof
Surrealismat the GalerieDanielCordier, in which two of her
paintings from the 1920s are exhibited.
American
U-2spyplane
shotdown
overU.S.
S.R.
Former
Gestapo
chiefAdolfEichmann
arrested
inArgentina
anddeported
toIsrael.
Neo-Nazi
political
groups
banned
inGermany,
Kennedy
elected
U.S.President.
"ThePill,"oralcontraceptive,
becomes
available
inU.S.
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Berlin
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1960
Hans Arp advises Hoch to correct the still-festering problem with
Richard Huelsenbeckconcerning the Roditi interview of 1959 and
agrees to purchase two of Hoch's works from the early 1920s
that she has offered to sell to him, Huldigung an Arp (Hommage
to Arp, 1923) and Schnurenbild {String Picture, 1923-1924).107
Exhibition of the RINGat the Haus am Waldsee includes a section
devoted to Hoch's works from Dada to the present, in honor of
her seventieth birthday.
Begins to receivefinancial support (which will continue for the
rest of her life) through the Deutsche Kunstlerhilfe(German
Artist's Aid), a fund financed through subsidies from the Federal
Ministry and the broadcasting institutions.
1961
Honored guest from January through early April at the Villa
Massimo, an artist's retreat in Rome overseenby the PreuBischer
Kulturbesitz. Hoch produces many drawings, some large wood
cuts, and several poems and aphorisms which she inscribes on
small pieces of paper. The final three weeks are spent at the Casa
Boldi near Olevano,a retreat she visited first on her trip to Rome
in 1920. In the train on the way home, a collapsible couchet bed
falls on her head, which sends her to the hospital in Berlin. While
there is no official skull fracture, she experiences pain and bouts
of disorientation throughout the coming weeks.
Her one-person retrospective exhibition at the Galerie Nierendorf
in Berlin includes seven paintings, forty-five photomontages, and
thirty-three watercolors. From this point on, Galerie Nierendorf
becomes Hoch's primary Berlin dealer and its directors, Florian
and Inge Karsch, become lasting supporters and friends. The
Nationalgaleriein Berlin purchases Cut with the Kitchen Knife for
its permanent collection.
1962
As more books are published by former members of the Club
Dada (including Huelsenbeck, Hausmann,and, later, Hans
Richter), Hoch is beset with requests to open up her extensive
holdings of Dada memorabiliaand materialsfor perusal. Haus
mann, especially, berates Hoch for what he considers her less
than adequate curatorship of his works in her possession.
1963
Retrospective exhibition of Hoch's work, organized by Florian
and Inge Karsch, opens at the Galleriadel Levante in Milan with
fifty-three photomontages, watercolors, and paintings from the
period from 1916-1961 .
Travels to Stuttgart to attend the opening of the Deutscher
Kunstlerbund exhibition, in which she has two paintings. After
ward, travels to Paris and Meudon, where she visits the Arps and
Nelly van Doesburg.
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1964
Visits the international art exhibition Documenta III in Kassel,
West Germany.
Mies van der Rohe, who travels to Berlin from his home in
Chicago to plan for his new building for the Neue Nationalgalerie,
visits Hoch in Heiligensee.
The largest and most comprehensive retrospective of Hoch's
work to date, in honor of her seventy-fifth birthday, opens in
November at the Galerie Nierendorf in Berlin. The catalogue
contains five original linoleum cuts from 191 5-1 91 7 which Hoch
reprints for this occasion.

GulfofTonkinResolution
authorizes
President
Lyndon
Johnson
to expand
U.S.military
presence
inSouthVietnam.
Kruschev
oustedasSovietPrimeMinister.
MartinLutherKing,Jr. winsNobel
PeacePrize.
Unitedteamrepresents
Germany
inOlympics
forlasttimeuntil1992.

1965
With Florian Karsch, visits exhibition in the Amerikahaus in Berlin
of works by Robert Rauschenberg, which she calls "giant col
lages a la Dada." Participates with Karsch in a radio show about
Hitler and the Arts on RIAS 1 (Radio in the American Sector), in
which she discusses the 1938 Entartete Kunst exhibition.

111

Elected on May 7 to the Akademie der Kunste (Academy of the
Arts) in West Berlin, an appointment she holds alongside such
prominent Berlin artists as Karl Hartung, Heinz Trokes, and Hans
Uhlmann.

Germany
opensdiplomatic
relations
withIsrael.
Winston
Churchill
dies.
DeGaulle
electedpresident
of France.
Firstorganized
protests
against
U.S.involvement
inVietnam
on
collegecampuses.
RaceriotsinWattsdistrictof LosAngeles,

1966
Delivers a lecture in Dusseldorf on her remembrances of the Dada
period and Kurt Schwitters.
Is exposed to a wide variety of artists and cultural figures through
the numerous activities she attends at the Akademie der Kunste —
most notably, exhibitions of the painters Rolf Nesch and Ernst
Wilhelm Nay, whose original, hand-pulled prints she finds par
ticularly beautiful; a lecture by Theodor Adorno on "Art and the
Arts"; and a special eightieth-birthday celebration for the dancer
Mary Wigman. 112

Woe, our good Kospar
is dead.

113

114

— Hannah Hoch, quoting a poem by
Hans Arp from 1912

Hans Arp dies in Basel on June 7.
Receives several artists associated with the international Fluxus
movement in her home in Heiligensee, including Nam June Paik
and Charlotte Moorman in July and Wolf Vostell, Dick and Alison
Higgins, and Juan Hidalgo in October.

German
government
endorses
U.S.
policyinVietnam,
leading
to formation
of German
protestmovement.
Christian
Democrats
andSocial
Democrats
form"GreatCoalition"
inGerman
parliament;
KurtGeorg
Kiesinger
electedChancellor,
AlbertSpeerreleased
fromprison
aftertwenty-year
sentence.
DeGaullerequests
removal
of
NATO
forcesfromFrance.
Cultural
Revolution
launched
inChina.
National
Organization
forWomen
founded
inU.S.
Introduction
of theminiskirt.

Decides to return, at last, many of Raoul Hausmann's works to
him, including Mechanischer Kopf (Der Geist unserer Zeit)
(.Mechanical Head [The Spirit of our Time], 191 9) and Tatlin lebt
zu Hause (Tatlin at Home, 1920), after receiving several letters
throughout the years in which he asserts ethical claims to all of
his works in her possession.

1967
Receives a financial award from the Theodor Heuss foundation,
which grants her additional awards in 1968 and 1978.

Arab-Israeli
Six-Day
War;Israeloccupies
SinaiandWestBank.

1968
Participates in the exhibitions Dada, Surrealism, and Their Heri
tage at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and Realismus in
der Malerei der 20er Jahre (Realism in the Painting of the 1920s)
at the Kunstverein, Hamburg. In the latter, she is resurrected as
a Neue Sacnlichkeit (New Objectivity) artist with four still-life
paintings from the 1920s.
Heinz Ohff's book, Hannah Hoch, the most comprehensive
account to date of her life, friends, and work, appears as the first
volume in the series Bildende Kunst in Berlin (Visual Art in Berlin).

Assassinations
of RobertKennedy
and
MartinLutherKing,Jr. in U.S.
Soviettroopssuppress
"Prague
Spring"
inCzechoslovakia.
Student
andworkerprotests
in France.
Democratic
Convention
inChicago.
Deaths
of MarcelDuchamp
and
JohnHeartfield.

1969
Included in two exhibitions that feature the connections between
art and technology: Art at the End of the Machine Age, organized
by the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and Industrie und
Technik in der deutschen Malerei: Von der Romantik bis zur
Gegenwart (Industry and Technology in German Painting from
Romanticism to the Present) at the Wilhelm-Lehmbruch-Museum
in Duisburg.

Socialist
WillyBrandt,formermayorof
Berlin,electedChancellor
of Germany.
Apollo11 astronauts
Armstrong
and
Aldrinbecome
firstto walkonmoon.
DeGaulleresigns
aspresident
of France.
Woodstock,
NewYork,musicfestival.
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The city of Reinickendorf pays off the mortgage on Hoch's home
in Heiligensee and offers her an annual sum to help with house
repairs. In return, the city assumes ownership of the property,
which she can live in until she dies. Receives a new addition to
the house, which includes her first proper bathtub.

115

Last year of creation of oil paintings.

1971
Four-Power
Agreement
onBerlin.
WillyBrandtwinsNobelPeacePrize.
ErichHonecker
becomes
headof East
German
Communist
Party.
Openletterin DerStern,
signedbymore
than300prominent
womentestifying
to
havinghadillegalabortions,
marksthe
unofficial
emergence
of themodern
women's
movement
inGermany.
U.S.bombing
of Cambodia;
invasion
of Laos.

Raoul Hausmann dies in Limoges on February 1.
Asked to become a member of the honorary committee of the
Deutscher Kunstlerbund, with whom she has exhibited since
1957.
Retrospective of 184 of her collages and photomontages, includ
ing some of her latest mini-collages, known as "Minis," at the
Akademie der Kunste in Berlin. Writes a new essay, "On Collage,"
for the catalogue.
The photographers Liselotte and Armin Orgel-Kohne visit Hoch in
Heiligensee in July to take photographs for a planned book (never
realized). Hoch uses some of these photographs and others
made for her by the Orgel-Kohnes in the large Lebensbild (Life
Portrait) (pages 148-1 49). 116At the same time, a film about Hoch
is being produced by Johannes Freisel for the West German
Broadcasting Network (Westdeutscher Rundfunk) in Cologne.

1973
EastandWestGermany
establish
formal
diplomatic
relations;
bothjointheU.N.
U.S.Supreme
Courtupholds
women's
rightto abortion
in Roev. Wade.
Arab-Israeli
YomKippurwar.
PabloPicasso
dies.

Interview with Hoch conducted by Wolfgang Pehnt airs on
German radio on March 4 in the series Jene zwanziger Jahre

Brandtresigns
aschancellor
of West
Germany
whenoneof hisaidesisfound
to beanEastGerman
spy;succeeded
byHelmut
Schmidt.
Nixonresigns
asU.S.president
as
a resultof Watergate
scandal.

The Berlinische Galerie purchases her 1925 paintings Rome
and Journalists for a sum that astounds and gratifies Hoch.
Retrospective exhibition at the National Museum of Modern Art

(Those 1920s).
Begins to organize her vast collection of Dada documents, art,
catalogues, and other memorabilia; creates scores of lists that
detail the exhibitions in which she has participated and the exact
locations of art and objects in her collection.

I'm sick and tired of Dada;
slowly it's becoming played
out. Everything else that has
developed goes unnoticed.

1974

118

— Hannah Hoch, in an interview in
"Stern," April 22, 1976

in Kyoto, Japan.
Becomes ill with a combination of lumbago and continued heart
troubles. In June, she has a laser operation for cataracts, which
greatly improves her eyesight. New glasses that she receives in
early July allow her to see more colors, although not as distinctly
as before. She often uses a magnifying glass. Hoch's eyesight
will remain blurry until 1977, when she finally receives new
contact lenses.

1975
Trialof Baader-Meinhof
Gangbegins
inGermany.
NorthVietnamese
andVietCongtroops
capture
Saigon;
Vietnam
Warends.

Participates in the exhibition "Als der Krieg zu Ende war": Kunst
in Deutschland 1945-1950 ("When the War was Over": Art in
Germany 1945-1950), at the Akademie der Kunste in Berlin, with
photomontages and a number of posters and catalogues from
the period.

1976
UlrikeMeinhof
founddeadinher
jailcell,reported
suicide.
MaoTse-tung
dies.
MaxErnstdies.

Largest retrospective to date, with 169 works in all media,
organized by the Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and
the Berlin Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen PreuBischer
Kulturbesitz. Awarded the title of "professor" by the mayor of
Berlin, Klaus Schutz, on April 23.

1977
Andreas
Baader
founddeadinhis
jailcell,reported
suicide.
Egyptian
president
AnwarSadat
becomes
firstArabheadof stateto
visitIsrael.

Hoch's photomontages, collages, and minis are given a separate
exhibition in the monumental show Berlin Now: Contemporary Art
1977, organized by the Goethe House in New York; her works
are also shown in the important exhibition Women Artists: 15501950 at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

1978
First"testtubebaby"born
in England.
SidViciouskillsgirlfriend
NancySpungen.

Hannah Hoch, after a career that spanned some sixty years, dies
in Berlin at the age of eighty-eight on May 31 .

I am an introverted person,
but my profound interest in
everything that is happening
during my time here on earth
leads me, to this day, even
in my retirement, to
participate in everything
that is interesting to me.
— Hannah Hoch, interview with
Suzanne Page, 1976
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5 Contraryto Hoch's assertionin a 1976 interview
that Grosz studied with Orlik before she arrived and
that, consequently, they did not meet, Grosz was
enrolledin Orlik'sclassat the sametime as Hoch,from
summer semester 1915 to summer semester 1917.
Sincethere were only 16-21 students in this class at
any one time, it seemsunlikelythat the two would not
havemet at somepoint.See"Aufnahmeliste1915-17"
at the Hochschule der Kunste, Berlin; and Suzanne
Page, "Interviewavec/mit HannahHoch," in Hannah
Hoch: Collages, Peintures, Aquarelles, Gouaches,
Dessins/Collagen,Gemalde,Aquarellen,Gouachen,
Zeichnungen,exh. cat. (Parisand Berlin:Museed'Art
Modernede la Villede Parisand NationalgalerieBerlin
Staatliche MuseenPreuBischerKulturbesitz, 1976),
p. 24.
6 "Aufnahmeliste1919-20," at the Hochschuleder
Kunste,Berlin.
7 Lebenscollage,vol. 1, p. 66.
8 See an undated 1916 letter from Hoch to Grete
Hoch,Lebenscollage,vol. 1, p. 195 (8.7).
I am deeply indebted to MariaMakela, whose valu- f 9 Theseincludea design in chenilleembroideryin
able insights, painstaking research, and encour
vol. 16, no. 5 (February1916), p. 126; and a designfor
agement made the preparation of this document
colored-silk embroidery in vol. 16, no. 11 (August
possible. Information obtained from the following
1916),p. 262.
sources was indispensable: Hannah Hoch: Eine
10 Datesof abortionsare confirmedin a letter from
Lebenscollage, vol. 1 (1889-1920), ed. Cornelia
ElfriedeHausmann-Schaeffer
and RaoulHausmannto
Thater-Schultz (Berlin: Berlinische Galerie and
JohannesBaader,4 November1920,Lebenscollage,
Argon. 1989); vol. 2 (1921-1945). ed. Ralf Burmeisvol. 1, p. 717(13.61).
ter and Eckhard Furlus (Berlin: Berlinische Galerie
11 Letter from Hoch to Grete Hoch, 18 November
and Hatje, 1995); and HannahHoch:Fotomontagen,
1916,Lebenscollage,vol. 1, p. 233 (8.54).
Gemalde, Aquarelle, exh. cat. (Cologne: DuMont
12 An inscription in Hoch's hand on the back of a
Buchverlag. 1980). with bibliographic documenta
canvasfrom this yearentitledDerAnfang(TheBegin
tion by GotzAdrian),pp. 7-52.
ning) identifiesit as herfirst oil painting.
13 Seetable of contentsto vol. 1, no. 4 (April 1917).
14 Froma reviewin the BerlinerBorsen-Courier,13
1 Lebenscollage,vol. 1, p. 47.
April 1918,Lebenscollage,
vol. 1, pp. 367-368 (10.21).
2 Hoch, "Lebensuberblick" (1958), trans. Peter
15 SeeLebenscollage,vol. 1, pp. 426-427 (10.78).
Chametzky,in Cut with the KitchenKnife: TheWeimar
16 HeinzOhff,HannahHoch (Berlin:Gebr.Mannand
Photomontagesof HannahHoch, by MaudLavin(New
DeutscheGesellschaftfur BildendeKunste.V.,1968),
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1993),
p. 39.
p. 211.
17 "Vom Sticken," in vol. 18, no. 12 (September
3 Documentsfor the Unterrichtsanstaltdes konig1918); and "Was ist schon?" in vol. 19, nos. 1-2
lichenKunstgewerbemuseums
at the Hochschuleder
(October-November1918).
Kunste,Berlin.Hoch first appearson the "Aufnahme18 Hoch, "Erinnerungen an DADA: Ein Vortrag
liste"as a provisionarystudenton 20 January1915, in
1966," in Hannah Hoch 1889-1978: Ihr Werk, Ihr
the middleof the winter semester.
Leben, Ihre Freunde, exh. cat. (Berlin: Berlinische
4
Indicationof nightclassesis in the "Aufnahmeliste
Galerieand Argon, 1989),p. 205.
1914-15." Description of these courses is in the
19 SeeLebenscollage,vol. 1, pp. 613-61 4 (12.53).
"Jahresberichteder Unterrichtsanstalt1900-1916";
20 Seevol. 19, no. 7 (April 1919), p. 140; and "Die
both at the Hochschuleder Kunste,Berlin.
freie Stick-Kunst" (The FreeArt of Embroidery)and
"DiestickendeFrau"(TheEmbroideringWoman),both
in vol. 20, nos. 1-2 (October-November1919).
2 1 Hoch notes that such an error was not unusual
during this period; see Lebenscollage,vol. 1, p. 618
(12.55).
22 SeeLebenscollage,vol. 1, pp. 658-660 (13.18),
and p. 665 (13.24). The dolls featured in Schall und
Rauch are the ones that were exhibited later in the
springand summerat the FirstInternationalDadaFair.
If these are indeed the dolls that were sold to Sachs,
they must havebeen sent to Chicagosometimeafter
the close of the DadaFairin August.
23 Letter from Hausmannto Hoch, 21 June 1962,
HannahHochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
24 Eveningedition of 9 July 1920, cited in Lebens
collage,vol. 1, p. 684 (13.40).
25 SeeOhff,supra,note 16, p. 28.
26 SeeLebenscollage,vol. 1, pp. 663-665 (13.2).
27 Lebenscollage,vol. 1, p. 87 (5.3).

28 The designs,for a pillow cover and a tablecloth,
appear in vol. 21, no. 4 (January 1921), pp. 89-90;
and vol. 21, no. 5 (February1921),pp. 110-111.
29 Reviewfrom the 10 February 1921 edition of 8
UhrAbendblatt, a clipping of which is in the Hannah
HochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
30 See Helga Kliemann, Die Novembergruppe
(Berlin: Gebr. Mann Verlag, 1969), pp. 18, 109, and
cover.
31 "Lebensuberblick,"supra,note 2, p. 213.
32 Vol. 49, no. 9 (February22), p. 21.
33 30 August-5September,per an "Ausstellerkarte,"
an exhibitor's card, in the Hannah Hoch Archive,
BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
34 John Elderfield,KurtSchwitters(London:Thames
and Hudson,1985),p. 125.
35 See lettersfrom Sphwittersto Hoch, 1 May 1923
and 17 July 1923,Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 120
(23.5);and pp. 124-125 (23.15).
36 Hoch, "Erinnerungenan DADA,"supra, note 18,
p. 210.
37 Ibid. Later accounts suggest that the "Goethe
grotto" consisted of a re-creationof one of Goethe's
legs,presentedlikea reliquaryitemand surroundedby
pencil stubs. See Schwitters, "Ich und meineZiele"
(1931), in Kurt Schwitters: Das litterarische Werk,
vol. 5, ed. FriedhelmLack (Cologne:DuMontVerlag,
1973-1981), pp. 344-345.
38 PeterKrieger,"Freundschaftmit der Avantgarde:
Schwitters, Arp, van Doesburg, Moholy-Nagy," in
HannahHoch 1889-1978, supra,note 18, p. 31.
39 Includesdesignof stuffeddog "KingCharles,"vol.
50, no. 12 (late March 1923), p. 20; insert of net
embroidery for a curtain, blanket, or pillow, vol. 50,
no. 15 (mid-May1923), p. 21; designsfor two runners,
vol. 50, no. 16 (late May 1923), p. 21; and tablecloth
and two doilies,vol. 50, no. 18 (lateJune 1923), p. 18.
40 Ohff,supra,note 16, pp. 27-28.
4 1 See Lebenscollage,vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 122 (23.8)
and p. 143 (23.55).
42 Ohff,supra,note 16, p. 28.
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5 1 See Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 241 (25.54).
52

Hoch, "Die Revue; eine der Reisen mit Kurt

Schwitters,"

in Dada: Dokumente einer Bewegung,

exh. cat. (Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1958). Hoch
recounts that this activity took place in 1924, but letters
suggest it was more likely in 1925 and 1926. See Eber
hard Roters, "Kurt Schwitters," in Lebenscollage, vol. 2
(pt. 1), pp. 134-143.
53

Hoch, "Erinnerungen an DADA, supra, note 18,

p. 211.
54

Letter from the Novembergruppe to artist mem

bers, 11 November 1926, Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2),
p. 267 (26.26).
55

While Hoch's pocket calendar does not specifi

cally mention a trip to Monte Verita, it does cite a stop
at Lago Maggiore, the lake upon which Ascona sits.

43

Design for embroidered linen pillow, vol. 51, no. 9

j

Monte Verita was a destination for many bohemian

73

artists and dancers, including Sophie Taeuber and

note 69, p. 127.

Steinweis, Art, Ideology and Economics, supra,

Mary Wigman, during the early decades of the century.

74

See Lebenscollage , vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 299 (27.13).

Wohlfahrtsstaat im Nationalsozialismus:

56

Elderfield, Kurt Schwitters, supra, note 34, p. 194.

der Armenfursorge in Deutschland, vol. 3 (Stuttgart,

57

Review by F. M., 1 June 1929, from an unknown

See Christoph Sachse and Florian Tennstedt, Der
Geschichte

Berlin, Cologne: Verlag W. Kohlhammer, 1992), p. 118.

(mid-February 1924), p. 20; small net-darning table

source; Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 364 (29.32).

Thanks to Professor Alan E. Steinweis for making us

cloth, vol. 51 , no. 10 (late February 1924), p. 21 ;

58

aware of this reference.

abstracted

band, 14 November 1931 , confirming new member

75

houses, flowers, and geometric shapes, vol. 52, no. 5

ship, Hoch Family Archives.

Widerstand und Anpassung:

(late November 1924), p. 29; and floral embroidery

59

design for wool embroidery

with deer,

Hoch, "Erinnerungen an DADA," supra, note 18,

p. 202; and Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 184 (24.37).
45

See Lebenscollage,

|

"Hannah

Hoch," in Zwischen
Kunst in Deutschland

exh. cat. (Berlin: Akademie der KGnste,

1978), p. 152.
76

See Yule F. Heibel, Reconstructing the Subject:

j

60
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and Helma Schwitters, 6 October 1932, Lebenscol

Modernist Painting in Western Germany, 1945-1950

lage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 452 (32.7) and p. 461 (32.22).

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), pp. 87,

vol. 2 (pt. 2), pp. 177-1 90

Letters from Nelly van Doesburg, 26 April 1932,

Peter Krieger,

1933-1945,

See Maria Makela's essay in this volume, p. 79

n127.

design, vol. 52, no. 6 (early December 1924), p. 29.
44

Membership card and letter from the Reichsver-

(24.37).

6 1 Text on film censorship and letter from Hoch to

172 n18; and Eckhart Gillen and Diether Schmidt, eds.,

4B

Kalivoda, 14 October 1932; both in Frantisek Kalivoda

Zone 5: Kunst in der Viersektorenstadt

Correspondence,

(Berlin: Berlinische Galerie and Verlag Dirk Nishen,

Loose note dated April 22, found in the Hannah

Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin. The year is

Municipal Museum, Brno, Czech

1945- 195 1

Republic.

1989), p. 157.

62

See letters from Gertrud Ring, 20 June 1933; Otto

77

Reprinted in Zone 5, supra, note 76, pp. 171-172.

this event took place during the 1924 visit.

and Hildegard Nebel, 22 October 1933; and Thomas

78

Letter from Ulenspiegel editors to Hoch, 2 April

47

and Gertrud Ring, 28 October 1933; Lebenscollage,

1946, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische

lage, vol. 2 (pt. 1), p. 158.

vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 487 (33.14), p. 492 (33.18), and p. 493

Berlin.

48

(33.19).
63 Letter from Hoch to Will Grohmann, 29 September

79

not given, but since this is the only of Hoch's Paris trips
to have taken place during April, it is safe to assume
Eberhard Roters, "Paris-Reisen," in Lebenscol
Letters from Hoch to the van Doesburgs, 5 June

1924 and 7 October

1924, Theo van Doesburg

Archives, Rijksbureau voor kunsthistorische

Docu-

|

1964, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische

Galerie,

Galerie,

See Herbert Sandberg and Gunter Kunert, eds.,

Ulenspiegel: Zeitschrift fur Litteratur, Kunst und Satire
1945-1950 (Berlin: Eulenspiege! Verlag, 1978).

mentatie, The Hague, the Netherlands. I wish to thank

Berlin.

80

Marcia Zaaijer for allowing me access to this material.

64

Hoch, 30 January and 12 March 1947; and from Hoch,

49

5 June 1934, Hannah Hoch Archive,

Designs for two round doilies, vol. 52, no. 8 (early

Letters from Kalivoda to Hoch, 6 March 1934, and

January 1925), p. 24; design of Dutch women with

Galerie, Berlin.

trees and animals, vol. 52, no. 10 (early February

65

Berlinische

Letters from the Freunde der bildenden Kunst to

1 December 1947 and 6 January 1948, Hannah Hoch
Archive, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin.

Letters from Kalivoda to Hoch, 10 July 1934,

81

See Lothar Klunner, "Zwischen Nullpunkt und

1925), p. 24; design for a round tablecloth, vol. 53, no.
4 (November 1925), p. 24.

pp. 539-540 n1 .

fur Literatur 12, no. 45 (October 1988), pp. 127-1 28.
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66

Ohff, supra, note 16, p. 25.

82

1926),

67

Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), pp. 575-593 (37.14).

Kunstler, 28 February 1949, Hannah Hoch Archive,

inside front cover. In the 1920s, Jane Heap exhibited

68

In Hoch's journal entry of 14 December 1937, she

Berlinische Galerie, Berlin.

art of the German

refers to this building as the "Luftschiffahrtsminis-

83

Constructivists at the Little Review Gallery, at 66 Fifth

terium." See Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt.2), p. 592 (37 .14).

Kunstler Berlin to the members of the Schutzverband,

Avenue, in New York. See Margaret Anderson , My Thirty

69

30 November 1948, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische

Years' War (New York: Covici, Friede, 1930), p. 265.

November 1995. The questionnaire Hoch completed

Lebenscollage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 233 (25.51); and

The Little Review 12, no. 1 (Spring-Summer
Expressionists

and Russian

vol. 2 (pt. 2),

Wahrungsreform: Die surreale Stadt," Litfa3: Zeitschrift

and 12-13 July 1934, Lebenscollage,

Letter from Alan E. Steinweis to Maria Makela, 1

for admittance into the Reichskammer der bildende
Kunst in February 1942 reiterates that she had works in
the collection of the Reichsluftfahrtministerium (photo
copy of document in the Berlin Document Center pro
vided by Alan Steinweis). See Steinweis, Art, Ideology
and Economics in Nazi Germany (Chapel Hill: Univer
sity of North Carolina Press, 1993).
70

Diary entry of 1 April 1938, Lebenscollage, vol. 2

(pt. 2), p. 598(38.1); and draft of letter from Hoch to
Heinz Kurt Matthies, p. 663 (42.3).
7 1 See Edouard Roditi, "Interview mit Hannah Hoch,"
Der Monaf\2,
72

no. 134 (November 1959), p. 60.

Journal entry from 28 September 1939, Lebens

collage, vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 637 (39.12).

Letter from Hoch to the Schutzverband bildender

Letter from the Freier Verband der bildenden

Galerie, Berlin.
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84 Reinhardand Elli Franz,well-knownCommunist
sympathizerssince 1928,openedtheirgalleryin Octo
ber 1946 in the roomsof a formerboxingschoolin the
Easternsectorof Berlin.Theywerethrust intothe fore
front of the art debates in Berlinwhen they accepted
the defectors of the Galerie Gerd Rosen (Hartung,
Mammen,Thiemann,Trokes, Uhlmann,and Zimmer
man) in the Zone 5 exhibitionof September1948, an
action that calledfor a zone outsidethe four occupa
tion zones that would be free from political and ideo
logicalentanglements.
Thegallerybecameincreasingly
left-wingduringthe early1950sand was closedby the
authoritiesin 1951. See Gillenand Schmidt, Zone 5,
supra,note 76, pp. 195-205.
85 Journal entry, 17 March 1950, Hannah Hoch
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
86 Journalentries, 26 August,4 November,and 16
November1950; and undatedletterfrom Hoch to the
KunstamtCharlottenburg,spring 1950, HannahHoch
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
87 See Ursula Ruter, '"Mussen MalerinnenhaOich
sein?' Bildende Kunstlerinnen im Berlin der
Nachkriegszeit,"in Professioneohne Tradition: 125
JahreVereinBerlinerKunstlerinnen(Berlin:Berlinische
Galerie,1992),p. 180.
88 Journal entry, 24 October 1951, Hannah Hoch
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
89 Journal entry, 28 October 1952, Hannah Hoch
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
90 Draft of letter from Hoch to the Reinickendorf
Bezirksamt, 10 March 1953, HannahHoch Archive,
BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
91 Letters in the Stiftung Hans Arp und Sophie
Taeuber-Arp,BahnhofRolandseck,Rolandseck,Ger
many.I would like to thank WalburgaKrupp for allow
ing me accessto this material.
92 Letter from Hoch to Karl Friedrich Boree, 15
August 1954, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.
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93 LetterfromArpto the Hauptkunstamt,14 February
1954. Stiftung Hans Arp und Sophie Taeuber-Arp,
BahnhofRolandseck,Rolandseck,Germany.
94 Lettersfrom Huelsenbeckto Hoch, 10 July 1954,
and Hoch to Huelsenbeck, 17 August 1954, in the
RichardHuelsenbeckCorrespondence,Getty Center
for the Historyof Art andthe Humanities,SantaMonica,
California. I would like to thank Kirsten Hammerfor
makingtheselettersavailableto me.
95 Dr. Kohn, the curator at the FolkwangMuseum,
was particularlyinterestedin the photomontages,but
did not purchase any. Journal entry, 23 April 1955,
HannahHochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
96 Seecorrespondenceof August 1963 from Rose
Fried to Hoch; and Hoch's journal entry, 9 August
1963, both in the HannahHoch Archive, Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.
97 Heibel,Reconstructingthe Subject, supra, note
76, p. 180M14.
98 Letterfrom Hochto the DeutscherKunstlerbund,
12 August 1959, HannahHoch Archive, Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.
99 See, for example, journal entries of 5 October
1957 and 1 February 1958, Hannah Hoch Archive,
BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
100 Seecopies of lettersfrom Huelsenbeckto Hoch,
28 April 1958,and from Hoch to Huelsenbeck,3 April
1958, RichardHuelsenbeckCorrespondence,Getty
Centerfor the Historyof Art and the Humanities,Santa
Monica,California.It is unclearwhich book was meant
here. Hoch's account of a trip with Kurt Schwitters
appears in Huelsenbeck's Dada: Eine literarische
Dokumentation(Hamburg:Rowohlt,1964),pp. 255257. "Lebensuberblick"was not publishedduring her
lifetime. Huelsenbeck's Mit Witz, Licht und Grutze
appears in Englishtranslationas "Dada Drummer"in
the book Memoirs of a Dada Drummer, ed. Hans J.
Kleinschmidt,trans.JoachimNeugroschel(NewYork:
VikingPress,1974).
10 1 "DieRevue:Eineder Reisenmit Kurt Schwitters,"
in Dada: Dokumente einer Bewegung, exh. cat.
(Amsterdam:StedelijkMuseum,1958),unpaginated.
102 Reviewby Heinrichten Losen in Das Kunstwerk
13, nos. 2-3 (August-September1959),p. 66.
103 Journal entries, 10 February and 4 November
1959,HannahHochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
104 The interview also appeared in translation in
the Decemberissue of Arts Magazinein 1959 and in
Roditi's book More Dialogueson Art (SantaBarbara,
California:Ross-Erikson,1984).
105 See letters from Huelsenbeck, Hans Richter,
and others in DerMonat 12, no. 136 (January1960),
pp. 94-96.
106 Letter from Hoch to Hans Arp, 10 December
1959, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische Galerie,
Berlin.The interviewdid not appear in this 1960 vol
ume, but in the subsequent More Dialogueson Art,
supra,note 104.
107 Sketchof letterfromArp to Hoch,6 January1960,
StiftungHansArp, BahnhofRolandseck,Rolandseck,
Germany.Arp writes: "If I had let myselfbe influenced
by all the abusivelanguage,slander,and sensitivities
the Dadaists exchanged among one other, I would
havelost alljoy in Dada."
108 Letter from the Bundesprasidialamt to Hoch,
8 March 1960, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.
109 Journalentry,11 April 1961, andan undatedentry
from 27-30 April 1961, HannahHoch Archive,Berlin
ischeGalerie,Berlin.

110 See,for example,letterfrom Hausmannto Hoch,
2 June 1962, Hannah Hoch Archive, Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.
111 Journalentries,9 Januaryand 25 February1965,
HannahHochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
112 Journal entries, 9 March, 23 June, and 13
November1966, HannahHoch Archive, Berlinische
Galerie,Berlin.
113 Journal entries, 19 July and 4 October 1966,
HannahHochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
114 Forexample,lettersfrom Hausmannto Hoch, 14
October 1965 and 5 January 1967, Hannah Hoch
Archive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.Seealsoherjournal
entries from 12 September and 28 October 1966,
which suggest she was relieved not to have the
responsibilityor burdenof theseobjectsanymore.
115 HeinrichRossner,in communicationwith Maria
Makela.
116 Journal entries, 15 and 24 July 1971, Hannah
HochArchive,BerlinischeGalerie,Berlin.
117 FlorianKarsch, "HannahHoch:jetzt ware sie 90
Jahrealt," in HannahHochzum NeunzigstenGeburtstag, exh. cat. (Berlin:GalerieNierendorf,1979),p. 4.

1971

Hannah Hoch: Collagen aus den Jahren 1916-1971. Akademie
der Kiinste, Berlin. 28 May-4 July. 184 works. Catalogue.*
Traveled to: Stadtische Kunsthalle, Diisseldorf, 29 October28 November.

1973

Hannah Hoch: Fotomontagen und Gemalde. Kunsthalle,
Bielefeld. 6 May-1 July. Fifty-nine works. Catalogue.*
Hannah Hoch: Aquarelle, Zeichnungen. Stadtische Sammlungen,
Rheinhausen. 1-31 August. 110 works. Catalogue.

1974

EXHIBITION
HISTORV

Hannah Hoch: Collagen + Zeichnungen. Galerie Elke Droscher,
Hamburg. 29 November 1974-31 January 1975.

fin asterisk indicatesa correspondingentry for the
exhibition catalogue in the Bibliography.

1975

Hannah Hoch: Noch nicht gezeigte Blatter: Aquarelle, Collagen,
Zeichnungen. Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin. 8 September22 November. 125 works. Catalogue with text by Heinz Ohff.

1976

Hannah Hoch: Collages, Peintures, Aquarelles, Gouaches,
Dessins ICollagen, Gemalde, Aquarellen, Gouachen, Zeichnungen.
Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 30 January7 March; Nationalgalerie,
Staatliche Museen PreuJiischer
Kulturbesitz, Berlin, 24 March-9 May. 169 works. Catalogue.*
Hannah Hoch. Muzeum Sztuki, Lodz, Poland. 3 December
9 January 1977. Eighty works. Catalogue.*

SOLO6XHIBITIONS
1977
1929

Hannah Hoch. Kunstzaal De Bron, The Hague. 11 May-7 June.
Approximately fifty works (paintings, watercolors, drawings).
Catalogue with text by Hoch.* Traveled to: Rotterdamsche
Kring, Rotterdam, 7-25 September; and Kunstzaal Van Lier,
Amsterdam, 28 September-18 October.
Hannah Hoch. Kunstzaal d'Audretsch,
15 November. Photomontages.

1934

1978

The Hague. Closed

Hannah Hoch: Collages and Photomontages (part of Berlin Now:
Contemporary Art 1977 exhibition). Goethe House, New York.
18 March-19 April. Fifty-eight works. Catalogue with text by
Eberhard Roters.*

Hannah Hoch: Aquarelle. Graphothek
Forty-seven watercolors. Catalogue.

Berlin. 23 April-26 May.

Hannah Hoch: Ein Leben mit der Pflanze. Stadtisches Museum,
Gelsenkirchen. 11 May-11 June. Watercolors and paintings.
Catalogue with text by Heinz Ohff.
1979

The Hague. May-

1935

Aquarelle en Fotomontages door Hannah Hoch. Kunstzaal
d'Audretsch, The Hague. 15 November-14 December. Watercolors and photomontages.

1949

Hannah Hoch und Dada. Galerie Franz, Berlin. Opened
26 November. Nineteen works (paintings, watercolors,
drawings, photomontages).
Catalogue with text by Hoch.*

1955

Hannah Hoch zeigt Aquarelle und Zeichnungen. Galerie Spitta
und Leutz, Berlin. 25 February-19 March. Nineteen watercolors, three drawings.

1957

Hannah Hoch: Collagen. Galerie Gerd Rosen, Berlin.
18 February-8 March. Twenty-six photomontages. Catalogue. *

1959

Hannah Hoch: Collagen 1956-59. Galerie Gerd Rosen, Berlin.
Opened 5 June. Thirty-five photomontages. Catalogue.

1961

Hannah Hoch: Bilder, Collagen, Aquarelle 1918-1961. Galerie
Nierendorf, Berlin. 30 April-15 June. Eighty-five works.
Catalogue.

1963

Dada-Hannah Hoch-Dada. Galleria del Levante, Milan.
[May-June], Fifty-three works (photomontages, watercolors,
paintings). Catalogue with texts by Hoch and Edouard Roditi.
Traveled to: Galleria d'Arte Moderna "II Punto," Turin,
opened 21 June; and Rome.

1983

1964

Hannah Hoch zum 75. Geburtstag. Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin.
6 November 1964-January 1965. Thirty-three paintings, fortyfour photomontages. Catalogue.*

1984

1966

Hannah Hoch. Marlborough Gallery, London. January.
five photomontages. Catalogue.*

1968

Hannah Hoch: Aquarelle, Zeichnungen, Linolschnitte aus den
Jahren 1915-65. Galerie im Schinkelsaal, Berlin-Tegel.
10 May-7 June. Forty-nine works. Catalogue with text by
Heinz Ohff.

1969

1976-

Hannah Hoch. Carus Gallery, New York. 24 September29 October. Photomontages and watercolors.

Vysstava fotomontazi Hannah Hoch. Exhibition room
at Masaryk's student housing, Brno, Czechoslovakia.
23 February-2 March. Forty-two photomontages.
Hannah Hoch. Kunstzaal d'Audretsch,
12 June. Thirty watercolors.

Hannah Hoch. National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto.
3 April-12 May. 158 works. Catalogue with text by Eberhard
Roters.

Hannah Hoch: Dada Berlin. Museo Diego Arogena Pignatelli
Cortes, Goethe House, Naples. 1-30 November. 146 works.
Catalogue.
Hannah Hoch zum neunzigsten Geburtstag. Galerie Nierendorf,
Berlin. 1 November 1979-5 February 1980. Catalogue.*

1980

Hannah Hoch: Collagen, Aquarellen. Galerie Alvensleben,
Munich.
Hannah Hoch: Fotomontagen, Gemalde, Aquarelle. Kunsthalle,
Tubingen. 23 February-4 May. 193 works. Catalogue.*
Traveled to: Kunstmuseum Hannover mit Sammlung
Sprengel, Hanover, 18 May-22 June; Von der Heydt-Museum,
Wuppertal, 20 September-19 October; and Kunstverein,
Frankfurt am Main, 16 December 1980-31 January 1981.

1982

Hannah Hoch: Gemalde, Collagen, Aquarelle, Zeichnungen,
Dokumente. Galerie Remmert und Barth, Diisseldorf.
Catalogue.*
Hannah Hoch: Collagen, Aquarelle, Gemalde, Zeichnungen aus
sieben Jahrzehnten. Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin. 22 November
1982-12 February 1983. Catalogue with text by Eberhard
Roters.

Fifty-

Hannah Hoch. Fischer Fine Art Ltd., London. June-July.
Forty-three works. Catalogue.*
Hannah Hoch: Oil Paintings and Works on Paper. Helen Serger
La Boetie, New York. 15 October-December.
Catalogue.*
Hannah Hoch 1889-1978 Collagen. Institut fiir
Auslandsbeziehungen,
Stuttgart. 13 February-9 March.
Catalogue.* Traveled to: Bonn, 1985; Centro de Arte Moderna,
Lisbon, 1989; Musee des Augustins, Toulouse, France, 1991;
Goethe House, New York, 10 September-6 October 1992;
Presentation House, North Vancouver, Canada, 10-23
December 1993 and 5-23 January 1994.
Hannah Hoch zum 100-jahrigen Bestehen. Kunstverein,
Backnang. 18 November-8 December.

Hannah Hoch: Olbilder, Aquarelle, Collagen, Gouachen.
Kunstverein, Kassel. 18 May-14 June. 135 works. Catalogue
with text by Heinz Ohff.
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1985

Hannah Hoch: Friihe Bilder. Galerie Alvensleben,
15 October-29 November. Catalogue.

1988

Hannah Hoch: 1889-1978. Galerie Welz, Salzburg. 9 March4 April. Eighty works. Catalogue with text by Peter Beckmann.

1989

Munich.

Hannah Hoch zum 10. Todestag: Zeichnungen, Aquarelle,
Gemalde. Museum der Stadt, Schopfheim. April-May.
Catalogue with text by Dieter Rossner.

1924

Erste Allgemeine Deutsche Kunstausstellung in Sowjet-Rujiland
(Novembergruppe
division). Moscow. Opened 18 October.
One watercolor, one painting. Catalogue.

Hannah Hoch zum 100. Geburtstag. Galerie Bodo Niemann,
Berlin. 11 March-29 April. Catalogue.*

1925

Novembergruppe.
Two paintings.

Hannah Hoch zum 100. Geburtstag. Kunstverein
Backnang. 5-26 November.

1926

der Stadt
1928

1993

Hannah Hoch. SchloB Friedenstein,
7 November. Catalogue.*

Gotha. 7 August-

1994

Hannah Hoch. SchloB Friedenstein,

Gotha. 26 July-16 August.

Hannah Hoch. SchloBmuseum,

1929

Cologne. June.
to: Essen,

De Onafhankelijken. Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.
10 June. One painting, one watercolor. Catalogue.

11 May-

1930

Grojie Berliner Kunstausstellung. SchloB Bellevue, Berlin.
Fifteen photomontages, two paintings.

1931

Die Resonanz (artists'

self-help group). Berlin. 22 February.

Fotomontage. Atrium of the former Kunstgewerbemuseum,
Berlin. 25 April-31 May. Photomontages.
Catalogue.

I. B. Neumann,

Berlin. May. Abstract watercolors.

Novembergruppe. Neues Haus des Vereins Berliner Kiinstler,
Berlin. 3 July-3 August. Two paintings. Catalogue.

1920 Grojie Berliner Kunst ausstellung (Novembergruppe

division).
Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter Bahnhof, Berlin.
21 May-late September. Four watercolors, wooden sculpture.

Das Lichtbild Essen 1931. Austellungshallen
NorbertstraBe
Essen. 11 July-23 August. Nine photomontages from the
Berlin Fotomontage show.

Erste internationale Dada-Messe. Kunsthandlung
Dr. Otto
Burchard, Berlin. 30 June-25 August. Photomontages, relief
collages, dolls. Catalogue.

2,

Frauen in Not. Haus der Juryfreien, Berlin. 9 October1 November. Two paintings, one photomontage, two drawings.
Catalogue.

1921 Grojie Berliner Kunstausstellung

(Novembergruppe
division).
Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter Bahnhof, Berlin.
Opened 19 April. Three paintings. Brochure.
1932

1922 Erste Internationale
department

3 March-

Film und Foto International Exhibition. Neue Stadtische
Ausstellungshallen
am Interimtheaterplatz,
Stuttgart. Orga
nized by the Deutscher Werkbund. 18 May-7 July. Approxi
mately eighteen photomontages. Catalogue. Traveled through
1931 to: Zurich, Berlin, Vienna, Danzig, Agram, Munich (as
Das Lichtbild), Tokyo, and Osaka.

S€l€CT€DCROUP 6XHII3ITIONS

Kunstausstellung. Atrium of the Tietz
store, Dtisseldorf. 28 May-3 July. Brochure.

Entwurfs- und Modellmesse. Leipzig. 30 August-5

De Onafhankelijken. Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.
1 April. Two paintings, one drawing.

De Onafhankelijken. Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.
10 November-9 December. One painting.

Murnau. 26 July-16 October.

1919 Erste Berliner Dada Ausstellung. Kunstkabinett

Berlin. May. One painting.

Deutsche Kiinstler in Ausland. Kunstverein,
Three paintings, one watercolor. Traveled
Wiesbaden, and Barmen.

Hannah Hoch. Galerie Alte Kanzlei, Albstadt-Ebingen.
11 September-10
October.
Hannah Hoch. Kunstmuseum, Kanton Thurgau. 8 November
1992-24 January 1993. Ninety-six works. Travelled to: Ittingen.

Deutsche Kunstgemeinschaft.

Grojie Berliner Kunstausstellung (Novembergruppe
division).
Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter Bahnhof, Berlin. May.
Two paintings.

Hannah Hoch (1889-1978): Ihr Werk, IhrLeben, Ihre Freunde.
Berlinische Galerie, Berlin. 25 November 1989-14 January
1990. Catalogue.*
1992

June.

Juryfreie Kunstschau. Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter
Bahnhof, Berlin. 19 September-8 November. One painting,
two watercolors. Catalogue.

Hannah Hoch: 100 Werke zum 100. Geburtstag. Galerie
Remmert und Barth, Dtisseldorf. 24 October-23 December.
Hannah Hoch 1889-1978: Ausstellung zum 100. Geburtstag:
Olbilder, Aquarelle, Collagen, Zeichnungen. Rathaus, BerlinReinickendorf. 27 October-15 December. Traveled to: Stadt
Museum, Soltau, 6 January -25 February 1990.

Berlin Secession, Berlin. 30 May-late

Gemalde, Aquarelle und Plastiken lebender deutscher Kiinstler
(auction of works by members of the Novembergruppe).
Auction House of Paul Graupe, Berlin. 17-21 May. Painting.
Exposition internationale de la photographie. Palais des BeauxArts, Brussels. 2-31 July. Eight photomontages. Catalogue.
Traveled to: Ghent, Leiden, and Rotterdam.

September.

Grojie Berliner Kunstausstellung (Novembergruppe
division).
Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter Bahnhof, Berlin.
Opened 4 September. One painting, one watercolor.

Weihnachtsmarkt Berliner Kiinstler. Ausstellungshallen
Kaiserdamm, Berlin. 3-11 December. Brochure.

am

1923 Grojie Berliner Kunstausstellung

(Novembergruppe
division).
Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter Bahnhof, Berlin.
19 May-16 September. Five paintings and drawings.

1933

Juryfreie Kunstschau. Landesausstellungsgebaude
am Lehrter
Bahnhof, Berlin. 6 October-11 November. Two watercolors.
Catalogue (Hoch misidentified under the name Hoerle).

Der Tanz: Gotik bis Gegenwart. Kiinstlerbund Hagen, Vienna.
Late January-March.
Watercolors. Catalogue (Moderne Welt
14, no. 5 [February 1933]).
Deuxieme exposition internationale de la photographie et du
cinema. Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels. June-July. Eight
photomontages. Catalogue.
Deutsche Kunstgemeinschaft. SchloB Charlottenburg,
Berlin.
[November 1933-February 1934]. Seven drawings, one watercolor.

1936

Fantastic Art, Dada, and Surrealism. Museum of Modern Art,
New York. 7 December 1936-17 January 1937. One photo
montage. Catalogue.

1945

Reinickendorfer Kiinstler stellen aus! Malerei Graphik Plastik .
Volksbildungsamt
Reinickendorf in Argus-Gebaude, BerlinReinickendorf. 2-22 December. Twenty paintings and watercolors. Catalogue.

EXHIBITION HISTORY
1946

Fantasten-Ausstellung.
Catalogue.
Friihjahrsausstellung
Berlin-Lichterfelde.
Checklist.

Galerie Gerd Rosen, Berlin. February.
in der Kamillenstrafie. Kamillenstrafie 4,
17 March-end May. Eleven watercolors.

Kunstschau: Malerei, Graphik, Plastik. Rathaus, BerlinWeifiensee. 31 March-20 April. Painting. Catalogue.
Graphik: Schwarz-Weiss und Farbig. Gabr.-von-Biilow-Schule,
Berlin-Tegel. 25 August-25 September. Twenty-nine watercolors and drawings. Catalogue.
Ausstellung Reinickendorfer Kiinstler. Rathaus, BerlinReinickendorf. 22 July-21 August. Three paintings. Catalogue.

Ausstellung Berliner Kiinstler in Potsdam. Kulturbund, Potsdam.
27 October-24 November. Three paintings and watercolors.
Catalogue.

Jury freie Kunstausstellung Berlin 1953. Ausstellungshallen
am
Funkturm, Berlin. 7-23 August. Two paintings. Catalogue.

Schutzverband bildender Kiinstler. Verlagshaus E. A. Seemann,
Leipzig. November 1946-January 1947. Three watercolors.
Fotomontage von Dada bis heute. Organized by Hoch. Galerie
Gerd Rosen, Berlin. 23 December 1946-January 1947.
Catalogue.

Weihnachtsverkaufs- Ausstellung 1953. SchloB Charlottenburg,
Berlin. 5-23 December. One painting.
1954

Schoneberger Kunstausstellung: Malerei Graphik Plastik. Neues
Rathaus, Berlin-Schoneberg.
28 December 1946-31 January
1947. Two watercolors. Catalogue.
1947

Phantasie und Illustration.
Hermsdorf. 21 June-July.
montages. Catalogue.

Jury freie Kunstausstellung Berlin 1954. Ausstellungshallen
Funkturm, Berlin. 15-30 July. One painting. Catalogue.

1955

Reinickendorfer Kunst: Ausstellung Reinickendorfer
Maler/Graphiker/Bildhauer.
Gerichtssaal des Bezirksamtes,
Berlin-Reinickendorf.
29 August-19 September. Seven
watercolors.

1950

Memorial exhibition on the 30th anniversary of the founding
of the Novembergruppe.
Kunstamt Charlottenburg,
Berlin.
November. Two watercolors.

1956

Allgemeine Neukollner Kunstausstellung.
February-4 March. Watercolors.

1957

1958

1959

Zoo-Salen,

Grofie Berliner Kunstausstellung (RING bildender Kiinstler
division). Ausstellungshallen
am Funkturm, Berlin.
24 April-24 May. Three paintings.
Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Gemaldegalerie
des Stadtischen
Museums, Wiesbaden. 9 May-5 July. One painting, two
drawings. Catalogue.

Landschaft und Stilleben: Plastik und Portrat. Neukollner
Rathaus, Berlin. 31 January-28 February. Two watercolors.

Exhibition for the Berliner Artztinnen-Bund.
Berlin. 1-3 May.

Grofie Berliner Kunstausstellung (RING bildender Kiinstler
division). Ausstellungshallen
am Funkturm, Berlin. 5 May4 June. Two paintings, one watercolor. Catalogue.

Ausstellung Berliner Kiinstler: Malerei und Plastik. Rathaus
Spandau, Berlin. 12-26 October. Three watercolors.

Weihnachtsverkaufs- Ausstellung 1952. SchloB Charlottenburg,
Berlin. 30 November-23 December. Two watercolors.

Dada 1916-1923. Sidney Janis Gallery, New York. 15 April9 May. Five photomontages. Catalogue.

Kiinste,

Dada: Dokumente einer Bewegung. Kunstverein fur die Rheinlande und Westfalen, Diisseldorf. 5 September-19 October.
Approximately twenty watercolors, collages, and photo
montages. Catalogue. Traveled to: Frankfurt; and Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 23 December 1958-2 February 1959.

Der RING bildender Kiinstler Berlins. Haus am Waldsee, BerlinZehlendorf. Opened 25 October. Three watercolors.

1953

am Funk

Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Ausstellungshallen
an der Gruga,
Essen. 17 May-13 July. Three paintings, five drawings.
Catalogue.

Berlin.

Eisen und Stahl. Diisseldorf. 30 April-2 June. Two watercolors.
Catalogue (Hoch's works mistakenly omitted).

Grofie Berliner Kunstausstellung. Ausstellungshallen
turm, Berlin. 20 April-19 May. Two paintings.
Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Hochschule fur bildende
Berlin. 7 July-22 September. Two drawings.

Berlin-Neukolln.

Der RING bildender Kiinstler Berlins. Amerika-Haus,
Opened 5 April. Three drawings.

Collages: International Collage Exhibition. Rose Fried Gallery,
New York. 13 February-17 March. Photomontages. Checklist.

Grofie Berliner Kunstausstellung. Ausstellungshallen
am Funk
turm, Berlin. 25 May-1 July. Watercolors and one painting.

Der RING Bildender Kiinstler Berlins. Haus am Waldsee, BerlinZehlendorf. 23 June-19 August.
1952

am

Ausstellung des RINGS Berliner Kiinstler. Erholungshaus,
Leverkusen. March. Painting and watercolor.

Berliner Kunstausstellung, Weihnachten 1950. SchloB
Charlottenburg,
Berlin. Opened 1 December. One watercolor.
Catalogue.
1951

Bremen.

Ausstellung des Reinickendorfer Kiinstlerbundes . Stadtbiicherei,
Berlin. July-14 August.

Berliner Kiinstlerinnen- und Milly-Steger-Geddchtnis-Ausstellung.
Archivarion in the German Archiv-Bibliothek der Edition Rolf
Roeingh, Berlin. Opened April 9. Four watercolors. Catalogue.
Berliner Kunstausstellung Weihnachten 1949. SchloB
Charlottenburg,
Berlin. 3 December 1949-8 January 1950.
Two watercolors. Catalogue.

Der RING bildender Kiinstler Berlins. Bottcherstrafie,
22-24 February.

Jury freie Kunstausstellung Berlin 1955. Ausstellungshallen
Funkturm, Berlin. 1-17 July. One painting. Catalogue.

Collage. Museum of Modern Art, New York. 21 September5 December. Three photomontages.
1949

am

Weihnachtsverkaufs-Ausstellung
1954. SchloB Charlottenburg,
Berlin. 9-30 December. Two watercolors.

Raume des Kulturbundes, BerlinEleven watercolors, six photo

Maler sehen die Frau: Die Frau in Wort, Werk und Bildnis.
Organized by the Zehlendorfer Frauengruppe.
Haus am
Waldsee, Berlin-Zehlendorf.
31 August-30 September. Eight
watercolors. Checklist.
1948

Der RING bildender Kiinstler Berlins. Haus am Waldsee, Berlin.
January.

Exposition internationale du Surrealisme. Galerie Daniel
Cordier, Paris. 15 December 1959-29 February 1960. Two
paintings.
1960

Ideen, Studien, Entwiirfe, Zeichnungen, Illustrationen. Exhibi
tion of the RING bildender Kiinstler; special section devoted
to Hoch's 70th birthday with works from Dada to present.
Haus am Waldsee, Berlin-Zehlendorf.
6-27 January.
Kunst des XX. Jahrhunderts aus Berliner Privatbesitz . Haus am
Waldsee, Berlin-Zehlendorf.
1 February-6 March. One photo
montage. Catalogue.
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Ungegenstandliche Photographie. Gewerbeschule und Gewerbemuseum, Basel. 27 February-April.
Five photomontages.
Berlin, Ort der Freiheit fur die Kunst: Der dynastische Realismus
und das Auftreten Edvard Munchs in Berlin. Organized by the
Nationalgalerie
der ehemals Staatliche Museen, Berlin, and
the Hochschule fur bildende Kiinste, Berlin. One painting.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Recklinghausen,
2 June-17 July;
Vienna, 2 August-4 September; Berlin, 18 September6 November; Stadtisches Museum, Oslo, mid-Januarymid-February 1961; SchlolJ Styrum, Helsinki, late Februaryearly April 1961; and Miilheim (Ruhr), Fall 1961.

1966

Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Staatliche Kunsthalle, Baden-Baden.
6 August-2 October. Four watercolors. Catalogue.

The Art of Assemblage. Museum of Modern Art, New York.
2 October-12 November. One photomontage. Catalogue.
Traveled to: Dallas Museum of Contemporary Art, 9 January11 February 1962; and San Francisco Museum of Fine Arts,
5 March-15 April 1962.

1962

Jury freie Kunstausstellung Berlin 1962. Ausstellungshallen
Funkturm, Berlin. [April or May], One painting.

Dada 1916-1966: Documents of the International Dada
Movement, curated by Hans Richter. Goethe Institute, Munich.
[September]. Photographic documents. Catalogue. Traveled
to: Galeria Nazionale d'Arte Moderna, Rome, November;
National Museum for Modern Art, Tokyo, 1 June-14 July 1968
(with three original photomontages);
and through 1970 to
36 countries in Europe, the Middle East, North America, and
South America.
Dada: Ausstellung zum 50-jahrigen Jubilaum. Kunsthaus,
Zurich. 8 October-17 November. Ten photomontages and
collages. Catalogue. Traveled to: Musee National d'Art
Moderne, Paris, 30 November 1966-30 January 1967.

am

Bemalte Postkarten und Briefe deutscher Kiinstler . Altonaer
Museum, Hamburg. June-September.
Catalogue.

Exhibition of Berlin Artists to benefit Austrian flood
victims. First National City Bank, Europa-Center, Berlin.
13-22 December. One watercolor.

Scripturale Malerei. Haus am Waldsee, Berlin. 25 September20 November. Six photomontages. Catalogue.
1963

Schrift und Bild. Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. 26 April9 June. Catalogue. Traveled to: Staatliche Kunsthalle, BadenBaden, 16 June-4 August.

Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Badischer Kunstverein and the
Markthalle, Karlsruhe. 23 September-29 October. Four
paintings. Catalogue.
Collage 67. Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich.
4 November-31 December. Two photomontages. Catalogue.

Kunst diktatur: Gestem und heute. Galerie S (Ben Wargin),
Berlin. 16 June-10 July. Painting. Catalogue.

Berlin: Zwanziger Jahre: Malerei-Graphik-Plastik.
Haus am
Lutzowplatz, Berlin. 8 December 1967-14 January 1968. Three
paintings. Catalogue.

Werbegrafik 1920-30. Goppinger Galerie, Frankfurt.
20 July. Photomontage. Catalogue.

am

27 June-

Exhibition for Woche der Briiderlichkeit (Week of Fraternity).
Rathaus Steglitz, Berlin. Opened 9 March. Three watercolors.
Deutscher Kiinstlerbund . Hochschule fur bildende Kiinste,
Berlin. 21 March-3 May. Two paintings. Catalogue.

1965

1967

Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Kunstgebaude am SchloJJplatz,
Stuttgart. 18 May-30 June. Two paintings. Catalogue.

Jury freie Kunstausstellung Berlin 1963. Ausstellungshallen
Funkturm, Berlin. 21 June-21 July. Three paintings.
Catalogue.

1964

March.

Deutscher Kiinstlerbund. Ausstellungsgelande
an der Gruga,
Essen. 1-31 July. Three paintings and watercolors. Catalogue.

Deutscher Kiinstlerbund (special exhibition Dasfriihe Bild:
Malerei und Plastik). Haus der Kunst, Munich. 18 October11 December. Paintings and watercolors. Catalogue.
1961

Dada. Moderna Museet, Stockholm. 3 February-27
Four photomontages and collages. Catalogue.

1968

Dada, Surrealism and Their Heritage. Museum of Modern Art,
New York. 27 March-9 June. Two photomontages. Catalogue.
Traveled to: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 16 July8 September; and Art Institute of Chicago, 19 October8 December.
Von der Collage zur Assemblage. Stadtische Kunstsammlungen,
Nuremberg. 29 March-28 April. Two photomontages.
Catalogue (Prinzip Collage).
Collagen aus sechs Jahrzehnten. Kunstverein,
6 April-19 May. Collages. Catalogue.

Frankfurt.

Proben, Skizzen, Moglichkeiten (special exhibition of the
Deutscher Kiinstlerbund). Haus am Waldsee, BerlinZehlendorf. [May]. Three works. Catalogue.

Jury freie Kunstausstellung Berlin 1968. Ausstellungshallen
Funkturm, Berlin. 23 April-15 May. Catalogue.

Club International Feminin. Musee d'Art Moderne de la ville de
Paris, 12 May-10 June. Paintings.

L'art en Europe autour de 1918. L'Ancienne Douane,
Strasbourg, France. 8 May-15 September. Photomontage.
Catalogue.

Cinquante ans de "collage": papiers colles, assemblages, collages,
du cubisme a nos jours. Musee d'art et d'industrie, SaintEtienne, France. 23 June-13 September. Four collages.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris,
opened November 6.

Graphik des XX. Jahrhunderts: Neuerwerbungen des Berliner
Kupferstichkabinetts
1958-68. Staatliche Museen Preuliischer
Kulturbesitz, Kupferstichkabinett,
Berlin-Dahlem. 30 May13 October. Linoleum cuts. Catalogue.

Le Surrealisme: Sources, Histoire, Affinites. Galerie Charpentier,
Paris. Watercolor. Catalogue.

Dada. National Museum for Modern Art, Tokyo. 1 June14 July. Three photomontages. Catalogue.

Recent Acquisitions: Assemblage. Museum of Modern Art, New
York. 19 April-13 June. Four photomontages. Checklist.

Collagen: Die Geschichte der Collage. Kunstgewerbemuseum,
Zurich. 8 June-18 August. Collages and photomontages.
Catalogue.

Signale-Manifeste-Proteste im 20. Jahrhundert. Stadtische
Kunsthalle, Recklinghausen.
12 June-25 July. Two photo
montages. Catalogue.
Dada bis heute. Europaisches Forum, Alpach, Austria.
22 August-8 September. Nine watercolors and photomontages.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Neue Galerie der Stadt Linz, WolfgangGurlitt-Museum, Linz, Austria, 16 September-17
October; and
Neue Galerie am Landesmuseum Joanneum, Graz, Austria,
23 October-21 November.

am

Die Generation und ihre Verantwortung fiir unsere Umwelt.
Organized by the Deutscher Werkbund. Akademie der Kiinste,
Berlin. 11-13 October.
Realismus in der Malerei der 20er Jahre. Kunstverein, Hamburg.
19 October-1 December. Four paintings and watercolors.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Kunstverein, Frankfurt am Main,
14 December 1968-2 February 1969.
The Machine: As Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age.
Museum of Modern Art, New York. 25 November 19689 February 1969. Photomontage. Catalogue. Traveled to:
Rice University and University of St. Thomas, Houston,
25 March-18 May 1969; and San Francisco Museum of Art,
23 June-24 August 1969.

EXHIBITION HISTORY
Berlin XXe siecle: De I'expressionisme a I'art contemporain .
Musee cantonal des beaux-arts, Lausanne, Switzerland.
27 November 1968-5 January 1969. Six paintings and
photomontages. Catalogue.
Akademie 1968: Die Mitglieder der Abteilung bildende Kunst und
ihre Gaste zeigen Arbeiten aus den Jahren 1958-1 968. Akademie
der Kiinste, Berlin. 8 December 1968-12 January 1969. Four
paintings. Catalogue.
1969

Berliner Malerei der zwanziger Jahre: Eine Ausstellung der
Berlinischen Galerie. Haus an der Redoute, Bonn-Bad
Godesberg. 15 October-14 November. Two paintings, three
photomontages. Catalogue.

Die Fotomontage: Geschichte und Wesen einer Kunstform .
Ausstellungsraume
Stadttheater, Ingolstadt. 11 January5 February. Photomontages. Catalogue.

Deutsche Zeichnungen der klassischen Moderne aus der National
galerie Berlin Staatliche Museen Preujiischer Kulturbesitz .
Stadtisches Kunstmuseum, Bonn. 14 December 197623 January 1977. Two works. Catalogue.

Industrie und Technik in der deutschen Malerei: Von der
Romantik bis zur Gegenwart. Wilhelm-Lehmbruck-Museum,
Duisburg. 7 May-13 July. One painting, two photomontages.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Muzeum Narodowe, Warsaw, May
1970; and Wroclaw, Poland, 1970.
1970

Kiinstler sehen Reinickendorf. Rathaus, Berlin-Reinickendorf
2-30 October. Nine watercolors and drawings. Catalogue.

1971

Metamorphose de I'Objet: art et anti-art 1910-1970. Palais des
Beaux-Arts, Brussels. 22 April-6 June. Catalogue. Traveled to:
Nationalgalerie,
Berlin; Museum Boymans-van Beuningen,
Rotterdam; Palazzo Reale, Milan; Kunsthalle, Basel; and
Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris.

Women Artists: 1550-1950. Los Angeles County Museum of
Art. 21 December 1976-13 March 1977. One collage, one photo
montage. Catalogue. Traveled to: University of Texas Art
Museum, Austin, 12 April-12 June 1977; Carnegie Institute,
Pittsburgh, 14 July-4 September 1977; and Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn, New York, 8 October-27 November 1977.

.
1977

Schauplatz Deutschland: Die Dreifiiger Jahre. Haus der Kunst,
Munich. 11 February-17 April. Two paintings, one collage.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Museum Folkwang, Essen, 30 April3 July; and Kunsthaus, Zurich, 15 July-18 September.

Deutsche Avantgarde 1915-35 (Konstruktivisten) . Gallery
Gmurzynska and Bargera, Cologne. 22 September 1971January 1972. Catalogue.
1972

Kilnstlerinnen international 1877-1977. Orangerie SchloB
Charlottenburg,
Berlin. 8 March-10 April. Ten collages and
photomontages. Catalogue.* Traveled to: Kunstverein,
Frankfurt am Main, 29 April-12 June.

Konstruktivismus: Entwicklungen und Tendenzen seit 1913.
Gallery Gmurzynska and Bargera, Cologne. 14 Septemberend December. Five gouaches, watercolors, and drawings.
Catalogue.

240 Werke von 30 Kiinstlern des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts.
Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin. 16 May-16 August. One watercolor, one drawing. Catalogue.

Twin Towns Art 1972: Greenwich, Maribor, Reinickendorf.
Woodlands Gallery, Greenwich, England, 16 September17 October; Berlin-Reinickendorf;
Umetnostna Galerija,
Maribor, Yugoslavia. Three watercolors. Catalogue. Traveled
to: Razstavni Salon, Rotovz, 29 October-18 November, with
addition of twelve photomontages.
1973

Dada: Dada in Europa: Werke und Dokumente. Akademie der
Kiinste, Berlin. 14 August-16 October. Eleven photomontages,
one painting. Catalogue.* Traveled to: Stadtische Galerie im
Stadelschen Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt am Main, 10 November
1977-8 Januuary 1978.

Medium Fotografie: Fotoarbeiten bildender Kiinstler von 1910
bis 1973. SchloB Leverkusen, Leverkusen. May-5 August.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Hamburg, Wolfsburg, and Munich in
Germany, and Vienna, Innsbruck, and Graz in Austria.

DerAnteil derFrau an der Kunst der 20er Jahre: Gemalde,
Aquarelle, Zeichnungen, Graphik und Plastik. Galerie PelsLeusden, Berlin. 5 September-19 October. Ten watercolors
and drawings.

Das kleinste Museum der Welt: Tabu Format. Kunstverein
Wolfsburg im SchloB Wolfsburg. 24 June-22 July. Six minicollages. Catalogue.

Art of the Dadaists. Helen Serger La Boetie, Inc., New York.
27 September-November.
Catalogue.

Collage and the Photo Image: A Selection from the Collection .
Museum of Modern Art, New York. 17 July-11 September.
One photomontage.
Prisma '73. Organized by the Deutscher Kiinstlerbund.
Akademie der Kiinste, Berlin. 8 December 1973-20 January
1974. Mini-collages.
1974

Deutsche bildende Kilnstlerinnen von der Goethezeit bis zur
Gegenwart. Nationalgalerie,
Berlin (East). Three works.
Catalogue.
1978

Realismus und Sachlichkeit: Aspekte deutscher Kunst 1919-1933.
Nationalgalerie,
Berlin (East). Catalogue.
Exhibition of Academy members. Akademie
Berlin. March-April.

der Kiinste,

Berlin in Bottrop: Grosz, Heartfield, Hoch, Uhlmann.
Quadrat Bottrop, Staatliche Kunsthalle Berlin. 19 August30 September. Eight collages, one painting. Catalogue.
Zwischen Widerstand und Anpassung: Kunst in Deutschland
1933-45. Akademie der Kiinste, Berlin. 17 September29 October. Catalogue.*

Stilleben aus der deutschen Malerei des XX. Jahrhunderts.
Hessisches Landesmuseum, Darmstadt. 16 May-13 July. One
painting. Catalogue.

The Twenties in Berlin: Johannes Baader, George Grosz, Raoul
Hausmann, Hannah Hoch. Annely Juda Fine Art, London.
8 November 1978-27 January 1979. Catalogue.*

"Als der Krieg zu Ende war": Kunst in Deutschland 1945-1950.
Akademie der Kiinste, Berlin. 7 September-2 November.
Watercolors, collage book, and painting. Catalogue.
240 Werke von 50 Kiinstlern des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts.
Galerie Nierendorf, Berlin. 18 June-4 September. Four
collages, one drawing. Catalogue.
The Artist and the Photograph. Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
September-November.
Catalogue.

Goethe Institut, Paris.

Paris-Berlin: 1900-1933. Centre National d'Art et de
Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris. 12 July-6 November.
Photomontages. Catalogue.

Vordemberge-Gildewart Remembered. Annely Juda Fine Art,
London. 4 July-14 September. Catalogue.

1976

Dada and Surrealism Reviewed. Hayward Gallery, London.
11 January-27 March. Five photomontages and collages.
Catalogue.
Dada-International-Exposition.
16 February-17 March.

Grojie Kunstausstellung Milnchen 1974. Haus der Kunst,
Munich. 13 June-22 September. Five drawings. Catalogue.

1975

Berlin/Hanover: The 1920s. Museum of Fine Arts, Dallas.
26 January-13 March. One collage, one photomontage.
Catalogue.

1979

Kultur und Gesellschaft der Weimarer Republik. Moderna
Museet, Stockholm. 17 February-22 April.
Film und Foto der 20er Jahre. Wiirttembergischer
Kunstverein,
Stuttgart. 17 May-8 July. Catalogue. Traveled to: Museum
Folkwang, Essen, 5 August-9 September.
Dada Photographie und Photocollage. Kestner-Gesellschaft,
Hanover. 6 June-5 August. Catalogue.
DasPrinzip

Collage. Galerie Brusberg, Hanover.
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1990

1980

1982

The Louise Noun Collection: Art by Women. University of Iowa
Museum of Art, Iowa City. 25 May-5 August. Three photo
montages, one collage, one painting, one watercolor.
Catalogue.*

3 Sammlungen: Sammlung VEBA: 14 Kunstwerke 1930-58;
Nachlajl Conrad Felixmiiller; Nachlafi Hannah Hoch. Berlinische
Galerie, Berlin. 8 January-10 February. Thirty works.
Catalogue.
Fyra engagerade i Berlin: Hannah Hoch, Kathe Kollwitz,
Jeanne Mammen. Konstakademien
for de fria konsterna samt
forfattarna, Stockholm. 13 February-28 March. Catalogue.

Kunstlerinnen des 20. Jahrhunderts. Museum Wiesbaden.
1 September-25 November. Catalogue.
1991

Rollenbilder im Nationalsozialismus: Umgang mit dem Erbe.
Frauen Museum, Bonn. 17 November 1991-12 January 1992.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Miilhauser Museen, Miilhaus,
23 February -22 March 1992; Kunsthochschule,
BerlinWeisensee, 2-20 November 1992; and Kulturreferat
der Stadt,
Munich, 5 October-7 November 1993.

1992

Montage and Modern Life 1919-1942. Institute for Contempo
rary Art, Boston. 7 April-7 June. Catalogue.* Traveled to:
Vancouver Art Gallery, Canada, 19 August-18 October; and
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, 3 November 1992-3 January
1993.

Elendsjahre: Kunst in Berlin 1937 bis 1956. OverbeckGesellschaft, Liibeck. 8 August-12 September. Four paintings,
one collage. Catalogue.
1984

Hannah Hoch, Sarah Schumann.
17 January-18 July.

Galerie Brusberg, Berlin.

"Primitivism" in Twentieth-Century Art. Museum of Modern
Art, New York. 19 September 1984-15 January 1985.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Detroit Institute of Arts, 23 February19 May 1985; and Dallas Museum of Art, 15 June-8 September
1985.
Dada-Constructivism:
The Janus Face of the Twenties. Annely
Juda Fine Art, London. 26 September-15 December. Fifteen
works in various media. Catalogue.

1986

1993

1988

160. Jubilaums- Ausstellung. Mannheimer
Mannheim. September-October.

Deutsche Kunst im 20. Jahrhundert: Malerei und Plastik
1905-1985. Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart. 8 February-27 April.
Catalogue. Traveled to: Royal Academy of Arts, London,
11 October-22 December.

Dada: Eine internationale Bewegung 191 6-25. Organized by
Kunsthaus, Zurich. Five works. Catalogue. Traveled to:
Kunsthalle der Hypo-Kulturstiftung,
Munich, 4 September7 November; Sprengel Museum, Hanover, 21 November 19936 February 1994; Kunsthaus, Zurich, 12 August-6 November
1994 (exhibition and catalogue titled Dada global).

Galerie, Berlin.
1994

Kunst in Berlin: 1648-1987: Ausstellung anlaf3lich der 750
jahrigen Bestehens von Berlin. Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Altes Museum, Berlin (East). 10 June-25 October. Catalogue.

1989

Kunstverein,

Three Berlin Artists of the Weimar Era: Hannah Hoch, Kathe
Kollwitz, and Jeanne Mammen. Des Moines Art Center,
Des Moines, Iowa. 23 April-17 July. Twenty-two works
(photomontages,
collages, watercolors, lithograph).
Catalogue.* Traveled to: Galerie St. Etienne, New York,
through 5 November.

1995

Hannah Hoch, Manfred Henninger and Oskar Kreibich . Kleine
Orangerie, SchloJi Charlottenburg,
Berlin. 30 July3 September.

Kampfder Geschlechter: Der neue Mythos in der Kunst
1850-1930. Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich.
7 March-7 May. Catalogue.*

1996

Inside the Visible: An Elliptical Traverse of 20th-century Art.
Institute for Contemporary Art, Boston. 30 January-12 May.
Three photomontages. Catalogue.*

Der Traum von einer neuen Welt: Berlin 191 0-1 933.
Museum-Altes-Rathaus,
Ingelheim am Rhein. 23 April-4 June.
Catalogue.
Glanzlichter. Stadtisches
22 November.

Kunstmuseum,

Bonn. 8 September-

Art in Berlin 1815-1989. High Museum of Art, Atlanta.
14 November 1989-14 January 1990. Catalogue.

(

Fotografieren hiess teilnehmen. Museum Folkwang, Essen.
16 October 1994-8 January 1995. Catalogue. Traveled to:
Fundacio La Caixa, Barcelona, 23 January-26 March 1995; and
Jewish Museum, New York, 23 April-31 July 1995.

Exotische Welten —Europaische Phantasien. Wiirttembergischer
Kunstverein and Institut fiir Auslandsbeziehungen,
Kunstgebaude zum SchloBplatz, Stuttgart. 2 September29 November. Catalogue.

Dada and Constructivism. Seibu Museum of Art, Tokyo.
8 October-13 November. Catalogue. Traveled to: Seibu
Tsukashin Art Hall, Amagasaki, Japan, 19 November21 December; Museum of Modern Art, Kamakura, Japan,
5 January-12 February 1989; and Museo Nacional Centro de
Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid, 10 March-30 April 1989.

'

Surrealism: Revolution by Night. National Gallery of Australia,
Canberra. 12 March-2 May. Catalogue. Traveled to: Queens
land Art Gallery, Brisbane, 21 May-11 July; and Art Gallery
of New South Wales, Sydney, 30 July-19 September.

Literatur und Kunst im Dialog. Museum der bildende Kiinste,
Leipzig. 12 August-22 September. Catalogue. Traveled in 1986
to: SchloJimuseum SchloJJ Friedenstein, Gotha; Staatliche
Galerie, Halle; and Roter Turm, Moritzburg.

Stationen der Moderne: Die bedeutenden Kunstausstellungen des
20. Jahrhunderts in Deutschland. Berlinische Galerie, Berlin.
25 September 1988-8 January 1989. Catalogue.*

)

Unteranderen Umstanden: Zur Geschichte der Abtreibung.
Deutsches Hygiene Museum, Dresden. 1 July-31 December.
Catalogue.

The University of Iowa Museum of Art: 101 Masterworks, Iowa
City. Catalogue.
1987

t

Der weibliche Blick: Gemalde, Zeichnungen, Druckgraphik
1897-1947. Galerie der Stadt Aschaffenburg. 13 March18 April. Catalogue.

Vom Klang der Bilder: DieMusik in der Kunst des 20.Jahrhunderts. Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart. 6 July-22 September. Two
photomontages, one drawing. Catalogue.

Kunst in Berlin von 1870 bis heute. Berlinische
Opened 30 November. Catalogue.

,

Professionen ohne Tradition: 125Jahre Verein der Berliner
Kunstlerinnen. Berlinische Galerie, Berlin. 11 September1 November. Nine works. Catalogue.

Dada and Surrealism in Chicago Collections. Museum of
Contemporary Art, Chicago. 1 December 1984-27 January
1985. Catalogue.
1985

Mozart in Art 1900-1990. Mozarts Geburtshaus, Salzburg.
6 January-7 October. Six works. Catalogue. Traveled to:
Bayerische Vereinsbank, Palais Preysing, Munich, 8 November
1990-12 January 1991; Barbican Center, London, opened
13 February 1991; Kolner Philharmonie, Cologne, 11 April9 June 1991; and Bad Urach, 27 September-20
October 1991.

^

[Foreword], In Hannah Hoch. Exhibition catalogue. The Hague:
Kunstzaal de Bron, 1929. Reprinted in German in Hannah Hoch,
exh. cat. (Berlin: Galerie Franz, 1949); and in Hannah Hoch:
Fotomontagen, Gemalde, Aquarelle, edited by Gotz Adriani, exh.
cat. (Cologne: DuMont Buchverlag, 1980). English translation
in Collages: Hannah Hoch 1889-1978, exh. cat. (Stuttgart:
Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations, 1985).
"O filmove censure." Index: List pro kultumi politiku
(Czechoslovakia) 4, no. 11 (November 1932), p. 91.
"Nekolik poznamek o fotomontazi." Stredisko (Czechoslovakia)
4, no. 1 (April 1934), unpaginated. Translated by Jitka
Salaguarda as "A Few Words on Photomontage" in Cut with
the Kitchen Knife: The Weimar Photomontages of Hannah Hoch,
by Maud Lavin (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1993), pp. 219-220.
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Dame mit Facher (Chinese Girl with Fan, 1926) 91
Denkmal I (Monument 1, 1924) 71, 72, 78 nl05, 100, 130
Denkmal II: Eitelkeit (Monument II: Vanity, 1926) 72, 102
Den Leuten vom Bauhaus gewidmet (Dedicated to the People of
the Bauhaus, 1921) 23 n 20
Den Mannern gewidmet, die den Mond eroberten (Dedicated to
the Men Who Conquered the Moon, 1969) 144, 179
Deutsches Madchen (German Girl, 1930) 12, 15, 118
Dompteuse (Tamer, c. 1930) 66, 114
Drei Lindenkafer (Three Linden Beetles, 1924) 17
Duft (Fragrance, 1916) 132, 133
Duft (Fragrance, 1937) 132, 133
Englische Tanzerin (English Dancer, 1928) 94
Entartet (Degenerate, 1969) 21, 144, 146, 181
Entfiihrung (Abduction, 1925) 78 nl05, 99
Entwurf fur das Denkmal eines bedeutenden Spitzenhemdes
(Design for the Memorial to an Important Lace Shirt, 1922)
39, 59, 134
Epos (Epic, 1957) 139, 140

Fata Morgana (1957) 20, 130, 142, 144, 168
Fechtbeine Schmetterling (Fencing-Legs Butterfly, 1931) see
Der grojie Schritt
Fest kann beginnen, Das (On with the Party, 1965) 21, 142, 144,
146, 173
Flucht (Flight, 1931) 12, 16, 117
Frau und Saturn (Woman and Saturn, 1922) 11, 76 n61
Fremde Schdnheit (Strange Beauty, 1929) 21, 101, 146
Fremde Schdnheit II (Strange Beauty II, 1966) 21, 146, 177
Friedensengel (Angel of Peace, c. 1958) 167
Friedenstaube (Dove of Peace, 1945) 138, 139, 160
Froliche, Die (The Merry One, 1943) 156
Froliche Dame (Merry Woman, 1923) 86
Fiirein Fest gemacht (Made for a Party, 1936) 21, 128, 134, 135
Gegensatzliche Formen (Opposing Forms, 1952) 139, 162
Geld (Money, c. 1922) 41, 65
Geordnetes Farbspiel (Ordered Color Play, 1962) 142, 170
Grausamkeit (Cruelty, c. 1930) 123
Gesprengte Einheit (Burst Unity, 1955) 20, 134, 139, 141, 165
grofie Schritt, Der (The Large Step, 1931) 77 n88, 90
Grotesk (Grotesque, 1963) 20, 144, 174
Gymnastiklehrerin, Die (The Gymnastics Teacher, 1925) 48
heilige Berg, Der (Aus einem ethnographischen Museum XII)
(The Holy Mountain [From an Ethnographic Museum XII],
1927) 22 nl4, 106, 136, 138
Hekate (Hecate, 1965) 142
Hochfinanz (High Finance, 1923) 11, 35, 61, 62, 192
Hommage a Riza Abasi (Homage to Riza Abasi, 1963) 20, 144,
172
Horner (Aus einem ethnographischen Museum X) (Horns [From
an Ethnographic Museum X], 1924) 22 nl4, 71, 97
Huldigung an Arp (Homage to Arp, 1923) 22 n3, 203
Imaginare Briicke (Imaginary Bridge, 1926) 10, 11, 76 n60
In der Wiiste (In the Wilderness, 1927-1929) 112
Indische Tanzerin (Indian Dancer, 1930) 69, 107, 131
Industrielandschaft
(Industrial Landscape, 1967) 178
J. B. und sein Engel (J. B. and His Angel, 1925) 90
Joumalisten (Journalists, 1925) 12, 13, 16, 76 n57, 79 nl30,
193, 197
Kadenz (Cadence, 1958) 19
Keuschheit (Modesty, c. 1930) 111
Kinder (Children, 1925) 11, 12, 87
Klebezeichnung II (Glued Drawing II, 1955) 166
kleineP, Der (The Small P, 1931) 15, 73, 119, 131
Kleine Sonne (Little Sun, 1969) 184
Kokettel, Die (The Coquette 1, 1923-1925) 11, 12, 65, 81, 194
Kokette II, Die (The Coquette II, c. 1925) 12, 65, 82
Komposition in Grau (Composition in Gray, 1965) 142, 143
Konstruktion mit Blau (Construction with Blue, 1919) 9, 20
Kubus (Cube, 1926) 11
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Lebensbild (Life Portrait, 1972-1973) 77 n89, 148-149,
151 nn 53 and 54, 207
Lichtsegel (Light Sails, 1943-1946) 17, 139, 142, 158
Liebe (Love) series 12, 66, 77 n88, 81, 82, 85, 109, 115, 120,
195, 196
Liebe (Love, c. 1926) 11, 109
Liebe (Love, 1931) 66, 115
Liebe im Busch (Love in the Bush, 1925) 70, 85, 200
Liebe Leute vom Berg (Good People of the Mountains, 1940) 135,
136, 155
Loch im Himmel (Hole in the Sky, 1965) 142, 143
Magie (Magic, 1966) 176
Marlene (1930) 111,147
Mechanischer Garten (Mechanical Garden, 1920) 8, 15
Meine Hausspruche (Proverbs to Live By, 1922) 42
Meister, Der (The Master, 1926) 90
Melancholiker, Der (The Melancholic, 1925) 11, 12, 87, 131
Mischling (Half-Caste, 1924) 12, 70, 84
Mit Miitze (Aus einem ethnographischen Museum IX) (With Cap
[From an Ethnographic Museum IX], 1924) 22 nl4, 71,
78 nl05, 97
Modenschau (Fashion Show, 1925-1935) cover, 110
Mondfische (Moonfish, 1956) 162
Mutter (Mother, 1930) 72, 105
Negerplastik (Negro Sculpture, 1929) 72
New York (c. 1922) 41
1945 ( 1945) 17,18
Nitte unterm Baum (Nitte under a Tree, 1907) 58, 185
Notzeit (Time of Suffering) series 18, 198
Nur nicht mit beiden Beinen auf der Erde stehen (Never Keep
Both Feet on the Ground, 1940) 17, 135, 136, 139, 153
Ohne Titel (Untitled, 1921) 8, 20, 36, 65, 134
Ohne Titel (Untitled, 1925) 47
Paar, Das (Selbst mit Raoul Hausmann) (The Couple [Self with
Raoul Hausmann] , c. 1920) 11
Pax (Peace, 1923) 15
Poesie (Poem, 1922) 44
Portrat Gerhart Hauptmann (Portrait of Gerhart Hauptmann)
76 n47
Raoul Hausmann (1922) 9
Resignation (c. 1930) 17, 123 130, 131, 150 nlO, 200
Roma (Rome, 1925) 12, 13, 15, 76 n57, 193
Russische Tanzerin (Mein Double) (Russian Dancer [My Double],
1928) 95,194
Sangerin, Die (The Singer, 1926) 89, 144
Schneiderblume (Tailor's Flower, 1920) 38, 139
Schnitt mit dem Kiichenmesser Dada durch die letzte weimarer
Bierbauchkulturepoche Deutschlands (Cut with the Kitchen
Knife Dada through the Last Weimar Beer-Belly Cultural
Epoch of Germany, 1919-1920) 7, 8, 10, 11, 25, 49, 62-64,
66, 144, 189, 203
Schnurenbild (String Picture, 1923-1924) 22 n3, 203
schone Madchen, Das (The Beautiful Girl, 1919-1920) 8, 11, 34,
134

INDEX
schone Po, Der (The Beautiful Po, c. 1959) 169
Seeschlange (Sea Serpent, 1937) 127, 135, 139, 142
Seidenschwanz (Silk Tail, c. 1948) 161
Selbstbildnis (Self-Portrait, 1937) 132, 133
Siebenmeilenstiefel (Seven-League Boots, 1934) 16, 125, 199
Sieger, Der (The Victor, 1927) 12, 96
Spotter, Die (The Mockers, 1935) 18
Staatshaupter (Heads of State, 1918-1920) 28, 60, 61
starken Manner, Die (The Strong Men, 1931) 12, 16, 23 n21,
69, 116
Sternfilet, Das (The Lace Star, 1924) 22 n3, 46
Streit (Quarrel, c. 1940) 157
Sturm (Storm, 1935) 16, 17
Sufie, Die (The Sweet One, 1926) 12, 71, 72, 78 nl05, 104, 144
Synthetische Blumen (Propellerdisteln) (Synthetic Flowers
[Propeller Thistles], 1952) 163
Totentanz (Dance of Death) series 18, 138, 198
Toulouse-Lautrec zugeeignet (Dedicated to Toulouse-Lautrec,
1957) 142
Trauer (Sadness, 1925) 71, 98
Trauer II (Sadness II, 1967) 183
Trauernde Frauen (Grieving Women, c. 1945) 18
Traum seines Lebens, Der (The Dream of His Life, 1925) 65, 83
Traumnacht (Dream Night, 1943-1946) 17, 139, 142, 159
Treppe, Die (The Staircase, 1926) 11
Um einen roten Mund (About a Red Mouth, c. 1967) 21, 147, 180
Und wenn du denkst, derMond geht unter (And When You Think
the Moon is Setting, 1921) 40, 61
Unfall, Der (The Accident, 1936) 17, 126, 134, 139
Ungarische Rhapsodie (Hungarian Rhapsody, 1940) 17, 156
Untitled, from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
Museum (From an Ethnographic Museum, 1929) 78 nll9
Untitled, from the series Aus einem ethnographischen
Museum (From an Ethnographic Museum, 1930) 22 nl4,
71, 136, 137
Vagabunden (Vagabonds, 1926) 66, 67
Vase mit Chrisanthemen (Vase with Chrysthanthemums,
50
Versuchung, Die (The Temptation, 1940) 23 n29
Vita Immortalis (Immortal Life, 1924) 11
Von Oben (From Above, 1926-1927) 72, 92, 195

1909)

Was miissen das fur Baume sein . . . (What Kind of Trees
are These . . . , c. 1930) 113
Weg, Der (The Path, 1927) 11
Weifie Form (White Form, 1919) 37, 59, 75 n29
Wenn die Diifte bliihen (When the Fragrances Bloom, 1962)
20, 171
Wilder Aufbruch (Savage Outbreak, 1933) 17, 18, 196
Zaun, Der (The Fence, 1927-1928) 11
Zerbrochen (Shattered, 1925) 108
Zwei Kopfe (Two Heads, 1926) see Imaginare Briicke
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